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Unsteady Flow and Whirl-
Inducing Forces in Axial-Flow
Compressors: Part I—Experiment
An experimental and theoretical investigation has been conducted to evaluate the effects
seen in axial-flow compressors when the centerline of the rotor is displaced from the
centerline of the static structure of the engine. This creates circumferentially nonuniform
rotor-tip clearances, unsteady flow, and potentially increased clearances if the rotating
and stationary parts come in contact. The result not only adversely affects compressor
stall margin, pressure rise capability, and efficiency, but also generates an unsteady,
destabilizing, aerodynamic force, called the Thomas/Alford force, which contributes sig-
nificantly to rotor whirl instabilities in turbomachinery. Determining both the direction
and magnitude of this force in compressors, relative to those in turbines, is especially
important for the design of mechanically stable turbomachinery components. Part I of this
two-part paper addresses these issues experimentally and Part II presents analyses from
relevant computational models. Our results clearly show that the Thomas/Alford force
can promote significant backward rotor whirl over much of the operating range of mod-
ern compressors, although some regions of zero and forward whirl were found near the
design point. This is the first time that definitive measurements, coupled with compelling
analyses, have been reported in the literature to resolve the long-standing disparity in
findings concerning the direction and magnitude of whirl-inducing forces important in the
design of modern axial-flow compressors.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1378299#

1.0 Introduction and the Nature of the Issues

1.1 Introduction. Increases in clearances resulting from
rubs between rotating and stationary turbomachinery components
operating at tight levels of clearance most frequently result from
forces induced by the following situations: rotor unbalance~asso-
ciated with imperfections in rotor manufacture or assembly!, lat-
eral deceleration during a hard landing, lateral forces induced by
high-g and high-rate-of turn maneuvers, thermal bowing and/or
asymmetric ovalization of the casing, especially for fans.

However, a potentially much more destructive mechanism for
inducing rubs is whirl instability. Any radial deflection of the
rotor relative to the stator creates circumferentially nonuniform
clearances and unsteady aerodynamic forces on the rotor as each
blade traverses the varying clearance gap. These unsteady forces
are orthogonal to the deflection and therefore are a significant
driver of rotor whirl instabilities. The forces increase in magnitude
as the deflection increases so that above the onset speed, where
destabilizing forces overwhelm the stabilizing damping forces, the
deflections are ultimately limited only by damage to the interact-
ing parts or by damping forces. Consequently an accurate deter-
mination of their magnitude and direction is of major importance
in the design of safe, stable turbomachinery components. Ex-
amples of whirl are hysteretic whirl, whirl associated with fluids
trapped within cylindrical rotor cavities and plain journal bear-
ings, etc.

1.2 The Nature of the Issues. The unsteady, destabilizing,
aerodynamic cross-axis stiffness force that promotes rotor whirl
was first postulated by Thomas@1# and Alford @2# to explain rotor

whirl instabilities seen in steam turbines and jet engines respec-
tively. Therefore, this force is generally referred to as the Thomas/
Alford force.

Whirl in Turbines. For a deflected turbine rotor, it has been
shown experimentally that the airfoils in the closure zone are
more highly loaded by aerodynamic forces than the airfoils in the
open clearance zone because the former are operating more effi-
ciently @3#. This situation is shown schematically in Fig. 1~a! for a
turbine rotor whose centerline has been displaced upward along
the ordinate by an amount1Y. This gives minimum clearance at
the top of the turbine and maximum clearance at the bottom. The
forces at these two locations are the vector sum of the mean blade
force, Fm , and the unsteady blade force resulting from the cen-
terline offset,Fu . As suggested by Thomas@1#, summing the
forcesperpendicularto the axis of displacement results in a net
force,FX5Fm1Fu , due to the difference in airfoil loading. Since
FX acts normal to the axis of displacement, it is called a cross-axis
~cross-coupled! stiffness force. As seen in Fig. 1~a!, the direction
of FX acts to drive the rotor in orbital~whirling! motion about the
nondisplaced centerline in the same direction as rotor rotation,
i.e., FX promotes forward whirl for turbines. Thomas postulated
the following model to compute a cross-coupled aero-
dynamic stiffness coefficient in terms of the acting torque and ab
coefficient:

KXY5
FX

1Y
5

Tb

DPH
(1)

Measurements of transverse destabilizing forces in unshrouded
turbines give positiveb values in the range from 2 to 5@4–7#.

Whirl in Compressors. Alford @2# hypothesized the same phe-
nomenon for compressors, whereby aerodynamic, cross-axis
forces caused by asymmetric tip clearance feed energy into the
whirling motion of the rotor. Alford reasoned that during rotor
whirl, the circumferential variation in radial tip clearance causes a

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-565. Review Chair: D. Ballal.
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circumferential variation in efficiency so that the blading with the
smallest clearance would be the most efficient. Alford further hy-
pothesized that the compressor would pump to a circumferentially
uniform exit static pressure and therefore the more efficient blad-
ing at tight clearance would have a lower loading than the blading
with larger clearance 180 deg away. This situation, illustrated in
Fig. 1~b!, shows that the net force,FX , tends to cause forward
rotor whirl. Thus, Alford concluded that compressors have posi-
tive b’s so that whirl-inducing forces for both compressors and
turbines are in the same direction.

Ehrich @8# hypothesized differently from Alford. He reasoned
that compressor airfoils with the smaller clearance would sustain a
higher static pressure differential across their tips and would
therefore be more highly loaded than the airfoils with larger clear-
ance, 180 deg away. As shown in Fig. 1~c!, this dictates that the
net destabilizing force in compressors,Fx , tends to produce rotor
whirl counter to the direction of rotation. Thus Ehrich concluded
that compressors tend to have negativeb coefficients so that the
direction of whirl-inducing forces for compressors would be op-
posite to those for turbines.

There has been a disparity in the findings in the literature con-
cerning the direction of rotor whirl in compressors. Vance and
Laudadio@9# found experimentally that the Thomas/Alford force
is rotor-speed dependent and mostly positive, except for some
special combinations of rotor speed and stage torque where the
direction of the force was reversed. Colding-Jorgensen@10# found
the same generality for the shape and slope of the relationship of
b coefficient versus flow coefficient as later reported by Ehrich
@8#, but the Colding-Jorgensen results suggested a more positive
level of the parameter than the negative levels reported in Ehrich’s
work. Ehrich @8# further showed that the experimental data of
Vance and Laudadio@9# implied that, for certain values of torque
and speed in their low-speed blower tests, the destabilizing forces
tend to drive backward whirl. Other evidence was also accumu-
lating in theoretical and experimental results of Yan et al.@11# to
indicate negativeb coefficients for compressors.

In engine field experience, aerodynamic cross-axis forces were
cited by Akin et al.@12# as the destabilizing mechanism in the
high-pressure rotor instability of the TF30 P1111 engine when it
went into production in mid-1986. Vibration reject rates were as
high as 50 percent until the instability was eliminated by using a
squeeze-film damper at the high pressure turbine bearing.

In view of the importance of theb coefficient in designing
stable turbomachinery components, the disparity between Al-
ford’s and Ehrich’s conjectures, the mixed findings of researchers
on the issues, the need for designers to often use very conservative
methods, and the absence of a decisive resolution of rotor whirl
issues, we formulated the experimental and analytic program de-
scribed in Parts I and II.

2.0 Objectives and Definitions

2.1 Objectives. The overall goal of Part I was to provide a
definitive resolution of the long-standing disparity in findings con-
cerning the direction and magnitude of rotor whirl in compressors.

There were three major objectives of Part 1. The first was to
quantify any changes in compressor performance and airfoil load-
ing produced in compressors when the rotor centerline becomes
displaced or offset from that of the stator. The second was to
determine which of the two models best describes whirl in com-
pressors, the Alford Model of Fig. 1~b! or the Ehrich model of
Fig. 1~c!. The third was to determine the direction and magnitude
of rotor whirl-inducing, aerodynamic forces in axial-flow com-
pression systems used in modern turbomachinery, including their
design implications.

Comparing the results from analytical and computational mod-
els relative to the experimental data will be the subject of Part II.

2.2 Definitions. The following definitions will be helpful.
Rotor whirl instability: Unstable rotor whirl is defined as the

self-excited orbital motion of the rotor centerline about its nomi-
nal or undisplaced centerline induced by a destabilizing tangential
force, which overcomes the stabilizing external damping forces.
There are several potential sources of such destabilizing forces.
This paper focuses on the Thomas/Alford forces.

Beta coefficient: the ‘‘Thomas/Alford Parameter,’’ originally
conceived as the change in thermodynamic efficiency per unit
change in blade tip clearance, expressed as a fraction of blade
height. In practiceb, as defined by Eq.~1!, is a normalized value
of the cross-coupled stiffness.

Forward whirl: whirl whose direction is the same as that of the
engine rotor rotation or spin. Theb coefficient is positive for
forward whirl.

Backward whirl: whirl whose direction is opposite to that of the
engine rotor rotation or spin. Theb coefficient is negative for
backward whirl.

Aerodynamic cross-axis force: the net unbalanced aerodynamic
force that acts perpendicular to rotor radial deflection to drive
rotor whirl.

3.0 Experimental Test Program
We set up a test program in the GE Low Speed Research Com-

pressor to simulate the eccentricity of a whirling rotor and mea-
sure the nonuniform, unsteady flowfield that develops.

3.1 Low Speed Research Compressor„LSRC…. The
LSRC is an experimental facility that duplicates the relevant aero-
dynamic features of axial flow compressors in modern gas turbine
engines in a large, low-speed machine where very detailed inves-
tigations of the flow can be made. Aerodynamic similarity for

Fig. 1 Models of whirl-inducing forces in turbines and compressors. Net force FxÄFm¿Fu
acts perpendicular to the axis of displacement and drives rotor whirl; see Appendix B1.
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Mach number and Reynolds number is used in scaling the high-
speed airfoils to their low-speed counterparts. This method of test-
ing has proven reliable for over forty years in understanding and
designing HP compression systems provided the phenomena be-
ing studied are Reynolds number dependent and not compressibil-
ity dependent.

The LSRC, which has a constant casing diameter of 1.524 m
~60.0 in.!, was set up with four identical stages in order to simu-
late the repeating stage environment. The third stage was the test
stage. The blading was representative of current design practice.

Three different low-speed blading configurations were tested.
The first two, called CompressorsA andB respectively, are typical
of modern designs and have high hub/tip ratios of 0.85 with low-
aspect-ratio, high-solidity blading and shrouded stators. These two
compressors are low-speed, aerodynamic models of the middle
and rear block of highly loaded, high-reaction~65–70 percent! HP
compressors in commercial gas turbine engines currently in ser-
vice. CompressorC, also in commercial engine service, has can-
tilevered stators and blading with a lower hub/tip ratio of 0.70,
lower reaction of 0.55, and higher aspect ratios than the others
have. Additional information about the LSRC testing technique
and the blading is available in@13–15#. Blading details for all
three compressors are given in Table 2 of Appendix A.

A cross section showing the test stage for CompressorA is
given in Fig. 2. The stators are shrouded so that there is no clear-
ance between the end of the stator airfoil and the hub under the
airfoil. The seal tooth inhibits flow leakage from the trailing edge
region through the seal cavity upstream to the leading edge re-
gion. Consequently, the leakage flowfield across the rotor tip is
very different from that in the stator hub.

Only CompressorA was tested with the stator centerline offset
from that of the rotor, as described below. All three compressors
were tested at different axisymmetric clearances without offset to
obtain the required input for the models in Part II.

3.2 Offset and Clearance Conditions. The use of large,
precision offset rings and offset bearing supports enabled us to
assemble the LSRC with the centerline of the stator casing offset
~displaced! relative to the centerline of the rotor and its drive
mechanism. The offset is shown schematically in Fig. 3. This
process of moving the entire stator assembly relative to the rotor
to achieve the offset significantly reduced both the cost and com-
plexity of the test program as compared to moving the complex
and massive rotor drive mechanisms.

Tests were performed for Configuration A with two displace-
ments of the casing centerline: a larger displacement of 0.1905 cm
~0.075 in! and a smaller one of 0.0965 cm~0.038 in!. The larger

displacement exceeded the baseline rotor tip clearance by 0.0279
cm ~0.011 in.!. Therefore, to avoid both significant damage to the
LSRC test hardware from a rub and the resulting safety issues, we
ground the rotor tip and the stator shroud seal to allow both to run
at the absolute minimum safe clearance judged to be 0.051 cm
~0.020 in.!. This permitted the vehicle to enter rotating stall. Al-
though this process increased the magnitude of the average clear-
ances, the levels of centerline offset and clearance magnitudes
bounded those of practical field experience where clearances in-
crease in high-time engines.

The offsets gave the corresponding values of minimum and
maximum clearance for the rotor-tip and the stator shroud seal-
tooth as shown in Table 3 of Appendix A. Precision run-outs gave
clearance variations from nominal around the circumference of
60.0152 cm~0.006 in.!. The offset was measured to be accurate
to within 60.0102 cm~0.004 in.!.

While the rotor did not actually whirl in these tests, the static
shaft offset was intended to approximate the flowfield present in
whirling rotor motion to allow evaluation of the dominant aero-
dynamic forces contributing to rotor whirl. The effects of the ad-
ditional forces in an actual whirling rotor are analyzed in Part II.

3.3 Instrumentation

Steady-state Instrumentation.High-resolution pressure trans-
ducers, accurate to60.010 percent of the full-scale values of ei-
ther 0.068 or 0.136 bar~1 or 2 psi!, were used to record steady-
state static and total pressures for determining both overall
compressor performance and the static pressures on the stator air-
foil surfaces. Frequent calibrations were conducted. A strain-gage
torque meter, accurate to60.07 percent of measured torque, was
used to deduce shaft work input to quantify compressor efficiency.
Overall measurement accuracy is as follows: Flow coefficient and
pressure coefficient are accurate to within60.15 percent and ef-
ficiency to within60.25 points.

Dynamic Instrumentation. A total of 64 ultra-miniature, high-
response Kulite model LQ-125 pressure transducers, having a fre-
quency response of 20 kHz, were imbedded inside the rotor airfoil
surfaces to measure the unsteady static pressures acting on the
suction and pressure surfaces. The locations of the Kulites, shown
in Table 4 of Appendix A, were selected to provide resolution of
both chordwise and spanwise gradients. Small pressure ports
pneumatically connected the sensor to the measurement surface.

Fig. 2 Schematic showing cross section of compressor A
blading

Fig. 3 LSRC configuration for centerline offset tests showing
circumferential variation in rotor tip clearance «R , and stator
shroud seal clearance, «s . Looking down on spinning, non-
whirling eccentric rotor with casings moved relative to rotor
assembly; see Appendix B2.
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The port diameters were sized properly at 0.08128 cm~0.032 in.!
and the lengths were small enough at 0.0406 cm~0.016 in.!, as
defined by Doebelin@16#, so as not to attenuate the periodic un-
steady pressures.

The transducers were calibrated after installation in the airfoils
by using both a pressurized/evacuated chamber and a dynamic
frequency-response calibrator. The transducer accuracy was61.0
percent. The response was unattenuated with no phase shifting up
to 1400 Hz~the limit of the calibrator used! or two times blade
passing frequency.

Data Sampling and Signal Processing.The signals from the
pressure transducers were digitized and ensemble-averaged. A Ki-
netic System analog-to-digital converter was used to digitize the
data signals using phase locked sampling at constant time incre-
ments. The analog data were low-pass filtered at 1 kHz to avoid
aliasing. The use of 200 ensemble averages greatly reduced the
effects of time-unresolved unsteadiness. A once-per-revolution
pulse from an optical encoder in the casing sensed the trigger
airfoil on the rotor blade and initiated the sampling for the data
windows for each rotor revolution.

3.4 Data Reduction

Calculation of Unsteady Pressures.Since the pressure trans-
ducers were mounted in seven different airfoils on the 54-bladed
rotor disk, great care was taken in time-shifting and synthesizing
these data onto one representative airfoil to construct the unsteady
pressure variation experienced by the rotor airfoils during a rotor
revolution. The raw pressure data for each transducer were pro-
cessed using fast Fourier transform~FFT! methodology to give a
filtered waveform consisting only of the first harmonic. An ex-
ample of the raw data is presented in Fig. 4~a! and the results from
its FFT analysis to obtain the Fourier coefficients are shown in
Fig. 4~b!. The first harmonic is dominant. The 54th and 74th har-
monics in the figure are associated with 54 rotors and 74 stators.
An example of the circumferential variation of unsteady pressure
determined from the first harmonic is shown in Fig. 4~c!.

The unsteady pressures measured at the discrete locations on
the airfoil surfaces were bidirectionally curve-fit along the radial
and chordwise directions to obtain continuous pressure distribu-
tions on the suction and pressure surfaces. Our confidence levels
in being able to integrate the unsteady blade pressures for the
given Kulite coverage was about 95 percent. This was assessed by
randomly removing data from several kulites from the analysis,
re-processing the data, and comparing the forces obtained from
the pressure integration. DC-level comparisons were not made
because the Kulite transducers were not installed in the centered-
rotor configuration.

Calculation of the Thomas/Alford Force.By using the un-
steady pressure distributions computed above and the geometric
orientation of the airfoil surfaces in the compressor, we integrated
over the airfoil surfaces to obtain the unsteady forces acting on the
various airfoils around the circumference. We resolved the un-
steady forces into their tangential and radial components using the
local blade coordinate system shown in Fig. 5; see Appendix B3a.

Next we computed the component of force acting perpendicular
to the direction of rotor offset,Fx ~the Thomas/Alford force!. To
do this, we transformed the tangential and radial blade forces in
the local blade coordinate system of Fig. 5 to the global coordi-
nate system fixed to the bladed disk, also shown in Fig. 5. We
then algebraically summed the individual forces to get the net
cross-axis stiffness forceFx , and the net direct positive stiffness
force FY ; see Appendix B3b.

Calculation of the Beta Coefficient.The Beta coefficient is
calculated from Eq.~1! using the torque and the slope~cross-axis
stiffness,KXY! of the Thomas/Alford forceFX plotted versus rotor
offset.

Fig. 4 Typical example showing the circumferential variation
in unsteady static pressure obtained from a Kulite pressure
transducer embedded in a rotor airfoil „96 percent span and 50
percent chord for the large rotor offset …: „a… raw data, „b… FFT of
raw data, „c… filtered signal.
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4.0 Effects of Clearance Variation and Centerline Off-
set on Overall Compressor Performance

Compressor performance is presented in this section as a four-
stage average of pressure coefficient and efficiency plotted as a
function of flow coefficient. The curve of pressure coefficient ver-
sus flow coefficient is called the pressure characteristic. Stall mar-
gin is computed for these low-speed tests in terms of throttle
margin, TM, as defined in the nomenclature.

Variations in loading levels from high flow~low-loading! to
stall were achieved by varying mass flow rate through the com-
pressor using a discharge throttle. Lines of constant throttle setting
are shown in the figures to indicate the different loading levels
along the pressure characteristic. The tests were run at the design
tip speed of 64.0 m/s~210 ft/sec!, which required a rotational
speed of approximately 804 rpm. This gave a Reynolds number of
3.63105, which is sufficiently above the knee in the Reynolds
number-loss curve to be representative of engine conditions.

4.1 Baseline Performance. The baseline performance of
Compressor A, shown as Curves A1 in Figs. 6 and 7, was estab-
lished with no centerline offset and with circumferentially uni-
form, nominal levels of rotor-tip clearance and stator shroud-seal
clearance given in Table 3 of Appendix A. The design point is
shown in both figures. The negative slope of the baseline pressure
characteristic over all of the flow range from high flow to near
peak pressure provides stable operation over this range, after
which it begins to roll over. Stall occurs at a flow coefficient of
about 0.335, as indicated by the short vertical line at the low-flow
end of the pressure characteristic. Baseline Compressor A has
high efficiency that peaks at 90.4 percent. It also has a good
throttle margin of 30.2 percent, as indicated by the 17.9 percent
flow range from the design point to stall. This baseline is the
performance standard against which all of the other configurations
will be compared.

4.2 Effect of Axi-symmetric Clearance Variation on Per-
formance. The effects of varying axisymmetric~circumferen-
tially uniform! clearance on the performance of Compressor A are
shown relative to the baseline performance in Fig. 6. The clear-
ance variation was obtained without centerline offset and thus is
typical of what occurs in a uniform rotor tip rub. Both rotor tip
clearance and stator shroud-seal clearance were varied indepen-
dently so that we could separate the effects. Detailed surveys of
flow properties~not included in this paper! showed that when
rotor tip clearance alone was increased, the dominant effect was
seen in the outer 25 percent of span. Similarly when the stator seal
clearance alone was increased, the dominant effect was seen in the
inner 25 percent of span.

Looking first at Curves A2 in Fig. 6 showing the effects of
doubling only the stator shroud-seal clearance, we see that peak
pressure rise and efficiency are reduced by 3.4 percent and 0.90

points, respectively. However, stalling flow is nearly unaffected
because this is tip-sensitive blading with respect to stall onset;
thus reasonable changes in hub clearances will not significantly
affect the flow level at which stall onset occurs.

Looking next at Curves A3 in Fig. 6, which show the effects of
doubling only the rotor tip clearance, we see that all performance
quantities are affected significantly. There is a 8.5 percent reduc-
tion in peak pressure rise, a 1.6 point loss in efficiency, a 54
percent loss in flow range between the design point and stall, and
a throttle margin of 11.1 percent, which is 37 percent of the base-
line value. Being a tip-sensitive compressor, changes in rotor tip
clearance significantly affect stall onset.

Opening both rotor tip clearance and stator shroud-seal clear-
ance produces the expected results of further loss in pressure rise
and efficiency but little further change in stalling flow range, as
shown by Curves A4 in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 The two coordinate systems used to resolve blade
forces: „1… blade fixed coordinate „Ttan ,R…, „blade geometry de-
fined in this system …; „2… rotating coordinate „X,Y… „the blade
azimuth angle u is defined in this coordinate system …; see Ap-
pendix B3

Fig. 6 Overall performance of compressor A showing the ef-
fects of variation in axisymmetric clearances relative to base-
line performance. Compressors A1–A4 are defined in Table 3
of Appendix A. Data accuracy is identical to that for Fig. 7,
therefore data symbols are removed for clarity.
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4.3 Effect of Centerline Offset Having Increased Average
Clearances on Performance. The pressure and efficiency char-
acteristics for the two levels of casing centerline offset are com-
pared in Fig. 7 to those for the baseline configuration. As ex-
pected, the offset configurations with their larger average and
maximum clearances, shown as Curves A5 and A6, have lower
efficiencies and lower peak pressure rise than those for the base-
line Curves A1. There is an 8.3 percent, and 10.8 percent loss in
peak pressure and 1.5 point and 2.7 point loss in peak efficiency,
respectively, for the small and large offsets. Throttle margin is
11.7 percent, which is 39 percent of the baseline value. Thus, stall
margin has suffered considerably. Note that there is little change
in loss of stalling flow range between small and large offsets.

4.4 Applicability of Parallel Compressor Theory. Two of
the models used to computeb coefficients in Part II of this paper
rely on the validity of parallel compressor methodology. In addi-
tion, Part II will analyze our data by separating it into that for the
outer 50 percent span~influenced by rotor tip clearance! and that
for the inner 50 percent span~influenced by stator seal clearance!,
followed by a synthesis of these results. In order to gain confi-
dence in these approaches, we evaluated the Compressor A per-
formance derivatives for the offset tests relative to those for the
axisymmetric tests.

Both the change in pressure rise and the change in efficiency
were determined for the corresponding change in total average
clearance from the baseline clearances as expressed by the follow-
ing equation:

D«̄ r ,s5S «̄ r2 «̄ r ,Baseline

H
1

«̄s2 «̄s,Baseline

H D3100 percent

Note that all clearances are normalized by the blading span of
11.43 cm~4.50 in.!. This approach of adding clearances was taken
to evaluate the degree of linearity in the performance derivatives.
We evaluated derivatives in terms of average clearances since
changes in pressure coefficients, efficiency, and loading, which
are of primary interest for assessment of Thomas/Alford forces,
typically vary systematically with changes in average clearance.
Loss in stall margin typically correlates with changes in maximum
clearance, but that is of less interest here.

The performance derivatives for axisymmetric Compressors
A1–A4 were computed at the peak efficiency and increased load-
ing points in Fig. 6. The results, shown in Fig. 8 as open symbols,
describe a linear sensitivity to change in total average clearance
within 0.150 variance for the pressure derivative and 0.008 for the
efficiency derivative.

The performance derivatives were also computed for both the
small and large offset result described previously in Fig. 7. These
derivatives, shown as the solid symbols in Fig. 8, have nearly the
same linear sensitivity as those for the axisymmetric tests. This
provides high confidence that parallel compressor theory and the
methodology of Part II are appropriate.

4.5 Performance of Compressors B and C. The pressure
and efficiency characteristics for Compressors B and C are pre-
sented in Fig. 9. The configurations, labeled Curves B1, B2, B3,
C1, and C2, are identified in Table 3 in Appendix A. These results
will be used in Part II in Ehrich’s methodology for whirl analysis.

5.0 Effects of Centerline Offset on Airfoil Loading for
Compressor A

5.1 Unsteady Loading on Rotor Airfoils. Unsteady pres-
sures on the rotor airfoils were measured as the rotor traveled
through varying levels of clearances caused by the centerline off-
set. Suction surface pressures were subtracted from pressure sur-
face pressures to give unsteady pressure difference~loading! on
the airfoil. Representative results showing this loading for three
clearance levels around the circumference are presented in Fig. 10
as contours of differences in unsteady static pressure. The color
red indicates the highest loading and blue indicates the lowest
loading. Figure 10~a, b, c! show the rotor at near minimum clear-
ance, nominal clearance, and near maximum clearance respec-
tively. The measured, steady-state, surface static pressure distri-
bution at 80 percent span for the rotor airfoil is shown in Fig.
10~d!.

It is clear that airfoil unsteady loading across the span increases
in the region of minimum clearance~red contours in Fig. 10a! and
decreases in the region of maximum clearance~blue contours in
Fig. 10~c!! relative to the mean loading at nominal clearance in
Fig. 10~b!. It is also clear from Fig. 10 that, near the rotor tip in
Zone A, the airfoil loading increases at near minimum clearance
and decreases at near maximum clearance. This finding confirms
the correctness of Ehrich’s hypothesis in Fig. 1~c! about the nature
of rotor whirl-inducing forces in compressors as discussed in Sec-
tion 1.2.

In trying to explain the driving mechanisms for rotor whirl in
turbomachinery, previous investigators have concentrated only on
the effects of variation in rotor tip clearance. Our unsteady data in
Fig. 10 show an additional feature needing attention in whirl
analyses, namely, the effect of clearances in the hub region as an
additional driver of rotor whirl. The changes in stator shroud-seal
clearance and any radial redistribution of flow produce a change
in hub loading on the rotor in Zone B. As seen in Figs. 10~a, c!,
the unsteady forces in the hub increase~red contour! at tight clear-
ance and decrease~blue contour! at more open clearance. While it
is known that varying stator hub/shroud clearance affects both
compressor aerodynamic performance and local hub airfoil/drum

Fig. 7 Overall performance of Compressor A for rotor center-
line offset tests relative to baseline performance
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loading @13,17#, until now this effect has not been incorporated
into documented rotor-whirl analyses. In that sense, incorporating
these findings into the analyses presented in Part II constitutes a
new approach to whirl analysis.

5.2 Loading Variation on Stator Airfoils. Stator surface
pressures were measured on two instrumented airfoils at locations
described in Table 5 of Appendix A. For the large offset condi-
tions of Compressor A, the instrumented vanes were moved to
various circumferential positions from minimum to maximum ro-
tor tip clearance to measure the respective stator loading.

The resulting normalized, steady, surface static pressures as a
function of percent airfoil chord are presented in Fig. 11~a–i!.
From left to right in the figure, we show the results for compressor
low, medium, and high loading, respectively, taken at Test Points
1, 3 and 5 in Fig. 7. From top to bottom, we show the results from
near the casing, at midspan and near the hub. In each of the nine
parts of the figure, the circumferential variation in stator loading is
presented for maximum, nominal, and minimum clearances.

One can identify the magnitudes of the stator incidence angle
and leading edge loading in Fig. 11 by the amount of either cross-

over or separation between the suction and pressure surface
curves. For example, the crossover of these surface distributions
at about 8 percent chord in Fig. 11~d! indicates lower incidence
angle and lower leading edge loading compared to the large sepa-
ration in these distributions near the leading edge for nominal
clearance in Fig. 11~c!.

Near the casing at 90 percent span, we see a progressive in-
crease in the circumferential variation of stator incidence as one
moves along the pressure characteristic from low compressor
loading, Fig. 11~a!, to medium loading, Fig. 11~b!, to high load-
ing, Fig. 11~c!. Using data from the concentric tests, we computed
an incidence angle derivative with respect to changes in leading
edge loading. When this derivative was applied to the observed
variation in the offset tests shown in Fig. 11, we found variations
in incidence angle near the casing of up to 7 degrees around the
circumference. Such a large circumferential variation in stator in-
cidence angle and airfoil leading edge loading is clearly seen in
Fig. 11~c!.

Fig. 8 Performance derivatives for compressor A in terms of
change in total average clearance from baseline clearance lev-
els

Fig. 9 Performance characteristic for compressors B and C
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At midspan, there is no change in stator incidence around the
circumference at low compressor loading, Fig. 11~d!, with some
increase in incidence variation as loading increases from Fig.
11~e, f !. Near the hub, the influence of increased stator seal-tooth
clearance makes itself known from Fig. 11~g, h, i!.

The circumferential variations in stator loading seen near the
hub in Fig. 11 imply circumferential variations in hub spool load-
ing, which constitutes an additional driving mechanism for rotor
whirl not previously incorporated into analyses. A discussion of
this effect is given in Part II.

6.0 Unsteady Blade Forces and the ThomasÕAlford
Parameter b Coefficient

In this section we present the unsteady blade forces that drive
rotor whirl in compressors and the calculation of the Thomas/
Alford parameter, orb coefficient.

6.1 Unsteady Whirl-Inducing Blade Forces. The unsteady
pressures presented in Section 5.1 were reduced to unsteady blade
forces as described in Section 3.4. A representative result for the
large offset configuration running at high compressor loading
~Test Point 5 in Fig. 7! is shown in Fig. 12. The tangential and
radial components of the unsteady, whirl-inducing blade force are
plotted as a function of circumferential position. The circumfer-
ential variation of rotor tip clearance is also plotted.

The forces in Fig. 12 need to be understood relative to the sign
convention of Fig. 13. The direction of rotation and the direction
of the driving torque in Fig. 13 are counterclockwise. The center-
line is offset upward, which places the minimum clearance at
top-dead-center. Two forces are shown acting on each airfoil: a
mean force,Fm , and the tangential component of the unsteady
force due to the offset,Fu . The magnitude and direction of the
unsteady force will determine the direction of rotor whirl.

In Fig. 12 the radial component of unsteady force is very small

Fig. 10 „a, b, c… Contours of unsteady static pressure difference on the rotor airfoils at three clearance levels around the
circumference for the large centerline offset. Zone A is affected by variation in rotor blade tip clearance and zone B is affected by
stator shroud seal clearance. Both zones are affected by any radial flow redistribution; „d… chordwise distribution of measured,
steady-state static pressure on rotor airfoil at 80 percent span.
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compared to the tangential component. The maximum tangential
force occurs near the minimum clearance and the minimum tan-
gential force occurs near the maximum clearance, again confirm-
ing the correctness of Ehrich’s hypothesis. Careful use of the sign
convention in Fig. 13 leads us to conclude that in the region of
negative forces shown as Zone 1 in Fig. 12, the net forces acting
on the airfoils increase because the unsteady force,Fu , adds vec-
torially to the mean force,Fm . This occurs around the minimum
clearance. In the region of positive forces shown as Zone 2 in Fig.
12, the net forces on the airfoils decrease as the unsteady force,
Fu , oppose the mean force,Fm . This occurs around maximum
clearance near bottom dead center. The net effect of the force

distribution tends to drive the offset rotor shaft counter to the
direction of rotation, i.e., it drives backward whirl.

The analysis of the data in Fig. 12 clearly shows that the whirl-
inducing forces from centerline offset will tend to drive backward
rotor whirl in compressors at this throttle setting.

The unsteady forces do not peak at the minimum clearance, but
peak 40 deg from minimum tip clearance in the direction of rota-
tion. This is due to fluid inertia effects as will be discussed in Part
II of this paper.

6.2 Stator Vane Tangential Force. Stator surface pres-
sures shown in Fig. 11 were integrated in the chordwise and span-

Fig. 11 Circumferential variation of stator airfoil loading for Compressor A showing the effects different levels of rotor tip
clearance due to centerline offset. „a–c… 90 percent span; „d–f… 50 percent span; „g–i… 5 percent span. Low, medium, and high
compressor loading were obtained at test points 1, 3, and 5, respectively, in Fig. 7.
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wise directions to obtain the aerodynamic forces. Tangential force
component in the direction of rotor rotation was observed to vary
around the circumference, in phase with the clearance variation.
This force was largest in the region of minimum clearance and
was smallest in the region of maximum clearance. This is similar
to the force variation measured on the rotor blading.

6.3 Theb Coefficient. We computed the cross-axis and di-
rect stiffness forces,FX andFY , for the two centerline offsets and
the various values of compressor loading as discussed in Section
3.4. We then computed the cross-axis aerodynamic stiffness coef-
ficient, KXY . An example showing the cross-axis force versus
offset is presented in Fig. 14 for Test Point 5 of Compressor A.
The slope of this curve,KXY , is linear to within a 0.225 variance.
From that and the pertinent geometry and measured torque for the
LSRC configuration, we computed the correspondingb coeffi-
cient using Eq.~1!. The stiffness forces and resultingb coeffi-
cients are shown in Table 1. See Appendix B3c.

A curve-fit of theb coefficients from Table 1 is shown in Fig.

15 for Compressor A. Clearly the Thomas/Alford force drives
backward rotor whirl over most of the compressor operating
range, although some regions of near-zero and positive whirl-
inducing forces are observed at high flow coefficients greater than
0.44.

7.0 Discussion
The analysis of the data presented in Part I of this paper clearly

shows that the Thomas/Alford forces in axial-flow compressors

Fig. 12 Circumferential variation of the unsteady whirl induc-
ing force components and running rotor tip clearance for the
large centerline offset of LSRC Compressor A . Zone 1 is for net
force increased and zone 2 for net force decreased. Data
shown for Test Point 5 in Fig. 7; see Appendix B3a.

Fig. 13 Distribution of tangential blade force for LSRC Offset
Rotor Test showing direction of mean and unsteady forces „Fm
and Fu… at various circumferential positions; see Appendices
B1 and B3a

Fig. 14 Regression plot of cross-axis-force for high compres-
sor loading test point 5 in Fig. 7

Table 1 Stiffness forces and the b coefficients for Compressor A : see Appendix B 3c
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typical of modern design tend to drive backward whirl. In fact, for
off-design operation at lower flows and high airfoil loading, the
beta coefficients were strongly negative.

However, there are qualifications that go along with our find-
ings. Backward whirl-inducing forces do not occur over all of the
operating points of the compressor map, as also clearly shown by
our data. At high-flow, low-loading situations, the Thomas/Alford
forces were neutral or shown to drive forward whirl, although the
magnitudes of the positiveb coefficients were small.

In engine operation, the range ofb coefficients in Fig. 15 can
be encountered during operating line migrations from the steady
state design point. Low operating line~high flow coefficient! situ-
ations for the HP compressor occur for commercial engine opera-
tion primarily during a rapid deceleration from high power. An
example of this could be a throttle chopfollowing thrust reverser
deployment on landing. In this situation fuel flow drops abruptly,
causing the pressure in the combustor and rear of the compressor
to drop. The operating line then drops but the rotational speed
cannot change instantaneously so the pumping~air flow! is high.

High operating line~low flow coefficient! situations for the HP
compressor occur primarily during a rapid engine spool-up~accel-
eration!. This can occur during take-off, application of reverse
thrust on landing, a go-around on missed approach, and aircraft
avoidance maneuvers. Fuel flow to the combustor is increased
raising its temperature and back-pressuring the compressor. This
causes the operating line to go up before the rotational speed can
increase appropriately.

8.0 Conclusions
The following conclusions about whirl-inducing aerodynamic

forces in compressors can be drawn from the experimental data of
Part I:

The long-standing disparity in findings concerning the direction
and magnitude of rotor whirl-inducing, aerodynamic forces in
axial-flow compression systems used in modern turbomachinery
has been definitively resolved. The Thomas/Alford force drives
backward rotor whirl over most of the compressor operating
range. This means that theb coefficients are mostly negative with
some near-zero and small positive values~forward whirl! at high
flow. Consequently, compressor whirl forces tend to promote
whirl in the direction opposite to that of turbines over most of the
operating range.

When the centerline of the rotor is displaced from the centerline
of the casing, theunsteadyloading on the rotor airfoils in the
tighter clearance region increases and theunsteadyloading on the
rotor airfoils in the more-open clearance region decreases relative
to the loading for nominal clearance.

The Ehrich model describing compressor whirl resulting from
aerodynamic forces, as presented in Fig. 1~c!, has been validated
by the low-speed testing process. This important finding strongly
suggests the model’s correctness for use in guiding HP compres-
sor designers.

The parallel compressor model has been validated for the offset
tests, based on the analysis of the performance derivatives. This
finding is important to the applicability of the analytical models in
Part II.

The unsteady forces do not peak at the minimum clearance but
peak 40 deg from minimum clearance in the direction of rotation
for Compressor A. This is due to fluid inertia effects as will be
discussed in Part II of this paper.

To date attention has been given only to the effects of rotor tip
clearance. A new finding has shown that clearance variations in
the hub region can also have a significant effect on the magnitude
and direction of rotor whirl. This will be discussed in detail in
Part II.

Large performance penalties in efficiency, pressure-rise capa-
bility and stall margin can occur if average and maximum clear-
ances increase during rotor centerline displacement. Unsteady in-
cidence angle variations around the circumference of as much as
seven degrees were observed.
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Appendix A

Tables 2–5 Giving Blading and Configuration Details

Fig. 15 Computed beta coefficients for the LSRC compressor
A offset rotor test showing that unsteady forces promote back-
ward whirl over most of the compressor operating range. Test
Points 1–6 correspond to those in Fig. 7.

Table 2 Blading details for Compressors A , B , and C at midspan
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Appendix B

Sign Convention and Coordinate Systems

B1 Direction of the Forces. RegardingFM andFU in Figs. 1
and 13, the arrows are drawn with the arrow head pointing in the
direction that the forces act in the compressor and the turbine. For
example in Fig. 2~b! at the top, the arrows show that the unsteady
force FU will reduce the mean forceFM as the arrows oppose
each other. But at the top in Fig. 2~c!, the arrows show that the
unsteady forceFU will increase the mean forceFM as the arrows
are in the same direction.FM and FU must be considered as a
vector sum, as stated in the third paragraph of Section 6.1.

B2 The Sign Convention.Following rotordynamic conven-
tion, we define forward and backward whirl relative to the direc-
tion of rotor rotation. This has a subtle aspect when looking at
plus and minus directions in Cartesian coordinates. For engines
rotating counterclockwise forward looking aft, positive whirl
forces are those which will drive a whirling rotor counterclock-
wise. In Figs. 3 and 5, we show the forceFX pointing from the
origin to the LEFT as a positive force because it will drive the
displaced centerline counterclockwise about the undisplaced cen-
terline. To the casual observer, positive in Cartesian coordinates
would be from the origin to the RIGHT.

B3 The Coordinate Systems.Two coordinate systems are
used, as described by Figs. 3 and 5. All of the forces are defined
in the Nomenclature.

a The (local) coordinate system fixed to the blades.The tan-
gential and radial forces that act on the rotor blades,FT andFR ,
are shown schematically in Fig. 5 in a coordinate system fixed to
the blades. The measuredunsteadytangential and radial forces
shown in Fig. 12 are in this coordinate system. Note thatFT ~rotor
blade unsteady tangential force! in Fig. 12 is much larger thanFR
~rotor blade unsteady radial force!. These unsteady forces,FT and
FR , are resolved into the total unsteady force,FU , which is then
added vectorially to the mean force,FM , to get the total force on
the airfoil as shown schematically in Fig. 13.

b The (global) coordinate system fixed to the rotor centerline
The net unbalanced forces acting perpendicular and parallel to the
shaft deflection,FX andFY in Fig. 5, are in a coordinate system
fixed to and acting about the rotor centerline as seen in Fig. 3. In
this global system,FX is the cross-axis stiffness force that drives
rotor whirl about the undisplaced centerline.FY is the direct stiff-
ness force.

The airfoils in the blade-fixed coordinate system rotate about
this global coordinate system, with the angle of rotation, theta,
shown in Figs. 5 and 13 as positive in the counterclockwise
direction.

Table 3 Values of clearances and offsets for Compressors A , B , and C

Table 4 Rotor blade kulite locations

Table 5 Stator vane pressure tap locations
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c Transformation from local to global coordinate system
Referring to Fig. 5, the transformation from the local to global
coordinate system for thei th rotor blade is:

Global ~rotor–disk! Local blade-fixed
coordinate system coordinate system

HFX

FY
J 5F cos~u! sin~u!

2sin~u! cos~u!
G

i

H FT

FR
J

i

Summing the forces over all of the rotor blades is done as shown
below.

FX5(
i 51

NB

FXi FY5(
i 51

NB

FYi

Note that the large unsteady tangential force,FT , in Fig. 12 will
contribute toboth FX andFY in Table 1 so that the values ofFX
andFY can be of nearly the same magnitude. The key is thatFX
in Table 1 is negative in sign, which drives backward whirl
over most of the operating range as shown by the negative beta
coefficient.

Nomenclature

A 5 annulus area, m2

CRtip 5 chord length at tip, cm
Dp 5 mean blade diameter, m

FT , FR , Fm 5 tangential, radial, and mean force
on rotor blades, N

FX 5 net unbalanced force perpendicu-
lar to rotor deflection, N

FY 5 net unbalanced force parallel to
rotor deflection N

FU 5 unsteady blade force, N
H 5 blade height cm

KXY 5 cross-coupled stiffness coefficient,
N/m

k5F/AC8 5 throttle coefficient
ṁ 5 mass flow

P1 , T1 5 compressor inlet pressure and
temperature, kPa, °C

PS 5 static pressure acting on blade
surface, kPa

q 5 1/2r refUt
2, dynamic pressure for

normalizing pressures, kPa
Rc 5 casing radius, cm
RH 5 hub radius cm

R 5 radial coordinate
T 5 stage torque, N-m

Ttan 5 blade tangential direction
TM 5 @(kD /kS)21#3100, throttle mar-

gin, percent
U 5 rotor wheel speed, m/s
X 5 coordinate orthogonal toY
Y 5 vertical coordinate in direction of

deflection
1Y 5 rotor deflection, cm

Z 5 axial coordinate
b 5 normalized cross-coupled stiffness

coefficient~the ‘‘Thomas/Alford
Coefficient’’!

«R 5 rotor tip clearance, cm
«S 5 shroud seal clearance, cm
h 5 C8/C3100 percent, torque effi-

ciency, points
F5ṁ/ r̄AU,t 5 flow coefficient

C5T/@(1/2)r̄Ut
2FRtA# 5 work coefficient

C85CpT1/(1/2)Ut
2@(DP/

p111)~g21!/g21] 5 pressure coefficient
u 5 blade azimuth angle, rad
r 5 density
V 5 spin speed of the rotor, rad/s

Superscripts

2 5 averaged value

Subscripts

t 5 rotor tip
D 5 design point
s 5 stall point
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Unsteady Flow and Whirl-
Inducing Forces in Axial-Flow
Compressors: Part II—Analysis
An experimental and theoretical investigation was conducted to evaluate the effects seen
in axial-flow compressors when the centerline of the rotor becomes displaced from the
centerline of the static structure of the engine, thus creating circumferentially nonuniform
rotor-tip clearances. This displacement produces unsteady flow and creates a system of
destabilizing forces, which contribute significantly to rotor whirl instability in turboma-
chinery. These forces were first identified by Thomas (1958. Bull. AIM,71, No. 11/12, pp.
1039–1063.) for turbines and by Alford (1965. J. Eng. Power, Oct., pp. 333–334) for jet
engines. In Part I, the results from an experimental investigation of these phenomena
were presented. In this Part II, three analytic models were used to predict both the
magnitude and direction of the Thomas/Alford force in its normalized form, known as the
b coefficient, and the unsteady effects for the compressors tested in Part I. In addition, the
effects of a whirling shaft were simulated to evaluate differences between a rotor with
static offset and an actual whirling eccentric rotor. The models were also used to assess
the influence of the nonaxisymmetric static pressure distribution on the rotor spool, which
was not measured in the experiment. The models evaluated were (1) the two-sector par-
allel compressor (2SPC) model, (2) the infinite-segment-parallel-compressor (ISPC)
model, and (3) the two-coupled actuator disk (2CAD) model. The results of these analyses
were found to be in agreement with the experimental data in both sign and trend. Thus,
the validated models provide a general means to predict the aerodynamic destabilizing
forces for axial flow compressors in turbine engines. These tools have the potential to
improve the design of rotordynamically stable turbomachinery.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370165#

1 Introduction
It is critically important to the operation of high-bypass ratio,

turbofan engines and other high-speed, highly loaded turboma-
chinery that their rotor systems be designed to preclude poten-
tially destructive rotordynamic instability. Instability is engen-
dered when whirl-inducing tangential force systems are induced
by radial deflection of the rotor, i.e., cross-coupled forces, with a
magnitude that overwhelms stabilizing damping forces. Typical
mechanisms for inducing such forces are those associated with
internal damping of the rotor~hysteretic whirl!; with fluid film
bearings; with fluid trapped in internal cylindrical cavities in ro-
tors; and, as addressed in this paper, with the system of aerody-
namic forces induced by the nonaxisymmetric rotor and stator tip
clearances inherent in rotor displacement. It is therefore of major
importance in the design process to be able to determine accu-
rately the magnitude and direction of these whirl-inducing forces.

The aerodynamic forces induced by the nonaxisymmetric rotor
and stator tip clearances inherent in rotor displacement were first
identified by Thomas@1# for turbines and by Alford@2# for jet
engines for both compressors and turbines. Vance and Laudadio
@3# found that the Thomas/Alford force is rotor-speed dependent
and mostly positive, except for some special combinations of rotor
speed and stage torque where the direction of the force was re-
versed. Colding-Jorgensen@4# found the same generality for the
shape and slope of the relationship ofb coefficient versus flow

coefficient as later reported by Ehrich@5#, but the Colding-
Jorgensen results suggested a more positive level of the parameter
than the negative levels reported in Ehrich’s work. Ehrich@5#
further showed that the experimental data of Vance and Laudadio
@3# implied that, for certain values of torque and speed in their
low-speed blower tests, the destabilizing forces tend to drive
backward whirl. Other evidence was also accumulating in the the-
oretical and experimental results of Yan et al.@6# to indicate nega-
tive b coefficients for compressors.

A key limitation to the application of the new insights into the
destabilizing forces in axial-flow compressors was the lack of ac-
curate, systematic, experimental data that could be used to vali-
date the available analytic procedures. Part I of this two-part paper
presents experimental results from several compressor configura-
tions that accurately model compressors in commercial airline ser-
vice. The tests, conducted in the GE Aircraft Engine’s low-speed
research compressor~LSRC!, used rotor centerline offset to simu-
late the amplitude of rotor whirl and provide the opportunity to
measure the major destabilizing forces that are induced.

2 Objectives
There were two major objectives of this overall work. The first

was to compare the available analytic models with the experimen-
tal results to validate their potential incorporation into design sys-
tems. The second was to assess the relative importance of two
effects that were not evaluated in the experimental program—the
effects of a whirling shaft, which was not simulated by the static
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offset used in the experiment; and the influence of the nonaxisym-
metric static pressure distribution on the rotor spool, which was
not measured in the experiment.

3 Description of the Three Analysis Methods
The predictions of three analytic systems were compared in

detail to the experimental results that were obtained in Part I. The
three methods vary from one another in several ways:~a! in their
dependence on experimental characterization of the stage;~b! in
their flexibility in dealing with configuration detail like shrouded
blade rows;~c! in their accuracy of prediction of theb coefficient
compared to the experimental data; and~d! in their capability to
accommodate more complex phenomena like the effects of non-
axisymmetric spool surface pressure and of the whirling rotor on
the b coefficient.

3.1 Two-Sector-Parallel-Compressor Model. Ehrich @5#
developed a procedure, referred to as the two-sector-parallel-
compressor model~2SPC!, which computes theb coefficient
based on parallel compressor theory. The 2SPC model is a one-
dimensional system that approximates the continuous circumfer-
ential variation of clearance by hypothesizing two compressors
operating in parallel, one representing a 180 deg sector with an
axisymmetric clearance equal to the minimum local clearance of
the deflected rotor; and the other compressor representing the
other 180 deg sector with an axisymmetric clearance equal to the
maximum local clearance of the deflected rotor. The analysis re-
quires only the stage performance characteristics at two values of
axisymmetric tip and/or shroud seal clearance. The model is not
able to offer any data or insight on other effects such as actual
whirling of the rotor or the effect of nonaxisymmetric pressure
distribution on the rotor spool.

3.2 Infinite-Segment-Parallel-Compressor Model. More
recently, Spakovszky@7# developed a new procedure, referred to
here as the infinite-segment-parallel-compressor model~ISPC!,
which consists of two parts:~a! an unsteady, two-dimensional,
compressor tip clearance model for stall inception, which repre-
sents the flow field through the compressor, and~b! a rotordy-
namic force model. The rotordynamic model uses the unsteady
momentum equation, which is applied locally to one blade pas-
sage in the circumferential direction. An unsteady control volume
analysis is conducted in a frame locked to the rotor and applied
locally to each blade passage to obtain the local tangential blade
force. The resulting force in the rotor frame, which is obtained by
integrating the distributed tangential force, is transformed back to
the absolute frame. One advantage of this approach over that of
the 2SPC model is that any unsteady flow regime~whirling shaft,
rotating stall! can be evaluated. The ISPC approach can be ex-
tended to deal with the effects of unshrouded stator tip clearances
and stator shroud seal leakage flow, but the results were not avail-
able for this paper.

The inputs to the model are the compressor geometry, an axi-
symmetric compressor characteristic, and the sensitivity of the
compressor characteristic to changes in axisymmetric rotor tip
clearance, which are matched to data.

3.3 Two-Coupled-Actuator-Disk Model. Song and Cho
@8# have developed a procedure, referred to as the two-coupled-
actuator-disk model~2CAD! following the same approach used
for turbines by Song and Martinez-Sanchez@9#. The 2CAD model
is quasi-three-dimensional and consists of two coupled actuator-
disk analyses: one at the compressor blade scale and another at the
compressor radius scale. The analyses assume inviscid, incom-
pressible flow. They are essentially mean-line analyses, and the
blading is assumed to be two dimensional. The blade scale model
is an axisymmetric, meridional plane analysis, and thus captures
the radial redistribution of the flow due to the existence of rotor
and stator tip clearances. Upon passing through a blade row, the
initially radial-uniform upstream flow is assumed to split into two

streams, one stream associated with the tip clearance and the re-
mainder associated with the blade. Thus, the model can be used to
examine radial flow redistribution as well as performance degra-
dation due to rotor and stator tip clearances.

In the radius-scale analysis, the effects of nonaxisymmetric ro-
tor and stator tip clearances can be examined. The continuity
equation and the axial and tangential momentum equations are
used to analyze upstream and downstream flows, and the results
from the blade scale model are used to connect upstream and
downstream flows. The nonaxisymmetric flow response or azi-
muthal flow redistribution effect is obtained through a small per-
turbation harmonic analysis about the axisymmetric mean, which
is provided by the blade scale analysis.

Inputs required for the models are the blade angles, pitch/chord
ratio, and mean rotor and stator tip clearances. Thus, no empirical
inputs are needed, and the analysis is strictly based on first prin-
ciples. Outputs from the model include the axisymmetric mean
and nonaxisymmetric perturbations in the flow field~i.e., velocity
and pressure!. The nonuniform rotor blade loading effects and the
effects of nonaxisymmetric static pressure on the rotor hub can be
examined from the perturbations.

Assessment of the Ability of the Three Models to Com-
pute the b Coefficient

4.1 Identification of the Roles of the Rotor Tip Clearance
and the Stator Shroud Seal Effects. The first calculations of
the b coefficient were done using Ehrich’s 2SPC parallel com-
pressor model in the manner reported previously@5#. The axisym-
metric experimental data from Fig. 6 in Part I were used to con-
struct a parallel compressor with one-half of the compressor
operating at the nominal rotor blade tip clearance and nominal
stator seal clearance, and the other half operating at open rotor
blade tip clearance and nominal stator seal clearance. The results
from the 2SPC model gave values of theb coefficient that were
about one-half of those computed from the experimental data and
suggested that a major component of the dynamic force on the
rotor blade had not been identified in the analysis.

To help understand this situation, we looked at a key finding
from the analysis of the experimental results—a contour map of
the dynamic differential pressure across the blade surface as it
passed through the point of peak dynamic load for a very highly
loaded operating point as shown in Fig. 1. That perspective re-
vealedtwo intense concentrations of dynamic activity: one in the

Fig. 1 Measured unsteady static pressure difference „pres-
sure side Àsuction side … on the surface of the rotor blade at the
minimum clearance condition for the maximum centerline off-
set: LSRC Compressor A
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outerone-third span of the blade surface and the other in theinner
one-third span. It was hypothesized~and ultimately verified in the
following analyses! that the activity in the outer one-third span
resulted from the variation inrotor-bladetip clearance induced by
the rotor offset as seen by a typical rotor blade in the course of its
rotation. The additional zone of intense activity in the inner one-
third span was comparable in magnitude to the activity near the
tip and was inferred to result from the variation in flow leakage
from the stator-shroudseal clearance as seen by the rotating
blade. Although the effect of stator shroud-seal leakage on turbo-
machinery aerodynamic performance has been documented
@10,11# the contribution of this phenomenon to rotor whirl insta-
bilities had not been previously recognized in the analysis of ex-
perimental data or accommodated in analytic modeling of the
problem. It became apparent that the influence of the flow leakage
from the seal tooth clearance in the adjacent stator rows~and
perhaps radial redistribution of flow! had a substantial impact on
the dynamic forces on a rotor.

To identify the relative contributions of each of the two effects,
we reduced the experimental unsteady-pressure data in terms of
two separate components.

~a! A computation of the component of theb coefficient involv-
ing integration of the dynamic pressures over the outer 50 percent
span of the rotor blade, representative of the cross-coupled forces
derived from the variation of rotor-blade tip clearance seen by the
rotating blade.

~b! A computation of the component of theb coefficient involv-
ing integration of the dynamic pressures over the inner 50 percent
span of the rotor blade, representative of the cross-coupled forces
derived from the variation of stator-shroud seal tooth clearance
seen by the rotating blade.

The total value of the experimentalb coefficient was then taken
as the sum of these two contributions. It represented the cross-
coupled forces derived from the variation of both the rotor-blade
and stator-shroud seal clearances seen by the rotating blade. The
two components of theb coefficient computed above and their
sum are presented in Fig. 2.

With this compartmentalization of the individual effects, it was
then possible to compare the experimental results with those ob-
tained from three different analytic models.

4.2 Calculation of the b Coefficient Using the Three
Models

Two-Sector-Parallel-Compressor Model.The 2SPC analytic
model was exercised to produce an estimate of the twob coeffi-
cients implicit in Compressor A~described in Part I! in the fol-
lowing two-step process.

First, theb coefficient associated with the variation of rotor-
blade tip clearance was computed from two of the sets of LSRC
data~Fig. 6 of Part I!: one set at nominal rotor-blade tip clearance
and nominal stator-seal clearance and the other set at open rotor-
blade tip clearance and nominal stator-seal clearance. These 2SPC
analytic results are compared to offset rotor experimental data
integrated over the outer 50 percent span in Fig. 3~a!. The model
predicts theb coefficient to an accuracy of 0.78, with a confidence
level of 95 percent.

Secondly, theb coefficient associated with the variation of sta-
tor shroud seal clearance was also computed from two of the sets
of LSRC data~Fig. 6 of Part I!: one set at nominal rotor-blade tip
clearance and nominal stator-seal clearance and the other set at
nominal rotor-blade tip clearance and open stator-seal clearance.
These 2SPC analytic results are compared to offset rotor experi-

Fig. 2 Relative contributions to the total b coefficient obtained
from the experimental data for inner 50 percent and outer 50
percent spans compared to the total b coefficient: LSRC Com-
pressor A

Fig. 3 Alford b coefficient for LSRC centerline offset of Com-
pressor A. „a… Pressure integration over outer 50 percent span
compared with analytic models of rotor-blade tip clearance ef-
fect. „b… Pressure integration over inner 50 percent span com-
pared with analytic models of stator-shroud seal clearance ef-
fect.
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mental data integrated over the inner 50 percent span in Fig. 3~b!.
The model predicts theb coefficient to an accuracy of 0.51, with
a confidence level of 95 percent.

Figure 4 shows thesumof these two effects derived from the
2SPC model compared to the offset rotor experimental data inte-
grated over the entire 100 percent span of the rotor blade. The
analytic model results agree precisely in form and yield an accu-
racy of 0.62~with a confidence level of 95 percent!, thus validat-
ing the 2SPC model for this general type of compressor blading.

Infinite-Segment-Parallel-Compressor Model.The ISPC com-
pressor model was used to assess the effect of rotor-blade tip
clearance on Compressor A performance. The flow field and com-
pressor performance were computed for a steady shaft offset of
0.9 percent tip clearance to chord and different throttle settings.
The performance predictions by the ISPC model and the measured
mean operating points are shown in Fig. 5 compared to the ex-
perimental data. In addition the locus of operating points around

the circumference is marked for one operating point by the lightly
dashed line. Although only the sensitivity of the compressor char-
acteristic to changes in axisymmetric rotor tip clearance is used in
the model, the average performance predictions match the offset
data quite well.

These results in Fig. 5 give confidence in using this flow field to
predict the forces on the rotor. The estimate of theb coefficient
from the ISPC model for the effect of rotor-blade tip clearance is
shown in Fig. 3~a! compared to the results derived from the LSRC
centerline offset experiment for Compressor A. The model pre-
dicts theb coefficient to an accuracy of 0.47, with a confidence
level of 95 percent.

Two-Coupled-Actuator-Disk Model.The 2CAD model was
used to predict the rotor blade loading with both rotor and stator
clearances. The resultantb coefficient for the outer 50 percent
rotor blade span is plotted versus flow coefficient in Fig. 3~a!, and
the resultantb coefficient for the inner 50 percent rotor blade span
is plotted in Fig. 3~b!. The model predictions yield an accuracy of
1.08 and 0.39 respectively, with a confidence level of 95 percent.
Finally, the combined effects are shown in Fig. 4. The results
reflect an accuracy of 1.12 with a confidence level of 95 percent.
The 2CAD model assumes an unshrouded stator with a tip clear-
ance, when, in fact, the LSRC has a single-tooth labyrinth seal on
the shrouded stator tip. Nevertheless, the agreement between the
2CAD prediction and the experimental data is remarkable. Even
though it might be fortuitous, the result is quite creditable consid-
ering that, as distinct from the 2SPC and ISPC models, no experi-
mental stage characteristics or sensitivities were used in its
generation.

4.3 Use of the 2SPC Model to Analyze other Compressor
Configurations. With the validation of the 2SPC method by the
assessment shown in Sec. 4.2, it appeared to be justified to apply
the analysis tool to other axial-flow compressors for which data
were available. As shown in Fig. 9 of Part I of this paper, stage
performance for Compressor B~typical of modern designs having
high hub/tip ratio, low aspect ratio, high-solidity blading, and
shrouded stators! and Compressor C~with cantilevered stators and
blading with lower hub-tip ratios and higher aspect ratios! was
available from LSRC models similar to that shown for Compres-
sor A in Fig. 6 of Part I of this paper. Both axial-flow compressors
are in actual commercial airline service. Performance was in the
form of overall stage-average pressure characteristics measured at
two different values of both axisymmetric rotor tip clearance and
stator shroud-seal clearance for Compressor B and two different

Fig. 4 b coefficient for LSRC centerline offset of Compressor
A with pressure integration over entire rotor span compared
with analytic models of the sum of rotor-tip and stator-shroud
seal clearance effects

Fig. 5 Compressor A performance predictions by the ISPC
model compared with experimental performance data of the
LSRC

Fig. 6 b coefficient for LSRC Compressors A, B, and C using
the 2SPC method, reflecting rotor and stator tip clearance
changes
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values of rotor tip clearance for Compressor C. The results for
Compressors B and C are shown in Fig. 6 compared with the
results obtained for Compressor A. They suggest that the trends,
magnitude, and sign of the predicted values of theb coefficients
conform to the generality derived from the experiments for Com-
pressor A but that detailed analysis is required for each compres-
sor to accommodate its specific design features.

5 Discussion of Important Additional Issues

5.1 Phase Shift between the Locations of Minimum Clear-
ance and Maximum Tangential Force. As shown in Fig. 12 of
Part I of this paper, experimental LSRC measurements for the
maximum centerline offset of Compressor A operating at high
loading indicate a significant phase difference of about 40 deg in
the peak of the dynamic force variation relative to the vector of
the rotor displacement. That is, the peak dynamic force on a given
blade was not developed at the same angular location where the
blade was experiencing the minimum tip gap. Both the ISPC and
the 2CAD models were used to predict the dynamic force distri-
bution for a steady shaft offset. The modeling results showed the
same trends in blade loading distribution as observed in the ex-
periment. The ISPC model and the 2CAD model predict a phase
lag of 26 and 28 deg, respectively, compared to the experimental
value of 40 deg. A detailed analysis using the ISPC model re-
vealed that the flow field lags the clearance distribution due to
fluid inertia in the ducts and the blade rows, which gives a shift in
the tangential blade loading distribution with respect to the tip-
clearance asymmetry. The reasons for this are discussed briefly
using the ISPC model.

First let us assume that the family of axisymmetric tip clearance
compressor characteristics has no curvature and that unsteady
losses and flow inertia effects in the blade rows and ducts are
neglected. In this case the flow instantaneously responds to the
distortion induced by the asymmetric tip clearance. The pressure
rise and flow coefficient variations are then purely sinusoidal and
180 deg out of phase with respect to the tip clearance distribution.
Regions with tight tip clearance yield high pressure rise, less
blockage, and therefore a higher flow coefficient. The opposite
holds for regions of large tip clearance.

Now let us consider the family of compressor characteristics
shown in Fig. 5 and assume that unsteady losses and unsteady
flow inertia effects are present. The compressor pressure rise dis-
tribution around the annulus is now distorted due to curvature of
the compressor characteristics~see lightly dashed line in Fig. 5!.
Part of the compressor pressure rise is now devoted to accelerat-
ing the fluid in the blade row passages. The flow coefficient varia-
tion lags the tip clearance distribution due to the fluid inertia. The
combination of a simplified tangential momentum analysis and
kinematic relations reveals that, to first order, the variation in
tangential blade loading is proportional to the variation in flow
coefficient. Hence the tangential blade loading is predicted to lag
the tip clearance distribution as is observed in the experiment and
shown in Fig. 12 of Part I of this paper. A more detailed discus-
sion is given in@7#.

In other words, there is a finite amount of time necessary for the
circulation around the rotor tip to be completely reestablished in
response to the change in clearance. This time is associated with
that necessary for the fluid to transverse the axial length of the
rotor. However, since the tip clearance is continually changing,
this is a dynamic process.

Unlike the ISPC model, the fluid inertia in the blade passage is
not explicitly modeled in the 2CAD approach. Instead, the 2CAD
model looks at the global flow behavior as it approaches the com-
pressor with nonaxisymmetric flow redistribution. The phase lag
of the blade loading nonuniformity relative to the tip clearance
variation is mainly due to the higher mass flux near the smaller
gap region. In summary the effect of flow redistribution due to
inertial flow effects induces a significant phase shift~on the order
of 40 deg! of the dynamic blade loading distribution.

5.2 Effect of Spool Pressure Loading. Nonaxisymmetric
pressure distribution was first identified as a separate forcing
source by Martinez-Sanchez et al.@12#, and its effects on turbines
were analyzed by Song and Martinez-Sanchez@9#. In order to
assess the nature and magnitude of the nonaxisymmetric pressure
effects in compressors as well, Spakovszky@7# investigated the
effects of flow inertia on the destabilizing forces in a detailed
analysis. The ISPC modeling results showed that the flow field
lags the clearance distribution due to the fluid inertia. It is deduced
that, due to this phase shift, the static pressure distribution acting
on the rotor hub spool results in a net force that is not parallel to
the deflection direction. The pressure force therefore has a com-
ponent acting tangential to the rotor deflection and hence contrib-
utes to the cross-coupled stiffness and ultimately to the value of
the b coefficient.

The static pressures acting on the spool were not measured in
the experiment and a definitive comparison of the modeling re-
sults to experimental data cannot be made. However the average
static pressure in the blade passage at mid-span was deduced from
the blade surface measurements to obtain a rough estimate of the
magnitude of the pressure nonuniformity.

The nondimensional circumferential spool pressure distribution
obtained from the ISPC and 2CAD models at mid-span and the
rough experimental estimate of the passage pressure nonunifor-
mity are depicted in Fig. 7 for a compressor operating point close
to stall. To be consistent with the scheme used in LSRC data
reduction described in Part I, only the first spatial harmonic of the
pressure distribution is considered here.

The ISPC model predicts a phase shift of 16 deg between the
nonuniform spool pressure distribution and the tip clearance dis-
tribution. Regions with tight tip clearance yield less blockage and
therefore a higher flow coefficient. Conserving total pressure in
the upstream duct~potential flow! yields lower static pressure in
the tight clearance region at the compressor face. Assuming that
the flow angle from the last set of stator vanes is uniform and that
the downstream duct has constant area implies a uniform static
pressure distribution at the compressor exit. Hence the average of
the upstream and downstream static pressure will be minimal in
the tight clearance region as it is shown in Fig. 7.

The 2CAD approach predicts the same trend. Essentially higher
mass flux toward the tight clearance region lowers the pressure in
this region at the rotor inlet, and this nonuniform pattern persists
through the stage. Thus, the average pressure acting on the rotor
hub has a phase shift of 32 deg relative to the clearance distribu-

Fig. 7 The circumferential static pressure distribution ob-
tained from the ISPC and 2CAD models at mid-span compared
to experimental data
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tion. The ISPC and the 2CAD modeling results differ in the pre-
diction of the magnitude of the pressure nonuniformity but show
similar trends.

A spool loading coefficientbspool equivalent in form to theb
coefficient was introduced to assess the relative impact of the
pressure nonuniformity. It is assumed in the calculation of the
bspool coefficient that the spool pressure distribution acts on the
hub surface of the rotor and the adjacent upstream and down-
stream interblade row gaps.

The bspool coefficients predicted by the ISPC and 2CAD meth-
ods are compared in Fig. 8. Both models’ results show the same
forward whirling trend due to the nonuniform spool pressure load-
ing. The estimatedbspool coefficient acts in a direction tending to
counteract the backward whirl induced by the net unbalanced tan-
gential blade loading~see Figs. 3 and 4!. The bspool coefficient
estimated by the 2CAD model is larger in magnitude than the
ISPC prediction, which is associated with the larger magnitude
and phase of the static pressure distribution in Fig. 7.

5.3 Effects of Actual Forced Rotor Whirl. The LSRC ex-
periment was performed with astatic offset of the rotor. In the
actual situation that is being modeled, the unstable rotor would be
whirling at the offset radius at the natural frequency of the system.
It has been suggested that this whirling, which was not simulated
in the experiment might have some significant effect on the value
of the b coefficients.

Forced shaft whirl was simulated by the ISPC model to assess
the effects of shaft motion on the destabilizing rotor forces~for
details see@7#!. ~The 2CAD model can also be extended to include
unsteady whirl effects as has previously been done for turbines—
but that analysis was not available for this paper.! The forced
whirl frequency was varied from synchronous backward whirl to
synchronous forward whirl. Figure 9 provides an estimate of the
impact of this effect on theb coefficient and the spool loading
coefficient bspool. A detailed analysis shows that an enhanced
distortion of the flow field, due to shaft motion, induces an am-
plification of theb coefficient near a whirl frequency close to the
frequency of rotating stall. The ISPC model predicts this fre-
quency to be in the range of 22 percent to 46 percent of rotor
speed for Compressor A. It should be noted that, due to the flow
distortion that is generated by the shaft whirl, the rotating stall
frequency varies slightly with the forced whirl frequency.

By the same token, the phase shift of the spool static pressure
distribution relative to the clearance distribution varies as a func-
tion of the forced whirl frequency. The direction of induced whirl

changes from forward whirl for negative frequencies to backward
whirl for forced whirl frequencies above 0.1 times rotor fre-
quency.

It is important to note that the spool pressure-induced whirling
force dampens the whirl tendency when backward whirl occurs
due to the net unbalanced tangential blade loading, that is, the
spool loading coefficientbspool increases when the whirl fre-
quency grows in the negative direction~see Fig. 9!. The whirl
speed at which theb coefficient is most affected by whirl and the
angular speed of rotating stall are nearly equal. This suggests that,
in an engine where the rotordynamics and compressor aerodynam-
ics form one dynamic system, shaft whirl might interact and reso-
nate with flow instability patterns such as rotating stall.

In summary, the simulation results from the ISPC model for
actual forced rotor whirl suggest the following two important ef-
fects, which are present in actual rotor whirl but absent in our tests
simulating whirl with a static offset.

1 For low flow coefficients~i.e., those near stall!, shaft whirl
close to rotating stall frequency enhances backward whirl, which
implies a more negativeb coefficient, as seen in Fig. 9~a!. At the

Fig. 8 Computed b coefficient attributable to the compressor
spool pressure effect estimated by the ISPC and 2CAD models

Fig. 9 b coefficient „a… and bspool coefficient „b… attributable to
the compressor rotor whirl effect as estimated by the ISPC
model
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other flow coefficients shown in Fig. 9~a!, the additional contri-
butions to theb coefficient of actual rotor whirl are relatively
small and constant.

2 As forced whirl frequency changes from synchronous back-
ward whirl ~negative frequencies in Fig. 9~b!! to synchronous for-
ward whirl ~positive frequencies in Fig. 9~b!!, the sign of the
bspool coefficient changes from positive to negative. This implies
that the spool pressure effect dampens the whirling motion.

An additional finding for a statically deflected rotor is the exis-
tence of a relatively small contribution~compared to the totalb
coefficient! originating from the action of asymmetric pressure
forces on the spool; this contribution tends to oppose that of the
blading itself.

6 Capability of the Three Models

• The 2SPC method@5# gave predictions of the basicb coeffi-
cient for both the unshrouded rotor and the shrouded stator and
the combined effect of the two that were accurate enough to jus-
tify their use in design calculation where the effects of nonaxi-
symmetric static pressure distribution on the rotor spool and the
effects of rotor whirl might not be important. The method is ap-
plicable to any axial-flow compressor where an experimental defi-
nition of the stage characteristics at two levels of axisymmetric
clearance is available.

• The ISPC method@7# provides a much better prediction than
the 2SPC method of the basicb coefficient due to rotor tip clear-
ances. The ISPC method is not limited to evaluation of the effect
of rotor tip clearance. It can also be extended to analyze stator hub
clearance and seal leakage flow effects but the results were not
available for this paper. The rotor force model is not limited to the
particular compressor model used here: any prediction of the com-
pressor flow field~i.e., CFD analysis, experimental data, etc.! can
be used to predict the aerodynamically induced rotor forces. The
ISPC method provides a means for estimating the effects of the
static pressure distribution on the rotor spool and of the effects of
rotor whirl and can be easily integrated in existing engine design
tools, particularly where the effects of nonaxisymmetric static
pressure distribution on the rotor spool and the effects of rotor
whirl may be important.

• The 2CAD method@8# does not require any prior experimen-
tal definition of stage characteristics and so is capable of carrying
out systematic studies of the effects of stage design parameters to
ascertain their influence on rotordynamic instability without re-
quiring extensive experimental stage performance data. In addi-
tion to the blade loading variation, the model can predict nonaxi-
symmetric static pressure distribution on the rotor spool. Although
not included in this paper the 2CAD method can be extended to
accommodate rotor and stator shrouds~i.e., seals! and unsteady
whirl effects.

7 Conclusions
This is the first time that definitive measurements, coupled with

compelling analyses, have been reported in the literature to re-
solve whirl instability issues important in the design of modern,
axial-flow compressors.

1 The computation of theb coefficient from all three models
assessed in this paper showed agreement when compared to the
experimental data in both form and direction, thus validating their
use to understand whirl effects in compressors. In addition, the
validation provides confidence for designers to use the models in
the assessment of rotordynamically stable turbomachinery.

2 All three analysis methods conclude that the Thomas/Alford
forces generally promotebackwardrotor whirl ~associated with
negativeb coefficient! except for operation at higher flows where

the results were mixed, with some compressors having strongly
negativeb and others havingb’s near zero or slightly positive. At
lower-flow conditions, theb’s were generally strongly negative.

3 It was established that the effects of rotor tip clearance ex-
plain only about one-half of the total value of theb coefficient. It
is necessary to recognize the influence of the flow leakage around
the stator-shroud seal-tooth clearance to understand and account
for the full effect.

4 The ISPC model gave additional insight into the effects of an
actual forced rotor whirl, which were not modeled in the experi-
ment. For low flow coefficients~i.e., those near stall!, shaft whirl
close to rotating stall frequency enhances backward whirl, which
implies a more negativeb coefficient. At the other flow coeffi-
cients the additional contributions of actual rotor whirl to theb
coefficient are relatively small and constant.

5 The modeling results are not definitive for the effect of non-
axisymmetric spool pressure distribution on theb coefficient. The
ISPC model suggests that, for static shaft deflections,bspool is
quite small at flow coefficients typical of the operating regime of
this class of compressors. The 2CAD model suggests that the
effect of nonaxisymmetric spool pressure distribution may be
more significant than predicted by the ISPC model. For forced
shaft whirl bspool is of comparable magnitude to theb coefficient
~rotor effect only!. It opposes the effects of theb coefficient
for two cases: for negative whirl frequencies and low flow
coefficients and for positive whirl frequencies and high flow
coefficients.

6 The validated computational capability described above pro-
vides the general means to predict the aerodynamic destabilizing
forces for axial-flow compressors in gas turbine engines~subject
to the limitations that might result from the approximations im-
plicit in the analytic models where the effects of compressibility
and variations in radius ratio were not addressed!. This capability
permits improved accuracy in predicting the rotordynamic insta-
bility thresholds for existing, derivative, and new turbomachinery
designs that will operate at higher speeds and higher energy-
density levels in the future.
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Rotating Instabilities in an Axial
Compressor Originating From the
Fluctuating Blade Tip Vortex
Rotating instabilities (RIs) have been observed in axial flow fans and centrifugal com-
pressors as well as in low-speed and high-speed axial compressors. They are responsible
for the excitation of high amplitude rotor blade vibrations and noise generation. This flow
phenomenon moves relative to the rotor blades and causes periodic vortex separations at
the blade tips and an axial reversed flow through the tip clearance of the rotor blades.
The paper describes experimental investigations of RIs in the Dresden Low-Speed Re-
search Compressor (LSRC). The objective is to show that the fluctuation of the blade tip
vortex is responsible for the origination of this flow phenomenon. RIs have been found at
operating points near the stability limit of the compressor with relatively large tip clear-
ance of the rotor blades. The application of time-resolving sensors in both fixed and
rotating frame of reference enables a detailed description of the circumferential structure
and the spatial development of this unsteady flow phenomenon, which is limited to the
blade tip region. Laser-Doppler-anemometry (LDA) within the rotor blade passages and
within the tip clearance as well as unsteady pressure measurements on the rotor blades
show the structure of the blade tip vortex. It will be shown that the periodical interaction
of the blade tip vortex of one blade with the flow at the adjacent blade is responsible for
the generation of a rotating structure with high mode orders, termed a rotating instability.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370160#

1 Introduction
Extensive investigations of aerodynamic instabilities in axial

compressors have been carried out in the last years. The main
objective of this research is to avoid critical flow conditions and to
extend the stable operating range of compressors.

There are two major different stall inception patterns. The first
one is a short length scale disturbance, which is known as
‘‘spike.’’ It is a small rotating stall cell which is in its initial phase
limited to the blade tip region of only one or a few blade passages.
It grows within a few rotor revolutions to a fully developed rotat-
ing stall cell.

The second pattern is the modal wave stall inception. In this
case a long length scale wavelike disturbance rotates around the
annulus. Often it occurs only a short time before exceeding the
stability limit. The breakdown of the flow field is initiated in a
velocity minima of the modal wave. Camp and Day@1# give a
detailed overview on the recent work on these two stall inception
patterns.

Another aerodynamic instability, which is quite different to the
phenomena described above, can be found already in the stable
range of compressors. The disturbance can be described by a
group of superimposed modes or a part-span stall with fluctuating
cell numbers. This phenomenon is known as rotating instability
~RI!. It does not necessarily lead to full-span rotating stall incep-
tion, but it is responsible for an intensification of the tip clearance
noise and for the excitation of rotor blade vibrations.

The first description of this unsteady flow phenomenon is given
by Mathioudakis and Breugelmans@2#. They described a group of
rotating stall cells with different cell numbers in a single-stage
axial compressor. Mongeau@3# and Bent et al.@4# found this in-
stability in centrifugal compressors. Mongeau and Quinlan@5#,
Kameier@6#, Krane et al.@7#, Kameier and Neise@8#, and März
et al. @9# observed this aerodynamic instability in different axial

fans. In high-pressure compressors RIs were investigated by
Baumgartner et al.@10# and Witte and Ziegenhagen@11#.

In pressure or velocity frequency spectra RIs are to be found as
a significant amplitude increase within a frequency band below
the BPF, usually superimposed by peaks with constant frequency
spacing. This pattern is related to a group of consecutively num-
bered modes. The frequencies of RIs are not harmonically related
to the rotor frequency.

The main parameters of RIs in axial machines vary over a wide
range. Mode orders of RIs of about 1/3 up to the double rotor
blade number have been observed. Thus the circumferential wave-
length of this disturbance is only about 0.5–3.0 times the rotor
blade pitch. The rotation velocity of RIs in different machines
varies between 25 percent and 90 percent of rotor velocity.

Major influence parameters on the origination of RIs axial com-
pressors are the tip clearance of the rotor blades, the pressure
difference across the rotor blade row and the axial component of
velocity depending on the operating point.

März et al.@9# presumed the periodical interaction of the blade
tip vortex with the tip flow of the neighboring blade to be the
reason for the origination of RIs. However, recent numerical in-
vestigations of Hoying et al.@12# and experiments of Inoue et al.
@13# showed the influence of the blade tip vortex on short length
scale disturbances and rotating stall inception.

This paper describes experimental investigations of the flow
field at the casing, on the rotor blades and within the rotor blade
passages respectively the tip clearance. The objective is to show
how the blade tip vortex influences the origination of RIs.

2 Experimental Facility
The experiments have been carried out in the Dresden LSRC.

The compressor consists of four stages, which are preceded by an
inlet guide vane, Fig. 1. Detailed descriptions of the construction
of the compressor are given by Boos et al.@14# Table 1 gives a
summary of the main design parameters.

It was assumed that RIs are a local phenomenon, restricted to
the blade tip region of the rotor blade row. At the nominal tip
clearance ratios* 51.3 percent~tip clearance/chord length at
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blade tip! it could not be observed. To induce it, the tip clearance
of the third stage was enlarged step by step from the nominal size
to 2.0 percent, 3.0 percent, and finally 4.3 percent. This stage was
chosen for the investigations because the behavior of it is typical
for a middle stage of a high-speed compressor. Detailed results of
conventional flow measurements were also available there.

Different measurement techniques were used to investigate the
flow field of the compressor. A 2D-LDA system was applied to
determine the axial and circumferential velocity components of
the flow field within the rotor blade passage. Measurements within
the tip clearance were only possible for a tip clearance ratio of 4.3
percent. The measuring volume was 0.06 mm30.06 mm30.63
mm.

For postprocessing the data were ensemble averaged. Time-
resolved results of these measurements are not available because
of a low tracer particle rate. Detailed descriptions of the LDA
system are given by Mu¨ller et al. @15#.

Due to the large scale of the compressor, many time resolving
pressure sensors could be used.

Kulite LQ47 sensors were applied to acquire unsteady pressures
on the rotor blade surfaces, Fig. 2. They were mounted at both
pressure and suction sides of two adjacent rotor blades of the third
stage. By this arrangement correlations between the signals of
both sides of the blade as well as between different blades are
possible. The signals were transmitted via rotating amplifiers and
slip rings into the stationary system. All signals were acquired
simultaneously.

One-quarter-inch capacity microphones~Microtech MK301!
were used to measure the pressure fluctuations at the casing wall
in two measuring configurations.

An array of microphones, distributed over the circumference at
constant axial position, was installed to determine the expected
high mode orders of RIs, Fig. 3~configuration C1!. The micro-
phones were mounted at the casing wall at the leading edge posi-
tion of the rotor blades. An equal spacing of 1.5° enables the
acquisition of mode orders up to 120. The 30 available micro-
phones allow to observe the pressure fluctuations over a 45° sec-
tion of the circumference simultaneously. To determine the mode
orders one of the sensors always remained at a fixed position as a
reference, while the others were moved stepwise over the whole
circumference.

A second measuring configuration C2 consists of an array of
microphones, covering the area of one rotor blade passage at the
casing at different axial and circumferential positions. They were
arranged in different traces following the rotor blade contour. This
configuration was used for determining the propagation velocity
and direction of the perturbation in the fixed frame of reference.

3 Influence of Tip Clearance and Operating Point on
RIs

First signs of RIs have been found at a tip clearance ratio of 3.0
percent. At a larger tip clearance ratio of 4.3 percent it was fully
developed. It has been found at all investigated rotor speeds~50
percent, 80 percent, and 100 percent design speed! @16,17#. The
results shown in this section are referred to the measurements with
the largest tip clearance and design speed only.

The formation of RIs is limited to a narrow operating range
near the stability limit. At design speed this includes the range of
dimensionless mass flow rates of aboutj50.87– 0.81, Fig. 4. At
the operating pointj50.87 a narrow band increase of the ampli-

Fig. 1 Sectional drawing of Dresden LSRC

Fig. 2 Time-resolving pressure transducers on the PS of rotor
blades

Fig. 3 Configuration C1 of microphones at the casing

Table 1 Design parameters of Dresden LSRC

Hub diameter 1260 mm
Hub to tip ratio 0.84
Design speed 1000 rpm
Reynolds number at inlet of rotor, midspan 5.7•105

Mach number at inlet of rotor, midspan 0.22
Mass flow at design point 25.35 kg/s
Number of rotor blades 63
Chord length of rotor blades, midspan 110 mm
Chord length of rotor blades, tip 116 mm
Nominal tip clearance of rotor blades 1.5 mm
Solidity of rotor blades, tip 1.55
Stagger angle of rotor blades, tip 40.5°
Number of stator blades 83
Chord length of stator blades, midspan 89 mm
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tudes in the frequency spectrum at about 30 percent of blade pass-
ing frequency~BPF! can be observed. Approaching the stability
limit by throttling the compressor, the RI shifts to slightly lower
frequencies while the amplitude of the perturbation grows. Figure
5 shows a typical frequency spectrum measured at the casing wall
for an operating point near the stability limit. The largest ampli-
tudes of RIs can be found at a frequency of 265 Hz. This is 25
percent of 1. BPF of rotor blades. Furthermore a modulation of 1.
BPF and RI frequencies can be seen. Referred to the rotating
system RIs can be detected within about the same frequency
range.

At the same time two different modal waves~first and second
order! can be observed in the whole compressor. They are repre-
sented as discrete peaks at much lower frequencies than RIs
~about 1 percent of BPF respectively 50 percent of rotor fre-
quency!. An interaction of these long-length disturbances with the
short-length RIs could not be detected.

Measurements on the rotor blades show that RIs are limited to
the blade tip region. Maximum amplitudes appear at the positions
of the upper measuring traces at 92 percent of the blade height and
20–30 percent of chord length. The disturbance is more pro-
nounced on the pressure side~PS! than on the suction side~SS!.
At the casing highest amplitudes occurs at the same axial position.
A second maximum can be observed in the axial gap downstream
the rotor blade row at the casing.

The mode orders and the rotating velocity of RIs were deter-
mined using the C1 configuration of microphones. Figure 6 shows
the pressure fluctuations at the casing over a 45° section of the
circumference~'8 rotor blade pitches! for about one rotor revo-
lution. The signals were band-pass filtered~finite impulse re-
sponse filter! to suppress higher frequency parts~for instance rotor
wakes!, low-frequency parts of the signal~like modal waves! and
stochastic disturbances. It can be seen that RIs propagate in rotor
direction with 50–60 percent of rotor velocity. The estimated
mean wavelength in circumferential direction is only about two

rotor blade pitches. Hence the mean mode order of RIs is about
30. This is nearly half the rotor blade number~63!. Strong fluc-
tuations of the amplitude, frequency and wavelength of the distur-
bance can be observed.

For an exact determination of the mode orders the microphones
were moved stepwise over the whole circumference. One sensor
always remains at a fixed position as a reference. In that way
evenly distributed signals were achieved. The phase angle of the
cross power spectra of each sensor referring to the fixed reference
sensor permits the detailed evaluation of the mode order depend-
ing on the frequency. A detailed description of this method
and the results for different operating points are given by
Mailach @16,17#.

As an example Fig. 7 shows the mode orders for an operating
point at design speed near the stability limit. It complements Figs.
5 and 6, which show results for the same operating point. Figure 7
indicates that RIs can be described by a group of superimposed
modes. This is the reason why RIs can be identified as an ampli-
tude increase in a frequency band. The mode orders of RIs rise
with frequency; they are consecutively numbered. Mode orders of
about 10–40 can be attributed to the disturbance. The highest
amplitude of RIs given for a mode order of 28. This agrees very
well with the observations in the time domain, Fig. 6.

The strong fluctuation of RIs shown above is the reason for the
appearance of RIs as an amplitude increase in a frequency band in
the spectrum, Fig. 5. These fluctuations are averaged in the fre-
quency spectrum over a certain time period.

Contrary to that modal waves or rotating stall are flow phenom-
ena with constant mode order respectively cell number. This is the
reason for their appearance as a discrete peak in the spectrum,
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Compressor characteristic for design speed

Fig. 5 Frequency spectrum at the casing, design speed,
jÄ0.82, s *Ä4.3 percent

Fig. 6 Propagation of RIs in circumferential direction at the
casing wall, axial position at the leading edge of the rotor
blades, design speed, jÄ0.82

Fig. 7 Mode orders of RIs, design speed, jÄ0.82
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Up to now only the circumferential distribution and propagation
of RIs was described. Using statistical evaluation methods
Mailach @16,17# could show that RIs propagate in the blade tip
region and at the casing wall like wavefronts. The measurements
~C2! reveal a periodic reversed axial flow component at the cas-
ing, Fig. 8. This corresponds to the findings of Kameier@6# who
showed reversed flow due to RIs with hot-wire measurements
within the tip clearance. Ma¨rz et al. @9# also confirm this, using
measuring data of an array of time-resolving pressure sensors at
the casing.

As the dominating mode order is about half the rotor blade
number that means, the same process repeats simultaneously at
every other blade. This is schematically shown in Fig. 8~1 and2
marks the pressure maxima and minima of RIs.

The propagation direction in the blade tip region is determined
by correlating the signals of pressure transducers on PS and SS of
two adjacent rotor blades, Fig. 9. With respect to the rotating
frame of reference the circumferential propagation takes place

against rotor turning direction. Contrary to the propagation at the
casing wall respectively within the tip clearance the axial compo-
nent of RIs in the blade tip region is directed downstream.

Both in the blade tip region and at the casing wall the phase
difference between leading and trailing edge of the profile is about
180° for constant circumferential position. That means if at the
leading edge a pressure maximum appears at the trailing edge a
pressure minimum can be found, etc.

To use a consistent frame of reference the observations made in
the fixed frame at the casing wall have been transformed into the
rotating system. With respect to the relative frame the flow within
the tip clearance of the rotor can be described by a reversed axial
component and a counterrotating circumferential component of
RIs. The periodical flow due to RIs in the blade tip region also
counterrotates, but propagates downstream. Thus a spiral propa-
gation of the rotating instability modes against the rotor direction
takes place, whereby the disturbance propagates like wavefronts,
Fig. 10.

4 Influence of the Rotor Blade Tip Vortex on the For-
mation of RIs

The flow field in the blade tip region of the rotor blades is
dominantly influenced by the blade tip vortex. While the blade tip
vortex occurs at each rotor blade, these investigations show domi-
nating mode orders of RIs of only half the rotor blade,i.e. the
disturbance occurs at the same time at each other blade.

The tip vortex is induced by the pressure difference between PS
and SS of the rotor blades. The maximum vortex intensity can be
expected in the region of the maximum pressure difference be-
tween PS and SS, Inoue et al.@18#. The rollup of the vortex can be
located there.

The main influence parameter on the blade tip vortex is the tip
clearance height. Other parameters are the thickness of casing
wall boundary layer, Reynolds number, Mach number, blade
thickness, blade loading, and speed.

4.1 Nominal Tip Clearance, s*Ä1.3 percent. First evi-
dence on the location of the maximum tip vortex strength is given
by the time-averaged pressure differences between positions at PS
and SS of a rotor blade, Fig. 11. Measuring positions on a line at
r * 592 percent were used for this. Only signals of sensors at com-
parable chordwise positions will be compared.

The largest pressure difference between PS and SS at design
point can be seen close to the leading edge of the blade. Ap-
proaching the stability limit this difference grows. Thus the vortex
intensity increases in this region, while it is decreases in the rear
part of the blade.

The results of the LDA measurements are in accordance with
these observations. For nominal tip clearance at design point Fig.
12 shows the distributions of the relative flow angle in a measur-
ing plane atr * 595 percent.

Fig. 8 Propagation of RIs at the casing wall and circumferen-
tial pressure distribution at profile leading edge, tÄconst „fixed
frame of reference …

Fig. 9 Propagation of RIs in the blade tip region, tÄconst
„relative frame of reference …

Fig. 10 Propagation direction of RIs in the blade tip region,
rotating system

Fig. 11 Pressure difference between PS and SS of a rotor
blade vs chord length, s *Ä1.3 percent, r *Ä92 percent, design
speed
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The relative flow angle distribution indicates a spiral blade tip
vortex. Three areas of large flow angles and two areas of small
flow angles clearly illustrate this. These regions of local under-
and overturning show the intersection points of the vortex with the
measuring plane. The axial velocity distribution shows the blade
tip vortex as a region of low velocities between the front part of
the SS of one blade and the rear part of the PS of the adjacent
blade, Müller et al. @15#. Extremely low axial velocity compo-
nents are to be found in the regions of underturned flow.

If the flow rate is reduced the vortex is displaced upstream with
a slightly stronger inclination toward the circumferential direction,
Fig. 13. This coincides with the results of the experiments of
Saathoff and Stark@19# and the numerical investigations of Hoy-
ing et al. @12#. The reason for this is the reduced axial velocity
component. The distances between the intersection points of the
vortex with the measuring plane are also clearly smaller.

An interaction of the blade tip vortex and the flow along the PS
of the adjacent blade seems to be possible in the rear part of the
blade at both operating points. The only evident periodical influ-
ence on the pressure difference between PS and SS can be attrib-
uted to the stator wakes~compare Fig. 20 for large tip clearance!.

4.2 Large Tip Clearance, s*Ä4.3 percent. At design
point the pressure difference between PS and SS is nearly constant
along the chord, Fig. 14. Thus the time-averaged tip vortex inten-
sity is not depending on the axial position. However, at an oper-
ating point near the stability limit again an increase of this driving
pressure difference at the leading edge can be observed, which
indicates that an increase of the vortex intensity can be expected.

The results of LDA measurements show significant changes in
the nature of the blade tip vortex for large tip clearance.

Already at design point in the measuring plane through the tip
clearance large regions of reversed flow can be observed. This
seems to be due to the rolling-up of the blade tip vortex. The
positive pressure gradient across the rotor blade row intensifies
this reversed flow in the plane inside the tip clearance.

Figure 15 shows this region with low axial velocity or even

axial reversed flow for design point. In the front part of the blades
a zone of low axial velocity which means an underturning of the
flow can be seen in the middle of the blade passage. The relative
flow angle remains positive. The reversed flow region within the
tip clearance is limited to the rear part of the blades and extends
over the whole circumference. Minimum axial velocities and rela-
tive flow angles can be observed between the middle of the blade
passage and the PS. This can be explained by the existence of a
large tip vortex. This corresponds to the observations of Inoue and
Kuroumaru @18#, who also observed the center of the reversed
flow region away from the SS at a comparable tip clearance ratio.

In the measuring plane near the blade tips atr * 592 percent a
low velocity area is visible in the rear part of the blades towards
the PS, Fig. 16. This is caused by the reversed flow due to the tip
vortex which radially moves away from the casing. This results in
a blockage of the flow in the rear part of the rotor blades, Fig. 19.
This blockage region causes a turning of the flow towards the hub
and the SS of the blades. Near the SS an overturning of the flow
can be seen, Fig. 16.

The reversed flow region within the tip clearance is shifted
upstream when approaching the stability limit, Fig. 17. This is due
to the reduced axial velocity component and the increase of the
pressure difference between PS and SS at the leading edge. In
operating points near the stability limit the blade tip vortex can be

Fig. 12 Relative flow angle in the blade tip region of the rotor
blades, nominal tip clearance „s *Ä1.3 percent …, r *Ä95
percent, design speed, design point „jÄ1.0…. Dashed line: ex-
pected vortex trajectory

Fig. 13 Relative flow angle in the blade tip region of the rotor
blades, nominal tip clearance „s *Ä1.3 percent …, r *Ä95
percent, design speed, operating point near stability limit
„jÄ0.85…. Dashed line: expected vortex trajectory

Fig. 14 Pressure difference between PS and SS of a rotor
blade vs chord length, s *Ä4.3 percent, r *Ä92 percent, design
speed

Fig. 15 Axial component of velocity and relative flow angle
within the rotor blade tip clearance, large tip clearance
„s *Ä4.3 percent …, r *Ä97.9 percent, design speed, design point
„jÄ1.0…
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located in the front part of the blade, Fig. 18. A strong underturn-
ing of the flow occurs near the leading edge within the blade
passage. Thus an interaction of the tip vortex of one blade and the
flow at the tip of the PS of the adjacent blade is likely. According
to the shifted reversed flow region the area of low velocity in the
blade tip region also moves upstream. Minimum velocities can be
located in the middle of the blade passage at about 50 percent of
chord length. This low velocity region is restricted to about the
upper quarter of the blade height.

One should remind that the results of LDA measurements are
ensemble-averaged. It will be shown that the flow field shown for
the operating point close to the stability limit is strongly influ-

enced by periodic fluctuations. These parts of the signal disappear
due to the averaging of the results explained above.

The time dependence of the blade tip vortex can be described
using once more the data of the unsteady pressure measurements
on the rotor blade surface. At design point, where no signs of RI
have been found, the pressure difference between PS and SS is
strongly periodically influenced by the stator wakes, Fig. 20.

At an operating point near the stability limit a totally different
behavior can be seen. In addition to the stator wakes another much
stronger influence appears, Fig. 21. Especially in the tip region of
the front part of the blade strong pressure decreases can be seen
for short time periods. This seems to be caused by the reversed
flow of the blade tip vortex through the tip clearance. These pres-
sure drops, which are stronger at the PS, strongly diminishes the
pressure difference between PS and SS. For short moments the
pressure on the SS is larger than on the PS, which means that the
tip clearance flow is stopped or even a reversed flow trough the tip
clearance from the SS to the PS, Fig. 21. The strongest influence
can be observed at positions where also maximum amplitudes of
RIs have been found.

Contrary to the design point the reversed flow affects the flow
in a region where the maximum pressure difference between PS
and SS is to be found. Thus the consequences of the reversed flow
of one blade tip vortex on the formation of the tip vortex of the
adjacent blade are much stronger.

Fig. 16 Axial component of velocity and relative flow angle in
the blade tip region of the rotor blades, large tip clearance
„s *Ä4.3 percent …, r *Ä92.0 percent, design speed, design point
„jÄ1.0…

Fig. 17 Axial component of velocity and relative flow angle
within the rotor blade tip clearance, large tip clearance „s *
Ä4.3 percent …, r *Ä97.9 percent, design speed, operating
point near stability limit „jÄ0.85…

Fig. 18 Axial component of velocity and relative flow angle in
the blade tip region of the rotor blades, large tip clearance
„s *Ä4.3 percent …, r *Ä92.0 percent, design speed, operating
point near stability limit „jÄ0.85…

Fig. 19 Blockage in the blade tip region induced by the blade
tip vortex, large tip clearance „s *Ä4.3 percent …
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The vortex intensity in the front part of the blade strongly fluc-
tuates. As a result of this the location of the strongest vortex
intensity periodically moves along the blade chord. This can
clearly be seen in the time trace of the difference of the pressure
differences between PS and SS near the leading edge~10 percent
chord! and in the rear part~60 percent chord! of the blade. A
frequency spectrum of this time trace is shown in Fig. 22. It shows
the periodical fluctuation of the maximum pressure difference be-
tween PS and SS along the blade chord, caused by the periodic
characteristic of the tip clearance flow. This can be seen as a
hump in the spectrum, which agrees very well with the typical
pattern of RIs shown in Fig. 5. This periodical fluctuation along
the blade chord is also according to the results for the propagation
of RIs in the blade tip region, Fig. 9. The discrete peak at 1383 Hz
in Fig. 22 shows ones more the periodical influence caused by the
stator wakes.

This fluctuation of the blade tip vortex presumably propagates
into circumferential direction@17#. At the timet1 a blade tip vor-
tex with strong intensity near the leading edge occurs at blade 1,
Fig. 23. The large reversed flow region of this vortex affects the
flow in the front region of the neighboring blade 2 at the timet2 .
At this time the pressure difference in this region of blade 2 is
diminished and the maximum pressure difference is shifted down-
stream to the rear part of the blade. However, the pressure differ-
ence in this region is considerably smaller than at the leading edge
without the influence of the reversed flow. This means the blade
tip vortex at timet2 at blade 2 is weaker than that at timet1 at
blade 1 and can be localized to the rear part of the blade. The

vortex presumably leaves the passage and does not affect the flow
at timet3 at blade 3, which again produces a strong tip vortex, etc.

Thus the fluctuating blade tip vortices propagate in circumfer-
ential direction against the rotor turning direction along the rotor
blade row ~referred to the relative frame!. At the same time a

Fig. 20 Periodical influence of stator wakes on the pressure
difference between PS and SS of a rotor blade
„s *Ä4.3 percent …, r *Ä92 percent, 10 percent chord, design
speed, design point

Fig. 21 Pressure difference between PS and SS of a rotor
blade, s *Ä4.3 percent, r *Ä92 percent, design speed, operat-
ing point near stability limit „jÄ0.83…, sensors at nearly the
same axial position: 20 percent chord at PS, 30 percent chord
at SS

Fig. 22 Fluctuation of tip vortex along the blade chord, fre-
quency spectrum of the difference of the pressure differences
between PS and SS near the leading edge „10 percent chord …

and the rear part „60 percent chord … of a rotor blade,
r *Ä92 percent …, s *Ä4.3 percent, design speed, operating
point near stability limit „jÄ0.83…

Fig. 23 Time-dependent development of blade tip vortex, ro-
tating system

Fig. 24 Blade tip vortices at different times, rotating system
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strong blade tip vortex can be found at every second blade, Fig.
24. At this time the other blades can only develop a weak tip
vortex. Thus the mode order of the disturbance is about half the
rotor blade number. This rotating structure in the blade tip region
is the rotating instability~RIs! which was to be investigated.

The propagation direction of the periodically reversed flow due
to the strong tip vortices fluctuates, Mailach@17#. This seems to
be the reason for the fluctuation of the circumferential wavelength
of the disturbance respectively the excitation of different mode
orders. The time-dependent fluctuations are averaged in the spec-
trum. This is the reason why RIs are spread over a certain fre-
quency range in a spectrum.

At design point and large tip clearance RIs have not been found
because only the rear part of the blade is affected by the tip clear-
ance flow of the neighboring blade. Stronger fluctuations at mea-
suring positions on the PS near the trailing edge and the blade tip
give evidence for that. Because the pressure difference between
PS and SS near the blade tip is relatively constant along the chord
the effect on the formation of the tip vortex seems to be small and
does not result in a rotating structure.

5 Conclusions
Rotating instabilities have been observed near the stability limit

of the compressor provided a relatively large rotor blade tip clear-
ance. This phenomenon can be responsible for the intensification
of clearance noise and the excitation of large amplitude blade
vibrations.

Measurements both in stationary and rotating system reveal that
this phenomenon is limited to the blade tip region within a rotor
blade row and the axial gaps upstream and downstream of it. The
largest pressure fluctuations of the disturbance could be observed
at measuring positions next to the blade tip within the area of the
largest blade thickness, whereby the disturbance on the PS is more
pronounced than on the SS. The circumferential structure and the
spatial development of this unsteady flow phenomenon has been
described. RIs comprise a group of modes of much higher order
than those of rotating stall. The dominating mode order of RIs is
nearly half the rotor blade number. The circumferential velocity is
50–60 percent of rotor velocity.

The results of LDA measurements within the rotor blade pas-
sages and the tip clearance show the structure of the blade tip
vortex. For a large tip clearance at operating points with RIs a
strong blade tip vortex with a reversed flow region within the tip
clearance and a blockage in the tip region of the rotor blades has
been observed.

Unsteady pressure measurements in the blade tip region of the
rotor blades reveal a strong fluctuation of the blade tip vortices. It
is caused by periodical interactions of the tip clearance flow of
one blade and the flow at the adjacent blade. The fluctuating blade
tip vortices propagate in circumferential direction along the rotor
blade row and yield a rotating structure with high mode orders,
which is the investigated rotating instability.
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Nomenclature

f 5 frequency
p 5 pressure

r * 5 dimensionless passage height

s* 5 dimensionless tip clearance
t 5 time
u 5 rotor velocity
w 5 relative velocity
a 5 mode order
b 5 relative flow angle~from circumferential direction!
f 5 circumferential position
p 5 total pressure ratio
j 5 mass flow/design mass flow

Abbreviations

ax 5 axial
BPF 5 blade passing frequency

C1/C2 5 measuring configurations
LDA 5 laser doppler anemometry

LSRC 5 Low Speed Research Compressor
PS 5 pressure side
SS 5 suction side
RI 5 rotating instabilities
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an Axial Compressor Originating
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N. A. Cumpsty
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Kingdom

It is very welcome to see papers appearing with results obtained
on the superb compressor facility in the Technical University of
Dresden. One feels confident that these have been obtained to the
highest standards in a machine that models the flow in high-
performance compressors.

I am less happy about some aspects of the paper. I believe that
the phenomenon that is the basis of this paper, which the authors
call ‘‘rotating instability,’’ is part-span rotating stall. This phe-
nomenon is very common in high-speed multistage axial compres-
sors in which the front stages quite normally go into a multicell,
part-scan rotating stall when the machine is operating at speeds
below the design value. This phenomenon was described in some
detail in the famous NACA report ‘‘The Aerodynamic Design of
Axial Flow Compressors,’’ first published in 1956@1#. The
present authors are quite mistaken to say that this unsteady flow
phenomenon was first described by Mathiodakis and Breugelmans
in 1985 @2#; indeed these authors referred to the phenomena they
saw as rotating stall, either small stall or big stall.

The particular flow that the authors have investigated is the
mismatched stage in a multistage compressor. It seems probable
to me that over a narrow range of flow coefficients their third
stage stalls, since the tip clearance for this stage is larger than the
others, but the other three stages maintain the whole machine
stable. What results is a part-span rotating stall in the third stage.
A very similar flow was investigated by Silkowski@3#, who in-
creased the tip clearance of the first stage, so for his tests it was
the first stage that was entered into part-span rotating stall. There
are particular reasons why the stall of a single stage in a multi-
stage compressor is likely to be both multicell and part span. By
having a relatively large number of stall cells, there can be rapid
decay in the axial direction, which is necessary since the adjoining
stages are unstalled. The part-span nature of the stall allows some
axial flow through the blades that are stalled at the tip so that the
stages upstream and downstream can be unstalled at the same
circumferential position. This makes possible the close proximity
of stalled and unstalled stages at the same circumferential posi-
tion. To be more definite about what was going on when operating
in the condition the authors refer to as ‘‘rotating instability,’’ one
needs to see the raw data~i.e., signals showing, as a function of
time, the wall static pressure signals, or the upstream and down-
stream velocities!. The processing to give Figs. 5, 6, and 7 in the
paper necessarily gets rid of important information that might
clarify what the phenomenon.

The authors make a number of definite statements and conclu-
sions regarding the role of the tip vortex and its part in the ‘‘ro-
tating instability.’’ I would prefer that these were seen as highly
tentative hypotheses for the behavior, since they are based on
inference rather than direct observation. It is well known that
increasing rotor tip clearance increases the flow across the tip and
~beyond a very small minimum clearance! reduces pressure rise
and efficiency. It is less clear that the clearance flow forms a
well-defined vortex; what appears to matter most is the formation
of flow blockage, with the consequent reduction in static pressure

rise. The existence of flow close to the wall flowing in the reverse
direction over the rotor tips is a real effect and the first published
example that I know was by Koch@4#.

One of the most confusing features of the paper, including its
title, is the term ‘‘rotating instability,’’ which appears to have
been coined relatively recently by Kameier@5#. I am confident
that what has been investigated is fully developed~i.e., steady!
rotating stall with multiple part-span cells. One of the features of
rotating stall, whether it is part span or full span, is its stability;
indeed sometimes it can be hard to get a compressor out of rotat-
ing stall. A compressor operating in stall can be stable, but on
opening the throttle the compressor will become eventually be-
come unstable in the stalled condition and it will then change to
become unstalled. The use of the words ‘‘rotating instability’’ to
denote ‘‘rotating stall’’ is unfortunate and its use can only lead to
confusion where none is necessary.~It may also be added that the
term itself is without meaning; it is applied to a nominally steady
process, yet the word ‘‘instability’’ implies that it is in the process
of change from one state to another.!

The paper refers back to the original work by Kameier, which
was performed on a single stage fan. Single-stage compressors
have a tendency to go into part-span, multicell stall; see Day@6#.
At design speed the well-matched multistage machine tends to go
into full-span stall with a very small number of stall cells, most
often only a single cell, extending the whole length of the com-
pressor. Only when the multistage machine is mismatched~either
because its speed is below design or because of geometric
changes! does a multicell, part-span stall occur.
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The authors thank Prof. Cumpsty for his critical comments.
After the discussion in Munich~ASME Turbo Expo 2000!, it is
disappointing that a major part of this comment still focuses on
the chosen term ‘‘rotating instability’’~RI!. It is understood that a
common term for a certain effect is needed in order to ensure
efficient communication. This is the reason the authors used the
questioned term, as it was already in use~‘‘coined’’ ! by several
investigators to name the observed characteristic flow unsteadi-
ness.

The authors agree that there might be better names for this
effect. They do not agree that the term ‘‘rotating instability’’ is
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totally wrong. They are still convinced that the physics of the
observed flow unsteadiness is different from the typical part-span
rotating stall caused by overloaded blades.

Figure 1 shows the classification of different flow effects that
can be observed close to the stability limit of a compressor. In
addition to modal waves and spikes, multicell disturbances can
appear. It is well known that part-span multicell disturbances oc-
cur in the front stages of multistage compressors at speeds below
the design speed while the compressor works well. In multistage
low-speed compressors, this normally does not take place as all
stages are loaded nearly equally. In this case, multicell distur-
bances can be found only in mismatched stages. This could be a
single mis-staggered blade row or a single blade row with larger
tip clearance. Increasing the tip clearance of one rotor blade row
was our way to excite a part-span multicell disturbance in the
four-stage low-speed research compressor of Dresden~Dresden
LSRC!. The reason for this was the assumption that the observed
unsteady characteristic of the RI has its driving force in the phys-
ics of the tip vortex.

Nevertheless, the authors propose to distinguish between stable
and unstable multicell configurations. Although this classification
cannot be found in the literature, it is thought to be necessary
because of the different behavior of the cells and presumably dif-
ferent origination mechanisms of the disturbances.

A stable configuration is characterized by a constant number
and a nearly constant size of the rotating cells. This stable multi-
cell configuration is commonly known as multicell rotating stall.
It was reported by Day et al.@1# and Inoue et al.@2#. In a pressure
or velocity signal versus time, one can observe nearly equal time

intervals between consecutive passing cells~e.g., Day et al.@1#,
Fig. 14!. In the frequency spectrum of this signal the disturbance
is reflected by a discrete peak.

The multicell configurations are truly unstable if their numbers
and size of cells are strongly fluctuating. The phenomenon ob-
served in the Dresden LSRC has this unstable characteristic. The
term ‘‘rotating instability’’ was taken from an ongoing discussion
in the literature to avoid confusion with stable unsteady stall phe-
nomena. To the knowledge of the authors, the first description of
this unstable, unsteady behavior of a multicell disturbance is re-
ported by Mathioudakis and Breugelmans@3# in a single-stage
compressor. However, at that time they used another term for it
~‘‘small rotating stall’’!. Unstable behavior in multistage compres-
sors is also reported by Longley and Hynes@4#, who used the
name ‘‘rough running’’ and Baumgartner et al.@5#, who termed it
‘‘rotating instability.’’

Professor Cumpsty claims that information is lost due to the
postprocessing used. The authors do not believe that this is the
case. Figure 2 shows raw data from a sensor positioned close to
the tip. Very strong nonperiodic fluctuations of the pressure sig-
nals due to RI occur. Some periodicity can be observed but is not
dominating. This is where the observed flow shows its unstable
behavior.

Much additional information can be obtained when the analysis
of the raw signals is coupled with filtering of the time-dependent
signals and statistical evaluation methods like autopower and
cross-power spectra. This allows us to isolate the information on
the disturbance in which we are interested from the influence of
wake passages and from other disturbances like modal waves.

The time-dependent fluctuations of the amplitudes, frequency,

Fig. 1 Overview of the main unsteady flow phenomena in the stable operating range close to the
stability limit of axial compressors

Fig. 2 Signal of a pressure sensor on a rotor blade, sensor
near blade tip „92 percent of channel height … and leading edge
„10 percent of chord length …, operating point near stability limit
„design speed, jÄ0.82…, tip clearance ratio s *Ä4.3 percent

Fig. 3 Frequency spectrum with typical sign of a single-cell
full-span rotating stall in Dresden LSRC „measured at the cas-
ing …
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and wavelength of the disturbance can clearly be seen in Fig. 6 of
the paper. These signals are bandpass-filtered to get rid of the
influence of modal waves and passing wakes.

The time-averaged results of the statistical evaluation methods
confirm the unstable behavior. It can be seen that many frequen-
cies as well as mode orders~respectively cell numbers! of the
disturbance are present~Figs. 5 and 7 in the paper!. This typical
behavior was also shown by other authors~e.g., Kameier@6#!.
Contrary to that a stable single-cell or multicell rotating stall, with
its stable number of cells and constant circumferential velocity,
would be recognized by a dominating discrete peak and possibly
its harmonics in the frequency spectrum~Fig. 3!.

From Fig. 7 of the discussed paper it follows, that the wave-
length, that is, the distance between adjacent cells, varies from 1.5
to 5.0 pitches of the rotor blades~63 rotor blades!. ~In the model
presented in Fig. 24 in the paper only the dominating wavelength
of 2.0 pitches is considered.! Hence the disturbance is far from
being stable. It is not a frozen rotating pattern but changes perma-
nently. Because of this, the term ‘‘rotating instability’’ is abso-
lutely correct for this disturbance. However, Prof. Cumpsty is
correct in this point, the compressor unit is running stable.

Additional remark: The strong fluctuations of the disturbance,
which were investigated in the third stage of the Dresden LSRC,
are not caused by the passing blade wakes and the high turbulence
of the flow. This is shown in the recent investigations of Mailach
et al. @7# in a plane cascade. Even in a plane cascade, this distur-
bance propagates along the tip region of the blade row. In spite of
the low turbulence intensity of the incoming flow and without
passing wakes, the wavelength of the short-length-scale distur-
bance is strongly fluctuating. Of course we cannot talk about a
‘‘rotating’’ instability in the plane cascade anymore. But the
mechanism of the disturbance, which propagates along a blade
row, is the same.

It is the tip clearance flow that is responsible for the character-
istic of this kind of disturbance. There is no doubt that it results in
a strong tip vortex. This can clearly be seen from the results of
LDA measurements for the design tip clearance ratio of 1.3 per-
cent ~Figs. 12 and 13 in the paper!. As shown in the discussed
paper, for larger tip clearance ratios, the tip vortex fluctuates
strongly. Due to the ensemble-averaging, its structure is less pro-
nounced in the results of the LDA measurements~Figs. 15–18 in
the paper!.

Both for the stable multicell configuration~Inoue et al.@2#!
and—as shown in this paper—for the unstable multicell configu-
ration, the tip clearance flow is responsible for the resulting dis-
turbance. As shown in this paper, the axial reversed flow only
occurs within the tip clearance and causes a reduction or a block-
age of the incoming flow in the blade tip region. It is the opinion
of the authors that this is definitely not a classical stall, even if we
observe reversed flow within the tip clearance with influence into
the outer blade passage.

It is agreed by the authors that the term ‘‘rotating instabilities’’
could be substituted by a more precise one. We did agree on that
already in Munich. But considering the above said, it is definitely
not wrong. However, in order to avoid confusion with stalled
blades due to separated flow on the profiles, one can discuss
whether the expression ‘‘stall’’ should be used in the eventually
improved term at all. In the opinion of the authors a term like
‘‘propagating tip vortex instability’’~‘‘rotating tip vortex instabil-
ity,’’ ‘‘interaction of tip clearance flow’’ . . . ! would be more suit-
able, since it applies more specifically to the physical mechanism
of the disturbance, described in the discussed paper.
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Tip Clearance Actuation With
Magnetic Bearings for
High-Speed Compressor Stall
Control
Magnetic bearings are widely used as active suspension devices in rotating machinery,
mainly for active vibration control purposes. The concept of active tip-clearance control
suggests a new application of magnetic bearings as servo-actuators to stabilize rotating
stall in axial compressors. This paper presents a first-of-a-kind feasibility study of an
active stall control experiment with a magnetic bearing servo-actuator in the NASA Glenn
high-speed single-stage compressor test facility. Together with CFD and experimental
data a two-dimensional, incompressible compressor stability model was used in a sto-
chastic estimation and control analysis to determine the required magnetic bearing per-
formance for compressor stall control. The resulting requirements introduced new chal-
lenges to the magnetic bearing actuator design. A magnetic bearing servo-actuator was
designed that fulfilled the performance specifications. Control laws were then developed
to stabilize the compressor shaft. In a second control loop, a constant gain controller was
implemented to stabilize rotating stall. A detailed closed loop simulation at 100 percent
corrected design speed resulted in a 2.3 percent reduction of stalling mass flow, which is
comparable to results obtained in the same compressor by Weigl et al. (1998. ASME J.
Turbomach.120, 625–636) using unsteady air injection. The design and simulation re-
sults presented here establish the viability of magnetic bearings for stall control in aero-
engine high-speed compressors. Furthermore, the paper outlines a general design proce-
dure to develop magnetic bearing servo-actuators for high-speed turbomachinery.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370163#

1 Introduction

The stable operation of axial flow compressors, as they are
encountered in modern jet engines and gas turbines, is often lim-
ited by two flow breakdown processes known as surge and rotat-
ing stall. Surge is a circumferentially uniform pulsation of the
mass flow through the machine, while rotating stall appears as a
reduced flow region in part of the circumference, which travels
around the compressor annulus at a fraction of rotor speed. Active
control of rotating stall was first proposed by Epstein et al.@1# and
since then a significant amount of further research has been done.
In particular, theoretical and experimental investigations have
been conducted at the NASA Glenn Research Center on a single-
stage transonic core compressor inlet stage. Active stabilization of
rotating stall and surge using unsteady air injection was first pre-
sented by Weigl et al.@2# in the NASA high-speed stage. The
experiments showed a significant benefit in stable operating range.

Blade tip clearance in axial flow compressors is known to have
a strong impact on compressor performance and stability; it also
plays a major role in the interaction between rotordynamic shaft
deflections and the aerodynamic behavior of the compressor. Graf
et al. @3# report an experimental and analytical investigation of
circumferentially nonuniform tip-clearance effects on axial com-
pressor stability and performance. The study reveals that the com-
pressor prestall dynamics are very sensitive to the blade tip clear-
ance. Based on this conceptual framework Gordon@4# extended
this approach to analyze the influence of rotating clearance asym-

metries. The work presented here uses a modified version of this
compressor model and introduces the concept of tip-clearance ac-
tuation for compressor stall control.

Magnetic bearings are widely used as active suspension devices
in rotating machinery, mainly for active vibration control pur-
poses. The concept of active tip-clearance control suggests a new
application of magnetic bearings as servo-actuators to stabilize
rotating stall in axial compressors. The magnetic bearing servo-
actuator is used toactivelywhirl the shaft, inducing an unsteady
variation of the rotor blade tip-clearance distribution as shown in
Fig. 1.

This paper presents a feasibility study and the design of a stall
control experiment on a transonic compressor stage. The follow-
ing research questions are of interest and are addressed in this
paper.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
Internataional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-528. Review Chair: D. Ballal. Fig. 1 Active tip-clearance stall control concept
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• How does a magnetic bearing servo-actuator for stall control
differ from conventional magnetic levitation devices?

• How much control authority and shaft motion is required to
stabilize rotating stall?

• How beneficial is tip-clearance actuation compared to un-
steady air injection and other actuation schemes?

• What analytical process has to be conducted in order to de-
sign a stall control experiment with magnetic bearings?

The organization of the paper is briefly outlined to guide the
reader through the design process. The general sequence of steps
involved in the analysis and design of an axial compressor mag-
netic bearing system is depicted in Fig. 2. First, in Sec. 2, the axial
flow compressor specifications and the test facility envelope are
discussed. Then in Sec. 3 an unsteady compressor tip-clearance
model and a simple, first-cut rotordynamic model of the compres-
sor system are implemented in a preliminary analysis to determine
the control authority and the design requirements, which are dis-
cussed in Sec. 4. The detailed design of the magnetic bearing
servo-actuator and rotor system is outlined in Sec. 5, and the final
closed loop system simulation results are presented in Sec. 6.

The above design process is implemented in an example analy-
sis for the NASA Glenn high-speed single-stage axial flow com-
pressor and results specific to this compressor are reported in this
paper.

2 Axial Compressor Rig Specifications
The NASA Stage 37 test compressor, originally designed as an

inlet stage of an eight-stage 20:1 pressure ratio core compressor
@5#, has a total pressure ratio of 2.05, a mass flow of 20.2 kg/s, a
rotor tip speed of 454 m/s, and a rotation frequency of 286 Hz at
design conditions. Rotor 37 consists of 36 blades with an aspect
ratio of 1.19, a hub-to-tip radius ratio of 0.7, and a blade tip
diameter of approximately 50 cm. The mean-line rotor chord
length is 56 mm. Detailed performance descriptions are given by
Reid and Moore@6#.

Atmospheric air is drawn into the test facility through an orifice
plate and a plenum chamber upstream of the test section. Down-
stream of the compressor the flow is regulated with a sleeve-type
throttle valve and the compressor shaft is coupled over a drive
train to a 2.2 MW DC drive motor. The shaft setup of the test
compressor is an overhung rotor with radial fluid film bearings at
the front ~near the rotor disk! and at the back of the compressor

~near the motor drive coupling! as well as a fluid film thrust bear-
ing on the motor coupling side. A schematic of the test section
and the compressor shaft is shown in Fig. 3.

In this specific case it is desired to limit modifications to the
compressor test rig as much as possible. The rear fluid film journal
and thrust bearings must be kept the same to mate with the exist-
ing motor drive train. The front fluid film journal bearing is to be
replaced by the magnetic bearing servo-actuator. Fail-safe opera-
tion of the magnetic bearing is compulsory and a special catcher
bearing system is to be designed. Also the compressor gas path
must remain the same to yield an unchanged aerodynamic com-
pressor performance.

3 Preliminary Analysis
The effect of tip-clearance asymmetries due to shaft deflections

on compressor performance and stability is addressed next. The
objective of the preliminary analysis is to determine the magnetic
bearing force bandwidth and the stall control authority required to
conduct rotating stall control with tip-clearance actuation. The
specific question is: how much shaft motion and magnetic bearing
force is required to stabilize rotating stall? To answer this question
a simplified rotordynamic design analysis and a unique stochastic
estimation and control analysis are conducted.

3.1 Simplified Rotordynamic Design and Analysis. A
preliminary design of the magnetic bearing rotor is suggested in
Fig. 4. The solid shaft in Fig. 3 is replaced by a hollow shaft
including the magnetic bearing rotor laminations. The shaft is
pinned at the rear~journal and thrust fluid film bearings! and
coupled to the motor drive train. Typical catcher bearing designs
do not contact the shaft during magnetic bearing suspension.
However for the proposed stall experiments in the NASA high-
speed test facility, a fail-safe suspension system is mandatory. In
particular, the compressor blades must be protected from possible
blade-tip rubs; destructive impacts must also be avoided in the
case of a loss of magnetic levitation. A possible failsafe solution is
to use a spring loaded catcher bearing that is always in contact
with the shaft. This is the approach adopted for the design
analysis.

In the general case of free-free magnetic suspension a simple,
single lumped mass analysis is sufficient to obtain a first-cut esti-
mate of the required magnetic force. Since in this magnetic bear-
ing application shaft motion is constrained at both ends~soft

Fig. 2 Design process for an axial compressor magnetic bear-
ing system

Fig. 3 NASA Glenn high-speed single-stage compressor test
facility
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spring loaded catcher bearing support at the front and conven-
tional fluid film bearings at the rear! the rotordynamic analysis
needs to be more detailed.

Therefore in this preliminary design analysis a simple, direct
stiffness lumped parameter method~described in@7#! is con-
ducted. The rotor model consists of thin rigid disk elements
~lumped masses! connected either by massless flexible beam ele-
ments or by flexible uniform shaft elements~distributed mass! as
depicted in Fig. 4. The overall mass of the shaft is 128.5 kg. Each
disk element has four degrees of freedom: two displacement di-
rections normal to the axis of rotation and small angle rotations
about the spin axis~precession and nutation!. Axial motion is
neglected but the fluid film thrust bearing constrains the shaft in
angular deflections at the rear and is modeled as an angular spring
and an angular damper. The rear journal bearing and the soft
spring loaded catcher bearing are modeled as spring and damper
elements. For a closed loop analysis1 the magnetic bearing force
can be introduced at node points 3 and 4.

The catcher bearing system for this nonstandard high-speed ap-
plication is suggested to consist of a fluid film journal bearing
embedded in a soft spring loaded support. This allows for shaft
deflections but still yields a hard stop in case of an emergency. To
ensure safe transient operation without large vibrations when criti-
cal frequencies are crossed during an emergency shut down,
damping must be added in parallel to the soft spring loaded sup-
port. One possible, compact solution is an integral squeeze film
damper~ISFD! setup as reported by Santiago et al.@8#. ISFD’s are
comprised of arcuate squeeze film pads rendering viscoelastic
support and wire-electrical discharge machined webs acting like a
squirrel cage.

The open loop whirl speeds, natural frequencies and mode
shapes are obtained from an eigenvalue problem resulting from
the equations of motion. Assuming that the rotor is spinning at
design speed~286 Hz! the first four eigenvalues are plotted in Fig.
5 and the mode shapes are reconstructed from the corresponding

eigenvectors. The forward whirling modes are marked with pluses
and the bearing locations~nodes 2, 6, and 7 in Fig. 4! are indi-
cated by the dotted lines. The preliminary hollow shaft design
yields two conical modes, denoted as the first and second rigid
body modes, which rotate at 0.16 and 0.7 times the rotor fre-
quency, and two flexural modes. The rotation rates of the flexural
modes are well above the operating range but note that the first
flexural mode is less damped than the second rigid body mode.

This preliminary shaft setup conforms well with the design is-
sues for active tip-clearance control. The magnetic bearing rotor is
rigid with a dominant conical rigid body mode at a natural fre-
quency of 0.16 times rotor frequency. The low rotation rate of this
first rigid body mode is due to the softly supported catcher bearing
system~ISFD!. None of the open loop rotordynamic modes are in
the vicinity of flow field resonances such as rotating stall, which
for this compressor rotates at 0.4 times the rotor frequency. This is
a crucial constraint on the rotordynamic design to avoid direct
interaction between the compressor prestall dynamics and the
structural dynamics. Note that the suggested magnetic bearing ro-
tor yields supercritical operation with respect to the rigid body
modes.

In order to obtain an estimate of the required force~introduced
by the magnetic bearing! for a certain blade tip deflection, the
open loop transfer function from magnetic bearing force input to
blade tip deflection is computed and shown in Fig. 6. However,
the necessary blade tip deflection for rotating stall control still
needs to be determined. This is the key analysis in the preliminary
design process and is discussed next.

3.2 Analysis of Tip-Clearance Control Authority. In or-
der to determine the effective shaft motion~i.e., blade tip deflec-
tion! for rotating stall control the closed loop system depicted in
Fig. 7 is considered. The compressor prestall dynamics are de-
noted by the transfer functionG(s). The outputs ofG(s) are the
prestall pressure perturbations sensed upstream of the rotordp(t),
which are fed back to the rotating stall feedback controllerK (s).
The controller outputs are the actuator commandsdc(t), which
are modified by the magnetic bearing servo-actuator dynamics
AMB(s) to yield the actual shaft position and the corresponding
tip-clearance distributionde(t). The open loop stable magnetic
bearing servo-actuator dynamicsAMB(s) consist of the shaft ro-
tordynamics and the magnetic bearing servo control loop. The
inputs to the compressor prestall transfer functionG(s) are the
tip-clearance distributionde(t) and background noise modeled by
unsteady velocity fluctuationsdw(t). The actuator dynamics

1Note that the rotor system is open loop stable and that the magnetic bearing is
primarily used as a servo-actuator.

Fig. 4 Preliminary magnetic bearing compressor rotor and
corresponding lumped parameter model

Fig. 5 Preliminary open loop rotor model eigenvalues and
mode shapes
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AMB(s) and the compressor tip-clearance transfer functionG(s)
form the plantP(s), which will be considered in the rotating stall
control law design process. Note that this feedback control system
is a regulator system since the error signalde(t) is composed
only of the sensed pressure perturbations. The purpose of the
regulator is to drive the pressure perturbations to zero, even if the
plant is unstable.

The objective of this analysis is to determine the required
closed loop shaft motionde(t) to stabilize rotating stall. Since the
feedback system is highly resonant and in a noisy environment,
the compressor dynamics must be included in the analysis. A
stochastic estimation approach is then applied.

Compressor Dynamics With Tip-Clearance Effect.To inves-
tigate the effect of blade tip deflection on compressor stability, the
compressor prestall dynamicsG(s) need to be modeled. Based on
the conceptual framework developed by Hynes and Greitzer@9#,
Graf et al. @3#, and Gordon@4# ~see Sec. 1! a two-dimensional,
incompressible, state-space compressor model actuated by rotor
tip clearance was created. The derivation of the compressor model
equations~see@4#! is omitted here and a short model description is
given instead.

The overall modeling approach@10# consists of incompressible
models of the inlet and exit ducts, the blade rows, the downstream
plenum, and the throttle. The hub-to-tip ratio is assumed high so
that the model is two-dimensional with axial and circumferential
unsteady flow field variations. The rotor and stator blade rows are
modeled as semiactuator disks with unsteady inertia, unsteady de-
viation, and loss terms. The model assumes that the background
flow is steady in the reference frame locked to the~rotating! tip-
clearance asymmetry so that any tip-clearance distribution~un-

steady in the absolute frame! can be prescribed. In a first step the
steady, fully nonlinear flow field equations are solved in the asym-
metry frame to obtain the nonuniform background flow@9#. In a
second step a linearized version of the model equations is solved
to obtain the behavior of unsteady, small amplitude perturbations
to the known steady state nonuniform flow field. Assigning con-
trol inputs and outputs to the model and identifying states in the
resulting dynamic equations yields a state-space formulation of
the compressor model@4#.

The compressor model by Gordon@4# was modified to include
unsteady air injection in addition to tip-clearance actuation. Air
injection was used in stall control experiments by Weigl et al.@2#
in the same compressor. This modified compressor model will be
useful to match the modeled compressor dynamics to the experi-
mental data by Weigl et al.@2# and to verify the control authority
analysis in a test case for jet injection.

The inputs to the model are the compressor geometry, an axi-
symmetric tip clearance compressor characteristic, and the sensi-
tivity of the compressor characteristic to changes in axisymmetric
tip clearance. These inputs were based on CFD calculations of the
NASA Stage 37 compressor performance. TheAPNASA blade pas-
sage code by Adamczyk et al.@11# was used to calculate the
three-dimensional, viscous flow through the stage for different
levels of axisymmetric tip clearance. In addition, the modeled
compressor dynamics were compared to the experimentally ob-
tained system identification results by Weigl et al.@2#. The dy-
namic model parameters, i.e., loss time lags and system reduced
frequency, were adjusted to match the open loop and closed loop
compression system poles to the measured eigenvalues. This gives
confidence in using the tip-clearance actuated compressor model
in the stochastic estimation analysis.

Stochastic Estimation of Closed Loop Shaft Motion.The sys-
tem input noisedw(t) is modeled as white noise of intensityW,
which is determined by comparing the spectrumFpp(v) of the
sensed prestall pressure perturbationsdp(t) obtained from the
experiment@2# to the spectrum of the open loop model transfer
function G( j v):

Fpp~v!5G~ j v!GT~ j v!W. (1)

The white noise intensityW is adjusted to match both the peak
and the RMS values of the measured and modeled spectra for a
compressor operating point that is close to stall. This is shown in
Fig. 8. Note that the compression system is highly resonant and
exhibits a sharp peak in the spectrum at a frequency of about 0.4
times the rotor frequency. This resonance of the flow field corre-
sponds to a rotating stall precursor.

Fig. 6 Transfer function from magnetic bearing force input †N‡

to blade tip deflection †mm‡

Fig. 7 Closed loop magnetic bearing compressor system for
stall control

Fig. 8 Spectral analysis of open loop prestall pressure pertur-
bations „experiment by Weigl et al. †2‡… and of open loop com-
pressor model
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A closed loop analysis is conducted next. The circumferentially
sensed pressure perturbations are decomposed into circumferential
spatial Fourier harmonics. The prestall mode with first-harmonic
circumferential structure is linearly controllable with tip-clearance
actuation~if the rotor is offset from its casing a first-harmonic
tip-clearance distribution is induced! and all other harmonics are
linearly uncontrollable. To simplify the analysis only first-
harmonic linear control with tip-clearance actuation is considered
here. Additional unsteady injection is implemented in this case to
stabilize the zeroth-harmonic~surgelike! mode. In general nonlin-
ear control laws can be used to stabilize the zeroth- and second-
harmonic modes with tip-clearance actuation as discussed in@12#.
Such control schemes, however, will yield further bandwidth and
magnetic force requirements.

A simple constant gain control strategy is implemented for
K (s) to stabilize the compressor dynamics. The idea behind con-
stant gain control is as follows. The sensed spatial harmonic
waves of the pressure perturbationsdp(t) are rotated by an opti-
mized angle and multiplied by a constant gain to form the spatial
harmonics of the control signal. The commanded shaft position
dc(t) is modified by the magnetic bearing servo-actuator dynam-
ics AMB(s) to yield the effective shaft position and tip-clearance
distribution de(t). In this analysis a simple PI-lead network is
used in the inner servo control loop of the magnetic bearing ac-
tuator. The constant gain stall controller was tuned to stabilize the
zeroth-harmonic mode with unsteady air injection and the first-
harmonic mode with tip-clearance actuation. The mass flow
through the compressor is gradually decreased in the simulation
until the second-harmonic mode becomes unstable. This is shown
in Fig. 9. Note that it is this mode that determines the overall
compressor stability and the compressor operating range.

Defining the state-space matricesAc , Bc , andCc the time in-
variant closed loop system in Fig. 7 is cast into state-space form,

ẋ~ t !5Ac•x~ t !1Bc•dw~ t !,
(2)

de~ t !5Cc•x~ t !,

where the same system input noisedw(t) of intensity W is as-
sumed during stall control. The system output of interest isde(t).
The RMS ofeffectiveshaft motion, which is required to stabilize
the compression system, can be estimated from the steady state
output covarianceSe5E$de(t)2%, where the expected mean of
de(t) is zero (E$de(t)%50) andE$ % denotes the time average
of an ergodic process. Assuming steady state, the state covariance
Sx is obtained from the Lyapunov equation

05AcSx1SxAc
T1BcWBc

T , (3)

whereW is the white noise intensity matrix. The output covari-
ance and the RMS ofde(t) then yield

RMS~de!5ASe5ACcSxCc
T. (4)

This procedure is applicable to any actuation scheme and is
implemented in a test case for unsteady air injection. The esti-
mated RMS of injector valve motion of 0.141~60.005! compares
well to the RMS of the measured actual valve motion of 0.121 in
the NASA Glenn stall control experiment, where the valve com-
mand ranges from 0~valve half open! to 1 ~valve fully open!. This
gives confidence in using the presented technique to estimate the
effective shaft motion for tip-clearance actuation. The analysis
predicts

RMS~de!5207.565.0 mm.

The indicated uncertainty in the prediction is due to the uncer-
tainty in the data matched white noise intensityW.

The constant gain control law commands shaft whirl at a fre-
quency of 0.4 times the rotor frequency. This corresponds to the
rotation rate of the first-harmonic rotating stall precursor. To guar-
antee a robust magnetic bearing design the required force band-
width is determined for a shaft displacement of 250mm for fre-
quencies up to 0.5 times rotor frequency. Using Fig. 6 the required
magnetic bearing force yields 25 kN for frequencies up to 0.5
times rotor frequency~143 Hz!. This high load capacity is due to
the large mass of the shaft~128.5 kg!, the high whirl speed~143
Hz! and radius~250mm!, and the rotordynamic constraints of the
shaft at the front end~catcher bearing! and at the rear end~motor
drive coupling!. Analyzing a typical five-axis magnetic bearing
would result in different requirements, but could use the exact
procedure described here.

4 Design Requirements
The magnetic bearing servo-actuator design requirements from

the preliminary analysis are summarized here. The concept of
rotating stall control with tip-clearance actuation requires a mag-
netic bearing servo-actuator design with state of the art perfor-
mance and very high load capacities. The desired design and per-
formance requirements include the following:

• Rotordynamically stable shaft operation over the entire com-
pressor speed range~0 to 286 Hz!.

• Maximum shaft deflection of 250mm to avoid blade tip rubs.
• 250 mm whirl radius between 0 and 143 Hz excitation fre-

quency.
• Desired minimum whirl radius of 75mm at the maximum

excitation frequency of 286 Hz.
• Maximum bearing diameter of 0.356 m to fit into the com-

pressor hub housing~see Fig. 3! without modification of the com-
pressor gas path.

The next section discusses these design issues and presents the
detailed design of the magnetic bearing servo-actuator.

5 Magnetic Bearing Servo-Actuator Design
Standard magnetic bearing suspension devices usually only

yield large forces during static shaft levitation. The magnetic bear-
ing servo-actuator for active stall control, however, must deliver a
large dynamic load capacity and high magnetic forces must be
generated over an air gap substantially larger than the nominal
gap, since the rotor is whirling offset from its centerline. In addi-
tion, the outer bearing diameter and the space within the compres-
sor hub housing are limited in this application. Hence a special
magnetic pole configuration and a new soft magnetic material
with relatively small magnetic losses and very high saturation flux
densities were considered. Apart from the magnetic bearing actua-
tor itself, the above issues will also strongly influence the actuator

Fig. 9 Open loop compressor dynamics „Ã… and closed loop
poles with constant gain control „¿…
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power electronics design. It has to be mentioned that, since the
magnetic bearing actuator system design is a highly iterative pro-
cess, only the final results are discussed here.

5.1 Electro-Magnetic Actuator Analysis

Pole Configuration. In order to achieve as much dynamic
load capacity as possible within the given compressor housing
envelope a nonstandard 16-pole configuration is considered. This
allows one to pack the required amount of copper wiring within
the narrow space between the inner and outer stator diameter.
Also, a rather unconventional alternating N-S-N-S pole configu-
ration is used here with the advantage that the magnetic flux
through the rotor laminations and the stator back iron is half the
value of a standard N-S-S-N pole configuration.2 Therefore to
obtain the same magnetic flux density as delivered by a standard
configuration, the stator back iron and rotor lamination radial
width can be reduced by a factor of 2. This yields a lighter weight
magnetic rotor with beneficial influence on the overall rotordy-
namics, bending mode frequencies, and achievable whirl radii.
However, the eddy current and hysteresis losses will be higher
than in the standard case since the magnetic flux reversal fre-
quency is doubled. It is clear that in general a trade-off between
overall rotor weight and size and rotor heat loss must be made. In
the presented application higher priority is attributed to the
achievable whirl radii. Figure 10 illustrates the 16-pole N-S-N-S
pole configuration and the rotor lamination of the magnetic bear-
ing servo-actuator. The stator and rotor dimensions are given in
Table 1.

Servo-Actuator Load Capacity Calculation.The load capacity
calculation is based on a full 16-pole flux network model which
includes all magnetic interactions and nonlinearities resulting
from the magnetization curve of the soft magnetic material. Indi-
vidual rotor and stator magnetic path geometries are also taken
into account but the stray flux between the magnetic poles is ne-
glected. One major advantage of the flux network model com-
pared to finite element modeling techniques is its numerical effec-
tiveness while yielding about the same accuracy@13#. The load
capacity calculation mainly depends on the geometry, the air gap,
and the maximum flux density of the soft magnetic iron. Further-
more, a very important and sometimes limiting factor in the de-
sign is the ability of the magnetic bearing servo-actuator to dissi-
pate the heat that is generated from coil, eddy current, and
hysteresis losses. Therefore an optimal actuator design yields a

well balanced trade-off between available copper volume, pole
width, and actuator surface area that is necessary to conduct the
generated heat loss to a heat sink. The final results of the iterative
design process are shown in Table 1. Note that the maximum
achievable force at the nominal air gap~zero shaft offset! is ap-
proximately 20 percent higher than the estimated requirement of
25 kN. This is due to the fact thatin the case of a whirling shaft
the air gap is increased and a larger force is needed for the same
shaft displacement.

5.2 Overall Dynamic System Analysis—Achievable Whirl
Radii. In order to compute the achievable whirl radii the mag-
netic bearing servo-actuator model must be combined with a ro-
tordynamic model of the compressor shaft. Since large forces are
generated at high frequencies, nonlinear current effects and volt-
age saturation of the electric power amplifier must also be taken
into account. These models are briefly outlined here.

Rotordynamic Model. A standard finite element modeling ap-
proach is carried out to obtain a system of differential equations
describing the rotor motion. This approach accounts for shear
force influence, gyroscopic effects and additional lumped mass
and rotational inertia effects:

Mz̈1~G1D!ż1Kz5Bactfact, (5)

wherez is the rotor position vector, containing both the horizontal
and the vertical displacementsx andy of the elements.M denotes
the mass matrix and includes all inertia properties~mass, radial
moments of inertia!. TheG matrix contains the gyroscopic terms
~polar and radial moments of inertia, rotational speed!. The radial
and axial fluid film bearings at the motor coupling end and the
ISFD catcher bearing system at the compressor wheel end are
modeled as spring damper elements and are included in the stiff-
ness matrixK and the damping matrixD. The actuator forcefact is
coupled into the rotordynamic system by the influence matrixBact
which defines the geometric point of action of the magnetic force.
The homogeneous solution of Eq.~5! can be analyzed in terms of
a Campbell diagram which is shown in Fig. 11. The two rigid
body forward and backward whirling modes are crossed by the
one-per-rev line~1-E! at about 30, 180, and 200 Hz. Note that
none of the flexural modes are crossed despite the strong gyro-
scopic effects and that the rigid body mode frequencies compare
well to the preliminary results~see Fig. 5! obtained from the
simple lumped parameter model. The frequencies of the two rigid
body modes mostly depend on the stiffness of the fluid film and
catcher bearings, the mass properties of the compressor shaft, and
the actuator feedback control. In order to limit the vibration level
when the rigid body critical frequencies are crossed, either the

2Usually N-S-S-N pole configurations are considered when high magnetic force
capacities are required.

Fig. 10 Pole configuration and rotor lamination of magnetic
bearing servo-actuator

Table 1 Optimized magnetic bearing servo-actuator design
parameters

Actuator dimensions

Number of poles 16
Inner actuator dia. 220 mm
Outer actuator dia. 320 mm
Actuator length 175 mm
Pole width 24.4 mm
Nominal air gap 600mm

Electromagnetic properties

Saturation flux density~Co iron! 2.4 T
Max. force~at nom. air gap! 31.6 kN
Flux density~at max. force! 2.28 T
Current stiffness (Ki) 1.021 kN/A
Position stiffness (Kx) 93.149 kN/mm
Max. current~saturation! 100 A
Max. voltage~saturation! 300 V
Electric resistance 37 mV
Coil inductance 6.9 mH
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rotor must be well balanced or the bearings, especially the mag-
netic actuator, must dissipate a substantial amount of energy, i.e.,
provide a sufficient amount of external damping to the system.

Actuator and Power Amplifier Model.A linearized model of
the magnetic bearing servo-actuator is used to keep the computa-
tion times at an affordable level. Nonlinear effects are included in
the voltage and current saturation characteristics of the power am-
plifier. The linearized actuator force can be written as

fact5K xzb1K i i, (6)

where the matrixK x contains the two identical position stiffnesses
in thex andy directions andK i contains the corresponding current
stiffnesses of the magnetic bearing servo-actuator. Vectorszb and
i denote the rotor position within the magnetic actuator and the
control current input, respectively. In order to combine Eqs.~5!
and ~6! zb must be transformed intoz assuming rigid body rela-
tions between the shaft locations. The amplifier dynamics contain
the influence of the actuator inductance and resistanceL and R
and the back-EMF term due to rotor motion~for details see@14#!:

u5Ri1L
di

dt
1

1

2
K i

Tżb , (7)

where the vectoru contains the coil voltages. The achievable
whirl radii can now be determined by solving Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~7!
for position vectorz.

The resulting high-order system of nonlinear differential equa-
tions must be solved numerically and the solution procedure is
quite involved and time consuming. Instead a much faster iterative
solution procedure was developed. First let us consider the fol-
lowing thought experiment. If the whirling rotor is a single
lumped mass then it is kept in orbit by a single radial force of
constant amplitude with a phase of 180 deg relative to the dis-
placement vector. Therefore in the iterative solution procedure the
excitation force is assumed to be 180 deg out of phase despite
gyroscopic effects of the rotor and external stiffnesses and damp-
ing properties of the fluid film journal bearings.3 It has to be
mentioned that in the experiment the same effect can be achieved
by introducing a synchronous signal rejection scheme in the mag-
netic bearing feedback controller~for details see@15#!. This yields
a completely force-free rotation about the principal axis of the
rotor and eliminates the transmission of synchronous unbalance
forces to the machine housing. Also, since the steady state whirl
orbits are of interest all transient parts of the solution are ne-
glected and Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and ~7! are solved in the frequency
domain.

The results of the iterative solution procedure are shown in Fig.
12 for the shaft spinning at design speed~286 Hz!. The plot on the

3It can be shown that this assumption yields a maximum error in the phase of
about 20 deg for frequencies above 50 Hz.

Fig. 11 Campbell diagram of magnetic bearing servo-actuator
„forward and backward whirling modes are marked solid and
dashed, respectively …

Fig. 12 Current-force characteristic of magnetic bearing servo-actuator and operating locus „left …; achievable whirl radii at
several shaft locations and amplifier operation limits „right …
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left hand side depicts the family of nonlinear current-force char-
acteristics of the magnetic bearing servo-actuator and the locus of
operating points ranging from 0 to 300 Hz excitation frequency at
maximum available power~thick solid line!. Note that the effect
of a varying air gap is included in the calculation. The achievable
whirl radii at several shaft locations are plotted on the right hand
side together with the operational constraints of the amplifier~300
V saturation voltage, 100 A saturation current split into 50 A bias
and 50 A maximum control current! and the whirl radius limita-
tion at the magnetic bearing location~250 mm!. The results show
that the design requirements stated in Sec. 4 are fulfilled: 250mm
compressor blade tip deflection is achieved up to 185 Hz~the
blade tip displacement in this frequency band is even higher than
the requirement since the actuator is operating at maximum avail-
able power! and a minimum of 75mm is obtained at the synchro-
nous excitation frequency of 286 Hz. The nonlinear current and
voltage saturation effects of the amplifier are well visible in these
performance characteristics.

5.3 Heat Loss and Cooling Analysis. As mentioned ear-
lier, a trade-off between achievable whirl radii and magnetic bear-
ing heat loss had to be considered in this design. Since the re-
quired shaft displacements and excitation frequencies are rather
high compared to standard magnetic bearing applications the heat
loss is expected to be substantial. Therefore a detailed heat loss
and cooling analysis described in@16# was carried out. The analy-
sis involved the modeling of magnetic bearing stator losses~coil
resistance, magnetic reversal~hysteresis!, and eddy current loss!,
magnetic bearing rotor lamination losses~hysteresis and eddy cur-
rent loss!, aerodynamic windage loss in the magnetic bearing gap,
and dissipation in the fluid film journal and catcher bearing sys-
tems due to high-frequency rotor whirl. All magnetic bearing sta-
tor loss and the dissipation in the fluid film journal bearings must
be supplied by the power amplifiers. The lamination and aerody-
namic losses in the magnetic bearing rotor however must be sup-
plied by the motor drive. The results of the heat loss analysis are
summarized in Table 2. It should be mentioned that these values
correspond to a worst-case situation since all losses are taken at
their peak values~different frequencies in Table 2! and the shaft is
assumed to be spinning at design speed~286 Hz!.

The cooling concept for the NASA Stage 37 magnetic bearing
axial flow compressor includes three different cooling systems
and a preliminary cooling analysis was also conducted. Water
cooling through a cooling jacket around the stator is estimated to
provide a cooling power of 950 W which covers the stator losses
plus a part of the aerodynamic losses. Cooling oil is run through
and around the fluid film bearings at the front and rear shaft end
and is expected to exchange a total of 8650 W power due to the
bearing dissipation and rotor lamination loss. In addition cold
high-pressure air is run around the shaft with an estimated cooling
power of 2280 W to cover most of the aerodynamic losses.
Clearly this analysis indicates that heat dissipation significantly
complicates this particular magnetic bearing design.

6 Closed Loop Stall Control Simulation
The final design of the magnetic bearing servo-actuator was

then used to simulate the closed loop stall control experiment. The
final magnetic bearing system dynamicsAMB were included in the
closed loop system shown in Fig. 7. As mentioned earlier, a
simple PI-lead network was implemented in the inner servo con-
trol loop of the magnetic bearing actuator. Again a constant gain
stall controller was used in the outer loop to stabilize the zeroth-
harmonic mode with unsteady air injection and the first-harmonic
mode with tip-clearance actuation. The compressor was throttled
into stall and a 2.3 percent reduction of stalling mass flow was
obtained.

The stable operating range extension with tip-clearance actua-
tion is comparable to the results obtained in the same compressor
by Weigl et al. @2# using unsteady air injection. These results
show that tip-clearance actuation with magnetic bearings is an
effective actuation scheme and establish the viability of magnetic
bearings for stall control in high-speed compressors.

7 Summary and Concluding Remarks
This paper presents a general design procedure to develop mag-

netic bearing servo-actuators for high-speed compressor stall con-
trol. The design procedure is carried out in an example analysis
for the NASA Glenn high-speed single-stage axial flow compres-
sor and results specific to this compressor are reported in this
paper. It has to be pointed out that this specific application intro-
duced special design constraints and unusual complexities due to
the existing test rig setup and environment. For example, the con-
straint of a two-axis magnetic bearing with a contacting catcher
bearing system and an existing fluid film journal bearing setup at
the motor drive coupling end are not encountered in a general
design problem. If a compressor with magnetic bearings were
developed from scratch, many of the design constraints would be
relaxed. Therefore the design process is emphasized here rather
than the presented numbers.

The key analysis in the design process is to determine the con-
trol authority of tip-clearance actuation and the design require-
ments of the magnetic bearing. A unique stochastic estimation and
control analysis is presented and applied first to unsteady air in-
jection actuation as a test case. The obtained results compare well
to experimental data and give confidence in using this procedure
for tip-clearance actuation.

Next the magnetic bearing servo-actuator design requirements
are determined by combining the stochastic estimation and control
approach with a preliminary rotordynamic analysis and a dynamic
compressor tip-clearance model that utilizes both CFD and experi-
mental data. Although the results are for a specific experimental
rig, they indicate that in general the concept of rotating stall con-
trol with tip-clearance actuation requires a magnetic bearing
servo-actuator design with state of the art performance and very
high dynamic load capacities.

A detailed electromagnetic and mechanical analysis of the mag-
netic bearing servo-actuator is conducted and the design fulfills
the requirements. The magnetic bearing servo-actuator yields a
remarkably high dynamic force level and bandwidth which are
necessary for this application due to the large mass and the high
excitation frequencies. The design considers a trade-off between
the achievable whirl radii and the generated heat loss. The heat
loss calculation reveals rather high values due to the special con-
straints and in addition a cooling analysis is conducted. Active
water, oil, and air cooling are considered necessary to provide
sufficient cooling power.

Stall control laws are then developed and the final magnetic
bearing servo-actuator design is implemented in a closed loop
stall control simulation to determine the benefit in stable compres-
sor operating range. The simulation results yield a 2.3 percent
reduction in stalling mass flow which is comparable to results
with unsteady air injection. The design and simulation results pre-

Table 2 Total mechanical, electro-magnetic, and aerodynamic
losses at design speed „286 Hz…

Loss @W# Frequency@Hz#

Stator losses

Coil resistance 560 115
Eddy current and hysteresis 180 190

Rotor losses

Windage loss 2500 286
Eddy current and hysteresis 5060 286

Bearing dissipation

ISFD catcher bearing 864 120
Fluid journal bearing 2729 185
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sented in this paper establish the viability of magnetic bearings for
stall control in aero-engine high-speed compressors.
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An Innovative Device for Passive
Control of Surge in Industrial
Compression Systems
The present paper reports a numerical–experimental study on the dynamic behavior of a
compression system based on a multistage centrifugal blower and fitted with an innova-
tive device for the dynamic suppression of surge instability. The control device is of
passive type and is based on the aeroelastic coupling of the basic compression system
with a hydraulic oscillator. The controlled system is modeled at first by using a nonlinear
lumped parameter approach. The simulated system dynamics within a wide range of
operating conditions allows a parametric analysis to be performed and the optimal values
of the control parameters to be singled out. Such optimal values are then used to design
the hydraulic oscillator, which results in a technically feasible and very simple configu-
ration. Finally, experimental tests are carried out on the compression plant with and
without the passive control device, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
control system in suppressing surge instabilities, at least within the limits predicted by the
numerical simulation. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1348021#

Introduction
Dynamic suppression of surge, based on the use of active or

passive control devices, appears to be a very promising approach,
since it allows normally unstable regions of the compressor map
to be made accessible. The control of surge is based on the cou-
pling of the compression plant with a dynamic system capable of
absorbing and dissipating the unsteady energy associated with the
surge instability. Epstein et al.@1# proposed that surge can be
inhibited by actively damping the small disturbances associated
with the early stages of instability, so that the unsteady perturba-
tions are directly affected, while the average flow parameters are
virtually unaltered. For the active suppression of surge, a classic
feedback control system is used, i.e., a sensor/actuator pair and a
suitable control law. Ffowcs Williams and Huang@2# and Pinsley
et al. @3# proved the concept of active stabilization by means of
experimental tests carried out on small centrifugal compressors. A
detailed linear stability analysis of compression systems fitted
with different active control devices was performed by Simon
et al. @4#, who pointed out the impact of the choice of the sensor/
actuator pair on the control effectiveness.

An alternative concept of surge suppression was suggested by
Gysling et al.@5#, who proposed the aeroelastic coupling of the
compression system with a mass-spring-damper device through
the action of a movable plenum wall. In this way, the external
control law required by an active device is replaced by the struc-
tural feedback of the movable wall, resulting in a passive-type
control. Giannattasio and Giusto@6# carried out a theoretical
analysis of the effectiveness of the passive device when applied to
an industrial compression system, such as the one described by
Arnulfi et al. @7#. The numerical results of a nonlinear model of
the controlled system showed that surge suppression is very dif-
ficult to obtain over the whole operating range of the compressor,
because of the abrupt stall, which affects the compressor charac-
teristics. Furthermore, a parametric analysis allowed the optimum
values of the control parameters to be singled out.

The present paper further develops the concept of passive sup-
pression of surge. A first attempt of using the optimal control
parameters provided by Giannattasio and Giusto@6# showed se-

vere difficulties in the design of a practical control device for an
industrial compression system, mainly due to the very low natural
frequency required to the movable wall. In fact, it turned out that
the control device requires, to be effective, a very large mass of
the movable wall and a very large auxiliary volume~typically, an
order of magnitude greater than the plenum volume!. As an at-
tempt to overcome such difficulties, the present study proposes the
aeroelastic coupling of an industrial compression system with an
innovative, very simple and compact device, based on an oscillat-
ing water column. The idea arose from the observation that a
hydraulic oscillator has an intrinsically low natural frequency.

A nonlinear lumped parameter model of the compression sys-
tem fitted with the new passive control device is presented at first.
It was used to obtain the optimal values of the control parameters,
which allowed the hydraulic device to be correctly designed. The
results of an extensive experimental study are then reported. Mea-
surements of various flow parameters in both steady and unsteady
operating conditions have been carried out, in order to test the
effectiveness of the control device when varying compressor
speed, mass flow rate, and control parameters.

Passive Control of Surge
The device proposed by Gysling et al.@5# for the passive sup-

pression of surge is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The basic
compression system~compressor, plenum, throttle valve! is
coupled to a mass-spring-damper device, where the inertial ele-
ment is a movable plenum wall, the gas in an auxiliary plenum
acts as an aerodynamic spring, and a viscous dashpot is used for
the damping. The main plenum and the auxiliary one are con-
nected by a pressure equilization tube, such that the pressure in
the auxiliary chamber can be made equal to the steady equilibrium
pressure in the main plenum, while only the unsteady pressure
fluctuations can act on the movable wall. The control device is
based on the concept that the aeroelastic coupling of the compres-
sion system with a proper mechanical oscillator should produce
the effect of absorbing and dissipating the unsteady energy intro-
duced by the compressor in the early stages of its unstable opera-
tion, so inhibiting the surge development. Such a concept has been
demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally by Gysling
et al. @5#, who performed a linear stability analysis of the con-
trolled system and a comprehensive set of measurements on a
small centrifugal compressor for turbocharging application.
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The dynamics of a compression system under unstable operat-
ing conditions is usually and effectually modeled by using a
lumped parameter approach@8,3,5,4,9#. In particular, the con-
trolled system in Fig. 1 can be described by the following set of
dimensionless equations@5,6#:

dwc

dt
5B~cc2cp! (1)

dcp

dt
5

1

B
~wc2w t!22

r̄p

r0

1

M2 y (2)

dcc

dt
5

1

tc
~cc,ss2cc! (3)

cp5~Ac /At!
2w t

2 (4)

dh

dt
5y (5)

dy

dt
52WB2~cp2c̄p!22zQAp0

p̄p

r̄p

r0
y2Q2

r̄p

r0
h (6)

where the variables are defined as:

w5
ṁ

r0UAc
, c5

Dp

r0U2/2
, t5vHt5ār A Ac

VpLc
t,

h5
Aw

Vp
q,

and the following dimensionless parameters are introduced:

B5
U

2vHLc
5

U

2āp
A Vp

AcLc
~stability or Greitzer parameter!

M5
U

āp
~ tip Mach number!

W5
r0Aw

2 Lc
2

mwVp
~aeroelastic coupling parameter!

Q5
vw,0

vH,0
5

vw

vH
Ar0

r̄p
~ frequency parameter!

z5
c

2mwvw,0
5

c

2mwvw
Ap̄pp0 ~damping parameter!.

Equation~1! expresses the momentum conservation in the com-
pressor duct of equivalent lengthLc @8#, while Eq.~2! is the mass
conservation equation in the plenum, which, in the present case,
includes the effect of the plenum volume variation due to the
moving wall ~see the term containingy on the right-hand side!. A
time constant,tc , is introduced in Eq.~3!, which represents a
first-order model of the transient response of the compressor. This
time constant can be related to the time needed for the complete
development of a stall cell@8,9# Equation ~4! represents the
steady-state characteristic of the throttle valve. Finally, Eqs.~5!

and ~6! describe the movable wall dynamics, being equivalent to
the classical second-order linear equation of motion of a single-
degree of freedom elastic system.

Equations~1!–~6! have been employed by Giannattasio and
Giusto @6# to perform a nonlinear stability analysis of the indus-
trial compressor system described by Arnulfi et al.@7#, fitted with
the passive control device proposed by Gysling et al.@5#. The
compression system is based on a four-stage centrifugal blower
and includes a plenum of large capacity. The compressor charac-
teristic curves exhibit abrupt stall, compelling one to employ a
nonlinear approach to predict correctly the dynamic behavior of
the system. In fact, as pointed out by Giannattasio and Giusto@6#,
the finite pressure jump associated with the abrupt stall introduces
a large amount of unsteady energy into the system when the stall
limit is crossed, which can cause instability even in linearly stable
operating points. Indeed, both experimental and numerical~non-
linear! results obtained by Arnulfi et al.@7,9# for the uncontrolled
compression system show that all the operating points on the left
of the stall limit are unstable, even at the lowest compressor speed
of 2000 rpm, while a linear stability analysis predicts that, still at
2000 rpm, over 40 percent of such points should exhibit a stable
behavior.

The nonlinear analysis carried out by Giannattasio and Giusto
@6# results in a number of plots of a proper stability index,^RMS&,
in the plane of control variablesW and Q, for fixed values of
damping parameterz and compressor speed. Stability index
^RMS& is defined as the mean, over flow coefficient interval 0
,w,wstall , of the RMS values of signalcp(t). Obviously, a
stable operating point implies RMS(cp(t))50, so that small val-
ues of^RMS& denote wide stable intervals of flow coefficient and
vice-versa. Figure 2 shows the contour lines of^RMS& in W–Q
plane, as obtained by Giannattasio and Giusto@6# for z52 andn
52000 rpm. The broken line in the diagram represents contour
line hmax50.03, which was assumed to be the maximum accept-
able wall displacement; points withhmax,0.03 are located on the
left-upper side of this curve.

The parametric analysis in Fig. 2 allows one to select values of
W and Q that correspond to the lowest values of^RMS&, maxi-
mizing the effectiveness of the passive control device. As an ex-
ample, valuesW50.06 andQ50.45 appear to be a good choice,
since the corresponding point inW–Q plane lies in the middle of
the region of low^RMS& values. Since the natural frequency of
the movable wall can be expressed as

vw5AwA g p̄p

Vauxmw
(7)

Fig. 1 Compression system with movable plenum wall

Fig. 2 Contour lines of ŠRMS‹ in W – Q plane for a compres-
sion system with movable plenum wall „nÄ2000 rpm, Vp
Ä3.132 m2, jÄ2…
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from the definitions ofW andQ one easily obtains:

Vaux5S Vp
2

AcLc
D W

Q2 (8)

Equation~8! can be used to evaluate the required volume of the
auxiliary plenum as a function of control parameters and plant
geometry. The compression system considered by Arnulfi et al.
@7# includes a plenum of volumeVp53.132 m3 and a compressor
duct of areaAc5122.7 cm2 and equivalent lengthLc513.5 m. By
substituting such values in Eq.~8!, together with the selected val-
ues ofW and Q, a volume of 17.5 m3 is found for the auxiliary
plenum. Furthermore, the required mass of the movable wall can
be easily obtained from the definition ofW:

mw5
r0Aw

2 Lc
2

WVp
>1200 kg (9)

if, for example,Aw51 m2 is assumed for the wall surface area.
The estimated values ofVaux andmw appear to be too large for a
reasonable technical application of the movable wall device to the
present compression system. On the other hand, if an attempt is
made to reduceVaux andmw by chosing different values ofW, Q,
andAw within their acceptable variation ranges, an unsatisfactory
practical solution is still obtained. This is mainly due to the op-
posite effects of aW variation onVaux andmw and to the require-
ment of a sufficiently large wall area to guarantee an effective
interaction between the gas in the main plenum and the control
device. The real reason for the aforementioned difficulties is that
an effective control device should have a very low natural fre-
quency, comparable to the Helmoltz frequency of the compression
system. This explains the high values required for the auxiliary
plenum volume and the movable wall mass~see Eq.~7!!. There-
fore, an effort was undertaken aimed at finding a dynamic system
that combined an intrinsically low natural frequency with reduced
mass and dimensions, and thus is suitable to be used as a passive
control device in industrial-size compression systems. Such an
effort resulted in the conception of the innovative control device
described in the following section.

Hydraulic Oscillator
If a liquid column contained in a constant-area ‘‘U’’ tube is

perturbed, it begins to oscillate at undamped angular frequency
v5A2g/ l . It is easily noticed that small values ofl are sufficient
to produce low natural frequencies of the liquid column. This
simple observation suggested the idea of using a hydraulic oscil-
lator as a device for passive control of surge. The concept is
schematically shown in Fig. 3~patent pending!. SurfaceA1 of a
liquid filling two communicating vessels is in contact with the gas
contained in the plenum, while the second liquid surface, of area
A2 , communicates with the atmosphere. The hydraulic device in-
cludes a dissipative component~D!, such as an orifice, a throttle
valve, etc. If proper length, surface areas, and loss characteristic
of the liquid column are selected, the dynamic response of the

hydraulic oscillator to the pressure fluctuations in the plenum can
result in an effective absorption and dissipation of the unsteady
energy associated with surge.

As shown in the appendix, the dynamics of the hydraulic device
is described by the following nonlinear second-order differential
equation:

~ l eq1ax!ẍ1
1

2 S a1
uẋu
ẋ

CD ẋ21Kx5
pp~ t !2pp,ss

r l
(10)

wherex(t) is the displacement of surfaceA1 with respect to the
equilibrium position corresponding to steady-state plenum pres-
surerp,ss. Although Eq.~10! is formally an energy equation, it
allows all the dynamic parameters of the system to be singled out.
The inertial effect is represented by the coefficient ofẍ and is
associated to the length of the liquid column, which can vary with
displacementx if A1ÞA2 ~aÞ0!. The coefficient ofẋ2 in the
second term accounts for losses~C! and for the changes in the
kinetic energy of the liquid column~a! that occur during the os-
cillations if A1ÞA2 . CoefficientK5g(11A1 /A2) can be inter-
preted as the ‘‘stiffness’’ of the elastic system; it grows linearly
with area ratioA1 /A2 and tends to the gravitational acceleration
asA1 /A2→0, i.e., whenA1!A2 . Finally, the pressure difference
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~10! represents the action of an
external force on the hydraulic oscillator.

Equation~10! is nondimensionalized by using the same refer-
ence quantities as in Eqs.~1!–~6!, obtaining:

~11Rh!
dy

dt
1

1

2 S R1
uyu
y

z D y21Q2S r̄p

r0

p0

p̄p
Dh

52WB2~cp2cp,ss! (11)

When compared to Eq.~6!, Eq.~11! contains an additional dimen-
sionless parameter, namely,

R5a
Vp

l eqA1
5F S A1

A2
D 2

21G Vp

l eqA1
,

while parametersW, Q, andz are now defined as:

W5
r0A1Lc

2

r1l eqVp
, Q5

AK/ l eq

vH,0
5

Ag~11A1 /A2!/ l eq

vH,0
,

z5C
Vp

l eqA1
.

wherevH,05a0AAc /VpLc is the Helmholtz frequency referred to
ambient conditions.

By coupling Eq. ~11! with Eqs. ~1!–~5!, the mathematical
model is obtained of the compression system including the novel
device for the passive control of surge. Such a model has been
employed preliminarily to test the effectiveness of the control de-
vice and to perform its optimized design.

The compression system considered here is described by Ar-
nulfi et al.@7,9# and the interested reader is referred to their papers
for details. The initial conditions for the present computations are
prescribed by simulating a valve throttling process from a steady
equilibrium point on the stable branch of the compressor charac-
teristic~for example,wss50.25! up to the desired steady operating
condition. In fact, differently from a linear stability analysis where
an arbitrary initial perturbation can be imposed, the present non-
linear model produces results that are normally affected by the
dynamic system trajectory required to reach a given operating
point. Consequently, the real initial evolution has to be simulated
as accurately as possible.

The numerical simulation of the controlled system dynamics
typically produces time histories ofwc , cp , and h at a given
compressor speed and for a single steady equilibrium flow coef-
ficient, wss ~see, for example, Fig. 11!. Such data can also be
employed to represent the system dynamics in planewc2cp ~see,
for example, Figs. 8–10!, where surge cycles are eventually dis-Fig. 3 Compression system with hydraulic oscillator
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played. In order to quantify the control effectiveness in a given
operating condition, a new dimensionless parameter is here intro-
duced, namely:

E5E
t̄

t̄ 1T̄

~cc2cp!
dwc

dt
dt

5BE
t̄

t̄ 1T̄

~cc2cp!2dt5
1

B E
t̄

t̄ 1T̄S dwc

dt D 2

dt

(12)

where the integrals are computed over periodT̄ of a surge oscil-
lation and the second and third equalities descend from Eq.~1!.
ParameterE can be interpreted as the unsteady energy associated
with the surge cycle, being defined as the integral over the cycle
period of perturbing ‘‘force’’ (cc2cp) multiplied by ‘‘displace-
ment’’ dwc @8#. Furthermore, it can be immediately shown that, in
the case of transient response of the compressor with no delay
time (tc50⇒cc5cc,ss), E is equal to the area of the limit cycle
in planewc2cp . It is clear thatE50 in a stable operating point,
while high values of this parameter indicate an ineffective stabi-
lization. A useful representation of the control effectiveness can
be obtained by plotting the values ofE in all the operating points
on the unstable branch of the compressor characteristic curve, i.e.,
within interval 0,wss,wstall . This is done, for example, in Fig. 7
with reference to the compression system with and without the
control device.

The model of Eqs.~1!–~5!, ~11! has been employed to perform
a sensitivity analysis to the variations of control parametersR, W,
Q, and j, aimed at selecting their optimal values for a control
device of maximum effectiveness. Preliminary simulations
showed that the most favorable conditions for the design of a

practical control device are obtained whenA1!A2 , i.e., a>21.
Consequently, the parametric analysis has been carried out by
setting:

R52
Vp

l eqA1
52S r0a0

4Ac
2

r1g2Vp
2D Q4

W
(13)

wherel eq andA1 have been eliminated by using the definitions of
W and Q. Position~13! simplifies the parametric analysis, since
the number of independent variables is now reduced to three,
namely,W, Q andz. The sensitivity analysis has been carried out
by computing, for each set of control parameters, the mean value
of E over the whole unstable branch of the compressor character-
istic curve, i.e.:

^E&5
1

wstall
E

0

stall

Edw.

The results of the parametric analysis are a number of contour
plots of ^E& in planeW–Q at fixedz, the most representative of
which are shown in Fig. 4. Plots 4 (a,b,c) refer toz54000 and to
different values of stability parameterB0 , i.e., 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4,
respectively, while plot 4~d! refers to the casez58000 andB0
50.3. These diagrams have been obtained by using the compres-
sor characteristic at 3000 rpm, but only slight deviations can be
expected at different speeds within the compressor operating
range (2000,n,4000 rpm), due to the closeness of the blower
characteristic curves@7#. However, it is noted that, if the compres-
sor speed is changed, the same value ofB0 corresponds to differ-
ent plenum volumes~at 3000 rpm, valuesB050.2, 0.3, 0.4 cor-
respond toVp50.62, 1.4, 2.5 m3, respectively!.

Fig. 4 Contour plots of ŠE‹ in W – Q plane for the compression system controlled by means of a hydraulic oscillator: „a…
B 0Ä0.2, zÄ4000; „b… B 0Ä0.3, zÄ4000; „c… B 0Ä0.4, zÄ4000; „d… B 0Ä0.3, zÄ8000
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For each set of parameter values, the maximum displacement of
the liquid column,hmax can also be computed and reported as
contour plots similar to the ones in Fig. 4@6#. Such information is
helpful to the designer, since excessive liquid column displace-
ments have to be avoided. For reference, one of suchhmax contour
lines (hmax50.05) is reported as a broken curve in each plot of
Fig. 4. Lower values ofhmax are reached on the upper side of such
a curve, while the region below the reported contour line refers to
hmax values greater than 0.05.

Figures 4~a,b,c! show that, when the stability parameter is in-
creased, the region of maximum control effectiveness, i.e., with
minimum values of̂ E&, shrinks and moves towards lower values
of Q and higher values ofW. It means that high compressor
speeds and/or large plenum volumes require long liquid columns
with large surface areaA1 ~see the definitions ofW andQ!, while
large displacements of the liquid surface must be accepted. In
practice, it is difficult to obtain an acceptable configuration of the
control device for the present compression system atB050.4,
which can be thus considered as the upper limit of the present
investigation. By comparing Figs. 4~b! and 4~d! the effect of the
damping coefficient can be singled out. It appears that an increase
in z causes the shift of the loŵE& region toward higher values of
W, which results in a larger surface area,A1 , of the liquid column.
All these results have been used to address the design of an effec-
tive control device based on the concept of hydraulic oscillator.

Design of the Control Device
The compression system considered by Arnulfi et al.@7# in-

cluded a plenum volume of 3.132 m3 and was operated with val-
ues ofB0 varying from 0.304 to 0.608 by modifying the compres-
sor speed from 2000 to 4000 rpm. Since the results of the
parametric analysis reported in the previous section showed that
the hydraulic oscillator can be effective atB0 values smaller than
0.4, the possibility of an experimental evaluation of the control
effectiveness by varying the operating conditions of the original
system appeared to be too limited. Therefore, the plant was modi-
fied by using a plenum with a smaller volume, namely,Vp

50.78 m3. This way,B0 values ranging from 0.153 to 0.305 can
be obtained by varying the compressor speed, if the increase in the
system volume due to the introduction of the control device is
neglected.

As already mentioned, low values of area ratioA1 /A2 were
considered, so as to reducel eq to the height of the liquid column
of areaA1 and to obtain sufficiently high values of parameterW.
The availability of a water pool of large surface area~40 m2!
allowed such a requirement to be fulfilled: The oscillator was
designed as a box of proper cross-sectional area,A1 , submerged
in the pool, thus resulting in an area ratio,A1 /A2 , of order 1022.

The design of the prototype was carried out so as to obtain a
highly flexible device and a wide possibility of system adjustment
~Fig. 5!. The box height was made large enough to allow the
system to be operated within a wide range of pressure, i.e., of
compressor speed, without the need to modify the box submer-
sion, l s . Value A150.36 m2 was chosen as a compromise be-
tween the requirements of highW values and of limited air vol-
ume variations due to changes of the water level inside the control
device. In addition, areaA1 was selected so as to reduce the am-
plitude of the water column oscillations during the unsteady op-
eration of the system. An adjustable gate is employed as the dis-
sipative component of the control device. It is placed at the
bottom of the box and allows different damping values to be ob-
tained by changing the flow area. It is also possible to vary the
equilibrium length of the water column,l eq , independently of
pressure conditions, by simply modifying the submersion of the
box in the pool. The control device is connected to the plenum by
means of a PVC pipe of large diameter, so that negligible pressure
differences between plenum and oscillator are obtained also in
unsteady conditions.

The performance of the control device is shown in Fig. 6, as

plots of parametersW andQ versusl eq . The figure also shows the
effective air volume of the system, which is the sum of the ple-
num volume and the air volume inside the control device. The
values ofB0 , which can be obtained when the compression sys-
tem is coupled with the present hydraulic oscillator, range from
0.171, at 2000 rpm and maximum submersionl s ~minimum effec-
tive air volume!, to 0.391, at 4000 rpm and minimum submersion
level ~maximum effective air volume!.

The comparison of the curves in Fig. 6 with the contour plots at
B050.3 in Fig. 4 allows a significant prediction of the device
effectiveness to be obtained. With reference to the casej54000
~Fig. 4~b!!, it is observed that the system can be stabilized for any
value of l eq with limited values ofh ~the maximum displacement
of the water column is about 200 mm!. At z58000 ~Fig. 4~d!!

Fig. 5 Schematic of the hydraulic oscillator

Fig. 6 Performance of the hydraulic oscillator
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stabilization can be achieved only for low values ofl eq , so that it
is possible to operate the system also in conditions of progressive
failure of the control effectiveness.

Experimental Validation
A test plant was suitably equipped for the experimental evalu-

ation of the control effectiveness. The instrumentation system,
described by Arnulfi et al.@7# and previously used for testing the
compression system without control devices, was completed with
a capacitive transducer~injected-charge type! of the water level in
the hydraulic oscillator. Measurements of plenum pressure, com-
pressor delivery pressure, pressure difference at the orifice flow
meter, and water level in the oscillator were performed during 32
Helmoltz periods at a sampling rate of 512 readings per Helmoltz
period. The pressure in the oscillator was not measured, because
preliminary tests showed that it is very close to the plenum pres-
sure also in unsteady conditions.

Tests were carried out at compressor speeds of 2000, 2500, and
3000 rpm, with an oscillator submersion of 1.836 m. The aim of
these tests was to verify the control device capability of operating
in different conditions without varyingl s . Tests were performed
also at 3500 rpm by using a greater box submersion, namely,
2.436 m, with the aim of approaching the predicted limits of the
device effectiveness. For comparison, measurements on the com-
pression system without the control device were also performed at
the same rotational speeds. The measurements were carried out
for different settings of the valve at the plenum exit, obtained by
gradually decreasing the throttle area. The transient behavior of
the system during processes of valve throttling and re-opening
was also recorded at all the compressor speeds.

The experimental investigation demonstrates the effectiveness
of the present control device, at least within the limits predicted
by the numerical simulation. This is shown in the diagrams of Fig.
7, which report, for all the compressor speeds, the values of di-
mensionless unsteady energyE evaluated at different equilibrium
flow coefficients. For convenience,E values are divided byT/TH .

These results have been obtained with gate settings corresponding
to damping valuesz58000 at 2000, 2500 and 3000 rpm, and
z54000 at 3500 rpm. Each plot shows the experimental and the
numerical results in both cases of controlled and uncontrolled
compression system.

The effectiveness of the hydraulic oscillator is evident in all the
operating conditions. At 2000 rpm, where the uncontrolled com-
pression system turns out to be stable at flow rates significantly
lower than the stall limit, the stability range is widened further on,
while at the higher rotational speeds the suppression of surge in-
stability is obtained in a large flow range. At very low flow rates
(wss,0.05) the system remains unstable, but the associated un-
steady energy is reduced by about 50 percent, in very good agree-
ment with the theoretical prediction. Another region of residual
instability is observed near the stall limit, as predicted by the
nonlinear stability analysis. In this zone, nonperiodic flow oscil-
lations sometimes occur, as found under similar conditions by
Arnulfi et al. @7,9#. It must be observed that, in such conditions,
parameterE cannot provide a reliable measure of the unsteady
energy associated with the system instability. The differences be-
tween experimental and theoretical results, which can be observed
under uncontrolled conditions, can be explained by considering
the rough modelization of the transient compressor response asso-
ciated with the stall development, Eq.~3!, which implies an inac-
curate prediction of the compressor delivery pressure, i.e., of the
cc values to be used in Eq.~12!. On the contrary, the numerical
results concerning the controlled compression system appear to be
very accurate at low and medium compressor speeds. Only at
3500 rpm the suppression of surge instability, which is found
experimentally in a large flow range, is not predicted by the
model. This can be justified by considering that such a compressor
speed condition is close to the effectiveness limit of the hydraulic
oscillator, so that both the theoretical analysis and the experimen-
tal results are extremely sensitive to small errors in the setting of
the control parameters, such asz and l eq . This is also the reason

Fig. 7 Stability index EÕ„TÕTH… versus flow coefficient for controlled and uncontrolled system at different compressor speeds
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why the investigation at the highest values ofB, which are
reached at 4000 rpm, will be carried out in a future stage of the
research.

The effect of the control device in some significant operating
conditions is illustrated in detail in Figs. 8–10. These figures
show the surge cycles in planewc–cp at 3000 rpm and for the
steady equilibrium flow coefficients of 0.157, 0.100, and 0.027.
For reference, the steady characteristic curves of the compressor
~broken line! and of the throttle valve~dotted line! are also plotted
in the figures. Atwss50.157~Fig. 8!, corresponding to a flow rate
little lower than the stall one, it turns out that the control device is
only able to slightly reduce the surge oscillations, as already
shown in Fig. 7. Atwss50.100~Fig. 9!, surge is completely sup-
pressed and the limit cycle is reduced to a stable equilibrium
point. When the compressor is operated at a very low flow rate,
wss50.027, the control device is not capable of stabilizing the
system~Fig. 10!. However, it is worth noting that also in such a
severe condition the hydraulic oscillator produces a strong reduc-
tion of the amplitude of the surge cycle. The agreement between
numerical and experimental results appears to be very good for
the uncontrolled system, while some acceptable differences can be
observed when the oscillator is coupled to the compression
system.

Figure 11 shows the time histories ofwc , cr , andh obtained
in the operating condition of Fig. 10~n53000 rpm,wss50.027!,
for the only case of controlled system. The oscillations of all the
variables appear to be correctly predicted, as amplitude, fre-
quency, and phase are concerned. It can be observed that the
curve of water level in the oscillator exhibits a phase shift of about

a quarter of a period when referred to the pressure oscillation. The
negative values ofh are due to the fact that, in the present oper-
ating condition, the mean plenum pressure is smaller than the
steady equilibrium pressure.

The overall effectiveness of the control device can be evaluated
by computing, at every compressor speed, the mean value of pa-
rameter E/(T/TH) over the instability region, 0,wss,wstall .
Plots of mean stability index̂E/(T/TH)& versus parameterB are
shown in Fig. 12 for the cases of controlled and uncontrolled
system. Such plots are only based on experimental data, while the
values ofB in controlled conditions are computed on the basis of
the effective air volume~plenum1 oscillator! evaluated at a flow
rate slightly higher than the stall limit one. It turns out that, at the
same value ofB, the mean unsteady energy is reduced by about 90
percent when the control device is introduced. This result appears
to be even better considering that, at the same compressor speed,
the presence of the oscillator implies an increase inB ~due to a
larger air volume! and hence a greater tendency of the system to
instability. This effect could be limited by selecting a proper value
of the box height for each given pressure range.

To complete the present analysis, the results of two experimen-
tal tests carried out at 3000 rpm on the controlled system during
throttle valve operation are shown in Figs. 13~a! and 13~b!. The
former refers to a gate setting which determines az value of about
8000, while the latter corresponds to a damping parameter of
about 4000. The valve was closed from a given stable operating
point to a final position, corresponding to a flow rate close to zero,

Fig. 8 Surge cycles at 3000 rpm and wssÄ0.157

Fig. 9 Surge cycles at 3000 rpm and wssÄ0.100

Fig. 10 Surge cycles at 3000 rpm and wssÄ0.027

Fig. 11 Time histories of wc , cp , and h for the controlled
compression system „nÄ3000 rpm, wssÄ0.027…
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and then it was re-opened until the initial stable point was recov-
ered. The figures show that during the closing stage the system is
stabilized, as previously discussed, and that the value ofz has no
significant influence on the stabilization process. On the contrary,
during the opening period the system turns out to be quite un-
stable, which means that, in the present condition, the hydraulic
oscillator is not able to damp fully developed perturbations. In this
latter case, the possibility of stabilizing the system at flow param-
eters smaller than the stall limit one strongly depends on the value
of the damping parameter.

Conclusions
A detailed theoretical analysis of devices for the passive control

of compressor surge has been carried out. The controlled system
has been modeled by using a nonlinear lumped parameter ap-
proach. It was demonstrated that a mass-spring-damper controller,
based on a movable plenum wall, is not suitable for the applica-
tion to industrial compression plants, due to intrinsic technical
limitations ~overly large values of wall mass and of auxiliary ple-
num volume!. To remove such a limitation, an innovative control
device has been developed, namely, a hydraulic oscillator~patent
pending!. The new device was analyzed theoretically and a para-
metric study was performed in order to single out the optimal
values of the control parameters. A prototype was then designed,
built, and coupled to the low pressure, industrial size compression
system described by Arnulfi et al.@7#.

Experimental tests carried out at various operating conditions
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed control device:
The compression system was stabilized, within significantly wide
ranges of flow rate, for values of stability parameterB up to 0.3 or
slightly larger. The reliability of the theoretical model and the
accuracy of the numerical results were also proven.

Future developments of the present research include a deeper
insight into the behavior of the controlled system when~i! the
limits of the hydraulic oscillator effectiveness are approached~B
values close to 0.4, with reference to the features of the present
compression system! and (i i ) the system is moved from a deep
surge condition to an operating point where stability is normally
achieved when starting from a steady condition. In both situations,
preliminary tests, partially reported in the present paper, showed
that the system can be stabilized only if a very accurate selection
of the control parameters is performed.

The main limit of the present configuration of the control de-
vice appears to be the large hydraulic head caused by high plenum
pressures, which prevents the hydraulic oscillator from being
coupled with high pressure systems. Therefore, a study will be
undertaken to overcome such a limitation by considering technical
solutions such as the equalization of the mean pressure on the two
liquid surfaces of the oscillator or the use of a pressure converter.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area
a 5 speed of sound
B 5 stability parameter
C 5 loss coefficient
E 5 surge unsteady energy
f 5 friction factor
g 5 gravitational acceleration
L 5 equivalent length
l 5 liquid column length

l s 5 oscillator submersion
m 5 mass
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
M 5 Mach number
p 5 pressure
Q 5 frequency parameter
q 5 wall displacement
t 5 time

T 5 period
T̃ 5 dimensionless period5TvH
U 5 impeller peripheral velocity
u 5 flow velocity
V 5 volume
W 5 aeroelastic coupling parameter

Fig. 12 Experimental values of mean stability index
ŠEÕ„TÕTH…‹ versus parameter B

Fig. 13 Time histories of wc and cp during throttle valve op-
eration for different damping values „nÄ3000 rpm …
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y 5 volume flow rate
z 5 liquid level
g 5 ratio of specific heats
w 5 flow coefficient
h 5 dimensionless displacement
r 5 density
t 5 dimensionless time
y 5 dimensionless velocity
v 5 rotational frequency
c 5 pressure coefficient
z 5 damping parameter
u 5 angle

Subscripts

0 5 ambient
aux 5 auxiliary

c 5 compressor
eq 5 equilibrium
H 5 Helmholtz
l 5 liquid
p 5 plenum

ss 5 steady state
t 5 throttle valve

w 5 wall

Appendix

Equation of Motion of an Oscillating Liquid Col-
umn. Let’s consider a liquid filling a ‘‘U’’ tube with a general
distribution of cross-sectional areaA(s), s being the curvilinear
coordinate along the tube axis; see Fig. 14. Liquid surfacesA1 and
A2 are subjected to pressuresp1 and p2 , respectively, which, in
general, can vary with time. If a one-dimensional unsteady flow of
the liquid column is assumed, the force balance over an elemental
portion of fluid, such as the one shown in Fig. 14, leads to the
following momentum equation:
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where flow velocity and pressure are functions of both spaces and
time t, f is the wall friction factor (tw51/2r l f uuuu) and c(s) is
the tube perimeter at locations.

If the assumption of incompressible flow is made, the continu-
ity equation provides:

u~s, t !A~s!5y~ t ! (A2)

i.e., volume flow ratey is independent ofs, as well as its time
derivativeẏ. By substituting Eq.~A2! into Eq.~A1!, the following
equation is obtained:
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Equation ~A3! can be integrated along the instantaneous liquid
column length, i.e., froms1 to s2 , so obtaining:
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sincedscosu52dz.
A simpler form of Eq.~A4! can be obtained by assuming that

the two liquid surfaces oscillate in vertical constant-area portions
of the ‘‘U’’ tube. In this case, if the liquid column oscillates
around an equilibrium position corresponding to constant value
(p12p2)eq , one can write:
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By settingl eq5A1*s1,eq

s2,eqds/A, x5s12s1,eq , and by observing that

mass conservation requiresA1(s12s1,eq)5A2(s22s2,eq), Eq.
~A5! reduces to:

E
s1

s2 ds

A
5

1

A1
H l eq1F S A1

A2
D 2

21GxJ 5
1

A1
~ l eq1ax! (A6)

Similarly, the gravitational term in Eq.~A4! can be expressed as:

g~z22z1!5gF ~z22z1!eq1x1
A1

A2
xG5

~p12p2!eq

r1
1gS 11

A1

A2
D x

(A7)

Furthermore, the approximation is made:

C5A1
2E

s1

s2 f c

A3 ds>const (A8)

i.e., friction losses are assumed to be independent of time.
By substituting Eqs.~A6!, ~A7!, and~A8! into Eq. ~A4! and by

observing thaty5uA5 ṡ1A15 ẋA1 , the final equation is obtained:

~ l eq1ax!ẍ1
1

2 S a1
uẋu
x

CD ẋ21Kx5
~p12p2!2~p12p2!eq

r l
(A9)

whereK5g(11A1 /A2).
For the application of Eq.~A9! to the present case of hydraulic

oscillator, it is assumed that coefficientC accounts also for losses
due to obstructions~valves, orifices, elbows, etc.!, besides friction
losses. Furthermore, the present application requiresp25p2,eq
5p0 , so that the term on the right-hand side of Eq.~A9! assumes
the simpler form (p12p1,eq)/r l .
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Effect of Stator Design on Stator
Boundary Layer Flow in a Highly
Loaded Single-Stage Axial-Flow
Low-Speed Compressor
The paper describes an experimental investigation of the stator hub and blade flow in two
different stators of a highly loaded single-stage axial-flow low-speed compressor. The first
stator (A) is a conventional design with blades of rectangular planform. The second stator
(K) is an unconventional, more advanced design with blades of a special planform,
characterized by an aft-swept leading edge with increasing sweep angle toward hub and
casing. The experimental results show that stator K exhibits a much better hub perfor-
mance than stator A, finally leading to a better overall performance of stage K compared
to stage A. The better hub performance of stator K is, primarily, the result of a planform
effect of the newly introduced blades with an aft-swept leading edge and the aerodynam-
ics of an aft-swept wing.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370168#

Introduction
In highly loaded single-stage low-speed compressors of low

hub/tip ratio the hub degree of reaction~R! may be less than 0.5.
Accordingly, the stator hub de Haller number may be quite low
and the diffusion factor quite high so that hub boundary layer
separation and corner stall are likely to occur. The present paper is
concerned with the aerodynamics of two different stators of a
highly loaded single-stage low-speed compressor~w50.45,
c50.6,n50.55!. The design point diffusion factor~D! and the de
Haller number ~DH! of the critical stator hub section areD
50.62 andDH50.56 at 5 percent span of both stators. While the
diffusion factor is close to the limit~0.6!, the de Haller number is
far beyond the limit, usually taken as 0.75.

The first stator~A! is a conventional design with blades of
rectangular planform and standard~A10! NACA 65-series blade
sections. The second stator~K! is a more advanced design with
blades of special planform, characterized by an aft-swept leading
edge with increasing sweep angle toward the hub~30 deg! and
casing~10 deg!, combined with an unswept trailing edge, again
with NACA 65-series blade sections, but this time with circular
arc mean camber lines. For blades of this type a three-dimensional
relief of the endwall sections could be expected, following swept
wing theory@1,2#, together with a reduction in cross-passage flow,
endwall boundary layer separation, and losses. For the same rea-
sons the shape of the mean camber line has been changed from
A10 to circular arc.

The data to be presented for each of the two stators are~i! the
stage characteristics,~ii ! the stator hub and blade pressure distri-
butions,~iii ! the stator hub and blade oil flow pictures, and~iv! the
stator exit contour plots of the axial velocity. The two data sets
will be compared and discussed. Special attention will be paid to
the development of the boundary layers on hub and blades, in-
cluding boundary layer separations. These separations will be
shown to be highly different in stators A and K, especially at part
load conditions.

There is little information in the available literature for the use
of sweep for subsonic core compressor blading@3,4#; more infor-
mation is available for the use of sweep for transsonic compressor

blading@5–7#. With one exception, all the aforementioned papers
deal with the flow in rotors; only Tweedt et al.@4# investigate the
flow in stators.

Stage Design and Test Facility
Performance tests and flow field investigations were carried out

on a low-speed single-stage axial compressor~Fig. 1! at the
Pfleiderer-Institute, Technical University of Braunschweig. The
compressor has an outer diameterDo50.4 m and a hub to tip ratio
n50.55. The rotor comprises 16 blades of standard~A10! NACA
65-series blade sections and the aerodynamic design is such as to

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-616. Review Chair: D. Ballal.

Fig. 1 Single-stage axial-flow compressor and midspan sec-
tion
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give a free vortex flow for the design parameters in Table 1. The
rotor tip clearance to chord ratio iss/ l 50.0067 with a tip clear-
ances50.4 mm and a chordl 560 mm.

To complete the stage, two different stators were designed us-
ing a smoothed rotor exit angle distribution—a distribution with-
out the ‘‘kickups’’ at hub and casing—as a design input@8#. The
stator blades are shown in Fig. 2 and some of the geometric and
aerodynamic parameters are summarized in Table 2. The first sta-
tor ~A! is a conventional design with 19 blades of rectangular
planform and standard~A10! NACA 65-series blade sections of
constant chord. The second stator~K! is a new design with blades
of special planform, characterized by an aft-swept leading edge
between hub and casing. At hub and tip, this planform creates
geometric and aerodynamic similarities to the center section of
hypothetical swept-back wings with similar sweep angle distribu-
tions. Accordingly, the blade hub and casing sections were ex-
pected to reduce the leading edge loading and, as a consequence,
to initiate less secondary flow@9,10#. A stator of this type was
designed by using circular arc mean camber lines of constant cur-
vature at all radii resulting in an increasing chord length toward
the hub and, to a much lesser extent, toward the casing. The mean
camber lines were combined with NACA 65-series thickness dis-
tributions ~constantd55.4 mm, variabled/ l ! and the resulting

profiles were radially stacked in such a way as to give a straight
trailing edge and a backward swept leading edge. The usage of
circular arc mean camber lines, instead of standard A10 camber
lines, leads to a basic reduction in leading edge loading, which is
reinforced by the planform produced loading reduction.

The stage was run at a constant speed~4500 rpm! and the air
flow rate adjusted by means of a throttle and an auxiliary fan until
a prescribed flow coefficientw was obtained. The velocities en-
countered in the stage were such that the flow may be regarded as
incompressible. The Reynolds number~Re! based on chord and
relative inlet velocity at the rotor tips is Re54.13105 for the
design flow conditions. The rotor/stator distance isa580 mm
from rotor trailing edge to stator leading edge at midspan height.
This is comparatively large and leads to a reduced unsteadiness of
the stator flow.

Results and Discussion

Overall Performance. The unstalled static pressure rise~c!
and efficiency~h! characteristics for compressors A and K are
shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the stage with the aft-swept stator
K, and the flow physics of an aft-swept aircraft wing, has a higher
pressure rise and a higher efficiency than the stage with the con-
ventional unswept stator A. Forw50.35 ~part load!, 0.45 ~design
flow rate!, and 0.55~overload!, the increase in efficiency is about
8, 1, and 3 efficiency points. The flow field investigations, which
are described below, were carried out forw50.37 and 0.45, spe-
cially marked in Fig. 3.

Pressure Distributions. Surface pressure distributions may
be used to analyze the flow next to the surface under consider-
ation. Figures 4 and 5, for example, show measured and calcu-
lated pressure distributionsDpH* 5@p(z)2p0#/@p62p0# for the
blade hub sections in stators A and K, respectively, at design flow
rate w50.45. The experimental distributions were measured on
the hub along the blades with pressure taps close to the blade
surfaces. The theoretical distributions were calculated using the
Martensen@11# method developed for two-dimensional~2D! in-
viscid flow. The inlet anglea3 was assumed 6.5 deg above the
measured hub endwall angle~a3528 deg, both stators, taken
from the oil flow pictures at a position far in front of the stators!
in an attempt to allow, at least approximately, for the 3D relief
discovered by Wadia and Beacher@8#. This relief, which is not a
topic of the present paper, consists of an unloading of the leading
edge region in 3D Euler results compared to 2D cascade results
using measured inlet flow angle distributions.

A comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 is not an easy task because more
than one parameter was changed when stator K was designed on
the basis of stator A. Nevertheless, the results expected can be
seen immediately.~i! A basic reduction of the leading edge load-
ing is achieved by using circular arc mean camber lines instead of
standard A10 camber lines. This may be seen by comparing the

Table 1 Stage design parameters

Flow coefficient w5c0 /uo 0.45
Pressure rise coefficient c52Dp/(ruo

2) 0.60
Hub/tip ratio n5Di /Do 0.55
Casing diameter Di 0.4 m
Rotational speed n 75 1/s

Fig. 2 Stator blades

Table 2 Stator blades and design geometry

Stator

A K

Chord l h550% 90 mm 90 mm
Pitch th550% 51.3 mm 64.8 mm
Span h 90 mm 90 mm
Aspect ratio h/ l h550% 1.0 1.0
Blade number Z 19 15
Solidity l /th55%/50%/95% 2.38/1.75/1.39 2.13/1.39/1.11
Stagger angle lh55%/50%/95% 21.2/17.4/19.1 deg 23.1/18.5/19.2 deg
Camber line A10 circular arc
Camber qeq/q 62.4/49.8/60.3 deg 71.8/62.6/64.0 deg
Blade section NACA 65-006 NACA 65-006
Rel. thickness d/ l h550% 0.06 0.06
Diffusion factor Dh55%/50%/95% 0.62/0.45/0.56 0.62/0.50/0.63
de Haller number c6 /c3 h55%/95% 0.56/ /0.69 0.56/ /0.69
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theoretical results in Figs. 4 and 5.~ii ! In addition, a three-
dimensional reduction of the leading edge loading is obtained by
the introduction of new blades with a special planform, character-
ized by an aft-swept leading edge between hub and casing. This
can be verified by comparing the theoretical and experimental
results in Fig. 5. Together with a slight increase of the trailing

Fig. 3 Compressor performance characteristics

Fig. 4 Experimental and 2D calculated pressure distribution at
blade hub section stator A at design point „wÄ0.45…

Fig. 6 Comparison of the hub pressure distributions on pas-
sage center lines at design flow rate „wÄ0.45…

Fig. 7 Comparison of the hub pressure distributions on pas-
sage center lines at part load „wÄ0.37…

Fig. 5 Experimental and 2D calculated pressure distribution at
blade hub section stator K at design point „wÄ0.45…
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Fig. 8 Oil flow picture of stator A at design point „wÄ0.45… on stator hub and suction surface

Fig. 9 Oil flow picture of stator K at design point „wÄ0.45… on stator hub and suction surface

Fig. 10 Oil flow picture of stator A at part load „wÄ0.37… on stator hub and suction surface

Fig. 11 Oil flow picture of stator K at part load „wÄ0.37… on stator hub and suction surface
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edge loading, this is in agreement with aircraft wing theory. The
integrated section loading is nearly the same in both cases~i.e., in
experiment and theory!.

Figures 6 and 7 are leading edge to leading edge comparisons
of the hub pressure distributions for stators A and K measured
along the passage center line between inlet and outlet for the flow
ratesw50.45 ~design flow rate! and 0.37, respectively. The pres-
sure coefficientDpH* in Figs. 6 and 7 is defined as before and
plotted against the axial directionz. Figure 6 shows that the de-
celeration of the flow starts directly at the beginning of the pas-
sage for stator A, which is a camber line~A10! effect, and at some
point further downstream in the passage for stator K, which is a
planform effect. For stator K the pressure distributions for
w50.45 ~Fig. 6! and 0.37~Fig. 7! are quite similar in shape,
indicating a hub boundary layer development without dramatic
changes. This is different in the case of stator A with a completely
changed pressure distribution forw50.37 compared tow50.45.
For w50.37, Fig. 7 shows a long-drawn-out pressure rise, indicat-
ing severe hub boundary layer separation.

Flow Visualizations. Because of the high stator hub loading,
expressed by the low de Haller number~DH50.56 at 5 percent
span!, severe hub boundary layer separation could be expected in
stator A. Stator K can be assumed to show a much better hub
performance as a result of a reduced cross-passage pressure gra-
dient with smaller secondary flow, hub boundary layer separa-
tions, and losses. From the surface pressure measurements, de-
scribed and discussed before, a reduced cross-passage pressure
gradient is known to exist. The corresponding reaction of the end-
wall flow, including separations, was investigated with an oil flow
technique.

Oil flow pictures showing the hub endwall and blade suction
surface flow in stator A and K are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 for
w50.45 ~design point! and in Figs. 10 and 11 forw50.37 ~part
load!. In addition rough sketches of the endwall characteristics are
included.

Oil flow pictures are photographs of specially prepared surfaces
showing the surface pattern of the shear stress lines. The direc-
tions of these lines are nearly identical with the flow directions of
the fluid particles next to the surface.

Following the criteria described by Tobak and Peak@12#, the
characteristic features of the surface flow may be identified, for
example, as~i! three-dimensional separation lines~SL, conver-
gence of the shear stress lines!, ~ii ! three-dimensional~re!attach-
ment lines~AL, divergence of the shear stress lines!, and ~iii !
so-called singular points~saddle and nodal points, foci!. With the
help of these features, a first idea of the flow field next to the
surface under consideration may be developed.

An analysis of the hub endwall flow starts best with Figs. 8 and
9 for w50.45. By comparison it may be seen that both configura-
tions develop a classical secondary flow superimposed on a pri-
mary flow. At about the end of the entrance region, the endwall
boundary layer is separated in stator A, as well as in configuration
K, with the important difference, however, that in A a vortex—
with a spiral point at the hub—is established, which is not so in K.
The vortex in A has a strong influence on the downstream flow,
which is, due to the vortex induced velocities, partly reversed
between the cross-passage attachment line and the spiral point. In
K, without a vortex in the passage, there is no backward flow but
forward flow only throughout the passage.

With decreasing flow rate, the hub endwall flow deteriorates in
stator A as well as in stator K, in K, however, to a much smaller
extent than in A, which follows from Figs. 10 and 11 for the
special flow rate 0.37 and from Fig. 3 for all flow rates between
design and stall. Figure 10 shows backward flow in stator A
throughout the passage between outlet and inlet while Fig. 11 for
stator K indicates backflow in a small region only, similar to stator
A at w50.45 in Fig. 8.

Figures 8 to 11 show the experimental results, which are in
close agreement with the expectations at the beginning of the

present investigation. At high stator hub loadings, when wall stall
of the hub is likely to occur very soon, the use of aft-swept stator
blades turns out to be a possibility to delay wall stall to higher
loadings or lower de Haller numbers. It should be recalled that
stator K represents a very simple design. Still better results may
be expected with an optimized design.

The tendency of stator K blades to produce less secondary flow
than stator A blades has been mentioned and explained as a plan-
form effect of the aft-swept blades~plus a contribution due to the
mean-line change!. Now, by inspection of the right side pictures
in Figs. 9 and 11, nonaxisymmetric stream surfaces may be seen
to exist in stator K@13#, thus indicating a new secondary flow,
similar to the classical secondary flow, but opposite in direction.
The new secondary flow is again a planform effect and has a
strong influence on the net amount of secondary flow in stator K.

A good description of the new secondary flow has been given
by Place and Cumpsty@14# in a discussion on Sasaki and Breugel-
manns@14#: ‘‘Over the forward part of the blades, the backward
sweep induces flow near the suction surface toward the endwall,
~which can be seen nicely in Fig. 9 of the present paper! and
induces flow near the pressure surface away from the endwall.
These changes to the spanwise flow oppose the classical second-
ary flow created by turning the increasing endwall boundary layer
within the blade passage, and therefore reduce the cross-passage
flow of endwall fluid toward the suction surface.’’

A corresponding sketch with a shear stress line on the suction
and pressure side of an aft-swept blade, with a real and a mean
stream surface, showing the classical and the sweep induced sec-
ondary flow is presented in Fig. 12.

Further inspection of the right side pictures in Figs. 8–11

Fig. 12 Combination of classical and new secondary flow
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shows hub corner stall for stators A and K, growing dramatically
with decreasing flow rate. This happens in stator A with a forward
~against axial flow direction! moving stall point and a following
separation line, which remains roughly parallel to itself, and in
stator K with a fixed beginning of the corner stall and a following
separation line, which becomes increasingly inclined toward the
blade axis. The resulting stall zones are different in shape but have
nearly the same size. The flow direction in the stall zones is from
radial to axial reverse and vice versa and has its origin on the hub
or on the pressure side of the blades, respectively.

All in all there seems to be much less effect of sweep on corner
stall than on hub endwall flow and stall.

Wake Measurements. Detailed radial-circumferential mea-
surements of the dynamic and static pressure and the flow direc-
tion ~yaw and pitch! were made at the stator inlet plane ‘‘3’’~60
mm ahead of the stator leading edge at midspan height! and at the
stator exit plane ‘‘6’’~90 mm aft of the stator trailing edge!. The
measured velocities were resolved into components in axial~z!,
radial ~r!, and circumferential~Q! directions. Contour plots of the
normalized axial velocity (c6z /c6z) at the stator exit plane are
shown for stators A and K in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. Con-
tour plots of the axial velocity may be used to identify possible
regions of high blockage and losses.

A passage vortex and a moderate corner stall are the important
phenomena of stator A and K exit flow forw50.45 in Figs. 8 and
9. Downstream of the stator these phenomena combine to a single
one as indicated in Figs. 13 and 14, that is, to a single vortex with
an axial velocity distribution as shown in the contour plots. The
hub boundary layer is extremely thin, in stator A as well as in K.
Lowering the flow rate tow50.37 results in a similar growth of
the hub corner stall in stators A and K~see Figs. 10 and 11!. On
the other hand the simultaneous development of the hub endwall
flow is known to be different in stators A and K. While stator A
~with a conventional blading! develops a severe wall stall, stator
K ~with a new blading! shows little change of the endwall flow,
apart from a small amount of reverse flow~see again Figs. 10 and
11!. In stator A, the wall and corner stall generates a substantial
amount of endwall blockage~Fig. 13!, which is completely miss-
ing in stator K~Fig. 14!, although the endwall loading is as high,
and the de Haller number as low as in stator A. On the other hand,
there is also blockage in stator K, caused by the passage vortex
and the corner stall, which do not combine to a single feature. All
in all there is less blockage in stator K than in stator A and this
leads to an increasingly better performance with decreasing flow
rate of stage K compared to stage A~see Fig. 3!.

Summary and Conclusions
An experimental investigation, with theoretical support, has

been carried out to analyze the blade and hub endwall flow in two
different stators of a highly loaded single-stage axial-flow low-
speed compressor~w50.45,c50.6, n50.55!. Design point diffu-
sion factor~D! and de Haller number~DH! of the critical hub
section areD50.6 andDH50.56 for both stators. The first stator
~A! is a conventional design with blades of rectangular planform
and NACA 65-series thickness distribution on A10 mean camber
lines. The second stator~K! is an unconventional, more advanced
design with blades of special planform, characterized by an aft-
swept leading edge with increasing sweep angle toward the hub
and casing combined with an unswept trailing edge, again with
NACA 65-series thickness distribution, this time on circular arc
mean camber lines.

An analysis of the experimental results, that is, the stage char-
acteristics, hub and blade pressure distributions, oil flow pictures,
and contour plots of the axial velocity at the stator exit shows an
increasingly stalled hub~covered with reverse flow! in stator A
and an unstalled hub~with negligible reverse flow! in stator K
with decreasing flow rate. This result is partly due to the success-
ful implementation of sweep into the blade design and partly due
to the reduced curvature of the mean camber lines. Further analy-
sis shows increasing hub corner stall with decreasing flow rate for
both stators A and K. In stator A, wall and corner stall together
generate a substantial endwall blockage, which is completely
missing in stator K, although the endwall loading is as high and
the de Haller number as low as in stator A.

With less blockage overall in stator K than in A, stage K shows
an increasingly better performance than stage A with decreasing
flow rate.

Nomenclature
See definitions in Fig. 1 and Tables 1 and 2.

Fig. 13 Axial-velocity ratio behind stator A

Fig. 14 Axial-velocity ratio behind stator K
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Kinematic Analysis of 3-D Swept
Shock Surfaces in Axial Flow
Compressors
This paper is part II of a comprehensive study on the blade leading edge sweep/bend of
supersonic and transonic axial compressors. The paper explores and analyzes the kine-
matic characteristic variables of three-dimensional (3-D) swept shock surfaces. In the
research field studying the sweep aerodynamics of axial flow compressors and fans, many
types of high loading swept blades are under intensive study. So, in both direct and
inverse design methods and experimental validations, an accurate grasp of the sweep
characteristic of the blade’s 3-D swept shock surface becomes of more concern than
before. Associated with relevant blading variables, this paper studies the forward and
zero and backward sweeps of shock surfaces, defines and resolves every kind of useful
sweep angle, obtains dimensionless sweep similarity factors, suggests a kind of method
for the quantitative classification of 3-D shock structures, and proposes the principle of
3-D shock structure measurements. Two rotor blade leading edge shock surfaces from
two high loading single stage fans are analyzed and contrasted. This study is the foun-
dation of the kinematic design of swept shock surfaces.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370159#

Introduction
Since the 1980s, the design strategy of swept blades or sweep

aerodynamics has been an important technique for the develop-
ment of modern high loading axial compressors and fans. Wen-
nerstrom@1# stated that ‘‘a variety of attempts were made to ex-
ploit this concept within the 1950s and 1960s. None met with
notable success. One problem was that a number of attempts sim-
ply swept a leading edge in a linear manner.’’ Nowadays, many
types of supersonic forward or backward sweep blades and vanes,
which employed a variety of leading edge spatial curves and
achieved much higher performances, have been designed or tested
@2,3#. Even so, it has been difficult up to now to indicate certainly
for what purpose what kind and extent of leading edge sweep
should be used. The mechanisms of sweep on the supersonic flow
field should be further investigated, and the application scheme
formulated. It is thought reasonable to divide the issue into kine-
matic and aerodynamic analyses, and develop the associated and
progressive studies@4#. Part I concerning the helical surface
model ~HSM! was offered by Shan and Zhou@5#.

Features of Turbomachine Sweep Shocks
The swept leading edge of a blade is mainly used to reduce the

Mach number component normal to an oblique leading edge
shock surface~LESS!, in addition to its boundary layer controlling
effects in subsonic flow fields. The appearance of shock is not a
profitless thing, since a shock offers a strong gain in loading and
pressure. A double-shock system consisting of a LESS and a
downstream passage shock also naturally offers a stall margin. In
fact the swept leading edge directly controls the structure of every
shock surface. However, in this kinematic analysis attention is
paid first to an arbitrary single shock surface, and the result is not
subject to the patterns of shock systems.

The sweep aerodynamics of turbomachinery is not the same as
that of an airplane. First, the task of the compressor cascade is to
load and compress, so the pressure difference between the up and
downstream of the cascade is great, while that of the wing is
small. Second, due to rotation, the spanwise velocity distribution

is strongly inhomogeneous in front of and behind a three-
dimensional~3-D! cascade shock, so it generates a direct shock
penetrating loss and many kinds of indirect viscous losses. Third,
the controlling principle of the aftershock flow is no longer a
wedge deflecting flow but a radial-equilibrium flow. So, in addi-
tion to the reduction of a direct loss, an optimum 3-D shock sur-
face should suppress every kind of mixing loss generated in the
downstream primary flow due to the shock-induced intensive in-
homogeneous velocity and pressure. Minimizing the total sum of
shock losses is this paper’s intention in 3-D swept shock studies.

Noting the following ideas is helpful for one to grasp the kine-
matic analysis. A forward/zero/backward sweep of a shock sur-
face should be judged from the viewpoint of a relative motion
between a flow and a shock, because a resultant physical flux
vector penetrating a shock with its distribution is substantially
determined by the relative angle of the shock surface’s normal
vector to the relative incident flow@6#. Quoting the original use of
‘‘the aerodynamic sweep angle’’@7#, we call this kind of 3-D
shock surface sweep an aerodynamic sweep. Consequently, the
sweep of a leading edge spatial curve onto the meridional plane is
called a meridional sweep, or a formal sweep of the leading edge,
because it serves only as an influencing factor of the aerodynamic
sweep. Though, by taking into account the flow’s relative motion
toward a leading edge, a concept of the leading edge curve aero-
dynamic sweep has been analytically defined@8#, to the idea and
analytical purpose of the aerodynamic sweep of a shock surface,
this leading edge curve sweep should also serve only as a kind of
formal sweep.

Definitions of Shock Surface Sweep Angles
Taking a model compressor with a steady, axisymmetric up-

stream flow and a shock system, one obtains the undisturbed up-
stream velocity distribution and two kinds of its non-complete
forms:

w1~r !5w1r~r !er1w1c~r !ec1w1z~r !ez

5c1r~r !er1@c1c~r !2rv#ec1c1z~r !ez (1)

w1~r !5w1c~r !ec1w1z~r !ez (2)

c1m~r !5c1r~r !er1c1z~r !ez (3)

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-492. Review Chair: D. Ballal.
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With a single parameterr, the leading edge curve’s parametric
equations in the relative cylinder frame are defined as~Fig. 1!

r 5r , u5u~r !, z5z~r ! (4)

Concepts of Ten Kinds of Important 3-D Shock Sweep
Angles. The definitions below are for a right-running shock
specified by Shan and Zhou@8# unless otherwise stated.

g3r is the angle included between the normal vector of a 3-D
shock surface on its pointP and the negative relative velocity
2w1 ~Fig. 2!. The subscript 3r means that complete 3-D relative
velocity w1 of Eq. ~1! is used here.g3r is the real and largest
sweep angle at pointP of a shock surface, and determines the
direct shock loss atP. Alternatively, when adopting a 2-Dw1 in

Eq. ~2!, an approximate spatial relative sweep angleg r , together
with it two easily comprehensible projection sweep anglesgcr on
a 2-D cylinder surface, andg rr on a 2-D meridional plane, are
three kinds of frequently used relative sweep angles. Here the
subscriptscr and rr denote circumferential relatively and radial
relatively respectively.

Analogously, g3a is the angle included between the 3-D
shock’s normal vector on pointP and the meridional component
of the negative absolute velocity2c1m . The subscripta denotes
using an absolute velocity.g3a is very helpful for judging the
orientation of a shock surface in the rotating cylinder frame
(rer ,Fec ,zez). Alternatively, when adopting a 1-Dc1m by omit-
ting the radial component in Eq.~3!, an approximate spatial abso-
lute sweep anglega , together with its two projection sweep
anglesgca on a 2-D cylinder surface andg ra on a 2-D meridional
plane, are three kinds of frequently used absolute sweep angles.
When, e.g., pointP is on a leading edge,g ra is approximately the
meridional sweep angle of the leading edge’s meridional projec-
tion z(r ), the most familiar sweep angle.

Among the above eight kinds of sweep angles, six of them,g r ,
gcr , g rr , ga , gca , andg ra , are frequently used in design pro-
cesses. Why are only the projections of the approximate spatial
sweep anglesg r andga used more? The reason is that employing
a projected sweep angle is useful both for obtaining a simplified
expression of the shock’s sweep head and magnitude in three
orthogonal coordinate surfaces and for approximately calculating
a direct shock loss. This paper also derived two projected circum-
ferential sweep anglesg3cr andg3ca from the above two accurate
spatial sweep anglesg3r andg3a , for they are more useful.

Domains of Sweep Angles and Sweep Angles of a Left-
Running Shock. As a cross product of two tangent vectors,N
always points from the downstream to the upstream of a shock
surface, in terms of the upstream/downstream of an absolute com-
ponentc1zk. When a right-running shock turns to a left-running
shock at the anglegca5p/2 ~Fig. 3!, an upwind surface alterna-
tion of the shock must be encountered, together with a direction-
jump of N and, if using a HSM, a sign jump of the ascendent
function f (r ). Considering this one can derive the domains of
sweep angles as

ga ,g3aP@0,p/2# (Having an angle jump

gca ,g3ca ,g ra ,g rr P@2p/2,p/2# for N jumping

gcr ,g3cr ,g r ,g3rP@2p,p/2# within the domains)
(5)

Fig. 1 The leading edge spatial curve and helical surface
model „HSM… generated on it

Fig. 2 Definitions of six kinds of frequently used shock sweep
angles

Fig. 3 The jump of a shock’s N, the left-running shock’s ap-
pellation
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Among these, there are half domains which are beyond6p/2,
becauseb itself occupies a domain ofp/2.

According to the direction ofN, we now analyze the reasonable
and convenient appellation of a left-running shock’s sweep head.
Takegca as an example. A left-running shocknLO1, belonging to
the circumferential absolute ‘‘forward sweep’’ shocknO in Fig.
2, is assumed in Fig. 3. We call another left-running shockO1mL
an absolute ‘‘backward sweep’’ shock, though it has the negative
value of the absolute sweep angle ingcaP@2p/2,0#, because this
shock is obtained by odd jumps of the shock’sN. With gca in-
creasing further and going into the positive domain@0,p/2# as the
shocknRO1, we still call it an absolute ‘‘forward sweep’’ shock.
Finally, by even jumps ofN, it returns to a circumferential abso-
lute ‘‘forward sweep’’ shocknLO1.

Direct Solution of the Exact Spatial Relative Sweep
Angle

From Eq.~1! for the cylinder frame, the parametric equation of
w1 in a Cartesian frame is

w1~r !5w1j~r ,w!i1w1h~r ,w!j1w1z~r ,w!k (6)

H w1j~r ,w!5w1r~r !cos@u~r !1w#2w1c~r !sin@u~r !1w#

w1h~r ,w!5w1r~r !sin@u~r !1w#1w1c~r !cos@u~r !1w#

w1z~r ,w!5w1z~r !
(7)

so the spatial incident angleg3r of a relative flow toN is

cosg3r5
2w1•N

u2w1uuNu
52

w1jhj1w1hhh1w1zhz

Aw1r
2 1w1c

2 1w1z
2 Ahj

21hh
21hz

2

5
2tans~r !hr1tanb~r !hc2hz

Atan2 s~r !1tan2 b~r !11Ahr
21hc

21hz
2

(8)

where

b~r !5Tan21@2w1c~r !/w1z~r !#>0 (9)

s~r !5Tan21@w1r~r !/w1z~r !#5Tan21@c1r~r !/c1z~r !# (10)

g3r is laid in a plane having a normal directionN3(2w1). For
clarity and uniformity, this plane will be solved later by a linear
transformation method.

A General Formal Solution of Sweep Angles
By developing a linear transformation method~Appendix A!,

first, related to the absolute velocity componentc1zk and to the
w1r(r )-omitted relative velocity in Eq.~2!, we obtain six kinds of
frequently used sweep angles with their situated planes~Appendix
B!. Second, related to more spacial velocities in Eqs.~3! and~1!,
two more sweep angles and planes are solved~Appendix B!. All
results are expressed in terms of coordinates and components of
the shock’s normal vector.

Review of the Helical Surface Model
The above general formal solutions of sweep angles can be

embodied in any kind of analytical 3-D shock surface model such
as the HSM. The HSM@5# assumes a 3-D shock surface to be
composed of a set of cylinder helixes which originate from con-
tinuous pointsO1„r ,u(r ),z(r )…,O2 ,O3 ,... on theleading edge,
and stretch out rotationwise or oppositely~Fig. 1!. With the
double parametersr andw, the finite parametric equations and the
differential form of the HSM are written as

r 5r

F5u~r !1w (11)

z5z~r !6w• f ~r !@2w1c~r !/w1z~r !#

5z~r !1w•@6 f ~r !#tanb~r !

hr5hj cos@u~r !1w#1hh sin@u~r !1w#

5r $z82@ f ~r !tanb~r !#u81@ f ~r !tanb~r !#8w%
(12)

hc52hj sin@u~r !1w#1hh cos@u~r !1w#

5 f ~r !tanb~r ! (13)

hz52r (14)

Physically,f (r ) is a 1-D control function for the 2-D sweep char-
acteristic of a 3-D shock surfacer (r ,w).

Similarity Factors and Dimensionless Sweep Vector of
the 3-D Shock Structure

HSM Solutions of Sweep Angles. Introducing the normal
vector of the HSM surface in Eqs.~12!–~14! into those formal
solutions in Appendix B, one obtains the concrete sweep angles
which are associated with some relevant flow and blading vari-
ables. Two dimensionless factors

Sr~r ,w!5z82@ f ~r !tanb~r !#u81@ f ~r !tanb~r !#8w (15)

Sc~r !5 f ~r !/r •tanb~r ! (16)

are found to control all the sweep angles. Six frequently used
sweep angles are

g ra5Tan21Sr~r ,w! g raP@2p/2,p/2# (17)

gca5Tan21Sc~r ! gcaP@2p/2,p/2# (18)

ga5Tan21ASr
2~r ,w!1Sc

2~r ! gaP@0,p/2# (19)

The plane containingga is

F5S gc%5constugc%5H tan21@Sc~r !/Sr~r ,w!# ~SrÞ0!

SignSc~r !•p/2 ~Sr50!
D

gc%P@2p,p# (20)

g rr 5H Tan21
Sr~r ,w!

Sc~r !sinb~r !1cosb~r !
~Sc tanbÞ21!

SignSr~r ,w!•p/2 ~Sc tanb521!

g rr P@2p/2,p/2# (21)

gcr5Tan21Sc~r !2b~r ! gcrP@2p,p/2# (22)

cosg r5
tanb~r !Sc~r !11

Atan2 b~r !11ASr
2~r ,w!1Sc

2~r !11
g rP@2p,p/2#

(23)

The plane containingg r is

F5S gc%5constugc%5H tan21
Sc~r !cosb~r !2sinb~r !

Sr~r ,w!
~SrÞ0!

Sign@Sc~r !2tanb~r !#•p/2 ~Sr50!
D

gc%P@2p,p# (24)

Sweep angles related to more spatial velocities in Eqs.~3! and~1!
are
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g3ca55 Tan21
Sc~r !

2Sr~r ,w!sins~r !1coss~r !
~Sr tansÞ1!

g3caP@2p/2,p/2#

SignSc~r !•p/2 ~Sr tans51!

(25)

g3cr55 Tan21
Sc~r !

2Sr~r ,w!sins~r !1coss~r !
2bm~r ! ~Sr tansÞ1!

g3crP@2p,p/2#

SignSc~r !•p/22bm~r ! ~Sr tans51!

(26)

cosg3r5
1

Atan2 s~r !1tan2 b~r !11

2tans~r !Sr~r ,w!1tanb~r !Sc~r !11

ASr
2~r ,w!1Sc

2~r !11
g3rP@2p,p/2# (27)

The plane containingg3r is

F5S gc%5constugc%5H tan21
2@2Sr~r ,w!sins~r !1coss~r !#sinbm~r !1Sc~r !cosbm~r !

Sr~r ,w!coss~r !1sins~r !
~Sr1tansÞ0!

Sign@Sc~r !2tanb~r !#•p/2 ~Sr1tans50!
D

gc%P@2p,p# (28)

where

bm~r !5Tan21@2w1c~r !/Aw1r
2 ~r !1w1z

2 ~r !#

5Tan21@ tanb~r !coss~r !#>0 (29)

and b(r ) and s(r ) are given by Eqs.~9! and ~10!. Equations
~15!–~28! may be called analyzing equations for the shock’s spa-
tial sweep angles and their projections.

Derivation of Sweep Similarity Factors. The fact that all
analytical results for shock sweep angles are only functions ofSr ,
Sc , b, ands should be very meaningful. Combining Eqs.~12!–
~14! yields

hr /~2hz!5Sr~r ,w! (30)

hc /~2hz!5Sc~r ! (31)

In fact the two equations have revealed the original kinematic
definitions ofSr andSc . So, to a certainty, in sweep aerodynam-
ics, for a general 3-D shock structure independent of models, there
exist a dimensionless radial sweep similarity factor

Sr~r ,F!5hr /~2hz!5~hj cosF1hh sinF!/~2hz! (32)

and a dimensionless circumferential sweep similarity factor

Sc~r ,F!5hc /~2hz!5~2hj sinF1hh cosF!/~2hz! (33)

HereSmeans sweep. Equations~15! and~16! are therefore special
forms of Sr andSc in the HSM. Equations~17!–~28! also suit a
general shock when only substitutingSr(r ,w) andSc(r ) with Sr
andSc .

Essence of Sweep Similarity of Factors and Sweep Vector.
On the axial planez(r ,F)5const a turbomachine, any projection
of a shock’s normal vector on a differential elementd1 of a planar
curve can be written as

N•d15~hrer1hcec1hzez!•~erdr1ecrdF1ez30!

5hrdr1hcrdF

5~2hz!Srdr1~2hz!ScrdF

5~2hz!~Sr ,Sc!~dr,rdF!T

52hzNrc•d1 (34)

where we define a vector

Nrc5~Sr ,Sc!
T (35)

Noting that there is a component ratioSr /Sc5hr /hc , we can
designateSr andSc along directionser andec respectively. This
makes the definition ofNrc reasonable. SoNrc lies within a plane
z5const ~Fig. 4!, and is a dimensionless vector normed by the
N’s negative axial component2hz @Eq. ~34!#. Nrc may be called
the dimensionless axial normed sweep similarity vector of a gen-
eral 3-D shock surface, or briefly, the sweep vector. The direction
or the component values ofNrc subject only to the relative mag-
nitudes of theN’s componentshj ,hh ,hz , i.e., to the orientation
of a frame. This is consistent with the fact that sweep magnitudes
reflects only the relative orientation of a shock surface to coordi-
nates coincident with the incoming flow. Consequently, in es-
sence, we knowNrc , with Sr andSc , to be ‘‘observed variables’’
which are not identical to the first or second category variables of
a curved surface.

Converting Between Sweep Vector and Normal Vector.
Substituting a unit normal vectorn5(hji1hhj1hzk)/uNu into
Eqs.~32! and ~33!, one obtains the sameSr andSc . This means
that a sweep vector is subject only to the direction and not to the
norm of the normal vector. Equations~32! and ~33! convert a
normal vector into the sweep vector. Reversing them one obtains

hj /~2hz!5Sr cosF2Sc sinF (36)

hh /~2hz!5Sr sinF1Sc cosF (37)

2hz5uNu/ASr
21Sc

211 (38)

Significance of Sweep Similarity Variables
Decomposed radially and circumferentially from a sweep vec-

tor, Sr and Sc are the ratios ofhr ,hc ,hz , which are along the
gradient directions of the independent variablesr and F and all
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the flow’s aerodynamic variables. This indicates that as in turbo-
machine through-flow theories, for the shock’s kinematic and
aerodynamic variables, taking their meridional orthogonal compo-
nent resolutions is also the most advantageous method.

Nrc , Sr , andSc afford a decisive control on a shock’s sweep
characteristic. With different blading methods or leading edge
curve shapes, the sweep characteristics of two points on different
shock surfaces must be the same under the condition thatSr and
Sc and the flow directionsb and s are the same. Further, they
must not be the same whenSr andSc are not the same. So,Nrc is
a controlling vector of the sweep characteristic including the ef-
fect of leading edge sweeps.

Further comprehension can be gained by taking the HSM as an
example. Equations~15! and ~16! reveal that for a certain distri-
bution rule of Sr and Sc , infinite kinds of leading edge curves
u(r ) andz(r ) can be chosen. This implies that only the distribu-
tion of Sr andSc is important for the classification of 3-D shock
surfaces, though many kinds of slightly different leading edge
curves can be employed. To some extent, what is being pursued is
an optimum shock category, and the concrete leading edge curve
can be released from an intensive study and design. For example,
two nearly equivalentSr andSc distributions of the LESS can be
afforded by a slightly meridional forward swept blade or a nearly
meridional zero sweep blade. But the latter is better for solving
the blade’s strength problem. In modern high loading fans with a
strong shock system, this kind of problem is often encountered. Of
course, the only consideration here is shock control.

For a 3-D shock structure measurement, when any two angles
in Eqs.~17!–~28! are measured, all angles and structure variables,
especially the importantg3r , can be calculated in terms ofSr ,Sc .

Sweep Characteristic and Shock Structure Classifica-
tion

The sweep characteristic is a joint appellation for the sweep
heads and sweep magnitudes of a shock surface. To obtain a
sweep characteristic, two necessary conditions, a right- or left-

running shock and a sort of sweep angle, must be prescribed.
Following is a classification of all 3-D shock surfaces according to
their sweep heads. This classification is performed first on the
right-running, then on the left-running shocks. The classification
is found generally identical with that according to the sign~or
value! of Sr andSc or the quadrant ofNrc . It makes the analysis
or design of a 3-D shock surface a clear and operable task.

Classification Based on Radial or Circumferential Sweep
Head. In Eqs. ~39! and ~40!, Sr is the controller of the radial
sweep head.

g raH ,0 ~Sr,0! Radial absolute forward sweep shock

50 ~Sr50! Radial absolute zero sweep shock

.0 ~Sr.0! Radial absolute backward sweep shock

(39)

g rrH ,0 ~Sr,0! Radial relative forward sweep shock

50 ~Sr50! Radial relative zero sweep shock

.0 ~Sr.0! Radial relative backward sweep shock

(40)
Likewise,Sc is the controller of the circumferential sweep head:

gcaH ,0 ~Sc,0! Circum. abso. forward sweep shock

50 ~Sc50! Circum. abso. zero sweep shock

.0 ~Sc.0! Circum. abso. backward sweep shock

(41)

gcrH ,0 ~Sc,tgb! Circum. rela. forward sweep shock

50 ~Sc5tgb! Circum. rela. zero sweep shock

.0 ~Sc.tgb! Circum. rela. backward sweep shock

(42)
Classification Based on Spatial Sweep Head.On pointP,

the N and the incident velocity crossed the situated planeF of
anglega or g r . Within F we can define a forward or backward
swept shock@see, e.g., Fig. 4~c!#, while F itself is located at the
anglegc% on the plane normal to the incident velocity. But by the
magnitude ofgc% it is not convenient for us to image the 3-D
deflection of an after shock velocity. Alternatively, as the control-
ling factors ofgc% in absolute spatial sweeps@Eq. ~20!#, Sr andSc
are two straightforward pointers for this deflection. Also,Nrc is
helpful for us to directly image the orientation of a complete or
local shock surface in turbomachine coordinates.

~Sr ,Sc!
T→

¦

~1,1 !T ~Nrc Locates at quadrant I!

Radial absolute backward sweep

circum. absolute backward sweep

~2,1 !T ~Nrc Locates at quadrant II!

Radial absolute forward sweep

circum. absolute backward sweep

~2,2 !T ~Nrc Locates at quadrant III!

Radial absolute forward sweep

circum. absolute forward sweep

~1,2 !T ~Nrc Locates at quadrant IV!

Radial absolute backward sweep

circum. absolute forward sweep
(43)

whenSr or Sc or Nrc equals zero, we have a radial or circumfer-
ential absolute zero swept shock or a localz5const shock plane,
respectively. As to relative spacial sweeps,g rr andgcr serve most
concisely as the two pointers:

Fig. 4 The meaning of the sweep vector N rc with its compo-
nents Sr and Sc of a 3-D shock surface and the relation of the
sweep vector to the normal vector
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~g rr ,gcr!
T→

¦

~1,1 !T Radial relative backward sweep

circum. relative backward sweep

~2,1 !T Radial relative forward sweep

cirum. relative backward sweep

~2,2 !T Radial relative forward sweep

circum. relative forward sweep

~1,2 !T Radial relative backward sweep

circum. relative forward sweep
(44)

The relative spanwise sweeps are considered in here.
For 3-D incident velocities@Eqs.~1! and~3!#, shock classifica-

tions can not be as simple as that stated by radial and circumfer-
ential sweeps. But expressions like Eq.~44! are also useful.

Classification for a Left-running Shock Surface. Simply,
in Eqs.~39!–~44! substituting all the statements ‘‘circumferential
forward/backward’’ by the statements ‘‘circumferential backward/
forward,’’ we obtain a new set of equations~39!–~44! as the clas-
sification system of a left-running shock surface.

Experiment Scheme of 3-D Shock Structure
The 3-D shock structure measurement might be carried out ac-

cording to the relations described in Eqs.~17!–~28!. This mea-
surement is independent of whether a shock model is added or
not. The task is obtaining sweep characteristicsNrc on the shock
surface points, then transferring to all interesting variables. The
laser techniques such as holography~Benser et al.@9#! and par-
ticle image velocimetry are thought suitable for the measurement.

One-Point–Two-Directions Scheme. Nrc on point
P(r ,F) of a shock surface can be calculated under the condition
that two absolute sweep angles on any two profiles passing
through pointP is measured out. Referring to Figs. 4 and 5, here
we take an absolute framePrcz̄, then cut the shock surface atP
along any two directionsL1

0 andL2
0 within the plane Prc, then on

the two cut planes perpendicular to this paper, we photograph two
sweep anglesg1a and g2a included between planePrc and the
shock surface.g1a andg2a are in fact two projections ofga . Thus
the projected equations ofga and its solution are

cos~L1
0 ,r !•Sr1sin~L1

0 ,r !•Sc5tang1a
(45)

cos~L2
0 ,r !•Sr1sin~L2

0 ,r !•Sc5tang2a

Sr5@sin~L2
0 ,r !tang1a2sin~L1

0 ,r !tang2a#/s12

Sc5@2cos~L2
0 ,r !tang1a1cos~L1

0 ,r !tang2a#/s12 (46)

s125sin@~L2
0 ,r !2~L1

0 ,r !# ~L1
03L2

0Þ0!

Four angles/(L1
0 ,r ), g1a , /(L2

0 ,r ), andg2a need measuring in
this scheme. One plan is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Two-Points–One-Direction Scheme. This scheme makes
use of the circumferential direction and employs the HSM. Much
like the above scheme, on pointP1(r 1 ,w1) ~Fig. 6!, we takeL1

0

along the circumferential direction and photograph the absolute
sweep angleg1ca ; then do the same on pointP2(r 2 ,w2) for g2ca .
Thus the projected equations are

Nrc1•L1
05~Sr1 ,Sc1!@cos~p/2!,sin~p/2!#T5Sc15tang1ca

(47)

Nrc2•L2
05~Sr2 ,Sc2!@cos~p/2!,sin~p/2!#T5Sc25tang2ca

(48)

On the other hand, from Eqs.~15! and ~16! we have

Sr~r ,w!5z82@rSc~r !#u81@rSc~r !#8w (49)

]Sr~r ,w!/]w5@ f ~r !tanb~r !#85@rSc~r !#8 (50)

]Sc~r !/]w50 (51)

So fromSc1 andSc2 , four more variables can be calculated:

Sr~r 1 ,F1!5Sr1

'
~z22z1!2r 1Sc1~u22u1!1~r 2Sc22r 1Sc1!~F12u1!

r 22r 1

(52)

Sr~r 1 ,F2!5Sr125Sr11]Sr~r ,w!/]wdw5Sr11@rSc~r !#8dF

'Sr11~r 2Sc22r 1Sc1!~F22F1!/~r 22r 1! (53)

Sc~r 1 ,F!5Sc@r 1 ,u~r 1!1w#5Sc~r 1!5Sc1

5tang1ca ~any F! (54)

Sc~r 2 ,F!5Sc25tang2ca ~any F! (55)

The relative ascendents for embodying this HSM@Eq. ~11!# are

@ f ~r !tanb~r !# r 5r i
5r iSci5r i tang ica ~ i 51,2! (56)

It is noted that by using the HSM, measuring on two points at
different radii, we can obtain two complete sweep vectors on
points P1 and P12 of the same radius. The precision drops a
little, but the test efficiency increases when compared with the
first scheme. In practice this can be used as a
(n11)-points–one-direction scheme to obtain 2n complete

Fig. 5 One plan to use a one-point–two-directions scheme of
shock structure measurement

Fig. 6 Principle of a two-points–one-direction scheme of
shock structure measurement
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sweep vectors with no error accumulation but a precision rise of
Sr . It is a pity that the leading edge curvez(r ),u(r ) must be
given.

Two Engineering Examples for a Leading Edge Shock
Surface

The structures of two sweep leading edge shock surfaces are
analyzed here using the HSM. Example 1 is a single stage high
loading fan ATS-2 with backward swept rotor blades~Fig. 7!. The
fan, as a research stage with a zero preswirl inlet flow, was de-
signed in 1994–1995 by the Department of Jet Propulsion,
Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Now it is
under experiment. Detailed information about the modeling of its
LESS was placed by Shan and Zhou@8#. In Fig. 8, on the planes
j-z, h-z, and j-h, it shows the shock’s approximate meridional,
approximate radial and exact axial projections respectively. The

axial projection is held by two radial lines to show an increasing
backward sweep of the shock points that are gradually farther
from the leading edge. On the axial projection it can also be seen
that, originating from the leading edgeab, the shock surface is
right-running at the lower half shock span and, by passing through
the intersecting pointc of the leading edge curve with the shock
impingement loci on the suction surface, turns left running at the
higher half shock span.

The distribution of the sweep vectorNrc is showed in Fig. 9~a!
by arrows. In Fig. 9~a! the absolute velocities penetrate into this
paper. With different incident angles, the relative velocities also
penetrate into this paper at the right-running shock while they
penetrate out of at the left-running shock. First, cutting the shock
surface along an arrow can expose the spatial absolute sweep
anglega at this point. From this angle and by the regular varying
of the Nrc direction, one can easily grasp the shock’s orientation
in a turbomachine frame. Second, displayed by the radial and
circumferential components ofNrc @Eq. ~43!, Table 1#, the right-
running shock surface takes the absolute sweeps backward in cir-
cumference, forward at the left-lower corner in radius, and back-
ward at the right-upper corner in radius. The left-running shock
takes also the absolute sweeps backward in circumference and
mainly forward in radius. Third, because beyond the 80 percent
span the blade’s weight center is deflected1z-wise purposely,
with the result that the leading edge tip pointb is drawn into the
passage, a local radial absolute backward-swept shock is formed
above 19th stream surface, as seen byNrc directions there.

The concept of the absolute sweeps helps one lay or form a
shock surface imaginarily in space, while the relative sweep con-
cept is associated with direct and indirect shock losses. Figure 10
shows the distributions of three radial relative sweep variablesSr ,
g rr , andg3r . First the left-running shock takes mainly a radial

Fig. 7 Through flow calculating station, streamline, overall de-
sign data of ATS-2 single stage backward swept fan

Rotation speed 21500 rpm
Unit mass flow „By CFD … 173.08 kg Õm2Õs
Unit annular mass flow 208.66 kg Õm2Õs
Mass flow 26.32 kg Õs
Pressure ratio 2.252
Adiabatic efficiency 0.8855
Diameter 0.44 m

Fig. 8 Leading edge shock surface and three of its planar pro-
jections of ATS-2 fan’s rotor

Tip speed of leading edge 495.32 m Õs, M1.661, positive h

Blade numbers 14
Leading edge total span r 0.09080È0.22 m
Leading edge shock span r a : 0.1216Èb : 0.22 m
Shock running root right Ètip left

Fig. 9 Distributions of the sweep vector N rc of two rotors’
leading edge shock surfaces
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relative backward sweep with a large area of negativeSr and
positive g rr . As for the right-running shock, in the upper right
corner it also takes a radial relative backward sweep with positive
Sr andg rr , and in the lower left corner a radial relative forward
sweep with negativeSr and g rr . Second, on a large part of the
left-running shock span, the gradients of the three variables point
in the circumferential direction. Because in formulas the sweep
similarity factor Sc and the incident flowsb and s are all func-
tions of r and independent ofw, these gradients provide strong
evidence that, by varyingSr , the circumferential independentw
exerts a decisive influence on the radial sweep characteristic and
finally on the spatial sweep characteristic. The small aspect ratio
compressors efficiently share this pattern of employing a large
interblade angle to generate a significant radial backward swept
shock naturally. From the viewpoint of suppressing the indirect
shock losses, whether this circumferential distribution of an in-
creasing radial sweep is advantageous remains an unsolved aero-
dynamic issue. Third, also because the inward tip pointb drawn
by the tip weight center deflexion, there appears a significant
change in that those gradients near the tip shock span become
radial pointing. Associated with this stronger change, in the near
leading edge region that forms a local radial relative forward
swept shock surface withg rr 50° –25.1°. This fact again ex-

plains that the relative sweep head of a shock surface is not sub-
ject only to the leading edge meridional sweep head. The sweep
characteristic of a shock surface braced by a leading edge curve is
subjected to four groups of variables: the position on the shock
surface, the spatial formation of the leading edge curve, the direc-
tion of the relative incoming flow, and the shape of the element
airfoil suction surface entrance region curve.

An infinite discontinuity point off (r ) is encountered due to the
right- to left-running jump of the shock, with jumps of the abso-
lute sweep variables@Eqs. ~11!, ~15!, and ~16!#. This will not
disturb the solution when introducing any suitable treatment for
the transition of the derivative (f tanb)8.

Example 2 is the HTFC rotor@10,11#, with a small aspect ratio
and a not emphasized, only 5.6°, leading edge curve relative back-
ward sweep. The rotor tip Mach numbers of HTFC and ATS-2 are
mostly the same@Figs. 8 and 11#. As seen from Figs. 9~b! and 12,
a smooth sweepless leading edge curve and a smooth flow field
design of the HTFC afford a LESS with smooth distributed sweep
vectors and sweep angles. Above pointc, the left-running LESS
takes the absolute sweeps backward in circumference and forward
in radius, and simultaneously takes the relative sweeps backward
in circumference and backward in radius. Below pointc, the right-

Fig. 10 Distributions of three major sweep variables of ATS-2
fan’s leading edge shock surface

Fig. 11 Leading edge shock surface and three of its planar
projections of the HTFC’s rotor

Tip speed of leading edge 457.2 m Õs , M1.658, positive h

Blade numbers 20

Leading edge total span r 2.65È8.50 inch
Leading edge shock span r a : 4.75Èb :8.50 inch
Shock running „Defined by frame in Fig. 1 … root right Ètip left

Table 1 Distributions of Sr and Sc of ATS-2 fan’s leading edge shock surface

Stream 1 (w50) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Sc(r )

21 0.170 20.076 20.322 20.568 20.814 21.06 21.31 21.55 21.80 22.04 21.86
20 0.217 0.139 0.061 20.017 20.095 20.173 20.251 20.329 20.407 20.485 22.22
19 20.287 20.380 20.472 20.565 20.658 20.751 20.843 20.936 21.03 21.12 22.39
18 20.711 20.820 20.929 21.04 21.15 21.26 21.36 21.47 21.58 21.69 22.60
17 20.767 20.898 21.03 21.16 21.29 21.42 21.55 21.68 21.81 21.94 22.85
16 20.784 20.948 21.11 21.28 21.44 21.61 21.77 21.94 22.10 22.26 23.19
15 20.886 21.10 21.31 21.52 21.74 21.95 22.16 22.37 22.59 22.80 23.64
14 21.02 21.32 21.63 21.93 22.23 22.53 22.84 23.14 23.44 23.75 24.33
13 21.29 21.70 22.11 22.52 22.92 23.33 23.74 24.15 24.56 24.97 25.50
12 21.20 21.98 22.76 23.54 24.32 25.10 25.88 26.66 27.44 28.22 27.52
11 20.794 26.75 212.7 218.7 224.6 230.6 236.5 242.5 248.4 254.4 213.06
10 12.1 13.0 13.9 14.8 15.7 16.5 17.4 18.3 19.2 20.1 152.89
9 0.105 0.421 0.738 1.05 1.37 1.69 2.00 2.32 2.64 2.95 7.48
8 20.060 20.005 0.050 0.105 0.160 0.214 0.269 0.324 0.379 0.434 4.78
7 20.175 20.114 20.053 0.008 0.069 0.130 0.191 0.252 0.313 0.374 4.62
6 20.250 20.188 20.126 20.065 20.003 0.059 0.121 0.182 0.244 0.306 4.42
5 20.32 20.259 20.203 20.148 20.092 20.036 0.020 0.076 0.132 0.187 4.21
4 20.447 20.400 20.353 20.305 20.258 20.211 20.164 20.117 20.070 20.023 4.04
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running shock takes the absolute sweeps backward in circumfer-
ence, the upper region backward in radius, and the lower region
forward in radius. Simultaneously it takes the relative sweeps
backward in circumference, the upper region backward in radius,
and the lower region forward in radius. The aerodynamic issues of
these examples will be discussed in the successive papers.

Concluding Remarks
~1! The radial/circumferential/spatial absolute/relative forward/

zero/backward sweeps of a general shock surface can be quanti-
tatively investigated in uniformity. The sweep vectorNrc is
formed by its radial componentSr and circumferential component
Sc , with Sr andSc respectively reflecting the shock’s radial and
circumferential sweep characteristic.Nrc or Sr andSc exist inde-
pendently of shock models, and have a decisive control effect on
the 3-D shock surface’s local/integral structure and the resultant
shock interrupted main flow field, so are also called dimensionless
sweep similarity factors. The spatial relative sweep angleg3r is
called the aerodynamic sweep angle.

~2! The shock classification can be performed according to the
signs or values of the sweep similarity factors. The blading in a
supersonic or transonic compressor should pursue an advanta-
geous shock category and release the concrete leading edge curve
from an intensive study. A leading edge curve can be moved
without varying the distribution rule of the sweep similarity
factors.

~3! By the linear transformation method, a set of general formal
solutions of sweep angles is obtained. With the help of the helical
surface model, a set of concrete sweep angles, which include the
influence of a swept leading edge on the leading edge shock’s
structure, is also obtained. Based on these, a real 3-D shock struc-
ture can be measured from a sheet-laser-beamed model experi-
ment or a CFD yielded flow field.

~4! Many examples indicate that the commonly used blading
techniques and a smooth forward/zero/backward swept leading
edge curve result in circumferentially pointing gradients of all the
shock’s radial relative sweep variables, except for special treat-
ments of a leading edge curve.

~5! Concerning the use of sweep, an excess and not pertinent
leading edge sweep tends to lead to a highly curved 3-D leading
edge shock surface, with a suppressed direct shock loss, but an

increased indirect shock loss due to shock induced mixing and
radial-non-equilibrium. This requires a reasonable pursuit of a
minimum total shock loss shock design. The first step of this
might be the kinematic analysis and design of a general shock
surface. The aerodynamic analysis of the near shock flow field
will be discussed in part III of this study.
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Appendix A: Linear Transformation Method for a Gen-
eral Sweep Angle

The solving of every kind of sweep angle can be concluded as
an issue ‘‘the projection anglegF of the angleg included between
two planes onto the third planeF.’’ F is the projection plane,
while gF means the angle withinF and included between two
intersecting lines ofF with the two planes. Since an intersecting
line is perpendicular to both planes’ normal vectors, we can use
two cross products to obtain two intersecting lines, and then their
including angle:

NF5N3nF5~hji1hhj1hzk!3nF (A1)

2w1F52w13nF52~w1ji1w1hj1w1jk!3nF (A2)

cosgF5NF•~2w1F!/~ uNFuu2w1Fu! (A3)

Thus here we take a local shock plane and a negative relative
flow’s normal plane as two example planes, andF is any plane.
Note thatg is also the angle included between two planes’ normal
vectors, andgF the angle included between two normally pro-
jected vectors of two planes’ normal vectors ontoF ~Fig. 13!. By
the rule of the cross product,NF ,2w1F are all within F. The
solving of gF is simplified in uniformity below.

As a first step, we establish a first new Cartesian frame
Ō( ī , j̄ ,k̄), wherenF is one of its basis vector, e.g.,nF5 ī . Thus the
two normally projected vectors ontoF andgF can be expanded as

NF5~N3nF!uO5~N3 ī !uŌ5F ī j̄ k̄

hz hh hz

1 0 0
G5~hzj2hhk!5Njk

(A4)

2w1F5~2w13nF!uO5~2w13 ī !uŌ52~w1zj2w1hk!52w1 jk
(A5)

cosgF52~hzj2hhk!•~w1zj2w1hk!/~ uNjkuu2w1 jku! (A6)

2hh is the coordinate ofN on theh̄ axis of Ō, etc. As a second
step, traversing thejOk plane around theī axis, we have, e.g.,k̄
coincide with2w1 jk , and we takek%52w1 jk /u2w1 jku as a basis
vector of a second new Cartesian frameO% ( i%,j%,k% ); thus we can
further expressgF in

Fig. 12 Distributions of three major sweep variables of the
HTFC’s leading edge shock surface

Fig. 13 The projection angle gF of the angle g „included be-
tween two planes … onto the third plane F
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NF5~hhj% 1hzk% !5Njk% (A7)

2w1F5u2w1 jkuk%5u2w1 jk% uk% 52w1 jk% (A8)

cosgF5
~hhj% 1hzk% !•u2w1 jk% uk%

uNjk% uu2w1 jk% u
5

hz
%

Ahh
% 21hz

% 2
(A9)

or, in another form,

gF5Tan21~hh
% /hz

% ! (A10)

Obviously, the issue of ‘‘the projection anglegF’’ has been con-
verted in unity into another issue, ‘‘a transformation between two
sets of coordinates (hj ,hh ,hz) and (hj

% ,hh
% ,hz

% ) of the sameN in

two Cartesian framesO( i,j ,k) andO% ( i%,j%,k% ). ’’ This new issue is
a question of linear transformation in a linear space, as

TN~hj ,hh ,hz!5N~hj
% ,hh
% ,hz

% ! (A11)

According to the linear transformation theory, if the transforming
between two sets of basis vector is

~ i%,j%,k% !5T~ i,j ,k!5~Ti,Tj ,Tk!5~ i,j ,k!A (A12)

whereA is the matrix of a linear transformationT about the basis
vector (i,j ,k), and the elements ofA can be determined in a
concrete transforming or frame traversing, then the transforming
between two sets of coordinates of a normal vector is

~hj
% ,hh
% ,hz

% !T5A21~hj ,hh ,hz!
T (A13)

Appendix B: A General Formal Solution of Sweep
Angles

For the absolute sweep anglesg ra , gca , andga , we first note
(nFu for g ra)5k3opW ° ~Fig. 2!. The first step is lettingī pass
throughP by traversingO aroundk up to the angleu1w to make
nF5 j̄ . No second step is needed. The transformation matrix is

A5F cos~u1w! 2sin~u1w! 0

sin~u1w! cos~u1w! 0

0 0 1
G (B1a)

A215F cos~u1w! sin~u1w! 0

2sin~u1w! cos~u1w! 0

0 0 1
G (B1b)

Using Eq.~A13! one obtains

g ra5gF5Tan21~hj
% /2hz

% ! (B2)

gca5gF5Tan21~hh
% /2hz

% ! (B3)

ga5Tan21~gr% /2gz% ! (B4)

~Fu for ga!5~gc%5const! (B5)

respectively, here

gr%5Ahj
% 21hh

% 2, gc%5tan21~hh
% /hj

% !, gz%5hz
% (B6)

For the relative sweep anglesg rr , gcr , and g r , where
(nFu for g rr )5osW °3opW °, the matrix is

B5F cos~u1w! 2sin~u1w! 0

sin~u1w! cos~u1w! 0

0 0 1
GF 1 0 0

0 cosb 2sinb

0 sinb cosb
G

(B7a)

B215F cos~u1w! sin~u1w! 0

2sin~u1w!cosb cos~u1w!cosb sinb

sin~u1w!sinb 2cos~u1w!sinb cosb
G
(B7b)

Also using Eq.~A13! one obtains

g rr 5gF5Tan21~hj
% /2hz

% ! (B8)

gcr5gF5Tan21~hh
% /2hz

% !

5Tan21
@2hj sin~u1w!1hh cos~u1w!#cosb1hz sinb

@2hj sin~u1w!1hh cos~u1w!#sinb2hz cosb

5Tan21
hc /~2hz!2tanb

hc /~2hz!•tanb11
(B9)

cosg r5gz% /Agz%
21gr%

2 (B10)

~Fu for g r !5~gc%5const! (B11)

respectively; here, to obtaingr
% , gc

% , gz
% , Eq. ~B6! is also used.

For sweep angles related to more spatial velocities in Eqs.~3!
and ~1!, by traversing the frames, we must arrive at in fact a
meridional streamline Cartesian frame forg3ca , and a complete
streamlined Cartesian frame forg3cr , for theg3r ’s situated plane
F, etc. The matrix forg3ca andg3ca yielded by Eq.~A13! are

C5F cos~u1w! 2sin~u1w! 0

sin~u1w! cos~u1w! 0

0 0 1
GF coss 0 sins

0 1 0

2sins 0 coss
G

(B12a)

C215F cos~u1w!coss sin~u1w!coss 2sins

2sin~u1w! cos~u1w! 0

cos~u1w!sins sin~u1w!sins coss
G
(B12b)

g3ca5Tan21~hh
% /2hz

% ! (B13)

The matrix forg3cr andg3cr yielded by Eq.~A13! are

D5F cos~u1w! 2sin~u1w! 0

sin~u1w! cos~u1w! 0

0 0 1
GF coss 0 sins

0 1 0

2sins 0 coss
GF 1 0 0

0 cosbm 2sinbm

0 sinbm cosbm

G (B14a)
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D215F cos~u1w!coss sin~u1w!coss 2sins

cos~u1w!sins sinbm sin~u1w!sins sinbm coss sinbm

2sin~u1s!cosbm 1cos~u1w!cosbm

cos~u1w!sins cosbm sin~u1w!sins cosbm coss cosbm

1sin~u1w!sinbm 2cos~u1w!sinbm

G (B14b)

g3cr5Tan21~hh
% /2hz

% !

5Tan212
hr sins sinbm1hc cosbm1hz coss sinbm

hr sins cosbm2hc sinbm1hz coss cosbm

5Tan21
hc

2hr sins2hz coss
2bm (B15)

wherebm is the meridional relative flow angle@Eq. ~29!#. Equa-
tion ~B15! is an universal formula for calculating every kind of
circumferential sweep angle. Using also matrixD, Eqs.~A13! and
~B6!, one obtains the universal formula for theg3r ’s situated
planeF:

F5~gc%5const! (B16)
gc%5tan21~hh

% /hj
% !

5tan21
~hr sins1hz coss!sinbm1hc cosbm

hr cos2hz sins
(B17)

Nomenclature

c1 5 absolute velocity of the undisturbed upstream
flow

c1r ,c1c ,c1z 5 radial, circumferential, and axial components
of e1

er ,ec,ez 5 unit vector of cylinder frame and orthogonal
frame of curves

f, F 5 ascendent function of shock surface, projection
plane

gr ,gc ,gz 5 cylinder coordinates ofN
hr ,hc ,hz 5 cylinder components ofN
hj ,hh ,hz 5 Cartesian coordinates ofN

i, j , k 5 unit vector of the Cartesian frame
l,l° 5 a direction within a plane
M 5 Mach number

N,n 5 shock surface normal vector, unit normal vec-
tor

nF 5 unit normal vector of a projection plane
Nrc 5 dimensionless sweep vector
Sr 5 dimensionless radial sweep similarity factor
Sc 5 dimensionless circumferential sweep similarity

factor
P 5 a point on a shock surface
r 5 radius vector of a blade leading edge curve or

a shock surface
r ,u,c,z 5 radius, circumferential angle, circumferential

arc length, and axial coordinate
u(r ),z(r ) 5 axial and meridional projection of a leading

edge curve
Sign 5 function of the algebraic sign

T 5 linear transformation
tan21,Tan21 5 inverse tangent, value domain@2p,p#, @2p/

2,p/2#
w1 5 undisturbed relative velocity

w1r ,w1c ,w1z 5 radial, circumferential, and axial components
of w1

x, y, z 5 relative Cartesian frame, and the blade’s
streamsurface Cartesian or manufacturing coor-
dinates

a, b 5 absolute flow angle and relative flow angle
ga 5 spatial absolute sweep angle

gca ,g ra 5 circumferential and radial absolute sweep
angles

g3a 5 spacial absolute sweep angle
g3ca 5 circumferential absolute sweep angle

g r 5 spacial relative sweep angle
gcr ,g rr 5 circumferential and radial relative sweep

angles
g3r 5 spacial relative sweep angle

g3cr 5 circumferential relative sweep angle
j, h, z 5 relative Cartesian frame, shock surface Carte-

sian coordinates
s 5 meridional streamline slope angle
w 5 circumferential angular coordinate measured

from a leading edge curve
F5u(r )1w 5 circumferential angular coordinate of the rela-

tive cylinder frame
v 5 angular velocity of turbomachinery

Superscripts and Subscripts

a8,abW ° 5 first derivative ofa to r, unit vectorab
2, 5 5 the first and second new Cartesian frames
m, 1 5 meridional streamline, undisturbed upstream

flow
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On Flowfield Periodicity
in the NASA Transonic
Flutter Cascade
A combined experimental and numerical program was carried out to improve the flow
uniformity and periodicity in the NASA transonic flutter cascade. The objectives of the
program were to improve the periodicity of the cascade and to resolve discrepancies
between measured and computed flow incidence angles and exit pressures. Previous
experimental data and some of the discrepancies with computations are discussed. In the
present work surface pressure taps, boundary layer probes, shadowgraphs, and pressure-
sensitive paints were used to measure the effects of boundary layer bleed and tailboard
settings on flowfield periodicity. These measurements are described in detail. Two nu-
merical methods were used to analyze the cascade. A multibody panel code was used to
analyze the entire cascade and a quasi-three-dimensional viscous code was used to ana-
lyze the isolated blades. The codes are described and the results are compared to the
measurements. The measurements and computations both showed that the operation of
the cascade was heavily dependent on the endwall configuration. The endwalls were
redesigned to approximate the midpassage streamlines predicted using the viscous code,
and the measurements were repeated. The results of the program were that: (1) Boundary
layer bleed does not improve the cascade flow periodicity. (2) Tunnel endwalls must be
shaped like predicted cascade streamlines. (3) The actual flow incidence must be mea-
sured for each cascade configuration rather than using the tunnel geometry. (4) The
redesigned cascade exhibits excellent periodicity over six of the nine blades.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1378300#

Introduction
Many modern turbofan engines employ a highly loaded, low-

aspect-ratio fan with transonic flow at the tip. The tip section
airfoils have sharp leading edge and may have concave curvature
on the suction surface for precompression. Due to flight envelope
requirements, the engines are sometimes operated near the stall
flutter boundary of the fan, which occurs at high incidence angles
and high subsonic or transonic relative Mach numbers. Blade flut-
ter and associated high cycle fatigue problems are very detrimen-
tal to the engine health and must be avoided. Codes for predicting
stall-flutter and blade life are not yet fully reliable, and their veri-
fication is hampered by a lack of unsteady loading data, particu-
larly for transonic airfoils. Therefore, there is currently great in-
terest in fan blade stall-flutter research.

The transonic flutter cascade facility at NASA Glenn Research
Center~GRC! is one of a very few test facilities dedicated to the
unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils. The facility com-
bines a linear cascade wind tunnel with a high-speed drive system
that imparts pitching oscillations to cascade blades. It is used to
provide data for modeling aerodynamics of blade stall flutter.

The facility was previously used to study a cascade of modern,
low-aspect-ratio fan blades operating at high incidence angles and
high subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. Results were pub-
lished by Buffum et al.@1,2#. Measurements were taken at sub-
sonic Mach numbers and at two incidence angles. Acceptable pe-
riodicity was found over three blades, which was sufficient for
measurements of the unsteady pressures at interblade phase angles
of 180 deg. For smaller interblade phase angles, periodicity was
needed over more blades. Adjustments to the boundary layer
bleed system improved periodicity for some flow conditions, but
not sufficiently for all cases of interest.

Comparisons with various computational fluid dynamic~CFD!
predictions have suggested that the flow incidence angle ahead of
the blades was less than the geometric incidence angle between
the headboards and the blades@1,2#. The present work also sug-
gested that the incidence angle might vary across the face of the
cascade. Measured downstream pressures were generally incon-
sistent with CFD predictions.

A combined experimental and numerical study of the facility
was carried out to improve the periodicity of the tunnel, and to
quantify better the inlet and exit conditions needed for accurate
CFD predictions. This paper describes the facility in detail and
describes a variety of experimental data taken in the facility. The
data include blade and sidewall static pressure data, upstream
boundary layer data, and flow visualization measurements made
using shadowgraphs and pressure sensitive paints. The paper also
describes two CFD codes used to understand the behavior of the
original facility and to devise improvements to the facility. A
panel code was used to analyze the complete tunnel including the
endwalls and nine blades. A quasi-three-dimensional Navier–
Stokes code was used to analyze isolated blades under periodic
flow conditions.

Four configurations of the tunnel endwalls were analyzed com-
putationally and tested experimentally. The original and final con-
figurations are described here. Intermediate configurations were
described by Lepicovsky et al.@3# and Chima et al.@4#. The
analyses and tests showed that the endwall configuration had a
large impact on the periodicity of the cascade, and that no amount
of bleed could correct for poorly configured endwalls. It was also
found that the periodic Navier–Stokes code could be used to de-
termine an endwall configuration that maximized the periodicity
of the cascade.

Facility Description
A schematic diagram of the NASA transonic flutter cascade

facility is shown in Fig. 1. The facility consists of an inlet section,
a test section with blades, and an exit section connected to a
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central air exhaust system. Room air enters the inlet section
through a honeycomb in a bellmouth inlet~not shown in Fig. 1!.
The headboards upstream of the cascade are adjustable to control
the incidence to the cascade. As seen in Fig. 1, the facility has a
complex bleed system that can be used to remove the boundary
layers through endwall scoops and perforations in both the head-
boards and the sidewalls.

A photograph of the test section is shown in Fig. 2. The test
section has a rectangular cross section 586 mm wide3 96 mm
along the span. Nine blades designed and fabricated by Pratt and
Whitney are located in the test section. Blade geometric param-
eters are given in Table 1. The blades have a constant cross sec-
tion except near the endwalls where they have large, diamond-
shaped fillets that attach the blades to the drive shafts. All the
blades or any single blade can be oscillated at realistic reduced
frequencies~Strouhal numbers!. Interblade phase angles can be
varied in increments of 15 deg. The facility has been described in
detail in the work of Boldman and Buggele@5#, Shaw et al.@6#,

and Buffum et al.@1,2,7,8#. Since the present work concentrated
on improving the steady behavior of the cascade, no unsteady
measurements are described here.

The exit section has adjustable tailboards to control the exit
flow angle. The tailboards start just ahead of the leading edge of
the cascade and can be moved to form scoops that remove the
endwall boundary layers. Downstream of the exit section air is
expanded through a diffuser into an exhaust header connected to
the GRC central air facility.

Unresolved Problems With Flutter Cascade Data
Buffum et al. reported initial unsteady data for the blades stud-

ied here@1,2#. These data were acquired with all nine blades os-
cillating. Earlier work by Buffum and Fleeter@7# indicated that at
some interblade phase angles, the oscillating blades produced
waves that reflected off the wind tunnel walls and back into the
cascade, interfering with the unsteady measurements. Later the
tunnel walls were perforated and backed with acoustic treatment.
The effectiveness of this treatment has not been proven. Ott et al.
@9# recommended just the opposite for their facility—replacement
of slotted walls with solid ones.

Experimental blade surface pressure measurements were pre-
sented in@1,2# at Mach numbers between 0.5 and 0.8, and geo-
metric incidence angles,i GM , of 0 and 10 deg. Experimental pres-
sure distributions for steady flow at inlet Mach numbers of up to
0.5 were compared with various CFD predictions, but good agree-
ment was found only up to 85 percent chord and only for 0 deg
incidence. The cascade flow periodicity was measured only for the
three middle blades and was found to be sufficient for unsteady
surface pressure measurements at an interblade phase angle of 180
deg and reduced frequencies of 0.4 and 0.8.

Buffum et al. reported that comparisons between various CFD
predictions and their data suggested that the flow incidence angle
was between 0.5 and 1.5 deg less than the geometric incidence
angle between the headboards and the blades@1,2#. Similar results
were found in the present work. Figure 3 compares the measured
surface pressure distribution at M50.8 with distributions calcu-
lated using the RVCQ3D code~described later! at three incidence
angles. The best agreement with the data is fori GM between 8 and
9 deg, which is consistent with the results in@1,2#. Other calcula-

Fig. 3 Effect of incidence angle on pressure coefficient com-
pute with RVCQ3D

Fig. 1 Boundary layer bleed system of the NASA transonic
flutter cascade facility

Fig. 2 View of cascade test section

Table 1 Airfoil and cascade parameters
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tions suggested that the incidence angle might also vary across the
face of the cascade. Furthermore, calculated static pressure ratios
across the cascade have shown very poor agreement with experi-
mental measurements.

To simplify data acquisition, an influence coefficient technique
will be used for future unsteady work in this cascade. With this
technique, only one blade in the cascade is oscillated at a time and
the resulting unsteady pressures are measured on the remaining
~nonmoving! blades. The unsteady aerodynamics of an equivalent
cascade with all blades oscillating at a specified interblade phase
angle are then determined through a vector summation of un-
steady data from individual blades@8#. Although the use of the
influence coefficient technique has only been demonstrated for
attached flow, this facility has the unique capability of demon-
strating this technique for separated flow. Since this technique
requires a high degree of flow periodicity over many blades, it
was necessary to increase flow periodicity beyond the three
middle blades.

Approach to Improving Cascade Periodicity
The initial attempts to improve the cascade periodicity used

experimental measurements to study the effects of inlet bleed set-

tings and exit tailboard angles. Several types of measurement
were used to assess periodicity:~1! Measurements of surface pres-
sures on all blades gave a rigorous assessment of periodicity.~2!
Measurements of sidewall pressure distributions at three axial lo-
cations parallel to the face of the cascade gave a quick indication
of uniformity. ~3! Cobra probe measurements were used to assess
the effects of bleed on inlet Mach number and flow angle profiles.
~4! Shadowgraphs and pressure sensitive paint~PSP! techniques
were used to visualize the flowfield.

Measurement of surface pressures on all blades was usually
impractical since only two blades were fully instrumented, with
15 static taps at midspan. One blade was instrumented on the
suction side and the other was instrumented on the pressure side.
The instrumented blades were marched along the cascade to mea-
sure pressures in all locations, which was a time-consuming pro-
cedure. In practice, measurements of sidewall pressures along the
face of the cascade were most useful for a quick assessment of
periodicity.

The various measurements showed that no combination of
bleed and tailboard setting significantly improved the periodicity
of the cascade. The measurements and concurrent CFD simula-
tions made it clear that there was a fundamental mismatch be-
tween the tunnel endwall turning and the flow turning imposed by
the blades.

Four different endwall configurations were investigated in order
to improve the periodicity of the cascade. The last three configu-
rations were designed using CFD analyses of the complete tunnel
made by McFarland, and analyses of isolated blades made by
Chima. The CFD codes are described briefly below and in detail
by Chima et al.@4#.

Only two endwall configurations are discussed here. The con-
figurations are referred to by two angles, the headboard angle
followed by the tailboard angle, both measured with respect to the

Fig. 4 Cascade configuration C_20.0Õ30.0

Fig. 5 Effects of sidewall boundary layer bleed rate

Fig. 6 Effects of sidewall bleed on spanwise Mach number
distribution at y ÕWÄ0.388 and x ÕCÄÀ0.254

Fig. 7 Effects of sidewall bleed on spanwise distribution of
flow incidence angles at y ÕWÄ0.388 and x ÕCÄÀ0.254

Fig. 8 Effects of sidewall bleed on blade loading
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Fig. 9 Cascade flowfield for Mach number 1.35

Fig. 10 Mach contours computed with PCSTAGE for original configuration C_20.0Õ30.0
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horizontal. In the original configuration the headboard was set at
20 deg and the tailboard was set at the blade setting angle. This is
the configuration reported by Buffum et al.@5,6# and is referred to
here asC_20.0Õ30.0. In the final configuration the headboard was
set at 20 deg and the tailboard was set at 24 deg, so the configu-
ration is referred to asC_20.0Õ24.0. In both cases the blades were
set at 30 deg, i.e., staggered 60 deg, giving a geometric incidence
angle ofi FL510 deg.

Cascade ConfigurationC_20.0Õ30.0
A schematic diagram of the original cascade configuration

C_20.0Õ30.0 is shown in Fig. 4. The three rows of static pressure
taps on the sidewalls are shown. One row was located far up-
stream at x/C521.854, one was near upstream atx/C
520.355, and one was downstream of the blades atx/C
51.388. The two rows of static taps upstream of the cascade were
on the back sidewall, while the downstream row was on the front
sidewall. The inlet Mach number was determined using inlet total
pressure and the average static pressure upstream of the cascade at
x/C520.355~using static taps in the range 0.2,y/W,0.8).

Effect of Sidewall Bleed. The effect of bleed on the sidewall
pressure distributions is shown in Fig. 5 for M50.79. With no
bleed, the far-upstream pressures were fairly uniform; however,
the near-upstream pressures varied significantly across the face of
the cascade, corresponding to a variation in Mach number from
0.86 at the left to 0.73 on the right. A high sidewall bleed flow
~about 15 percent of the total flow! made the far upstream pres-
sure distribution worse and did not improve the pressure distribu-
tions elsewhere.

Figure 6 shows the effect of sidewall bleed on spanwise profiles
of the upstream Mach number made using a traversing cobra
probe. Since the test conditions were always set for a specific
upstream Mach number regardless of the bleed rate, the effects of
bleed are only seen as changes in the thickness of the wall bound-
ary layer. However, the static pressure ratio across the cascade
varied frompTB51.102 without bleed topTB51.143 with high
bleed.

Figure 7 shows the effect of sidewall bleed on spanwise profiles
of the upstream flow angle. Although the geometric incidence
angle was 10 deg, the measured flow angle at midspan was 6.2
deg without bleed and 8.1 deg at high bleed. Measurements at
other pitchwise locations showed that the flow incidence varied by
2 to 3 deg across the center blade passages and was always 1.5 to

2.5 deg smaller with no bleed than it was with high bleed. Buffum
et al. published surface pressures on the three middle blades~4–6!
at a specified geometric incidence angle@1,2#. The bleed rate was
not reported but there are indications that it was low; conse-
quently, it is assumed that the actual flow incidence angle for
Buffum’s data was between 7.5 to 9.0 deg. This is consistent with
the CFD results shown in Fig. 3. Figure 8 compares blade surface
pressure distributions made with and without sidewall bleed and
shows that that bleed had a large effect on the measured pressures.

Figure 9 shows two flow visualization images also used to in-
vestigate the periodicity of the cascade. The images were made at
an inlet Mach number of 1.35 with high bleed. The shadowgraph
image shown at the top of the figure was made using a dedicated
double-pass Schlieren system described by Boldman and Buggele
@10#. The shock structure is fairly periodic across the cascade. The
pressure-sensitive paint image at the bottom was made using a
technique described by Bencic@11# and Lepicovsky et al.@12#.
Here it is evident that the low-pressure region above the suction
surface leading edges varies significantly from passage to passage.

The previous results showed that sidewall boundary layer bleed
had a large impact on the performance of the cascade but did not
significantly improve the uniformity of the flow. Furthermore, the
large number of bleed valves~see Fig. 1! made it difficult to
quantify bleed flow rates and to repeat previous measurements
made with bleed. Consequently, a decision was made not to use
the bleed system in further experiments.

Effects of Lower Tailboard Setting. Several researchers
had suggested that the exit tailboards should be moved indepen-
dently to improve the periodicity of the cascade. The lower tail-
board was first reset tolT532 deg angle~diverging exit channel!.
This setting led to larger upstream flow nonuniformity, particu-
larly on the left side of the cascade. Then the tailboard was then
reset tolT524 deg~converging exit channel!. This setting caused
a peak in the static pressure distribution on the left side upstream
of the cascade. The peak was probably caused by the protrusion of
the lip of the lower scoop into the flow~see Fig. 2!. Away from
this peak the pressure distributions were more uniform than be-
fore, although there was still a gradient across the cascade. This
suggested that the exit flow angle from the cascade might be
closer to 24 deg than the original tailboard setting oflT530 deg.

In summary, neither boundary layer bleed nor tailboard setting
angle substantially improved the uniformity of the original cas-
cade. At this point two CFD codes were used to analyze the com-
plete facility and the isolated blade row.

CFD Codes

PCSTAGE. The PCSTAGE turbomachinery analysis panel
code developed by McFarland@13,14# was used to model the
complete tunnel configuration. The code uses an integral equation
solution method to solve the two-dimensional, inviscid flow equa-
tions for multiple bodies. Compressibility effects are approxi-
mated in the solution. The method is most accurate for low Mach
number flows, but can be applied to flows where Mach numbers
remain less than one.

The complete tunnel configuration was modeled, including all
nine blades and the endwalls. The endwalls were modeled as a
tenth body with one surface shaped like the left wall of the tunnel
and the other surface shaped like the right wall. Details such as
wall bleed slots and boundary layer scoops were neglected. The
endwall body was placed on one side of the cascade, and a peri-
odic boundary condition was used to map the second endwall to
the other side of the cascade.

Calculations were made at M50.5 to minimize compressibility
effects. Kutta condition constraints were used on each of the ten
bodies rather than assigning a circulation to each. This resulted in
an iterative solution, but allowed the solution to determine the
flow split around each of cascade bodies.

Fig. 11 Cascade turning angle versus inlet Mach number com-
puted with RVCQ3D
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The endwall body was modeled with 98 panels, and the cascade
blades were modeled with 70 panels each. This resulted in a so-
lution matrix of 748 equations with 748 unknowns. The solution
of this matrix provides the surface flow conditions at the center of
each body panel. The flow conditions were also calculated at 3147
points in the flow field. These field points plus the surface points
were combined using the random points feature of the TecPlot©
graphics software to produce contour plots of the flow field. The
PCSTAGE calculation took about 4 minutes on an SGI Indigo 2
workstation.

Figure 10 shows Mach contours of the original configuration
calculated with PCSTAGE. The calculations show a large varia-
tion in Mach number across the entire face of the cascade. Only
three passages near the center of the cascade see the nominal

Mach number shown by light orange contours. The largest varia-
tion in Mach number occurs at the bend in the left endwall, where
the measured pressure was lowest.

RVCQ3D. The quasi-three-dimensional~Q-3-D! turboma-
chinery analysis code RVCQ3D developed by Chima@15,16# was
also used to analyze the blades. The code solves the thin-layer
Navier–Stokes equations in finite-difference form. Blockage ef-
fects can be modeled by specifying a stream sheet thickness that
can vary with streamwise distance. Turbulence effects were mod-
eled using the Baldwin–Lomax model, including the original tran-
sition model. The flow equations were solved using an explicit
Runge–Kutta scheme. A spatially varying time step and implicit
residual smoothing were used to accelerate convergence.

A C-type grid was used. The grid had 225 points around the
blade and 45 points from the blade to midpitch, for a total of
10,125 points. The spacing at the wall gavey1;3 at the first grid
point. The upstream boundary of the grid was placed at the same
location as the near-upstream measurement station used in the
experiment atx/C520.355. The cascade was assumed to be
periodic blade-to-blade, so that only one isolated blade was
analyzed.

Sidewall boundary layer blockage was neglected after early
RVCQ3D calculations with 5 to 10 percent blockage added failed
to improve agreement with experimental results. Later three-

Fig. 12 Particle traces computed with RVCQ3D

Fig. 13 Cascade configuration C_20.0Õ24.0

Fig. 14 Mach contours computed with PCSTAGE for final configuration C_20.0Õ24.0

Fig. 15 Wall static distributions for cascade configuration C_20.0Õ24.0
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dimensional calculations also showed that blockage effects were
negligible.

Most calculations were run for 1500 iterations, which took
about 3.5 minutes on an SGI Indigo 2 workstation. This ensured
that exit total pressure was converged to four significant digits.

To improve the periodicity of the cascade, the endwall turning
was adjusted to match the turning of a perfectly periodic cascade
modeled by RVCQ3D. The blades were analyzed over a range of
Mach numbers for incidence angles of 8 and 10 deg. The calcu-
lated turning angle is plotted versus inlet Mach number in Fig. 11.
For 10 deg incidence, the turning varies continuously from about
5 deg at low speeds to 4 deg at M51.2. At this higher incidence
the flow separates at the leading edge for all Mach numbers.

Figure 12 shows computed particle traces for a solution at
M50.8 andi FL510 deg. The particle traces show that the stream-
lines near the center of a blade passage can be approximated with
three line segments: one upstream at the nominal inflow angle,
one downstream at the calculated turning angle, and a third within
the passage at the blade setting angle. Thus, for the final design
the headboard angle was left at 20 deg, the tailboard angle was set
to 24 deg to match the turning predicted by RVCQ3D for 10 deg
of incidence, and a straight, 30 deg insert was fabricated to con-
nect the two. The endwalls were spaced one-half pitch from their
neighboring blade.

A schematic diagram of the final cascade configurationC_20.0Õ
24.0 is shown in Fig. 13. Figure 14 shows Mach number contours
calculated for this configuration using PCSTAGE. The contours
show very uniform flow ahead of the cascade.

Cascade ConfigurationC_20.0Õ24.0

Wall Static Pressure Distributions. Figure 15 shows the
wall static pressures distributions measured in the final configura-
tion for inlet Mach numbers of 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0. At subsonic
speeds the pressure distributions are very uniform, as predicted by
PCSTAGE. The uniformity of wall static pressures in the pitch-
wise direction was an excellent indicator of improved blade peri-
odicity for this configuration. At M51.0 shock waves from the
blades create the sawtooth pattern in the upstream pressures.

Blade Loading and Periodicity. Figure 16 shows blade sur-
face pressure distributions measured on blade B5 at inlet Mach
numbers of 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0. Pressure distributions computed with
RVCQ3D are also shown for the two higher Mach numbers. Com-
puted static pressure ratios across the cascade matched measured
values closely, confirming that the endwall interference had been
minimized.

Blade loading periodicity was verified by measuring surface
pressures for all nine blade positions by marching the two instru-
mented blades through the cascade. The tunnel operating condi-
tions were repeatable to within 1 percent of the inlet Mach num-
ber for each blade position.

To visualize the differences in loading diagrams between
blades, the center blade~B5! was taken as a reference and com-
pared to the other blades. The pressure distribution on blade B5 is
shown in Fig. 16 for M50.8. The differences between this refer-
ence pressure distribution and the pressure distributions on the
other blades were computed, and are plotted in Fig. 17. The sketch
at the top of the figure identifies individual blades with color-
coded numbers. The four plots below show the measured differ-
ences in pressure coefficients, with the left and right sides of the
cascade shown in the left and right plots, and the suction and
pressure surfaces shown in the upper and lower plots. Blade B5 is
represented by a straight, black, broken line. The deviation curves
for the remaining blades are color-coded in accordance with the
blade numbers in the sketch. For a perfectly periodic flow, all
deviation curves would collapse to the broken straight line of
blade B5. Positive values of deviation indicate that a particular

blade has a higher pressure coefficient than blade B5 at the same
chordwise station. Negative values indicate a lower value than
blade B5.

All pressures in the cascade were measured using absolute pres-
sure transducers with a range of 100 kPa~15 psia!, and accuracy
better than60.4 percent. This translates to an accuracy of60.02
for the value of pressure coefficient. Therefore, deviations of pres-
sure coefficient less than60.04 are considered to be insignificant.

The plots of pressure coefficient deviations in Fig. 17 show
significant improvements in the flow periodicity for the final cas-
cade configuration. Blades 2–5 in the left half of the cascade show

Fig. 16 Blade loading diagrams for middle blade „B5… for cas-
cade configuration C_20.0Õ24.0
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excellent agreement of pressure distributions on the suction sur-
face. Blades 5–7 in the right half show acceptable agreement in
their suction side pressure distributions. On the pressure side, the
agreement is excellent for blades 2–8. Overall the cascade shows
excellent periodicity over six blades, numbers 2–7.

Conclusions
A combined experimental and numerical study was carried out

to improve the flow periodicity in the NASA transonic flutter
cascade facility. Several experimental techniques were used to
investigate the effects of boundary layer bleed and tailboard set-
ting angles on flow uniformity. The techniques included measure-
ments of static pressures on the sidewalls and blades, cobra probe
measurements of inlet velocity profiles, and shadowgraph and
pressure-sensitive paint flow visualization. Several discrepancies
in older data were explained, including questions of actual flow
incidence angles and exit pressure levels.

Two CFD codes were used to analyze the facility. The PC-
STAGE panel code was used to analyze the entire facility, includ-
ing the endwalls and all nine blades. PCSTAGE results showed
that the flow nonuniformity was caused by the endwall configu-
ration, and was extremely useful for evaluating proposed changes
to the endwalls. The RVCQ3D quasi-three-dimensional viscous
code was used to analyze the isolated blades. These results were
used to redesign the endwalls to minimize interference.

The following conclusions were reached concerning design and
operation of the facility:

1 Boundary layer bleed did not improve the flowfield period-
icity. High bleed flows affected pitchwise distribution of flow in-
cidence angles along the cascade and thus contributed to blade
load variations.

2 Sidewall boundary layer blockage is relatively small for this
blade row. For future experiments it is recommended that the
boundary layer bleed system not be used.

3 The tailboard setting angle strongly affects the pitchwise uni-
formity of wall static pressures. Tailboards should be set to match
the expected exit flow angle for a perfectly periodic cascade. Tail-
boards must be parallel to each other to produce a periodic flow.

4 Shaping the endwalls like the midpassage streamlines pre-
dicted with a viscous analysis code can minimize endwall inter-
ference. Endwalls should probably be located at midpassage since
midpassage streamlines are smoother than the stagnation stream-
lines and have less influence on the blade loading.

5 Geometric incidence angles do not always represent the true
flow incidence. Actual flow incidence angles should be measured
for each new configuration of the facility.

6 The final configuration of the facility shows excellent peri-
odicity over six blades, numbers 2–7. Future work will focus on
taking unsteady measurements on these blades.
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Nomenclature

C 5 airfoil chord, mm
cp 5 pressure coefficient
c̄p 5 pressure coefficient:c̄p5(p2 p̄1) /(0.5• r̄1v̄1

2)
i FL 5 flow incidence angle, deg

i GM 5 geometric incidence angle, deg
M 5 Mach number
v 5 cascade inlet velocity, m•s21

W 5 cascade test section width atx/C520.355, mm
x 5 axial distance~cascade!, mm
y 5 pitchwise distance~cascade!, mm

y1 5 law-of-the-wall distance
z 5 spanwise distance~cascade!, mm

Dcp 5 pressure coefficient deviation from blade B5
lT 5 lower tailboard angle~from horizontal direction!, deg

pTB 5 cascade static pressure ratio:pTB5 p̄2 / p̄1
r 5 density, kg•m23

Subscripts

0 5 far upstream
1 5 upstream
2 5 downstream
– 5 average value over the range 0.2,y/W,0.8
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Off-Design Conditions
The paper presents detailed measurements of the midspan aerodynamic performance of a
transonic turbine cascade at off-design conditions. The measurements were conducted for
exit Mach numbers ranging from 0.5 to 1.2, and for Reynolds numbers from 43105 to
106. The profile losses were measured for incidence values of114.5 deg,110 deg,14.5
deg, 0 deg, and210 deg relative to design. To aid in understanding the loss behavior and
to provide other insights into the flow physics, measurements of blade loading, exit flow
angles, trailing-edge base pressures, and the axial velocity density ratio (AVDR) were
also made. It was found that the profile losses at transonic Mach numbers can be closely
related to the base pressure behavior. The losses were also affected by the AVDR.
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Introduction
Market requirements for compact, low cost, and fuel-efficient

engines generally lead to small size turbomachines. Typical fea-
tures in the compressor turbine of these engines are a single stage
turbine with high-pressure ratio and stage loading, combined with
blade passages of small aspect ratio, high turning, transonic Mach
numbers, and very low Reynolds numbers. These turbines need to
operate at maximum efficiency at the design cruise speed and
altitude as well as with a minimum efficiency penalty at off-
design conditions arising from changes in the pressure ratio,
speed, and altitude. The resulting three-dimensional flow field
within the turbine passages, combined with the stringent structural
requirements to achieve the desired target life, pose a real chal-
lenge for the turbine designer to meet the design and off-design
performance requirements.

A number of low speed experimental studies have been carried
out to investigate the effect of incidence on the performance of
turbine cascades@1–3#. Profile and secondary loss correlations
have been derived and improved over the years to include the
induced incidence and leading edge geometry and to reflect recent
trends in turbine design@4–7#. The effect of the axial velocity
density ratio~AVDR! has been investigated experimentally at low
speed@3,2#, and computationally at high speed@8#. The effects of
compressibility on both profile and secondary losses, and the flow
physics more generally, have also investigated by a number of
researchers: see, e.g., Refs.@9–12#.

All of the above investigations have resulted in a better under-
standing of the flow field in transonic turbine passages. However,
there is still a lack of data on the performance of turbine blades of
small aspect ratio~0.6–1.0! and high turning~100 deg to 130 deg!
operating at variable incidences~630 deg!, transonic Mach num-
bers~0.8–1.4! and down to very low Reynolds numbers~as low as
50 000!.

The present work is part of a collaborative project between
Pratt & Whitney Canada and Carleton University to address this
lack of data. The ultimate objective is to develop improved design
rules for small, low cost and efficient turbines. Krieger et al.@13#
tested a realistic turbine stage in a cold flow rotating rig at various
pressure ratios, speeds and Reynolds numbers. The mean section
of the same turbine blade was tested in a linear cascade in the

Carleton University High Speed Wind Tunnel for various values
of incidence angle and exit Mach number. The results of these
latter tests are presented here.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

High Speed Wind Tunnel. All measurements were obtained
using the Carleton University High Speed Wind Tunnel shown
in Fig. 1 @14#. The wind tunnel is of blow-down type, and is
used mainly for transonic turbine cascade research. The wind tun-
nel exhausts to the laboratory. It is equipped with an ejector-
diffuser system to allow the cascade outlet pressure to be con-
trolled independently of the blowing pressure. However, the
ejector-diffuser system was not used in the present measurements.
Typical wind tunnel runtimes range from 15 to 30 sec, depending
on the blowing pressure and the Mach number level, and up to
four runs per hour are possible. Typical blowing pressures are 2–3
bars, and cascade exit Mach numbers as high as 1.5 can be
achieved. The turbulence intensity in the test section is about 4
percent@15#. A more detailed description of the wind tunnel is
given in Jeffries@16#.

Cascade Test Section and Test Cascade.A schematic dia-
gram of the cascade test section is shown in Fig. 2. The cascade
is mounted on a turntable which allows variations in incidence
of about620 deg. The blade span is fixed at 61 mm. The geom-
etry of the cascade used in this investigation is summarized
in Figs. 3 and 4. The blade geometry represents the midspan sec-
tion of a high pressure turbine from a Pratt & Whitney Canada
engine of recent design. The cascade consists of seven blades and
eight complete passages. Two of the blades in the middle of the
cascade were instrumented with static taps at midspan. One blade
has 19 taps on the pressure surface, and the adjacent blade has 22
taps on the suction surface. In addition, the blade with suction
surface taps has a base-pressure tap on the trailing edge. The base
pressure static tap diameter-to-trailing edge thickness ratio is
equal to 0.203.

The cascade was tested for exit Mach numbers from 0.5 to 1.2.
The corresponding Reynolds numbers varied from approximately
43105 to 106. Incidence values of114.5 deg,110 deg,14.5
deg, 0 deg, and210 deg relative to the design were examined.

Instrumentation and Experimental Procedures. All flow
field measurements were obtained using a three hole pressure
probe. The probe tip has a width of 1.37 mm~0.054 in.! which is
roughly 4.7 percent of the blade pitch, and a thickness of 0.46 mm
~0.018 in.!. Static pressures downstream of the cascade were also

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8-11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-482. Review Chair: D. Ballal.
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measured directly using a cylindrical static pressure probe. The
probe tip has a cone angle of 15 deg, and two static taps are
located 180 deg apart at about 12 diameters from the tip. The
static probe has a tip outer diameter of 1.02 mm~0.04 in.! which
is approximately 3.5 percent of the blade pitch. Both probes were

designed by Islam@17#. For loss calculations, the static pressures
obtained with the static probe were combined with total pressures
and exit flow angles obtained from the three hole probe. The
losses quoted are the fully mixed-out values calculated using the
procedures of Amecke & Sˇafařı́k @18#. Also, mixed-out values
were used where downstream parameters, such as the static or
dynamic pressure, were needed in quantities such as the base pres-
sure coefficient.

All pressures were measured using a 48-port Scanivalve system
and a miniature, fast-response Kulite pressure transducer which is
mounted in the Scanivalve housing. The outputs from the pressure
transducer were recorded using a Hewlett-Packard high-speed
data acquisition system which was controlled by a microcom-
puter. Pressures were sampled for 0.1 sec at a frequency of 2000
Hz based on investigations by Jeffries et al.@14#.

Fig. 1 Carleton University blowdown wind tunnel †14‡.

Fig. 2 Plan view of the cascade test section

Fig. 3 Summary of the blade geometry and nomenclature
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The temperature in the storage tanks, and thus the total tem-
perature T01 in the test section, typically starts at 13–20°C. The
total temperature drops as the air in the tanks expands during a
run. Therefore, T01 was measured upstream of the cascade during
each run. Table I summarizes the temperature changes which were
measured for several typical operating points. Also shown are the
corresponding average Reynolds numbers and the variation in
Reynolds number, which corresponds to the variation in the total
temperature. Finally, the estimated variations in the profile loss
coefficients due to the Reynolds number variations are also given.
These estimates are based on data for the variation in loss coeffi-

cient with Reynolds numbers, which are presented later. As seen,
the variation in the loss coefficient during the run is quite small
compared with the mean value. The variation is also less than the
estimated uncertainty in the loss coefficients due to all sources. It
should also be mentioned that, for the loss calculations, the total
temperature was assumed to be equal at the inlet and outlet planes
of the cascade, even though a small amount of heat transfer would
be occurring during a run. Jouini@19# estimated in detail the total
temperature variations which could occur across the cascade for
different operating points. He also calculated the corresponding
changes in the loss coefficients. The resulting uncertainty this in-
troduces into the loss coefficients is less than the overall estimated
uncertainty, and is considered to be included in that overall value.
Finally, it should be mentioned that several runs of the wind tun-
nel are made before a series of data runs are begun. These preruns
are used to cool the cascade blades and the walls of the test sec-
tion, and thus reduce the heat transfer during the data runs.

The locations of the upstream and downstream traverse planes
are indicated in Fig. 4. Downstream of the cascade, four runs are
normally used to traverse the flow over one blade pitch. Measure-
ments are made at a total 40 points, with the spacing being halved
for the 20 points which span the blade wake. Figures 5~a! and 5~b!
show sample total pressure and flow angle distributions behind the

Fig. 4 Cascade blade row measurement locations

Fig. 5 „a… Cascade downstream total pressure at off-design incidence, i ÀidesÄ4.5 deg; „b… cascade downstream flow angle at
off-design incidence, i ÀidesÄ4.5 deg

Table 1 Typical variations in total temperature and Reynolds
number during a run at design incidence

M2 DTol ~°C! Average Re 6D Re Yt6DYt

0.55 7 500,000 5,500 0.072960.0014
0.71 12 660,000 13,000 0.066660.0002
1.14 19 1,040,000 97,000 0.099760.0011
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three middle blades in the cascade at an incidence of14.5 deg
and for three Mach numbers. As shown, the wake profiles were
very similar, indicating that there is good periodicity in the cas-
cade flow. The periodicity is somewhat poorer at high values of
both positive and negative incidence at Mach numbers above 1.1.

The measured flow quantities are estimated to have the follow-
ing uncertainties: static pressures,62 percent of the local dy-
namic pressure; flow angles,60.5 deg; and exit Mach numbers,
60.02. The estimated uncertainty for the mixed-out total pressure
loss coefficients is60.005 for exit Mach numbers less than 0.5,
60.003 for Mach numbers from 0.5 to 0.85,60.004 for Mach
numbers between 0.85 and 1.1, and60.005 for Mach numbers
greater than 1.1. The estimated uncertainties are based on ob-
served variations from blade to blade, as well as repeatability runs
made at a given operating point.

Results and Discussion

Axial Velocity Density Ratio „AVDR …. Results are pre-
sented first for the axial velocity density ratio~AVDR! since the
value of the AVDR probably has an influence on most of the other
results to be presented.

The value of the AVDR is an indication of the two dimension-
ality of the flow through the cascade. Some cascade facilities use
endwall suction or blowoff to control the thickness of the endwall
boundary layers and therefore the AVDR. Blowoff is not currently
being used in the present facility, although provision for blowoff
exists on the endwalls ahead of the cascade. In the absence of
blowoff, Sieverding @20# recommended using an aspect ratio
~H/C! of about 1.6 or larger for two-dimensional cascade testing
in the transonic range. The aspect ratio of 1.525 for the present
cascade, which was chosen to maximize the blade chord, is thus at
the lower end of the range recommended by Sieverding.

Figure 6 shows the measured AVDR’s for all tested flow con-
ditions. The estimated uncertainty in the value of the AVDR is
about 60.02. The AVDR’s are seen to be close to the desired
value of 1.0 over the full Mach number range for moderate values
of the incidence. However, the AVDR increased with large posi-
tive incidence, and decreased slightly with negative values of in-
cidence. This should be borne in mind when interpreting the
present results for larger values of off-design incidence.

Unfortunately, the precise influence of the AVDR on the per-
formance of turbine blade rows has not been documented particu-
larly well. The effects of the axial velocity ratio~AVR! in incom-
pressible flow conditions was examined experimentally by Rodger
et al. @2# and Whitehouse et al.@3#. They found that the losses

decreased with an increasing AVR. This behavior was observed
for all off-design values of incidence. At transonic flow condi-
tions, Kiock et al.@21# found that the exit flow angle and the blade
losses were essentially independent of the AVDR value, particu-
larly in the Mach number range of 0.9–1.0. Kiock et al.’s results
are for design incidence only. Saroch conducted a computational
study of the effects of the AVDR in a turbine cascade at transonic

Fig. 6 Effects of incidence and Mach number on the axial ve-
locity density ratio „AVDR…

Fig. 7 „a…Effects of the Mach number on blade loading at
À10.0 deg off-design incidence; „b… effects of Mach number on
blade loading at design incidence; „c… effects of Mach number
on blade loading at ¿10.0 deg off-design incidence
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flow conditions, but again just for the design incidence. Saroch
used the Navier-Stokes code of Dawes@22# to predict the effects
of the AVDR on the loss coefficient and deviation in a linear
turbine cascade for outlet Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2. The loss
coefficients predicted by Saroch are shown in the inset in Fig. 6.
For Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.9, the losses were found to
increase slightly with an increasing AVDR. For Mach numbers
from 0.9 to 1.0 the predicted losses were essentially independent
of the AVDR, as also observed experimentally by Kiock et al. As
the Mach number increased beyond unity, Saroch@8# found that
the losses decreased with an increasing AVDR. Although the au-
thors are unfortunately not aware of any experimental data that
confirm Saroch’s findings, his results have been used qualitatively
in the interpretation of the present loss results where the AVDR
differed significantly from 1.0.

Blade Loadings and Base Pressures.Blade loading mea-
surements were performed for all test conditions. Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!,
and 7~c! show the effects of the exit Mach number on the surface
Mach number distributions at incidence values of210.0 deg, 0.0
deg, and110.0 deg. The surface isentropic Mach number is cal-
culated from the ratio of the measured surface static pressure to
the upstream total pressure. Repeatability measurements showed
that the uncertainty in the surface Mach numbers is about60.01.
At low exit Mach numbers, the loading distributions@e.g., Fig.
7~a!# show a region of nearly constant pressure on the suction side
beginning at about x/Cx50.75 and following a region of diffusion.
This might be interpreted as the presence of trailing edge separa-
tion. This would be consistent with the somewhat higher losses
observed at the same conditions. However, trailing edge separa-
tion should be associated with a reduced outlet flow angle. As
shown below, the outlet angle was in fact very similar at all Mach
numbers. This suggests that little if any separation was present at
the low Mach numbers. Once the outlet Mach number reaches
about 0.95, the passage chokes, and the loading remains con-
stantly forward of about 60 percent of the axial chord for any
further increases in M2. At M250.96, a nearly normal shock also
impinges on the suction side at about 75 percent axial distance.
With a further increase in the Mach number, the shock becomes
more oblique and the impingement point migrates towards the
trailing edge.

Figure 8 shows the effects of incidence on the loading at exit
Mach numbers close to the design value of 1.05. The variation in
the Mach numbers reflects the difficulties in setting precise wind
tunnel operating points. Aft of the throat~which is at about 60
percent Cx! the variation in the loading distributions appears to be
mainly the result of the variations in the exit Mach number rather

than the incidence. At the high positive values of incidence there
may be some influence of the AVDR although this does not ap-
pear to be very strong. On the other hand, major changes in the
loading distribution occur with incidence in the vicinity of the
leading edge. With increasingly positive incidence, a strong suc-
tion peak develops on the suction side close to the leading edge.
At 114.5 deg the local Mach number reaches a peak value of
about 1.30 at only 10 percent of the axial chord. The flow is
subsequently decelerated to close to sonic conditions without the
apparent presence of a shock and without any signs of boundary
layer separation. At210 deg incidence, a region of diffusion de-
velops on the pressure surface after the initial acceleration aft of
the stagnation point. A disturbance in the pressure distribution
near 30 percent Cx may be a sign of the presence of a separation
bubble here.

Based on both experimental and computational investigations at
low-speed conditions, Benner et al.@4# concluded that turbine
blades would be more sensitive to off-design incidence if there
were large discontinuities in surface curvature at the leading-edge
blend points. A similar effect was identified by Walraevens and
Cumpsty @23# for compressor blades. The present blade has a
leading-edge circle and consequently such curvature discontinui-
ties must be present. Unfortunately, the distribution of blade-
surface static taps on the present cascade was too sparse to resolve
the pressure disturbances which would have originated from such
curvature discontinuities. Therefore, it is not possible from the
present measurements to confirm a similar sensitivity to incidence
due to surface-curvature discontinuities for transonic conditions.

The influence of the base pressure on the profile losses in tran-
sonic turbines is well recognized~e.g.,@24#!. Using a simple con-
trol volume analysis, Denton@25# showed that the main base-
pressure contribution to the total-pressure loss coefficient is given
approximately by

DYt,te52CbS t

oD , (1)

where Cb is the trailing-edge base pressure coefficient, t is the
trailing edge thickness, and o is the throat opening. However, the
behavior of the base pressure coefficient is not well documented at
off-design incidence. Therefore, one of the present blades was
instrumented with a base pressure tap, and base pressure measure-
ments were made for all of the operating points examined.

Fig. 8 Effects of incidence on blade loading near the design
Mach number

Fig. 9 Comparison between measured base pressures and the
correlation of Sieverding et al.
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Perhaps the most widely used correlation for the base pressure
behavior on turbine blades is that due to Sieverding et al.@26#.
Sieverding et al. correlated the base pressure with the trailing
edge wedge angle, the unguided turning, and the downstream
static pressure. They also provided an explanation for the trend in
the base pressures in terms of the appearance of shock waves in
the trailing-edge region of the blades. Figure 9 compares the mea-
sured base pressures for the present cascade with the Sieverding
et al. correlation. The measurements show good agreement with
the correlation for pressure ratios PS2P01 larger than about 0.55
~which corresponds to outlet isentropic Mach numbers of less than
about 0.95!. At lower values of the pressure ratio shock waves are
present near the trailing edge. As seen from the figure, the corre-
lation predicts somewhat higher base pressures than were ob-
served for these conditions. These discrepancies do not appear to
be strongly related to the incidence. Nor do they appear to be
primarily due to the effects of the AVDR, since comparable dis-
crepancies were obtained at significantly different values of the
AVDR. Similar discrepancies have been observed at design inci-
dence by other investigators~e.g., Xu and Denton,@27# and Den-
ton and Xu,@28#, Denton@25#! who attributed these differences to
the effects of trailing-edge blockage, which is not included as a
correlating parameter in Sieverding et al.’s correlation. It is not
possible to confirm Denton’s explanation from the present mea-
surements. However, they do seem to support the suggestion that
one or more important geometric parameters is missing from the
correlation of Sieverding et al. It should also be noted that at high
Mach numbers the base pressure varies considerably with location
on the trailing edge, and the present single tap gives a somewhat
limited picture of the base pressure behavior.

Figure 10 presents the base pressure results in terms of the
variation of base pressure coefficient with exit Mach number and
incidence. The corresponding values of the AVDR are also indi-
cated on the figure. These results will be used along with Eq.~1!
in interpreting the profile loss data which will be presented next.
As also found in other investigations, Cb is generally negative and
has a strong minimum near M251.0. A few positive values of Cb
are seen at low Mach numbers. The highest value occurs for an
incidence value of114.5 deg. For this operating point, the Rey-
nolds number was about 450 000. The lowest value of Cb occurs
for an incidence of210 deg and M250.98; the point is indicated
by a small arrow. However, this point appears somewhat out of
keeping with the other results for the same incidence. The same
point, again indicated with an arrow, is also the most anomalous
point in Fig. 9. As a result, the curve for210 deg has not been
forced to pass close to this point. The minimum Cb is seen to vary

somewhat with incidence and the AVDR. In broad terms, the
weakest minima were obtained at high positive incidence and a
high AVDR. However, as with Fig. 9, the pattern is not com-
pletely consistent. Pending further investigations, the effect of
AVDR seems to be the most likely reason for the variation in the
minimum value of Cb.

Profile Losses. Figures 11~a! and 11~b! show the measured
results for the profile losses. Results are presented primarily for an
incidence range from210 deg to110 deg. As seen earlier, for
measurements at114.5 deg the AVDR reached about 1.25, and
the results probably cannot be considered even approximately
two-dimensional.

Figure 11~a! shows the variation of the total pressure loss co-
efficient Yt with an exit Mach number for three values of inci-
dence. The trend is similar for all three curves, and is generally
consistent with the variation with Mach number found by Mee
et al. @24# at design incidence. In all cases, the loss coefficient
reached a minimum at about M250.85, after which the losses rose
sharply through an exit Mach number of unity. From Fig. 10, it
appears that the minimum losses occur at the point were the base
pressure coefficient starts to decrease. For the present blade row
the value of~t/o! is 0.08 and thus, from Eq.~1! and Fig. 10, just
above M251.0 the base pressure effect contributes about 0.025 to

Fig. 10 Variation of the base pressure coefficient

Fig. 11 „a… Effects of Mach number and incidence on losses;
„b… effects of off-design incidence on losses at different Mach
numbers
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Yt. This accounts for roughly half of the rise in losses through the
sonic outlet condition. The remainder is presumably due to direct
total pressure losses occurring through the shock waves which
begin to appear at M2 of about 0.95. These effects are of course
not independent, since the pattern of expansion and shock waves
which form at the trailing edge play an important role in deter-
mining the base pressure. Above the sonic condition, the losses
briefly level off ~or perhaps even decrease in the case of the de-
sign incidence!. This leveling off has also been observed before. It
is evidently due to the rising base pressure and the increasing
obliqueness of the shock wave which impinges on the suction
surface. As the exit Mach number increases further, the shocks
become stronger and the loss coefficient begins to rise again.

At low exit Mach numbers, the loss coefficient would be ex-
pected to approach asymptotically a limiting, low-speed value.
This asymptotic behavior is not evident here, particularly for the
data for 110 deg of incidence. This may be partly due to the
effect of the AVDR. The calculations of Saroch@8# ~Fig. 6! sug-
gested that at low Mach numbers the observed losses would be
increased by values of the AVDR greater than 1.0, which applies
for the 110 deg measurements. However, the main explanation
probably lies in the effect of low Reynolds numbers. For the low
Mach number data points shown in Fig. 11~a!, the Reynolds num-
ber was the order of 500 000. The influence of the Reynolds num-
ber on the losses is confirmed later in this section.

Figure 11~b! shows the variation of Yt with incidence for fixed
values of M2. These curves are a essentially a cross plotting of the
data from Fig. 11~a!, using interpolated values of Yt at the desired
values of M2. Data for 114.5 deg of incidence have also been
included to demonstrate the likely influence of the AVDR.

For subsonic exit Mach numbers, the present blade has fairly
constant losses for about610 deg about the design incidence. The
small rise in losses as110 deg is approached is most likely due to
increased loss production in the suction-side boundary layer on
the forward part of the blade. As discussed by Denton@25#, the
loss production in a boundary layer varies as the cube of the edge
velocity. A velocity overshoot near the leading edge similar to
that shown in Fig. 8 also occurs for lower Mach numbers, and this
probably explains the increase in losses. At its design-point Mach
number of 1.05, the blade is more sensitive to incidence, as would
be expected. On the other hand, the drop in losses at114.5 deg is
unexpected. However, this drop is consistent with the influence of
the AVDR on losses predicted by Saroch’s calculations: at super-
sonic conditions, the high AVDR of 1.25 for the114.5 deg mea-
surements is predicted to reduce the losses noticeably compared
with two-dimensional conditions. It is for this reason that limited
loss results are presented for114.5 deg.

The higher than expected losses at very low Mach numbers
prompted a brief investigation of the influence of Reynolds num-
ber. Measurements were made for a range of Reynolds numbers at
a fixed exit Mach number of about 0.56 and an incidence of14.5
deg. The Reynolds number was varied by partially blocking the
wind tunnel exhaust, and thus forcing up the cascade outlet pres-
sure. The results for the losses are shown in Fig. 12. The loss
coefficient measured at a Reynolds number of 800 000 was used
as the reference value. As seen from the figure, the loss coefficient
remained almost constant with decreasing Reynolds number down
to about Re5600 000, and then began to rise strongly. For design
incidence and a different turbine cascade Ladwig and Fottner@29#
found a similar strong rise in losses below a Reynolds number of
about 500 000. Assuming the results in Fig. 12 are representative
of the behavior of the present cascade at other values of incidence,
Reynolds number effects seem to account for the unexpectedly
high values of loss coefficient seen in Fig. 11~a! for low values of
exit Mach number.

Outlet Flow Angle. Finally, Fig. 13 shows the effects of both
incidence and the Mach number on the exit flow angle. As is
generally found, the maximum exit flow angle occurs at an exit
Mach near 1.0. As the downstream flow becomes supersonic, the
flow vector must swing back towards the axial to provide the
increase in flow area, and this is shown by the measurements.
Throughout the Mach number range,114.5 deg of incidence pro-
duced the lowest outlet flow angles by about 0.5 deg. This is
probably an indication of the effects of a high AVDR on the outlet
flow angle.

Conclusions
Detailed measurements have been presented for the midspan

aerodynamic performance of a transonic turbine cascade at off-
design conditions. The blade tested is of recent design and incor-
porates modern design philosophies for high pressure turbine
blades.

The data cover a broad range of both incidence and exit Mach
numbers. They provide a substantial addition to the data available
in the open literature on the behavior of transonic turbine blades at
off-design incidence. As such they could be used in the develop-
ment of improved correlations for profile losses, base pressure
behavior, and outlet flow angle. A limited investigation of the

Fig. 12 Reynold’s numbers effects on losses at M 2Ä0.56,
i effective Ä4.5 deg

Fig. 13 Effects of incidence and the Mach number on the exit
flow angle
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effects of the Reynolds number indicated that the present blade
experiences increased losses at subsonic exit Mach numbers for
Reynolds numbers below about 600 000.

Sieverding recommended a minimum aspect ratio H/C of about
1.6 for two-dimensional, transonic testing of linear turbine cas-
cades. This recommendation appears to be satisfactory for testing
near the design incidence. However, for large values of off-design
incidence the axial velocity density ratio in the present cascade
deviated significantly from 1.0. For114.5 deg in particular the
AVDR reached about 1.25 and this apparently reduced the losses
substantially below what they would have been for more nearly
two-dimensional conditions. Based on the present results, an as-
pect ratio considerably larger than 1.6 is recommended for testing
at off-design incidence.
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Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio

S5

E
0

1

~r2C~ax!2
!MSd~y/s!

E
0

1

~r1C~ax!1
!MSd~y/s!D

AVR 5 axial velocity ratio

S5

E
0

1

~C~ax!2
!MSd~y/s!

E
0

1

~C~ax!1
!MSd~y/s!D

C 5 blade chord length or flow velocity
Cb 5 base pressure coefficient

S5 ~Pb2Ps2

q2
D

CP0 5 total pressure coefficient,

S5 ~P022P01

q2
D

Cx 5 axial chord length
H 5 blade span
M 5 Mach number
P0 5 total pressure
Pb 5 base pressure
Ps2 5 downstream static pressure
Re 5 Reynolds number

S5 ~rCC2!

m D
To1 5 inlet test section total temperature

DTo1 5 drop in inlet test section total temperature
We 5 wedge angle
Yt 5 total pressure loss coefficient (5(P012P02)/q2)

ieffective 5 effective incidence, in degrees, (5a12(a1)des5 i
2 i des)

o 5 throat opening
q 5 dynamic pressure (51/2rC2)
x 5 axial distance
y 5 pitchwise location
s 5 pitch distance
t 5 trailing edge thickness

a 5 flow angle measured from the axial direction, in
degrees

b 5 blade metal angle measured from the axial direction,
in degrees

d 5 deviation angle, in degrees (5b22a2)
z 5 stagger angle measured from the axial direction, in

degrees
m 5 air dynamic viscosity
r 5 air density

uu 5 uncovered turning, in degrees

Subscripts

1 5 cascade inlet
2 5 cascade outlet

ax 5 axial
des 5 design

is 5 isentropic
MS 5 mid-span

te 5 trailing edge
le 5 leading edge
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Experimental Study of 3D
Unsteady Flow Around Oscillating
Blade With Part-Span Separation
This paper documents an investigation conducted on the aerodynamic response of a
turbine blade oscillating in a three-dimensional bending mode under massive tip separa-
tion. Flow separation near the tip of the blade was realized by use of a step placed
upstream of the blade’s leading edge. Extensive blade surface steady and unsteady pres-
sure measurements were obtained from a test facility with clearly defined boundary con-
ditions for a range of reduced frequency. The experiment is designed to produce detailed
and reliable 3D test cases for aeroelastic applications. A complete set of steady and
unsteady blade surface pressure measurements is provided for five spanwise sections at
10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent of span. In addition, the issue of linearity is addressed.
Experimental results demonstrate a predominant linear behavior of the unsteady pressure
response. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1370164#

Introduction
The development of modern steam turbine generators is

strongly influenced by the capabilities in predicting blading
aerodynamic/aeroelasticity performances at design, as well as off-
design, conditions. The development of improved design guide-
lines for low-pressure turbine flutter is an active research area as
there have been several recent occurrences of instability in this
kind of blades~Schmidt and Riess, 1999@1#!. Of particular inter-
est is the understanding and prediction of the blade aeroelasticity
at low load operation, such as start up. Under such conditions the
flow near the tip of the rotor is massively separated due to the
formation of the typical back-flow with strong vortices coming
from the hub of the previous stator~Fig. 1!. The adverse pressure
gradient breaks down and there is a region of de-energized flow.
For the last stage of a steam turbine with high aspect ratio and
unshrouded tip section, blade aeroelasticity then becomes a major
concern. Separation-related blade aeroelasticity instabilities, simi-
lar to the stall flutter in compressor blade rows, are likely to occur.
Furthermore, the large-scale separation patterns may themselves
become aerodynamically unstable, resulting in rotating stall. In
the latter case, the forced vibration associated with the rotating
pattern could become a serious problem. In addition, strong flow-
structure coupling may lead to a lock-in of a rotating stall pattern
to a blade vibration mode.

Although some test measurements have been obtained from real
instrumented turbomachines, e.g., Barton and Halliwell~1987!
@2#, most of the experimental test cases for the prediction of un-
steady flow around oscillating blades are carried out using linear
or annular cascade with driven blades. For instance Carta and St.
Hilaire ~1978@3#, 1980@4#!, Bölcs and Fransson~1986! @5#, or He
~1998! @6#. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the experiment, or
through the measurements taken, only 2D experimental data has
been published to date. Bell and He~1997! @7# published 3D test
data for unsteady flow around oscillating blades. His results show
a marked three-dimensional behavior of the unsteady flow. Using
the same test rig, detailed and reliable 3D test data for a turbine
blade oscillating in bending mode with massively separated flow
are presented. The measurements include steady results as well as
unsteady results with a range of reduced frequency. The linearity
of the test configuration is subsequently examined.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the three-dimensional
unsteady aerodynamic response of a turbine blade oscillating in a
bending mode with massive tip separation to enhance our under-
standing of the three-dimensional nature of such unsteady flows. It
is also intended to provide three-dimensional data, in order to
validate a 3D numerical method.

Low Speed Test Facility
In this section of the paper the low speed flutter test facility is

described. A more detailed description is provided by Bell and He
~1997! @8#.

Test Rig. Test data were provided by a test facility using a
large-scale single prismatic turbine blade~chord: 0.2 m!. The
working section was a self-contained unit located within the ex-
haust of a low speed wind tunnel. The sidewalls of the working
section were profiled in an attempt to simulate the adjacent blades
in cascade, while providing a clear definition of boundary condi-
tions. These profiled regions of the sidewalls met plane sections,
which were extended two and a half chords up, and one chord
downstream of the blade. A three-dimensional mode of blade vi-
bration was obtained by hinging the blade at root and harmoni-
cally driving the tip section at a sinusoidal rate with a single bar
crank type mechanism connected with a rod protruding from the
blade tip~Fig. 2!. Table 1 describes the basic operating conditions
of the experimental work performed in the low speed flutter test
facility.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8-11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-562. Review Chair: D. Ballal.

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of separated flow inside the
last stage of a steam turbine at low flow conditions
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Instrumentation, Data Acquisition and Reduction. The
blade surface was instrumented with 110 static tappings, evenly
distributed over five spanwise sections~10 percent~near hub!, 30,
50, 70, and 90 percent~near the tip! span!. At each spanwise
section ten tappings were positioned on both the pressure and
suction surface, with an extra tapping at the leading and the trail-
ing edge. These tappings were used for both steady and unsteady
pressure measurements. Five externally mounted pressure trans-
ducers~type: Sensym 142C01D, 0–1 psi range! were employed
for unsteady pressure measurements. The unsteady pressure sig-
nals from the five pressure transducers were discretized and
logged on a personal computer using an Amplicon PC-74 data
logging card. The acquisition of measurements was triggered at a
fixed phase in the blade motion by use of an optical Schmitt
trigger. In an effort to improve the signal to noise ratio and to
remove the contribution from turbulent fluctuations, the unsteady
pressure signals from each tapping were ensemble averaged over
40 periods. The ensemble-averaged signals were reduced into
their harmonic components using a Fourier transform. The final
harmonic components were then corrected for phase shift and at-
tenuation along the tube lengths, which separated the blade sur-
face tapping points and the transducer.

Separated Flow. Separated flow upstream of the leading
edge near the tip of the blade was produced by the use of a step
placed upstream of the blade’s leading edge~Fig. 3!. When pass-
ing the sudden enlargement, the flow separated with consequent
pressure loss. The distance of the step from the blade had to be far
enough to allow bending mode flutter. Different steps have been
modeled and tested for different distances from the leading edge
of the blade. The experimental results for this paper were obtained

with a step height of 50 percent span height, two axial chords long
and placed 15 mm upstream of the leading edge. The noticeable
height of the step is a consequence of the test facility’s low speed,
which allows the flow to recover very shortly after the step. Flow
visualization using cotton wire was carried out all around the
blade, and showed the flow was reattached at around 30 percent
chord both surfaces.

Experimental Results

Steady Flow Results. Steady flow results are presented for
the test facility operating at a Reynolds number of 4.53105, with
a typical exit reference velocity of 33.4 ms21. Blade pressure
measurements were recorded with a tilted manometer bank. Fig-
ures 4~a! and 4~b! show the comparison at steady state of the
static pressure coefficient with, and without step, for 10, 50, 70,
and 90 percent span. Major differences can be observed. From 10
percent span to 90 percent span the pressure surface and the suc-
tion surface present different static pressure coefficients. From 10
percent span to 50 percent span, the static pressure coefficients are
lower on both the pressure and the suction surfaces. As the flow
passes by the step, it accelerates, increasing the velocity but re-
ducing the pressure. Up to 50 percent chord, at 70 and 90 percent
span, the flow is fully separated and the blade is now very nega-
tively loaded.

Unsteady Pressure Measurements.The results presented
here are in the form of the first harmonic pressure. Figures 5 and
6 present the phase angle and the amplitude of the first harmonic
pressure response with no step, for a reduced frequency of 0.25.
Figures 7 and 8 show the phase angle and the amplitude of the
first harmonic pressure response with step for a reduced frequency
of 0.25. Figure 9 presents the aerodynamic damping with step and
without step at the same reduced frequency. In order to preserve
clarity they are provided for just four spanwise sections: 10 per-
cent span~near hub!, midspan, 70 percent~separated flow!, and 90
percent~near tip, separated flow!. When comparing Figs. 5 and 7,
it is observed that the separated flow clearly modifies the phase
angle of the first harmonic pressure. On the suction surface, the
measured phase angle of the first harmonic pressure still indicates
a stable aeroelastic condition, with a phase lead with respect to the
blade motion. Nevertheless, the phase angle closer to 0 degrees at
70 percent span indicates a decrease in blade aeroelastic stability
~Fig. 7~i!!. This decrease in aeroelastic stability at 70 percent span
can be observed in Fig. 9. At 70 percent span the phase angle
increases with the chord, which means that the unsteady pressure
response over the suction surface is now led by the training edge,
with a pressure wave propagating upstream. Apart from 70 per-
cent span, there is a consistent shape in the phase angle of the first
harmonic pressure. The measured phase angle of the first har-
monic pressure on the pressure surface is seemingly unaffected by
the separated flow, except at 70 percent span~Fig. 7~ii !!. At 70
percent span the phase angle decreases after 50 percent chord.

Fig. 2 The test facility working section with step upstream of
the blade

Fig. 3 Working section in side view with the step used to cre-
ate flow separation

Table 1 Operational conditions

Experiment Conditions

Nominal deflection 40.3 deg
Typical reference velocity,Vre f 33.4 m/s
Bending mode direction 35.5 deg(to axial)
Bending amplitude at tip,BC 0.055 chord~case 1!

0.0275 chord~case 2!
Bending amplitude at hub 0.006 chord~case 1!

0.005 chord~case 2!
Reynolds number, Re 4.53105

Reduced frequency,k 0.15, 0.25, 0.50
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This variation indicates that the unsteady pressure response near
the trailing edge now lags that directly upstream of the pressure
surface. The amplitude of the first harmonic response over the
suction surface is unchanged except for 70 and 90 percent span.
The high amplitude at 70 percent is due to an increase of the flow
angle inside the working section. The low inertia of the flow in-
duced by the flow separation increases the effect of the pressure
gradient from pressure to suction surface and changes the flow

angle. The amplitude of the first harmonic response for the pres-
sure surface follows a uniform trend similar to that without flow
separation.

Linearity. Linearity will now be examined through compari-
son of the amplitude and the phase angle of the first harmonic
pressure coefficients for two different bending amplitudes. This is
of general interest in terms of the behavior of the unsteady flow. It

Fig. 4 „a… Steady flow blade pressure measurements with and without step at 10 and 50 percent span. „b… Steady flow blade
pressure measurements with and without step at 70 and 90 percent span.

Fig. 5 Phase angle of first harmonic pressure with NO STEP „Bc: 0.055 C at k: 0.25 …
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is also important in order to estimate the suitability of the time-
linearized assumption for the general computation and modeling
of oscillating blade flows. Figure 10 shows the spanwise distribu-
tion in the aerodynamic damping for two different bending ampli-
tudes. Figures 11 and 12 present, respectively, the amplitudes and
the phase angles of the first harmonic pressure coefficients for
both blade surface and two different bending amplitudes. Figure
13 shows the relative amplitudes of the second harmonic pressure
response. The test facility demonstrated predominantly linear be-

havior of the unsteady aerodynamics when the flow was not sepa-
rated, Bell and He~1998! @9#. It is therefore to be expected that
linearity will be sustained for both amplitude and phase angle at
10 and 50 percent span~Figs. 11 and 12!. More surprising is a
linear behavior in a region of high unsteady pressure activity until
70 percent chord at 70 percent span~Fig. 11~ii !!. Downstream of
70 percent chord, nonlinear behavior is indicated by the presence
of a predominant second harmonic pressure response~Fig. 13!.
The measured phase angle at 90 percent span proved to also be

Fig. 6 Amplitude of first harmonic pressure with NO STEP „Bc: 0.055 C at k: 0.25 …

Fig. 7 Phase angle of first harmonic pressure WITH STEP „Bc: 0.055 C at k: 0.25 …

Fig. 8 Amplitude of first harmonic pressure WITH STEP „Bc: 0.055 C at k: 0.25 …
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quite linear, apart from the leading and the trailing edge of the
pressure surface. The relative amplitude at 90 percent span exhib-
its a nonlinear behavior over the blade. This nonlinear behavior
can also be observed in Fig. 10. Figure 13 shows a prevailing
nonlinear behavior at 10 percent span near the trailing edge and at
70 percent span hear the leading edge suction surface. This non-
linear behavior coincides with a region of low unsteady pressure
activity and therefore cannot be regarded as an indicator of non-
linearity.

Concluding Remarks
The results and interpretation of an aerodynamic response from

a turbine blade oscillating in a three-dimensional bending mode
under massive tip separation were presented. Steady and unsteady
pressure measurements were also provided. Finally, linearity was
checked. The conclusions for this study are as follows:

• Steady results: Blade static pressure coefficients show that
the step separated the flow near the blade’s tip. Due to the in-

Fig. 9 Aerodynamic damping with step „Bc: 0.055 C at k: 0.25 … Fig. 10 Spanwise distribution in the 2D damping coefficient
for two different bending amplitudes „k: 0.5 …

Fig. 11 Amplitude of the first harmonic pressure response
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creased velocity and the lower pressure of the flow when passing
by the step, 10, 30, and 50 percent span revealed a decrease in
static pressure coefficient on both surfaces.

• Unsteady results: In the separated flow region the unsteady
pressure had a destabilizing effect on the blade aeroelasticity.

• Linearity: Experimental testing for linearity demonstrated
predominantly linear behavior of the unsteady aerodynamics.
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Nomenclature

Apn 5 amplitude of thenth harmonic pressure response~Pa!
BC 5 bending amplitude at tip, nondimensionalized with

chord
BL 5 local bending amplitude, nondimensionalized with

chord
C 5 blade chord~m!

Cp 5 steady pressure coefficient,Cp5(P2P2)/(P012P2)
uCpnu 5 amplitude of thenth harmonic pressure coefficient,

uCpnu5uP̃nu/(P012P2)BC
dA 5 projected blade surface area~unit span!, normal to the

direction of bending~m2!
h 5 blade span~m!
k 5 reduced frequency, based on chord and reference ve-

locity
S 5 pitch ~m!

Vre f 5 reference velocity~ms21!, Vre f5A2(P012P2)/r
x 5 chordwise position~m!
z 5 radial position~m!

fn 5 phase angle of thenth harmonic pressure response,
deg

j 5 coefficient of aerodynamic damping,j5(1/h)
3*h*C@(2pBLuCp1uSinf1 )/CBC#•dA•dz

Fig. 12 Phase of the first harmonic pressure response

Fig. 13 Relative amplitude of the second harmonic pressure
response
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Subscripts

1 5 inlet parameter, 1st harmonic
2 5 outlet parameter, 2nd harmonic
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Some Aspects of Wake-Wake
Interactions Regarding Turbine
Stator Clocking
This investigation is aimed at an experimental determination of the unsteady flowfield
downstream of a transonic high pressure turbine stage. The single stage measurements,
which were part of a joined European project, were conducted in the windtunnel for
rotating cascades of the DLR Go¨ttingen. Laser-2-focus (L2F) measurements were carried
out in order to determine the Mach number, flow angle, and turbulence distributions.
Furthermore, a fast response pitot probe was utilized to determine the total pressure
distribution. The measurement position for both systems was 0.5 axial rotor chord down-
stream of the rotor trailing edge at midspan. While the measurement position remained
fixed, the nozzle guide vane (NGV) was ‘‘clocked’’ to 12 positions covering one NGV
pitch. The periodic fluctuations of the total pressure downstream of the turbine stage
indicate that the NGV wake damps the total pressure fluctuations caused by the rotor
wakes. Furthermore, the random fluctuations are significantly lower in the NGV wake
affected region. Similar conclusions were drawn from the L2F turbulence data. Since the
location of the interaction between NGV wake and rotor wake is determined by the NGV
position, the described effects are potential causes for the benefits of ‘‘stator clocking’’
which have been observed by many researchers.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370158#

1 Introduction
The continuing challenge to improve the durability and perfor-

mance of turbomachinery has motivated designers to put more
and more effort into the investigation of unsteady effects caused
by the relative motion of neighboring blade rows. According to
Arndt @1#, the interaction of an upstream stator wake~which con-
vects through the rotor! and the rotor wake~stator-rotor wake
interaction! may have a significant impact on both the aerody-
namic and the structural performance of downstream blade rows.
Indexing ~clocking! of a turbine nozzle guide vane~NGV!
changes the circumferential location of the NGV wake-rotor wake
interaction in the inlet plane of a downstream stator.

Investigations of clocking effects both in compressors and tur-
bines have revealed a certain potential for an increase in effi-
ciency. While Barankiewicz and Hathaway@2# found only a 0.2
percent increase in overall efficiency in an experimental investi-
gation of a four-stage compressor, Saren et al.@3# measured a
remarkable increase of up to 1.4 percent in a 1.5 stage compres-
sor. Measurements in a 1.5 stage compressor by Dorney et al.@4#
indicated a possible efficiency increase of 1.0 percent point. Nu-
merical investigations of Gundy-Burlet and Dorney@5# in a 2.5
stage compressor and Dorney et al.@6# in a 1.5-stage compressor
showed stage efficiency increases in the order of 0.6–0.7 percent.

In 1994 Sharma et al.@7# reported an experimentally deter-
mined60.5 percent variation in the overall efficiency of the two-
stage turbine of a space shuttle high-pressure fuel turbopump.
Further measurements in the same rig by Huber et al.@8# indi-
cated efficiency variations due to clocking of60.4 percent, while
a numerical simulation by Griffin et al.@9# revealed only a varia-
tion of 60.15 percent.

In experiments conducted by Halstead et al.@10# in a two-stage
low-pressure turbine~LPT!, clocking resulted in a 25 percent
variation in the profile losses of the second stator. A numerical
simulation of the flow in a 1.5-stage LPT by Eulitz et al.@11#
showed an efficiency variation of 0.4 percent. The largest benefit

due to clocking is reported by Dorney and Sharma@12#. In the
numerical investigation of a 1.5-stage turbine, they observed over-
all efficiency variations of approximately 2 percent.

While Blair et al.@13# observed in a 1.5-stage turbine that the
effect of NGV clocking on the second stator heat transfer was
negligible, Johnston and Fleeter@14# found, in a two-stage tur-
bine, significant clocking effects on the unsteady heat transfer
coefficient of that blade row. Hsu and Wo@15# reported on the
beneficial use of clocking for the reduction of unsteady blade
loading in a compressor.

Most of the above studies indicated maximum efficiency when
the first-stage stator wake impinges on the downstream stator
leading edge and minimum efficiency when it passes in between
two vanes. Dorney et al.@6,4# and Gundy-Burlet and Dorney@5#
observed that in compressors maximum efficiency occurs when
the wakes impinge slightly offset toward the pressure side rather
than directly on the leading edge. Note that most of these inves-
tigations were conducted for identical blade counts of the blade
rows, i.e., clocking affected all downstream vanes in the same
way. In real engines the benefits of clocking may be substantially
smaller, due to different blade counts. Although there seems to be
a broad agreement about the potential of clocking for turboma-
chinery performance and about the optimum relative blade row
position, very little and sometimes contrasting information has
been published about the assumed reasons. Among the suspected
causes is the changed flow unsteadiness in the second stator inlet
plane~see, e.g., Dorney and Sharma@12#! which could be respon-
sible for changes in its unsteady transition pattern~Walker et al.
@16#!. Another possible reason are variations in the downstream
stator surface velocities~Griffin et al. @9#!.

The current study is aimed at an identification of the variations
in the unsteady flow pattern downstream of a transonic high pres-
sure turbine stage at 12 NGV clocking positions. Since the uti-
lized model is only a single stage, no information on the actual
performance variation of a downstream stator can be given. Fur-
thermore, possible upstream potential flow effects of the second
stator are neglected. This paper presents results of laser-2-focus
~L2F! and fast response pitot probe measurements that were car-
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International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-487. Review Chair: D. Ballal.
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ried out in order to determine the mid-span distributions of Mach
number, flow angle, turbulence, and total pressure 0.5 axial rotor
chord downstream of the rotor trailing edge.

2 Experimental Apparatus

2.1 The ‘‘Windtunnel for Rotating Cascades’’„RGG….
The RGG is a closed circuit, continuously running windtunnel,
Fig. 1. A four stage radial compressor~maximum pressure ratio 6!
driven by a speed-controlled 1-MW dc motor provides a volume
flow rate of up to 15.5 m3/s. All components of the facility are
accurately controlled by means of a ‘‘Simatic S5’’ industrial con-
trol system.

Possible rotor speeds are up to 10,000 rpm in both directions.
The rotor is coupled to a speed-controlled 500-kW dc motor/
generator, which can drive or brake the rotor in either direction.
The conditions in the test section are adiabatic. An auxiliary com-
pressor provides air for the simulation of NGV coolant ejection. A
second auxiliary compressor can be utilized to provide simulated
coolant air for the rotor.

For a choked NGV@typical for high-pressure turbines~HPTs!#,
the stage inlet Mach number is determined by the vane geometry.
The static pressure downstream of the NGV throat~and thus the
stage pressure ratio and the NGV exit Mach number! is coupled to
the rotational speed of the main compressor. Since the Reynolds
number depends mainly on the adjustable settling chamber pres-
sure and temperature levels, Mach and Reynolds number can be
varied independently within certain limits.

A NGV inlet turbulence level of approximately 1.5 percent is
very small for a HPT flowfield. However, Blair et al.@13# ob-
served that, even though the effect of changes in inlet turbulence
is dramatic on the NGV heat transfer, it is almost negligible on the
rotor heat transfer. This observation was attributed to the fact that
the rotor flowfield disturbances are due to the unsteadiness~wakes
and shocks! generated by the NGV, rather than to the inlet turbu-
lence. Therefore, this shortcoming of the facility does not neces-
sarily decrease the applicability of the results obtained down-
stream of the stage. Since the probe carriage systems and the
laser-2-focus velocimeter are mounted in fixed circumferential po-
sitions, the NGV can be rotated by approximately 18 deg in order
to enable circumferential traverses.

2.2 Turbine Stage. The investigated turbine stage was de-
signed by Alfa Romeo Avio in the course of a European turbine
project. It comprises a state-of-the-art, full size, transonic, aero-
engine HPT. The geometry at midspan where this investigation
was conducted is given in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the stage and
the measurement position~50 percent of axial rotor chord down-
stream of the rotor trailing edge!. The line labeled ‘‘Trigger’’
corresponds to the relative position of the rotor and the measure-

ment location at which the data acquisition was started~i.e., a
rotor pitch of 0!. Furthermore, the NGV is shown in the position
‘‘NGV pitch is 0.’’

2.3 Measurement Technique, Data Acquisltion and Data
Evaluation

2.3.1 Laser-2-Focus (L2F) System.The measurement prin-
ciple of L2F, depicted in Fig. 3, is rather simple. The L2F mea-
suring device generates two highly focused light beams in the
probe volume which act as a ‘‘light gate’’ for tiny particles in the
flow. The scattered light from the particles provides two succes-
sive pulses, from the time interval between the pulses the velocity
perpendicular to the laser beams can be derived. The system has
been described in more detail by Kost and Kapteijn@17#.

The fact that the measurement volume consists of two very
small focuses~diameter roughly 10mm! determines the general
features of the L2F system:~1! The light intensity in a focus is
rather high, accordingly small submicron particles which reliably
follow the flow are detectable.~2! The small L2F measurement
volumes enable measurements close to walls—both features are
particularly useful in high speed turbomachine flows.~3! The
main disadvantage of the small focuses is that the stop focus has
to be rotated around the start focus into the~a priori unknown!
direction of the mean flow, to enable the particles to pass both
focuses.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the ‘‘windtunnel for rotating cascades’’ „RGG…

Fig. 2 Stage configuration at midspan and measurement po-
sition. ‘‘Trigger’’ marks the rotor position at which the data ac-
quisition was started, i.e., ‘‘rotor pitch 0.’’

Fig. 3 The L2F measurement volume „sÄ207 mm…

Table 1 Geometrical parameters of the turbine blade rows

NGV Rotor

Axial chord cax 29.86 mm 27.45 mm
Tip radius 274.00 mm 274.00 mm
Hub radius~inlet! 238.84 mm 238.84 mm
Aspect ratio~inlet! 0.71 1.07
Stagger angle 51.90° 32.71°
Number of blades 43 64
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The optical parts are all assembled in a rigid casing called the
optical head. It contains the laser, the photomultipliers to detect
the scattered light, the optical parts to produce the two focuses and
to transmit them to the measurement location, and finally a Bragg
cell which serves as a light chopper during measurements inside
rotating blade channels.

An electronic encoder triggered by a one per blade impulse
from the rotor delivers the actual circumferential measurement
position relative to the rotor with a precision of 1/16 of the blade
gap. The data evaluation is based on standard statistical methods,
and provides the Mach number, the angle and the turbulence in-
tensity of the flow.

2.3.2 Total Pressure Probe.The total pressure probe uti-
lized in this investigation~see Fig. 4! is equipped with a fast
response piezoresistive pressure transducer. The cutoff frequency
of this Pitot probe is well above 50 kHz. A thin silastomer film
protects the fragile diaphragm of the transducer against dust par-
ticles. Unfortunately, the resistances of doped silicon are tempera-
ture dependent, which results in rather inaccurate mean values of
the total pressure readings. In order to have an accurate reference
mean value, a pneumatic pressure tube which was connected to a
standard pressure transducer~averaging time one second! was
added to the probe. Except for a resistor network in the unsteady
transducer’s supply line, no attempt was made to correct for its
temperature drift. As no rapid large-scale temperature variations
were expected in the measurement region, this was not considered
critical regarding the unsteady results. The probe was turned to
face the flow at the mean absolute flow angle.

The signal of the transducer was low-pass filtered at 45 kHz
before it was fed into the PC-based 12-bit analog-to-digital~A/D!
converters. The A/D conversion was paced by a shaft encoder
which triggered exactly one sample for each of the 1024 pulses it
delivered per revolution. This technique guarantees, that the
samples are taken at the same relative NGV-rotor-probe position
in every revolution, which is beneficial for the ensemble-
averaging technique described below. For the nominal rotor speed
of 7894 rpm the resulting sampling rate is 134.7 kHz. For details
on the data acquisition and evaluation system see Tiedemann@18#.

In order to separate the periodical and random signal compo-
nents, the ensemble-averaging~EA! technique was applied. The
data of the 448 sampled revolutions was averaged at 1024 fixed
NGV-rotor-probe phase angles. Thus the EA pressure signal is
obtained from

p̃0,i5
1

N (
j 51

N

p0,i j , i 50 . . . 1023, N5448 (1)

Ideally, the random components are averaged out in the resulting
periodic-unsteady signal. The EA random unsteadiness

RMSi5A 1

N21 (
j 51

N

~p0,i j 2 p̃0,i !
2 (2)

is a measure of nonperiodic effects. Since the characteristic tur-
bulence frequency in the investigated stage of approximately 300
kHz is much higher than the low-pass filter frequency of the sys-
tem ~45 kHz!, RMS does not include turbulence effects.

By means of time averaging, the 1024 values per NGV position
were further reduced a single value per position. The time-
averaged periodic fluctuations

RMSp5A1

T E0

T

~ p̃0~ t !2 p̃0!2dt (3)

are an integral measure for the overall periodic unsteadiness of the
signal during the period T~e.g., wake and shock induced unsteadi-
ness!.

3 Test Parameters
The operating parameters of the investigated HPT stage are

given in Table 2. The error margins in the determination of pneu-
matic pressures are of the order of 0.1 percent of the measured
value, temperatures are determined within60.3 K, and the error
in the mass flow is less than 1 percent of the measured value. A
6000 marks encoder is used to control N to within61 rpm. The
Mach number values in Table 2 have accuracies of approximately
60.004. The Reynolds number Re2 is based on NGV exit condi-
tions and NGV chord, while Rew3 is based on rotor exit conditions
in the relative frame of reference and rotor chord. The presented
parameters characterize the investigated stage as representative of
a small to midsize aircraft engine HPT.

The NGV vanes are equipped with coolant ejection slots at the
pressure side, close to the trailing edge~see Fig. 2!. Tests were
conducted with no coolant ejection and with the design ejection of
3 percent of the main mass flow. In addition, two interblade row
gaps~0.5 cax,NGV and 0.38cax,NGV! were investigated. Even though
the flowfield inside the rotor passage shows supersonic portions
and a passage shock, no effects of rotor trailing edge shocks were
detected at the measurement location.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Time-Averaged Results. The time-averaged Mach
numbers and total pressures measured downstream of the rotor,
are presented in Fig. 5 for the test case of NGV/rotor gap of
0.5cax,NGV, where cm53 percent for the investigated NGV pitch.
Around a NGV pitch of 0.8, both traces show distinct minima
caused by the low speed, low total pressure flow of the NGV

Fig. 4 Fast response total pressure probe with pneumatic
reference

Table 2 Basic operating parameters of the turbine stage

absolute NGV exit Mach number M2 0.937
relative rotor exit Mach number Mw3 0.938
absolute NGV exit Reynold’s number Re2 0.866•106

relative rotor exit Reynold’s number Rew3 0.396•106

relative rotor inlet angleb2 40.9 deg
relative rotor exit angleb3 256.1 deg
rotor speedN @1/min# 7894
reduced speed Nred @1/~min/K1/2!# 447.4
reduced mass flow Mred @kg/K1/2/~s kPa!# 0.665
stage pressure ratiop01 /p03 2.64
stage reaction factor r 0.454
stage loading coefficientC 1.519
stage flow factorF 0.431
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wake. NGV suction side effects are plotted to the left of this wake.
The circles on the x axis mark the origin of the time-resolved data
presented in the next section.

Figure 6 shows the turbulence intensity and the total pressure
random fluctuations for the same test case. The turbulence is
based on the constant circumferential velocity, and is thus a mea-
sure for velocity fluctuations which is independent of the local
mean velocity. Due to the lack of a similar value for the total
pressure, the RMS values are normalized by the local time-
averaged total pressure. Note that both values decrease when the
flow is affected by the NGV wake~around a NGV pitch of 0.8!.
Due to the high degree of unsteadiness in the wakes, it could be
expected that these measures of unsteadiness increase rather than
decrease. It is well known that stator clocking is most effective
when the~time-averaged! NGV wake impinges on the leading
edge of the downstream stator~maximum efficiency!. A couple of
researchers arrived at the conclusion that unsteadiness variations
due to clocking are the cause of changes in downstream blade row
efficiencies, their results are, however, contradictory. While Dor-
ney and Sharma@12# reported maximum efficiencies at maximum
unsteadiness, Griffin et al.@9#, e.g., observed maximum efficiency
at the lowest flow unsteadiness. Since the measurement location in
the current study represents a typical position of a second stage
stator inlet plane, maximum efficiency~NGV wake impinging on
the vane leading edge! in this case would be accompanied by
minimum flow unsteadiness. An additional effect that might have
a severe impact on the flowfield of a downstream stator is the
considerable flow angle variation of about 6 deg shown in Fig. 7.

Figures 8–10 show the same type of time-averaged results for
the smaller NGV/rotor gap (0.38cax,NGV). Since the axial distance
between the NGV and the measurement location is reduced in this

case, it is not surprising that the variations in the fluctuations are
increased with respect to the larger gap case. Saren et al.@3#
found an increase in maximum stage efficiency from 1.0 percent
to 1.4 percent when they reduced the inter blade row gap from
0.66 axial rotor chords to 0.23 axial chord lengths. This is a fur-
ther indication for a relation between the unsteadiness variation

Fig. 5 Time-averaged Mach number and total pressure data
for NGV Õrotor gap of 0.5 c ax,NGV, where c mÄ3 percent. The
circles mark NGV positions of time-resolved plots in Fig. 13.

Fig. 6 Time-averaged turbulence and total pressure fluctua-
tions for a NGV Õrotor gap of 0.5 c ax,NGV, where c mÄ3 percent.
The circles mark NGV positions of time-resolved plots in Fig.
14.

Fig. 7 Time-averaged absolute flow angle data for a NGV Õrotor
gap of 0.5c ax,NGV, where c mÄ3 percent. The circles mark NGV
positions of time-resolved plots in Fig. 15.

Fig. 8 Time-averaged Mach number and total pressure data
for a NGV Õrotor gap of 0.38 c ax,NGV, where c mÄ3 percent

Fig. 9 Time-averaged turbulence and total pressure fluctua-
tion data for a NGV Õrotor gap of 0.38 c ax,NGV, where
cmÄ3 percent

Fig. 10 Time-averaged absolute flow angle data for a NGV Õ
rotor gap of 0.38c ax,NGV, where c mÄ3 percent

Fig. 11 Comparison of time-averaged total pressure data for 0
percent and 3 percent NGV coolant ejection, the NGV Õrotor gap
is 0.5 c ax,NGV

Fig. 12 Comparison of time-averaged total pressure fluctua-
tion data for 0 percent and 3 percent NGV coolant ejection, the
NGVÕrotor gap is 0.5 c ax,NGV
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and clocking benefits. Since the qualitative features are quite simi-
lar in the two test cases and the time-resolved total pressure probe
data for the smaller gap suffered from noise problems, the discus-
sion in the next section will be based on the large gap data.

The time-averaged probe data for the two investigated NGV
coolant ejection rates are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. Even
though the coolant ‘‘fills up’’ the NGV wake, there is no indica-
tion of significant differences between these cases~the slight
phase shift is due to the coolant induced change in NGV exit flow
angle!, i.e., no differences in the effects on downstream rows are
to be expected. The time-averaged periodic fluctuations~periodic
with respect to rotor wake occurrences! given in Fig. 12 indicate
that the periodic features of the flow decrease as well under the
influence of the NGV wake, i.e., the~ensemble-averaged! ampli-
tude of the total pressure decreases. This in turn, means that the
rotor wake depth is reduced in the NGV wake affected region.
Note that both fluctuation values decrease by roughly 50 percent!

Summing up, the time-averaged data gathered downstream of
the rotor indicates a significant reduction of random as well as
periodic fluctuations in the region affected by the NGV wake.
While the variation of the NGV coolant ejection did not alter the
flow pattern in the measurement plane, the reduction of the NGV/
rotor gap from 0.5cax,NGV to 0.38cax,NGV led to an increase in the
observed fluctuation variations.

4.2 Time-Resolved Results. As the effect of NGV coolant
ejection was negligible, only the time-resolved~ensemble-
averaged! data of the 0.5cax,NGV NGV/rotor gap, 3 percent coolant
ejection test case is presented in this section. Data traces of five of
the investigated 12 NGV positions are shown in Figs. 13–15. The

L2F results~left ordinates! were determined for only one pitch,
and were copied twice to form one trace while the pitot probe data
~right ordinates! was determined for all 64 rotor pitches. Due to
the rotor motion, the pitch values along the abscissa are a time
scale. The respective NGV positions are given in the plot title, and
the relation to the pitch position in the time-averaged data plots is
indicated by circles in Figs. 5–7.

The rotor wakes are clearly visible in the Mach number and
total pressure traces in Fig. 13. In the top plot, where the mea-
surement position is not affected by the NGV wake, both data
traces show distinct portions of rotor wake flow~minima! and
rotor passage flow~maxima!. When the NGV is moved and its
wake starts to affect the investigated location~second plot, NGV,
pitch 0.503! the amplitude of the fluctuations is decreasing. For
the total pressure this reduction in periodic fluctuations was al-
ready observed in the discussion of the time-averaged periodic
fluctuations presented in Fig. 12. When the NGV is moved fur-
ther, the amplitude~indicating the rotor wake depth! keeps de-
creasing until the center of the NGV wake effect is reached at
NGV, pitch 0.759. From there on, the amplitudes of both traces
recover until their original level is re-established when the mea-
surement position is no longer affected by the NGV wake~the
bottom plot of Fig. 13!. Note that the total pressure base level
~value of the minima! remains more or less constant, i.e., only the
maxima are affected by the NGV wake. Apparently, the reduced
total pressure in the chopped portions of the NGV wake decreases
the total pressure of the rotor passage flow, and thus the difference
~i.e., the amplitude! between rotor core flow and rotor wake flow,
which results in the observed reduction in periodic fluctuations.

Fig. 13 Ensemble-averaged Mach number and total pressure
traces for five different NGV clocking positions; C mÄ3 percent,
and the axial gap is 0.5C ax,NGV

Fig. 14 Turbulence and total pressure fluctuation „normalized
by the time-averaged total pressure … traces for five different
NGV clocking positions; C mÄ3 percent, and the axial gap is
0.5Cax,NGV
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The turbulence and total pressure fluctuation data shown in Fig.
14 indicates not only a significant reduction in the mean level~as
seen in the time-averaged data in Fig. 6!, but also a change in the
time-resolved pattern when the measurement position is affected
by the NGV wake. The width of the maxima~representing the
rotor wake flow! reduces from the top plot~data not affected by
the NGV wake! to the center plot~core of the NGV wake! and
increases again when the NGV is moved further. Apparently, the

rotor wake fluctuations are narrower in the NGV wake affected
positions, while the data in Fig. 13 indicate that the rotor wake
itself broadens. In addition, the structure of the data traces
changes, particularly in the RMS values. Figure 16 shows a com-
parison of total pressure and RMS data for the NGV pitch position
1.104, where the mentioned structure is most pronounced and the
measurement position is not affected by the NGV wake. In be-
tween the rotor passage flow and the wake core region the RMS
trace shows two distinct maxima~labeled the ‘‘suction side’’ the
and ‘‘pressure side’’!. Since the RMS data do not resolve turbu-
lence, these maxima probably result~among other randomly un-
steady features, such as changes in the vortex street! from mixing
effects at the wake rims. In the turbulence data not only the fluc-
tuations at the wake rims but also the high turbulence intensity
inside the wake is resolved. Therefore, the double-peak pattern
observed in the RMS data may be hidden in the turbulence data.

The center plot of Fig. 14 shows that the observed pattern al-
most vanishes when the measurement position is affected by the
NGV wake. Since the discussion of the Mach number and total
pressure data led to the conclusion that the differences between
rotor core flow and rotor wake flow are reduced in this configu-
ration, it appears reasonable that the wake mixing effects are re-
duced as well. This hypothesis would explain the vanishing of the
two peaks in the RMS traces~which were mainly attributed to the
wake mixing effects! and the narrowing of the turbulence maxima
~which may be a combination of wake mixing unsteadiness at the
rims and turbulence in the core!.

Apart from wake mixing differences, the unsteady boundary
layer transition on the rotor surfaces may contribute to the ob-
served fluctuation variations. An earlier investigation in the same
rig ~Tiedemann and Kost@19#! showed that the rotor suction side
boundary layer experienced bypass transition when affected by
the NGV wake and a combination of bypass transition and shock-
induced separated flow transition in between two NGV wakes.
These differences in the boundary layer development certainly
introduced variations of the rotor wake structure.

As the base level of the plots remains relatively constant, the
NGV wake induced decrease in the time-averaged data~see Fig.
6! appears to be solely a result of the reduced maxima in this
configuration. The higher turbulence level inside the NGV wake
should significantly increase the turbulence in between rotor
wakes when it passes through the rotor passage and over the mea-
surement location. A possible reason for the fact that this increase
is almost negligible may be the considerable acceleration inside
the rotor passage.

The absolute flow angle data given in Fig. 15 indicate that a
downstream stator would experience a significant decrease in
mean incidence~also see Fig. 7! and a slight decrease in the
incidence variation~approximately 3 deg with respect to the un-
affected configuration! when the NGV wake core affects its lead-
ing edge the NGV~pitch is 0.759!. However, a much larger de-
crease ~approximately 10 deg! occurs when the NGV wake
approaches the pressure side of a virtual downstream stator~NGV
pitch50.674; a523.5 deg–219 deg, not presented!. The de-
crease in angle variation that results from the reduction in wake
mixing intensity may possibly be shifted pitchwise by a secondary
effect.

All in all, the presented data indicate a considerable decrease in
both the periodic and random fluctuations of velocity and total
pressure, when the NGV wake affects the measurement position.
Large potions of this decrease may be attributed to the NGV wake
induced reduction of the ‘‘step’’ in the flow parameter levels be-
tween the rotor passage flow and the rotor wake flow. This re-
duced step results in a decrease of the wake mixing intensity and
thus in random fluctuations. Furthermore, a considerable variation
of the second stator incidence angle occurs under the influence of
the NGV wake. This incidence variation is slightly out of phase
with the random fluctuation variation.

Walker et al.@16# measured downstream of a 1.5-stage low-

Fig. 15 Absolute flow angle traces for five different NGV
clocking positions; C mÄ3 percent, and the axial gap is
0.5Cax,NGV

Fig. 16 Comparison of total pressure and RMS values;
CmÄ3 percent, the axial gap is 0.5C ax,NGV and the NGV pitch is
1.104
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speed compressor significant variations in the stator wake momen-
tum thicknesses when the IGV was clocked. This phenomenon
was attributed to changes in the stator boundary layer transition
which are caused by changes in the stator inlet fluctuations. As in
the current study, the lowest fluctuation level occurred when the
IGV wake impinged directly on the stator leading edge, which
was assumed to be the configuration producing the lowest overall
losses. The stator boundary layers are likely to be more resistant
to separation at the lower inlet fluctuation condition. These obser-
vations may be the explanation for the benefits of clocking in
compressors. However, since the current measurements revealed
similar fluctuation variations, the same physical phenomena may
be responsible for efficiency increases in transonic turbines.

Griffin et al. @9# stated that considerable portions of the NGV
wake-induced efficiency increase may be attributed to the reduced
surface velocities on the downstream blade row. A second sus-
pected reason was the reduced turbulence due to a reduction in the
stator inlet fluctuation level. Both phenomena were also detected
in the current measurements~assuming that the reduced inlet
Mach number would result in reduced surface velocities!. How-
ever, the total pressure ratio in the two tests~approximately 1.46
for two stages in the first case,@8#; approximately 2.6 in the
present case! differed significantly, which reduces the comparabil-
ity of the two results. Dorney et al.@4# observed reduced skin
friction values in the maximum efficiency configuration, which
may also be an indication for boundary layer transition variations
due to clocking.

At off-design incidence, leading edge separations may occur
which would as well change the transition pattern of a blade row.
As the decreased incidence range results in a reduced leading edge
separation risk, the observed reduction in stator incidence varia-
tion under the influence of the NGV wake~maximum efficiency!
is an additional candidate phenomenon for the explanation of
NGV clocking benefits.

5 Conclusions
The variation in Mach number and total pressure downstream

of a transonic HPT stage were investigated for different NGV
clocking positions, and time-averaged as well as time-resolved
results were presented. As the utilized rig is only a single stage
model, no information on the actual performance variation of a
downstream stator could be given. While the variation of the sta-
tor coolant ejection had no influence on the conditions down-
stream of the stage, a reduction of the interblade row gap resulted
in an intensification of the observed patterns.

The data reveal a significant variation of both periodic and ran-
dom fluctuations of velocity and total pressure when the NGV was
clocked with respect to the fixed measurement location. While the
rotor wake decreases in depth and increases in width when it
interacts with chopped portions of the NGV wake, the maxima of
the random components~i.e., turbulence and the RMS of the total
pressure! decrease in height and width. The assumed reason for
these observations is the reduction in the velocity and total pres-
sure ‘‘step’’ between the rotor passage flow and the rotor wake
flow when portions of the NGV wake~consisting of low energy
fluid like the rotor wake! are present in the passage. This reduc-
tion results in a lowered wake mixing intensity, which in turn
results in lower random fluctuations.

The impingement of NGV wakes on the downstream stator
leading edge would cause decreased fluctuations, which might
result in changes in the stator’s boundary layer development and
thus losses. Furthermore, the observed considerable NGV wake-
induced reduction in stator incidence variation may also contrib-
ute to the benefits of clocking.
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Nomenclature

cax 5 @m# axial chord
cm 5 @percent# NGV coolant ejection rate
cp 5 @J/kg K# specific heat
ṁ 5 @kg/s# mass flow rate

ṁred 5 @kgAK/(s kPa)# reduced mass flow5ṁAT01/p01
M 5 Mach number
N 5 @RPM# number of evaluated rev., rotor speed

Nred 5 @1/(minAK) # reduced speed5N/AT01
p 5 @kPa# pressure

r 5 reaction factor5
(p2 /p01)

g21/g2(p3/p01)
g21/g

12(p3 /p01)
g21/g

Re 5 Reynolds number
s 5 @mm# distance between the two L2F focuses
T 5 @K#, @s# temperature, period

Tu 5 @percent# turbulence intensity
u 5 @m/s# circumferential velocity

a, b 5 @deg# absolute, relative flow angle~vs. axial direc-
tion!

F 5 flow factor, equal to the axial velocity/circumfer. ve-
locity

C 5 loading factor cp(T032T01)/u2
2

Subscripts

0 5 total condition
1, 2, 3 5 NGV inlet, NGV exit/rotor inlet, and rotor exit

i, j 5 index along circumference, and index along revolu-
tions

p 5 periodic

Superscripts

; 5 ensemble-averaged value
2 5 time-averaged value
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A Computational Study of a Novel
Turbine Rotor Partial Shroud
The over tip leakage (OTL) flow that exists between the stationary casing and the rotor tip
of a shroudless HP turbine remains a major source of loss of performance for modern
aero gas turbines. To date the principal approaches to reducing OTL loss have been to
minimize the clearance gap and/or apply a rotating shroud to the rotor. Tip clearance
control systems continue to improve, but a practical limit on tip gap remains. A rotating
shroud is highly effective but increases the rotor weight, forcing it to run more slowly and
thus increasing other aerodynamic losses. Additional means of reducing OTL loss are still
needed. Partial shrouds (winglets) have been tried but none have entered commercial
service to date. This paper presents a novel design of partial shroud derived from a
review of past research. The (arbitrary) objectives were to halve the OTL loss of a
shroudless rotor, at less than half the size of a full shroud. This design has been analyzed
using a steady flow RANS CFD code to qualitatively determine its benefits. Attention has
been paid to its validation and a realistic determination of its capabilities. The winglet is
predicted to significantly improve the efficiency of a highly loaded HP turbine, by 1.2
percent–1.8 percent at 2 percent tip gap/span. A detailed understanding of the flow field
shows this to be credible.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370166#

Introduction
Over tip leakage in axial flow turbomachinery has been the

subject of extensive research since the advent of the gas turbine.
An analysis of OTL loss is given in Denton@1#, while @2# provides
a thorough review of OTL flow in shroudless turbines.

The basic form of over tip leakage in a shroudless axial flow
turbine is illustrated in Fig. 1. The pressure difference between the
two surfaces of the aerofoil drives a leakage flow through the
rotor tip/casing clearance gap. Typically this flow is ejected as a
strong jet which mixes with the main stream on the suction side,
usually rolling up to form a vortex. This interacts in some way
with the ‘‘classical’’ outer passage secondary flow vortex, de-
scribed in Sieverding@3#. Detailed measurements of OTL flow
have been made by Bindon@4#, Moore and Tilton@5#, Heyes and
Hodson@6#, and Yaras et al.@7,8#. All of them studied rotor pro-
files, with a tip gap, in large scale, low speed, linear cascade.
Yaras et al. modeled the relative motion between the casing and
rotor with a moving end wall.

A summary of this research is given in the next sections.

Tip Gap Flow Field. Figure 2~taken from Denton@1#! illus-
trates the two typical regimes for flow through the tip gap, de-
pending on the thickness of the aerofoil locally. These are sections
through the blade, roughly normal to the camberline. The flow
entering the gap from the pressure side of the blade separates from
the blade tip and contracts to a jet, which is largely lossless up to
the minimum flow area. Figure 2 shows the flow for a sharp
corner between the pressure surface and rotor tip.

If the blade thickness is large enough~Fig. 2~a!! the jet mixes
out above the blade tip, increasing the loss and static pressure.
Denton@1# states this occurs for a gap height/local blade thickness
of 4, while Heyes and Hodson@6# give a ratio of 6. The static
pressure after this mixing is depressed by the blockage of the tip
leakage vortex; see@7–9#.

If the blade tip is thin enough, the jet will not reattach within
the gap~Fig. 2~b!!. This means that there is no pressure recovery
in the gap and so the discharge coefficient~Cd! will be lower
~Heyes et al.@10#!. ~This is for sharp corners; radiused ones will

generally have higher values ofCd!. For a typical, cooled, turbine
rotor this will only occur near the trailing edge. Denton@1# gives
a maximum gap/thickness ratio for this of 2.5; Heyes and Hodson
@6# give 1.5.

Effects of Secondary Flows and Relative Casing Motion
The interaction between the OTL and outer passage secondary
flows, and the effects of the relative motion between the rotor tip
and the casing, have been observed to vary considerably.

1 The two vortices reinforce each other. Yamamoto@11# found
that in the outer half of the passage the OTL and outer passage
vortices are in close proximity and counter-rotate. By the trailing
edge, the outer passage vortex has moved to below the OTL vor-
tex and near the aerofoil suction surface. Govardan et al.@12#
obtained a similar result, describing the interaction as intense.

2 With relative motion between the casing and the rotor the
outer passage vortex is enhanced. Morphis and Bindon@9# and
Yaras and Sjolander@7,8# found that this reduced the driving pres-
sure difference and ‘‘throttled’’ the OTL flow. They also con-
cluded that pressure forces dominated the flow, rather than vis-
cous ones.

3 Graham@13# obtained the opposite result—relative motion
between the casing and rotor reduced the flow in the gap directly.
This may have been related to the low values of Re in his
experiment.

4 Chan et al.@14#, using the same facilities as Yaras and
Sjolander, found that with a tip clearance of 5.5 percent of span
the OTL vortex occupied almost the whole of the passage width
by the trailing edge plane with only a small passage vortex.

5 Bindon and Morphis@15# found uniquely that even by the
trailing edge plane most of the OTL leakage flow remained in a
flat high energy wall jet rather than rolling into a vortex. The cross
passage secondary flow on the casing was weak and there seemed
to be no indication of a passage vortex. The presence of the OTL
jet, as opposed to the vortex, was confirmed in their testing of a
full one and a half stage low speed annular rig@16,17#.

6 Yamamoto et al.@18,19# found in a 11
2 stage turbine that the

rotor hub passage vortex confined the outer secondary flow and
OTL vortices to near the casing. These two vortices were never
present at the same time. The outer passage one was weak at a tip
clearance of 0.5 percent span and disappeared at a clearance of 1.9
percent span.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-668. Review Chair: D. Ballal.
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Loss Generation. The tip clearance in a typical aero engine
varies around its operating cycle and increases during the engine
life due to wear and tear; see Stakolich et al.@20#. The sensitivity
of the turbine efficiency to changes in tip clearance is very impor-
tant to the designer. It is usually expressed as an exchange rate:
change of efficiency with change in clearance-to-span ratio,
Dh/D(g/h). Hourmouziadis and Albrecht@21# investigated a
number of shroudless turbine rig and engine tests at MTU as well
as other published studies, and found the OTL exchange rate is in
the range 1.5 to 3.0, with a mean of about 2.0.

For shrouded turbines, Hartley@22# shows that for a geometry
with two fins and two fences~see Fig. 3! the exchange rate is
reduced by a factor of 4 relative to a shroudless turbine, and by a
factor of 2 with just two fins present.

An explanation of the generality of the 2.0Dh/D(g/h) ex-
change rate for shroudless rotors may be found by considering the
control volume analysis of Denton@1# for the mixing of the gap
flow with the passage flow. Denton presents an~incompressible
flow! equation for the row kinetic energy loss coefficientz due to
OTL:

z5
2Cd

cosb2
S g

hD S c

sD E0

1S Vs

V2
D 3S 12

Vp

Vs
D F12S Vp

Vs
D G1/2 dz

c
(1)

Making some further simplifying assumptions~constant lift
along the rotor chord, linear variation of tanb through the rotor
passage, and small blade thickness! Denton produced contours of
rotor z at 1 percentg/h with varying inlet and exit angles. Most of
the turbines considered by Hourmouziadis and Albrecht@21# have
tip exit angles of 60 deg or above. For these Denton calculated
values ofz of 4 percent or more for 1 percentg/h. The percent
change in stage efficiency is typically half that in the row loss
~depending on reaction!, giving a Dh/D(g/h) value of 2.0 or
above.

Other researchers have further simplified the calculation of
OTL loss by effectively assuming that the kinetic energy of the
OTL flow normal to the blade surface at exit is lost in the subse-
quent mixing with the main stream. It is supported by Dishart and
Moore@23#, Yaras and Sjolander@24#, and Peters and Moore@25#.

Conclusions from OTL Research.

~a! Apart from Morphis and Bindon, researchers agree that the
OTL and passage secondary flows~when present! roll up into
vortices soon after the blade trailing edge. There is then little
scope for recovering the energy subsequently and it will be dissi-
pated as loss.

~b! The effects of relative motion between the casing and the
rotor are significant and must be included in any analysis.

~c! The loss is largely due to the mixing of the OTL flow with
the suction side free stream; a smaller amount is from mixing in
the gap.

Over Tip Leakage Loss Reduction
The objective of the work presented here was to define an al-

ternative means of controlling the OTL loss of a shroudless HP
turbine rotor, other than applying a full shroud. Examination of
Eq. ~1! revealed a number of possible means of reducing the OTL
loss at a given relative gap heightg/h.

1 Reduce the discharge coefficientCd.
2 Increase the pressure side velocityVp or reduce the suction

side velocityVs—possible using a partial shroud.
3 Modify the rotor aerodynamics to reduceb2 or increaseV2 .
4 Modify the pitch/chord ratios/c.

These options are considered in the following sections, together
with the additional possibility of casing trenching.

Reduced Discharge Coefficient. This is the option most of-
ten pursued by researchers. Booth et al.@26# carried out an exten-
sive investigation into rotor tip geometries aimed at reducingCd.
They found that a knife edge tip squealer had aCd 25 percent
lower than that for a plain tip, although the results were strongly
dependent on tip gap Re and the details of the configurations.
Heyes et al.@10# showed that a single suction side squealer gave
the best reduction inCd. Morphis and Bindon@9# gained a similar
result with a contoured tip, which approximated to a suction side

Fig. 1 Illustration of OTL and outer passage secondary flows
for a shroudless turbine rotor

Fig. 2 Tip gap flow for an unshrouded blade †1‡

Fig. 3 Perspective view of a typical shroud top geometry for a
Rolls-Royce civil HP turbine rotor
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squealer. While these results offer the possibility of reducing loss
by directly reducing the OTL flow, there are a number of
problems.

~a! Heyes et al. showed that for any geometry to achieve a low
Cd, the entry corner radius had to be kept below 0.5 percent
chord. For a typical chord of 30 mm the radius must be less than
0.15 mm. This dimension could not be maintained for an in-
service engine.

~b! The vena contracta in the tip gap is a loss source. The lower
theCd, the larger the contraction and thus the mixing loss after it.
In addition, if the exit Mn is high enough, shocks will form over
the contraction possibly adding to the loss; see Moore et al.@27#.

~c! The presence of the vena contracta significantly increases
the local heat transfer rates, especially at the reattachment point,
as shown by Moore et al.@28# and Metzger et al.@29#.

Rather than try to reduce theCd, it is suggested the tip pressure
surface geometry should be sufficiently radiused to remove the
vena contracta thereby reducing potential in-service problems—in
particular burnout at the blade tip pressure side; see Bindon@30#.

Partial Shrouds „Winglets…. Partial shrouds offer the possi-
bility of modifying the local surface velocities at the rotor tip, in
particular increasingVp .

The best result for a winglet has been that of Patel@31#, who
obtained a stage efficiency improvement of 1.2 percent~at 3 per-
cent tip clearance!. The tip loss exchange rate, however, was sur-
prisingly unchanged from 2.0. Booth et al.@26# investigated a
number of winglet designs in a water rig. Applying one of these
~it is not clear which! to a low aspect ratio transonic turbine they
achieved a 0.6 percent improvement in rotor efficiency at a tip
clearance of 3 percentg/h. Yaras and Sjolander@7,8# investigated
winglets on the suction and pressure sides~individually and to-
gether! of a low turning aerofoil in linear cascade at 2.4 percent
g/h. They obtained a reduction of 10 percent of OTL loss for each
design.

Staubach et al.@32# obtained a negative result with a winglet.
They were primarily studying the effect of rotor lean on OTL, but
found the winglet reduced stage efficiency by 0.35 percent at 1.7
percentg/h.

No partial shroud is known to have entered commercial service.

Modified Turbine Aerodynamics. A standard approach to
reducing OTL loss is to reduce the rotor tip reaction~by reducing
the exit angle!. Farokhi@33# shows for one turbine that reducing
the tip reaction from 89 to 0 percent halved the tip loss exchange
rate. This seems to contradict Denton’s equation, sinceV2 is re-
duced, which should have increasedz. However, the lower turning
results in lowerVs and in addition lower localV2 reduces the
contribution of the tip loss to the total rotor row loss.

DeCecco et al.@34# and Yamamoto et al.@18,19# also agree
that off-loading the tip should reduce OTL flow. Staubach et al.
@32# achieved this by bowing their rotor and thus applying a radial
body force toward the casing, moving passage mass flow away
from the tip. Their best result is with a tangentially bowed aerofoil
only. The tip loss exchange rate was reduced by 40 percent. This
is not yet, however, a mechanically acceptable option for cooled
turbine rotors.

Changing PitchÕChord Ratio. Equation~1! can be used to
estimate the effect of changing the pitch/chord ratios/c on the
OTL loss.

The MT2 turbine studied in this paper~see later for details! has
a tip s/c of 1.14. Loss coefficients have been compared at thiss/c
and at 0.57. For exit angles (b2) of 60 deg and above, and inlet
angles (b1) of 0 deg~axial! and less, the OTL loss reduced by at
least 44 percent. Equation~1! predicts that reducings/c alone
should increasez. However, reducing the pitch reduces both the
velocity of the OTL flow and the free stream velocityVs—which
have the dominant effects onz.

Doubling rotor numbers~increasing the cost, weight, and cool-

ing air requirement! is not an acceptable design solution. How-
ever, there is the possibility of having two ‘‘aerofoils’’~or aero-
foil sections! at the rotor tip, mounted on a reduced size shroud.

Casing Treatments. Offenburg @35# presents the only de-
tailed investigation into casing ‘‘trenching’’ using a cold flow
turbine. The tip loss exchange rate with a smooth casing was
found to be the standard value of 2.0. He found that the usefulness
of tip trenching was a function of the tip gap. At the nominal
clearance level, a smooth casing was best. As the clearance in-
creased, a backward facing step upstream of the rotor leading
edge proved beneficial for clearances above 2.4 percentg/h—the
initial efficiency was lower, but it had a better OTL loss exchange
rate.

Conclusions for OTL Loss Reduction. From this research
review it was concluded that the best opportunity for reducing
OTL loss was to pursue a design of winglet that effectively
doubled the number of rotor tips. This should also be combined
with aerodynamically off-loading the rotor tip, but not by tangen-
tial lean of the rotor—its mechanical design was not practicable.

Reducing the tip discharge coefficient by minimizing the pres-
sure side corner radius was rejected because of the risk of exac-
erbating in-service overheating problems. Reducing tip reaction is
an established means of reducing OTL loss—but applying a tip
‘‘end bend’’ to a rotor was also limited by mechanical design
considerations. Casing trenching seems only of use at relatively
large tip clearances.

Design Methodology
A numerical investigation of different rotor tip winglet designs

was undertaken with a standard turbomachinery CFD code used
within Rolls-Royce@36#. The exercise was conducted on a single
stage HP turbine with highly loaded aerofoils, designated
‘‘MT2,’’ the operating conditions for which are given in Table 1.
Before presenting the CFD results for the final winglet design the
code is described, together with a summary of its validation for
turbine rotor OTL flow.

Calculation Method
The CFD code used in this study is a steady flow solver with a

pressure correction method based on the algorithm of Moore@37#.
A key feature is the use of upwinded control volumes for the
momentum and rothalpy equations, thus allowing the equations to
be discretized with second order accuracy without the need to
introduce smoothing to achieve numerical stability. The iterative
method used is based on theSIMPLER pressure correction scheme.
Stability in transonic regions is achieved using an upwinded pres-
sure in the calculation of density. The calculations are based on a
structured ‘‘letter-box’’ type of body fitted H grid, which enables
accurate representation of the full blade shape, which is then re-
fined using mesh embedding. Previous work has shown the capa-

Table 1 Summary of parameters for validation turbines

Parameter B22 MT2

DH/U2 1.79 1.68
cpDT0 /T0.in , J/Kg K 218.9 223.2
Total pressure ratio 2.62 2.72
Hub-to-tip ratio 0.83 0.83
Reaction % 42.8 49.4
Nominal tip gap, mm 0.38 0.44
Tip s/cax 1.28 1.14
Rotor mid-height conditions

Inlet angle~deg! 46 51.5
Exit angle~deg! 262.8 61.8
Exit Reynolds number 980,000 783,000
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bility of this method for the prediction of turbomachinery aerody-
namics, e.g., Moore and Gregory-Smith@38# and Robinson and
Northall @39#.

Grid Details. The calculation grids were first created as a
coarse definition on the blade-to-blade plane, stacked in the span-
wise direction to produce three-dimensional grids, and then re-
fined using mesh embedding, see Lapworth@40#. The maximum
grid size available was about 120,000. The grid for the datum
~shroudless! MT2 rotor case with 2 percentg/h is shown in Figs.
4 and 5, while the blade-to-blade grid for the winglet is shown in
Fig. 6. Generally the grid definition in the free stream is coarse,
with refinement only in the boundary layer, the wake regions and
at the tip. Grid details are given in Table 2. The validation analy-
ses of the two turbine rotors used a finer grid in the flow field than
the winglet calculation did~which had grid lines concentrated
around the winglet!. As a check one calculation was repeated for
the plain tip MT2 case with a similar~coarse! grid definition. All
the geometries were modeled with sharp corners at the tip.

Boundary Conditions and Convergence Criteria. All the
turbine rotor calculations for the validation exercises have used
inlet boundary conditions~circumferentially averaged! based on
measured NGV exit traverses. The MT2 winglet design studies
were carried out using idealized, smoothed boundary conditions
and at a slightly different reaction. The inlet relative stagnation
conditions and relative angle were fixed together with the exit
static pressure profile.

For the calculations for the turbine rig rotors, the boundary
layers were set to zero at the inlet to the grid. Thus the skewing of
the hub end wall boundary layer, as it moves from the NGV exit

onto the moving rotor end wall, was not modeled. Bindon@41#
showed this increases rotor hub secondary flow, which as a result
is underestimated.

All the boundary layers were set to be adiabatic and turbulent.
Acceptable convergence was achieved when the residuals in all

three velocity components and the static pressure had fallen by at
least two orders of magnitude from their initial values. Usually
this should be achieved after 100 iterations. However, the com-
plexity of the grids used here meant that up to 400 were required
for some calculations.

The maximum error in mass flow conservation through the pas-
sage in any solution was 0.1 percent, and generally was within
60.05 percent.

Turbulence Model and Wall Functions. An algebraic mix-
ing length model was used based on Prandtl’s formulation for the
length scale within a shear layer. Wall functions, described in
more detail in Harvey et al.@42#, were adopted to represent the
near wall variation of the boundary layer based on a generalized
expression for the law of the wall; see also White@43# or Spalding
et al. @44#. They are valid for values ofy1 up to the edge of the
logarithmic region, say 100 to 200 depending on the magnitude of
the local pressure gradient. Of particular importance is the ability
to apply the wall function model in the buffer layer region, around
y1520, and to give good results irrespective of they1 value
which inevitably varies significantly over the aerofoil surface.

CFD Validation
Despite the extensive use of CFD, users must be realistic in

their expectations of it. CFD does not calculate with equal accu-
racy all features of turbomachinery flow fields. The following
ranking for these features is suggested~in order of decreasing
calculation accuracy!: static pressure; mass flow and exit angle
distributions; secondary flows; overall entropy rise~in subsonic,
attached flow!; shocks and separations; local surface skin friction
and/or heat transfer rates.

The CFD code used here is a general turbomachinery flow
solver—validated for the calculation of the bulk flow field and
secondary flow deviations, rather than loss. Three test cases are
presented that illustrate its capability, with particular emphasis on
OTL flow.

Flow Field and Exit Angle Distribution. Moore and Moore
@45# present a very detailed comparison of the measured and cal-

Fig. 4 Calculation grid for MT2. Blade-to-blade view 50 per-
cent span.

Fig. 5 Calculation grid for MT2. Axial view ¿pressure side tip
detail, 50 percent c ax.

Fig. 6 Rotor cascade exit whirl angle profiles „40 percent c ax
downstream of trailing edge …, from †45‡
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culated flow fields for a rotor in linear cascade with fixed end
wall. The rotor was a typical high turning blade with 45 deg inlet
and266 deg exit angles. Calculation details are given in Table 2.

The tip leakage and outer passage vortices were well modeled,
as can be seen in the whirl angle distributions of Fig. 6. However,
the OTL loss was underestimated by 16 percent.

Tip Loss Exchange Rate. The single stage research HP tur-
bine ‘‘B22’’ has been the subject of extensive previous study—
see @46–48#. Its operating conditions are given in Table 1. Its
stage efficiency has been measured for two tip clearances, 0.82
and 1.7 percent g/h. Calculation details are given in Table 2. They
were carried out at 0.82 and 2 percent g/h~referred to as ‘‘B22
Fine1’’ and ‘‘B22 Fine2’’!. Figure 7 plots the measured and cal-
culated changes in mixed-out rotor loss expressed as a loss of
stage efficiency. The measured tip loss exchange rate of 2.3, close
to the ‘‘standard’’ value of 2.0 identified earlier, is underestimated
by 40 percent, at 1.2—this is discussed below. At the design tip
clearance of 0.82 percent g/h, the code underestimated the mea-
sured loss by 32 percent. This is not surprising since unsteady
effects and the correct inlet boundary layers have not been mod-
eled.

Rotor Pressure Field. The MT2 turbine was tested only at
0.9 percent g/h. In addition to the turbine performance, on-blade
surface static pressures were measured.

Static pressures measured on an aerofoil section at 93.5 percent
span are presented in Fig. 8, normalized by the rig inlet total
pressure, and compared with calculation on a grid plane at 96.4
percent span. There is a very good match between the two. The

strong depression in the static pressure at about 70 percent chord
is due to the presence of the OTL vortex. Yamamoto and Nouse
@49# found in their linear cascade experiment that for any
‘‘strong’’ vortex ~passage, not just OTL! there is a static pressure
minimum which nearly coincides with the vortex center. This con-
firms that that for MT2 the OTL does roll up into a vortex~whose
kinetic energy would probably not be recovered in a downstream
row!.

Details of the calculation are given in Table 2~referred to as
‘‘MT2 rig’’ !. The code underestimates the measured rotor loss by
36 percent—a similar result to that for B22~Fig. 7!.

Fig. 7 Comparison of measured and calculated rotor losses
„as percent stage efficiency … for Rolls-Royce model rig turbines

Fig. 8 Comparison of tip static pressure for the MT2 rotor

Fig. 9 Calculation grid for MT2 winglet. Blade-to-blade view.

Table 2 Summary of calculation grids

Reference

Grid nodes

Minimum spacing
mm

Tip gap
Near wall

y1

Axial Tangential Radial
Total*
~1000s!

g
mm

g/h
%

Points
in gap Average Minimum Maximum

Iterations to
converge

Moore & Moore @45# 45 28 26 33 (0.001)cax 5 2.1 6
B22 Fine1 97 52 48 108 0.032 0.38 0.82 8 14 1 43 200
B22 Fine2 97 52 51 117 0.032 0.92 2.0 11 13 0.4 49 400
MT2 Rig 99 52 41 124 0.032 0.44 0.90 7 19 1.5 61 200

MT2 Fine1 97 52 44 104 0.032 0.40 0.82 8 20 2 93 400
MT2 Fine2 98 54 46 107 0.032 0.98 2.0 9 25 1 75 250

MT2 Coarse2 90 44 44 88 0.125 0.98 2.0 8 91 5 294 350
Winglet 89 65 51 115 0.125 0.98 2.0 8 83 4 281 250

*Solid nodes removed for embedded grids
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Conclusions From Validation. The code can be used to cal-
culate the static pressure field and exit whirl angle distributions in
the presence of OTL. At best, it can make qualitative comparisons
of the losses of different rotors, but not absolute levels. Rotor loss
is underestimated by 32 percent–36 percent and the tip loss ex-
change rate by 40 percent. The large error in the tip loss exchange
rate is disappointing. As noted before, the CFD code has previ-
ously been used for the prediction of passage flow fields, not loss.
The code does not appear to resolve the mixing of the OTL jet
with the free stream well; in particular the turbulent viscosity
appears to be underestimated resulting in low levels of loss. This
is clearly an area for future development of the code, although the
detailed data required~such as measured Reynolds stresses in the
OTL vortex! are in short supply. The validation presented here is
limited, and to make any conclusions about the effect of the
winglet on the OTL loss it has had to be assumed that the code is
at least consistent in underestimating it.

New Winglet Design
From the research review it was judged that the best opportu-

nity for reducing OTL loss was to pursue a design of partial
should that effectively doubled the number of rotor tips, with the
aim of

~a! reducing velocity of the OTL flow and of the free stream
~on the suction side of the tip! that it mixes with;

~b! reducing the OTL mass flow by off loading the aerofoil tip,
but not by significantly changing the tip gapCd.

The ~arbitrary! targets for the design were to halve the shroud-
less OTL exchange rate and to be less than half the size of a full
shroud.

Figures 13 and 14 show the winglet in perspective views, while
Fig. 9 shows it in plan view with the embedded calculation grid.
The basic elements of the geometry are as follows.

1 There are two ‘‘aerofoil’’ shapes at the rotor tip, which form
a channel or ‘‘gutter,’’ along which there is anadditional,
chordwise leakage flow from the leading edge. They are not
equally spaced~pitchwise!, and thus are not equally loaded
aerodynamically.

2 The pressure and suction side overhangs of the winglet al-
most halve the passage throat width at the tip.

3 The pressure surface shape is intended to increase blockage,
and thus lower the local static pressure driving the OTL flow.

The vehicle used for this study has been the single stage HP
turbine MT2. A larger tip gap, 2 percent g/h, was chosen to re-
solve the effects of the winglet better. The turbine parameters are

given in Table 1, and details of the CFD calculations in Table 2.
There were three analyses of the plain tip rotor, with smoothed
inlet conditions: fine grid at 0.82 percent g/h~referred to as ‘‘MT2
Fine1’’ in Table 2!, 2.0 percent g/h~‘‘MT2 Fine2’’ !, and
‘‘coarse’’ grid at 2.0 percent g/h~‘‘MT2 Coarse2’’!. The latter
was for comparison with the coarse grid winglet analysis
~‘‘Winglet’’ !.

Loss Results. Although the validation exercise concluded
that the CFD code under estimates OTL and total rotor loss, these
results are presented first to make some conclusions about the
overall effect of the winglet.

Figure 10 shows the calculated OTL loss for the datum MT2
rotor with plain tip and with the winglet. The value of the rotor
loss at zero tip clearance value was found by extrapolating from
the 0.82 percent and 2.0 percent g/h~fine grid! results. This datum
has beenassumedto be the same for all the results of Fig. 10
~with and without winglet!.

At 2.0 percent g/h the rotor loss is the same with coarse and fine
grids, reassuringly, even though the average near wally1 values
of 91 and 25, respectively, are opposite sides of the optimum
range for the boundary layer wall functions. Although not shown
here, the two flow fields are similar, but with some details lost
with the coarse grid.

The calculated OTL exchange rate for MT2 is 1.85
Dh/D(g/h), above that calculated for the B22 turbine rotor, but
not unexpected as the MT2 rotor aerofoils are more highly loaded.
From the validation the ratio of measured to calculated loss is 1.5
~based on total rotor loss for B22 and MT2! Applying this factor
gives an OTL exchange rate of 2.7Dh/D(g/h). This is high, but
is plausible for a highly loaded turbine and within the range ob-
served by Hourmouziadis and Albrecht@21#.

The striking result for the winglet is that it is calculated to
improve stage efficiency by between 1.2 percent~unfactored! and
1.8 percent~factored!. Figure 12 shows contours of relative total
pressure (p0,ref) in the trailing edgegrid planes~which are not
wholly axial, as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 9!. The reduction in the
depth of the OTL vortex loss core is clear, although there is extra
loss in the ‘‘gutter.’’ Equally as importantly as this, the region of
loss below the OTL vortex has almost completely gone. The flow
field in the plain tip case exhibits a strong interaction between the
OTL and passage vortices, as seen by Yamamoto@11#. The cal-
culation of its elimination is significant.

The winglet reduces the~unfactored! OTL loss exchange rate
Dh/D(g/h) from 1.85 to 1.28, a reduction of 31 percent. This is
short of the arbitrary target of 50 percent. However, it compares

Fig. 10 MT2 rotor: Calculated OTL loss for plain tip and
winglet

Fig. 11 Calculated static pressure distributions for MT2 rotor
at 97.1 percent span, ¿ ‘‘gutter’’ camberline at tip gap mid-
height
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favorably with the result of Staubach et al.@32# who achieved a
reduction of 40 percent with their leant rotor, and the reduction of
44 percent predicted from Eq.~1!.

The plausibility of these results is discussed in the next sec-
tions, but some comment can be made from Fig. 12 on the quality
of the calculations. Total pressure oscillations in the flow field are
visible in the figure; in particular there are radial striations in the
contours which correlate with grid lines~not shown!. This con-
firms grid dependency in the solutions. This is also indicated by
the ~unexpected! differences in detail between thep0,ref contours
in the inner half of the passage. These concerns should not be
overstated, however. The effects of the winglet are still large rela-
tive to the effects of grid dependency.

Description of Flow Fields. The tip static pressure distribu-
tions give an insight into the operation of the winglet. Figure 11
compares the static pressures~normalized by stage inlet total pres-
sure and plotted against aerofoilcex! at 97.1 percent span for the
two cases. Most authors take the driving static pressures to be at

about 90 percent height. A comparison plane close to the tip has
had to used here to capture the effect of the winglet.

For the plain tip the difference between these pressures drives
the OTL flow. In the case of the winglet the situation is more
complicated. Figure 11 includes the static pressure along the gut-
ter camberline at 99 percent span~tip gap mid-height!. This is the
intermediate pressure between the two halves of the winglet. Fig-
ure 11 shows that the pressure difference driving the OTL is
largely across the pressure side half. There is little additional ac-
celeration of the OTL flow across the suction side ‘‘aerofoil’’
section of the winglet. The pressure drop across its early part is
negligible, and the OTL rolls up into a vortex in the gutter. To-
ward the trailing edge a pressure drop develops, largest between
65 percent and 85 percentcex—since to satisfy mass flow conti-
nuity some OTL flow must exit the tip gap on the suction side of
the winglet.

On the pressure side the blockage of the winglet significantly
lowers the driving pressure, reducing the tip leakage velocity and

Fig. 12 Contours of calculated relative total pressure at the trailing edge grid planes for MT2 plain tip and
winglet

Fig. 13 Visualization of calculated OTL flow for MT2 plain tip and winglet: plan
view on tip
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flow. Normally, this blockage would have an effect on the suction
side, raising local velocities there also. However, these are re-
duced for the winglet. This is because the winglet aerofoil section
is off-loaded relative to the plain tip—due, as noted previously, to
the winglet overhang effectively halving the passage throat width
at the tip.

~The pressure distributions with plain tip in Figs. 8 and 11 are
not expected to be the same as they are respectively at rig test and
nominal design conditions, and the tip gaps are also slightly
different.!

The effect of off-loading the tip pressure distribution can be
seen in Figs. 13 and 14 which show the MT2 rotor, with and
without winglet, in plan view~onto the tip! and side elevation
~onto the suction surface!. The OTL flow has been visualized by
injecting particles at every grid point in the plane at the entrance
to the tip gap. The particle paths are in blocks of the same color,
changed every 20 percent of chord. The same convention has been
used for plain tip and winglet, with additional black particle paths
injected at the entry to the ‘‘gutter.’’

For the plain tip, Figs. 13 and 14 show that the early OTL flow
feeds into the outer passage vortex. This would not be expected as
the two vortices are of opposite sign. The mechanism appears to
be that, although there is significant OTL flow over the early
suction surface, shear effects due to the relative casing motion are
significant. The resulting relative velocity profile increases from
near the casing to a maximum almost at the tip, and thus largely
has the same vorticity as the passage vortex. After about 50 per-
cent chord the OTL flow velocities are higher, pressure forces
dominate, and the shear effect is much less. The OTL flow then
rolls up into a vortex with the conventional vorticity—interacting
strongly with the passage vortex subsequently.

Figures 13 and 14 also show that for the winglet the tip gap
flow over the first 50 percent chord remains in the gutter or carries
on into the OTL vortex—no appreciable flow enters the passage
vortex. The flow angles over the tip are closer to the streamwise
direction, reducing the mixing between the two streams.

The reduction in the strength of the vortices can be seen in Fig.
15 which compares the circumferentially averaged whirl angle
profiles at 60 percentcax downstream of the rotor trailing edge.
The whirl angles for the plain tip case have a similar form to those
seen by Moore and Moore@45#, see Fig. 6. Both distributions
exhibit underturning in the three vortices~OTL and inner and
outer passages!, with overturning at the hub end wall and between
the OTL and outer passage vortices. The winglet substantially
reduces these angle deviations in the outer half of the passage.
This would be expected to be beneficial for any downstream blade
row. In the inner half of the passage the whirl angle profiles,

which should be the same, are slightly different. This again high-
lights the issue of grid dependency. The differences between the
calculations give an indication of the minimum uncertainty.

Although the winglet reduces the OTL flow velocities it does
not change the flow contraction at the pressure side inlet to the
gap. Velocity vectors~not shown here! confirm that this part of
the flow behavior is much like that shown in Fig. 2, although the
calculation grids used do not resolve the reverse flow in the sepa-
ration bubble of the vena contracta well. The important result is
that the winglet does not operate by significantly changing the tip
gapCd.

The capacity of the rotor with the winglet is only reduced by
0.3 percent, despite the off-loading of the winglet section. Exami-
nation of the aerofoil lift distributions shows that this has not been
achieved by increased profile loading below the tip. It appears that
the extra area of the gutter and the reduced loss compensates to
maintain the capacity.

Loss Reduction Mechanisms. The off-loading of the winglet
section generally reduces the OTL velocities. The OTL flow
partly mixes in the gutter and on the aerofoil suction side. The
main flow velocities in these locations are both reduced, relative
to the suction side of the plain tip rotor, and thus the mixing losses

Fig. 14 Visualization of calculated OTL flow for MT2 plain tip and winglet: view on suction side

Fig. 15 Calculated exit whirl angle profiles for MT2 rotor, plain
tip, and winglet, 60 percent c ax downstream of trailing edge
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are reduced. Equation~1! showed that the loss depends on the
cube of these velocities, and thus a significant loss reduction
would be expected. The reduction in pressure loading of the tip is
about 80 percent of the reduction seen by Staubach@32# for their
leant rotor, and they achieved a reduction in OTL loss of 40
percent.

The reduced OTL velocities, more streamwise OTL flow
angles, and thus reduced mixing losses, are a direct result of the
changes to the tip pressure distribution. As discussed in the CFD
validation, this should be the most accurate part of the calculated
flow field. Thus the calculated reduction in OTL loss is a wholly
plausible result of the operation of the winglet. The open entry to
the gutter does add to the total leakage area, but this flow contin-
ues on in a largely streamwise direction. The total OTL mass flow
has not significantly increased—the reduced OTL velocities at the
pressure side entry to the gap outweighing the extra leakage area
of the ‘‘gutter’’ entry.

Cooling and Mechanical Issues. Figure 16 compares the ex-
ternal shape of the winglet with that of a typical rotating shroud
~scaled to the same chord!, taken from Hartley@22#. The winglet
extent is everywhere within that of the shroud, and thus should be
mechanically feasible, except at the suction side trailing edge.
This additional overhang may not be mechanically acceptable—if
so a cut back version should be investigated.

Compared to a full shroud, the much smaller surface area of the
winglet should mean that the total heat load would be reduced.
The lower tip gap velocities should result in lower net heat trans-
fer rates at the rotor tip relative to a shroudless rotor. However, it
is still expected that positive cooling of the winglet would be
necessary.

In a typical aero engine there are large radial and circumferen-
tial temperature distortions in the flow entering the rotor, with the
hottest gas emerging from the upstream NGV near mid-height and
mid-pitch and the coldest gas near the end walls. The ‘‘hot
streak’’ from the NGV is periodically convected toward the rotor
pressure surface and radially outward up it.~Doorney et al.@50#
showed that the hottest gas can still enter the tip gap, near the
trailing edge, by this mechanism.! Thus cooling of the pressure
side ‘‘aerofoil’’ section of the winglet would be crucial to ensure
its success in service—possibly using small internal convective
cooling passages such as those currently applied in HP turbine
rotor shrouds; see Hartley@22#. These might also eject cooling air
onto the winglet surface~especially onto the pressure side! to
provide an additional external barrier to the hot gas. The tip pres-
sure side corner should be radiused to eliminate the separation

bubble and prevent the high heat transfer its reattachment would
cause; see Bindon@30#. This would increase the OTL mass flow
but minimize the loss in the tip gap.

The open leading edge entry to the winglet should help cool it.
The flow into the gutter here will be cooler gas from near the end
walls ~migration of the hottest gas occurswithin the rotor passage,
not before it!, helping to reduce the heat load; see Lee@51#.

For cooled rotors, air is ejected at the tip from ‘‘dust holes’’ at
the ends of the main internal cooling passages. The visualization
of Fig. 13 shows some OTL flow does remain in the gutter to the
trailing edge. This could then entrain some of the ejected air
which would help cool the winglet further. This might also have
an aerodynamic benefit. It is thought that the fences on a full
shroud~see Fig. 3! extract useful work from this ejected air; see
Hartley @22#. The trailing edge geometry of the winglet is very
similar to these fences and could act in the same way, providing
some of this air does stay in the gutter.

Conclusions
A novel design of winglet~partial shroud! for application to an

HP turbine rotor, as an alternative to a full shroud, has been de-
rived from a study of the existing, extensive work on OTL.

The winglet has been analyzed using a steady flow CFD code,
using mesh embedding to generate the complex grid.

The turbine rotor studied is highly loaded aerodynamically and,
with simply a plain tip, exhibits a strong interaction between the
OTL and outer passage secondary flow vortices.

The winglet is calculated to significantly reduce OTL flow and
loss. A limited validation indicates it would improve the turbine
stage efficiency by 1.2–1.8 percent, at a tip clearance of 2 percent
g/h, and reduce the tip loss exchange rate by 31 percent~the
original target was 50 percent!.

A detailed examination of the calculated flow fields indicates
that the basis for these predicted improvements is plausible.

The winglet is significantly smaller than a full shroud~less than
half the size—the original target!. It would remove the limitations
of a full shroud on rotor pitch, and should require less cooling
overall—but cooling the pressure side section will be critical.

Although this is only a theoretical study the winglet shows
sufficient potential to warrant further experimental investigation,
both to verify the concept and to provide further data for CFD
validation.

Although there is some grid dependency in the CFD solutions
obtained, the predicted effects of the winglet are large compared
to the resulting uncertainties in the flow fields. Further develop-
ment of the code is needed to improve its loss prediction
capability.

A patent application has been made for the winglet ‘‘gutter’’
concept conceived during this work; see Harvey@52#.
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Nomenclature

c 5 Chord
Cd 5 Discharge coefficient, ratio of actual to ideal mass

flow
cp 5 Specific heat capacity~constant pressure!

CFD 5 Computational fluid dynamics
DH/U25 Stage loading

g 5 Tip clearance gap
h 5 Blade span

HP 5 High pressure
Mn 5 Mach number

NGV 5 Nozzle guide vane

Fig. 16 Comparison of outlines of winglet and typical Rolls-
Royce HP turbine „plain-sided … rotor shroud, scaled to the
same c ax
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OTL 5 Over tip leakage
p 5 Pressure~static unless subscript denotes otherwise!

RANS 5 Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
Re 5 Reynolds number (5rVc/m)

s 5 Pitch
V 5 Velocity

Vt 5 Skin friction velocity
y 5 Distance normal to the surface in a boundary layer

y1 5 Nondimensional distance from the surface5yVtr/m
z 5 Chordwise distance
b 5 Relative angle
h 5 Stage efficiency
m 5 Viscosity
r 5 Density
z 5 Row kinetic energy loss coefficient

Subscripts

ax 5 Axial
in 5 Stage inlet
p 5 Pressure side

rel 5 Relative
s 5 Suction side
0 5 Total/stagnation
1 5 Inlet
2 5 Exit
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F110-GE-132: Enhanced Power
Through Low-Risk Derivative
Technology
The F110-GE-132, originally referred to as the F110-GE-129 EFE (Enhanced Fighter
Engine), presently undergoing qualification testing, is being offered at two different
thrust/inspection levels with a maximum augmented thrust of 34,000 pounds. The EFE has
been developed using low-risk derivative engine technology. It features a new increased
airflow, high efficiency, three-stage long chord blisk fan, and an advanced radial aug-
mentor that reduces complexity, improves maintainability, and provides increased parts
life. The paper first provides a historical background of the F110 engines to relate the
heritage of the F110-GE-132. The F110 engine model development roadmap is shown to
illustrate the incremental low-risk approach used to provide thrust growth with improved
product reliability. A detailed description of the unique power management features of the
EFE engine to meet individual customer thrust and life requirements is outlined. The long
chord blisk fan design, development, and test results are presented, followed by a descrip-
tion of the radial augmentor and the exhaust nozzle. The EFE engine has successfully
completed sea level static and altitude development testing and fan aero mechanical
qualification at the AEDC in Tullahoma, Tennessee.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1378301#

Historical Background
The development of the F110 engine family has paralleled the

dynamic growth of Lockheed Martin’s F-16 fighter aircraft. The
F110 engine product development roadmap is presented in Fig. 1.
The increase in thrust~pounds! with improvement in life~TACs!,
shown in Fig. 2, illustrates the deliberate path taken by GE Air-
craft Engines to use a low-risk derivative engine approach to grow
the F110 engine model over the last fifteen years without sacrific-
ing reliability. Figures 1 and 2 are valuable for establishing the
current industry standards and state-of-the-art and for identifying
future priorities.

The F110-GE-100, rated at 28,000 pound thrust, was deployed
on the first United States Air Force F110 powered F16-C/D in
October 1986. The F110-GE-100 was introduced to the Air Na-
tional Guard in June 1991 and to the USAF Reserve in August
1992 and has accumulated nearly 2 million engine flight hours
with an unscheduled, engine-caused shop visit rate of 3.45 visits
per 1000 flight hours. It currently powers the U.S. Air Force’s
F-16C/Ds throughout Europe and the Pacific; and has served as
the ‘‘Fighting Falcon’’ adversary aircraft for the United States
Navy’s Top Gun program. Since its inception in 1986, the gov-
ernments of Bahrain, Egypt, Greece, Israel, and Turkey have also
chosen the F110-GE-100 to power their front-line fighters. In
follow-on purchases, these governments have continued to select
the F110 as the engine of choice for the F-16 due to its perfor-
mance characterized by unrestricted throttle operation throughout
the flight envelope and an improved rate of climb. The F110-GE-
400, a derivative of the F110-GE-100, powers the U.S. Navy’s
F-14B and F-14D Tomcat.

The focus on reliability of the F110 fighter engine has contin-
ued into the current production F110-GE-129 Increased Perfor-
mance Engine~IPE!. The IPE is a 29,000 pound thrust class en-
gine that has extended a strong fundamental heritage of stall free
operability and unrestricted throttle movement which allows the
pilots to concentrate on the mission instead of the machine. The

IPE’s high cycle durability, mature reliability—because of exten-
sive parts commonality~81 percent! with the F110-GE-100—and
full thrust retention, has translated into highly desirable in-
commission rates and safety records for single engine applica-
tions. A good match between the aircraft inlet airflow and engine
combination has provided pilots with better penetration perfor-
mance for strike missions. Engine maintenance was designed to
be conducted at the base level to provide maximum self-
sufficiency and significant cost savings for the military. Since its
deployment in the field in 1992, the IPE has logged over a quarter
of a million engine flight hours with an unscheduled engine-
caused shop visit rate of less than one visit per 1000 flight hours.

Other F110 engine developments@1# include a highly success-
ful demonstration in the AVEN® thrust vectoring initiative, a rig-
orous flight test demonstration program utilizing the U.S. Air
Force NF-16D VISTA platform. During this effort, the F110 en-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
tute February 2000. Paper No. 2000-GT-578. Review Chair: D. Ballal. Fig. 1 F110 engine model product development roadmap
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dured extreme levels of airflow distortion and operated flawlessly
in performing super-maneuvers such as the Cobra and the J-Turn.

In 1999, the F110-GE-129 successfully completed flight testing
on the McDonnell Douglas F-15E Strike Eagle and is now quali-
fied for new installations or re-engining of the F-15E fleet. The
robust F110-GE-129’s 275 lbs/sec inlet airflow capability is an-
other good match with the F-15 inlet, paying off in significant
range advantages on low-altitude strike scenarios and other com-
bat missions.

Other applications of the F110-GE-129 IPE include powering
Japan Air Self Defense Force’s~JASDF! F-2, and a derivative of
the F110, the F118, powers the B-2 bomber and the U-2 recon-
naissance aircraft.

F110-GE-129 EFE New Features and Thrust Require-
ments

Based on the F110 product growth plan~see Figs. 1 and 2! that
utilizes a low-risk derivative approach, GE Aircraft Engines has
developed the F110-GE-132 to meet future operational require-
ments and market opportunities. Technological advances in the

Fig. 2 Reliability and thrust growth provide flexibility to sat-
isfy a wide range of future customer requirements

Fig. 3 F110-GE EFE new features

Fig. 4 F110-GE-132 average thrust ratings on a standard day: „a… max A ÕB power; „b… interme-
diate rated power „dry …
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EFE, as illustrated in Fig. 3, include a three-stage long chord blisk
fan and an advanced radial augmentor. Other changes include a
lightweight filament wound composite fan duct, and control sys-
tem enhancements to power manage the engine up to 34,000
pounds thrust. Durability improvements from current production
engine component improvement programs~CIP! for the turbine
hot section and exhaust nozzle divergent flaps and seals, form an
integral part of the F110-GE-132. The F110-GE-132 has an option
to use an ejector nozzle, which results in a significant improve-
ment in exhaust nozzle parts life while at the same time lowering
exhaust system weight.

The F110-GE-132 is being offered at two different thrust/
inspection levels, as shown in Fig. 4. On a standard day with full
afterburner augmentation, these two power ratings are 29,600
pounds of thrust~average, statically! with a 6000 TAC ENSIP
overhaul inspection interval@2# or the 33,000 pounds thrust~av-
erage! with 4300 TAC ENSIP overhaul inspection interval.

The EFE control system currently provides 34,000 pounds
maximum augmented thrust on an average engine basis with a 0.9
Mach number signal when operating in the higher thrust mode.
An increasing Mach number signal into the engine control raises
fan operating line schedules to increase airflow and available
thrust automatically. This increased performance is delivered in
the heart of the operational flight envelope where it is tactically
useful. As the 34,000 pound thrust option is already automated
within the control schedules, no interaction by the pilot is required
to achieve this performance and the EFE operating in this mode
has the full 4300 TAC durability without any time limitations. At
Intermediate Rated Power~IRP!, the EFE in the higher thrust
mode is capable of producing 19,000 pounds average SLS equiva-
lent thrust. This performance is also achieved at the full 4,300
TAC rating without any time limitations or pilot interaction.

The F110-GE-132 offers the user flexibility in trading perfor-
mance for life, as shown in Figs. 2–4. However, applying these
options requires consideration of all components within the en-
gine. A balance between the advantages gained from the thermo-
dynamic cycle and the mechanical structure’s ability to sustain
these benefits is required. In selecting the increased performance
option, the turbine is the area within the engine that shoulders the
maximum life penalty due to increased temperatures. The current
production F110-GE-129 has demonstrated more than adequate
temperature margin in field service as seen by the absence of hot
section failures, no related in-flight shutdowns or power losses,
and zero performance-related removals. An additional method of
evaluating the mechanical robustness of an engine is through
weight growth required for the other components to adapt to the
increase in thrust with the new fan. In the case of the F110-GE-
132, the small weight increase is associated with the new fan
module. This weight increase is a direct consequence of applying
long chord fan aerodynamics technology to achieve thermody-
namic improvements.

EFE Fan Design and Test Results
The cornerstone of the EFE is a higher airflow long chord blisk

fan, adapted from the F118-GE-100 engine used on the B-2
bomber. The blisk design used technology leveraged off the F118
and other IHPTET fans, and incorporated practical lessons learned
from F110 field experience to obtain high fan efficiency and im-
prove durability, performance, and thrust. Figure 5 shows the
technology trends in fan efficiency between the current production
F110-GE-129 fan and some highly loaded, advanced technology
IHPTET fans. In engine tests, the F110-GE-132 blisk fan ex-
ceeded these IHPTET goals while providing significant improve-
ments in maintainability, reliability, and safety.

A comparison of the fan aerodynamic design point parameters
between the current production F110-GE-129 IPE and the F110-
GE-132 is shown in Table 1. The significant improvement in fan

efficiency at cruise relative to the current production fan translates
into lower turbine temperatures that results in increased hot parts
life.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the F110-GE-129 current
production fan with the EFE blisk. Significant design, develop-
ment, repair, and field experience has been accumulated with
blisks on the T700 helicopter engines, the LM25001 Marine and
Industrial engines, the F120 ATF/JSF engines and the F414 en-
gines for the Navy F-18E/F. All three stages of the F110-GE-132
fan are of blisk construction. The assembled fan rotor is shown in
Fig. 7. The blisk configuration produces a reliability improvement
over the current system by eliminating potential sources of high
stress regions such as blade dovetails and midspan shrouds@2#.
This simplified configuration also reduced the fan module part
count by over 65 percent.

The first stage of the F110-GE-132 fan incorporates long chord
fan aerodynamic technology while eliminating the midspan
shroud and dovetails using blisk technology. The airfoils are ro-
bust and have thicker blade leading edges relative to its IPE pre-
decessor~shown in Fig. 8! with on-wing blend limits increased
twofold. Recently developed laser shock peen~LSP! technology is
also applied to the stage 1 fan blade, reducing crack propagation
and further enhancing FOD tolerance capabilities. In engine tests,
intentionally damaged LSP fan blades have passed full AMT en-
durance testing without cracking and the LSP process has been
qualified for the current production F110-GE-129.

The F110-GE-132 fan airfoil aerodynamic design uses the latest
three-dimensional viscous design codes to increase efficiency@2#
and minimize the performance impact of the above-mentioned
thickness increases. Blade mean camber line shapes were custom
tailored @3# to reduce the shock losses associated with the larger
blade wedge angle as a result of an increase in the leading edge
thickness. The EFE fan hub end wall contours were also custom-
ized to reduce the impact of airfoil maximum thickness increase
required to eliminate the midspan shroud. Fan stage 1 vane was
leaned, similar to that in the F118-GE-100, to reduce hub inlet
Mach numbers and have shock free diffusion along the stator
surface for increased performance.

An example of aerodynamic development for the EFE unique
closely coupled fan frame and outlet guide vanes is described
below. In cutting the engine length to make the long chord blisk

Fig. 5 Fan efficiency technology comparison

Table 1 Fan aerodynamic design point comparison
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fan adaptable for the F-16, the outlet guide vanes were packaged
closer to the fan frame, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Although only 1.4
inches shorter in length to the fan frame struts, this reduction
could not only create an undesired back pressure, with potential to
hurt performance and aerodynamic stability, but it could also ad-
versely impact the fan distortion transfer to the compressor. The
three-dimensional design of the closely coupled OGV-Fan Frame
system described below eliminated this risk. The length and inlet
diameter constraints applied to the long chord blisk fan design are
significant as they provide the customer with the flexibility to
either use the EFE in new aircraft purchases or to retrofit the

current production F110-GE-129 IPE fleet with the more efficient
blisk fan during the IPE engine’s 8000 TAC depot inspection
visit.

Commercial aircraft engine applications have for a long time
relied on the principle of using non-axisymmetric stator configu-
rations ahead of pylons/struts to achieve a uniform flow field up-
stream of the stators. This approach is described in the papers by
Hemsworth@4# for the General Electric TF-39 engine and by Rub-
bert et al.@5# for an alternative engine installation on the Boeing
747 aircraft. As a practical alternative to building stator cascades
with different camber angles, the F110-GE-132 design started by
first considering a slightly more attractive option that lowered the
cost of implementation by using circumferentially re-staggered
stator vanes to guide the exit flow aerodynamically from the stator
trailing edge smoothly around the strut leading edge. To reduce
maintenance costs even further, the design evolved into a unique

Fig. 6 F110-GE-132 fan design features: EFE fan is physically interchangeable with current production EFE
fan. No change in airframe Õengine interface is required as the inlet diameter is identical between the two fans.

Fig. 7 F110-GE-132 assembled blisk fan rotor. The blisk fan
produces reliability improvements over the current system by
eliminating potential sources of high stress regions such as
blade dovetails and midspan shrouds. Fig. 8 EFE stage 1 fan blade with thicker blade leading edge
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set of swept and leaned fan outlet guide vanes that eliminate the
complexity of local tailoring~i.e., the need to use different ‘‘vane-
types’’ or ‘‘vane re-stagger’’!. Figure 9 shows a three-
dimensional pictorial view of the closely coupled fan frame/outlet
guide vane system.

Both configurations~i.e., the ‘‘vane constant-stagger’’ and
‘‘vane re-stagger’’! were analyzed and tested in the full engine
environment, including inlet distortion. The tests demonstrated
that no reduction in the fan’s performance and stability resulted
from this reduced length design. Test results showed that the more
expensive ‘‘re-stagger’’ option with the swept and leaned fan exit
guide vanes was not required. The aerodynamic design of the
closely coupled fan frame system, highly complex three-
dimensional analyses, and engine test results have been reported
by Wadia et al.@6#. Figure 10 illustrates an example of the calcu-
lated entropy~loss! contours showing the stator wake streaks
along both the upper and lower splitter surfaces and also along the
inner and outer flowpath surfaces. The splitter, which has to ac-
commodate a significant swing in its leading edge incidence with
changes in bypass ratio, is well behaved as represented by the
very low loss level shown in ‘‘blue.’’ The highest loss levels near
the outer wall of the bypass stream are shown in ‘‘red.’’ The exit
guide vane wakes show up as distinct ‘‘dark blue’’ and ‘‘red’’
entropy contours along the splitter and endwall surfaces.

General Electric’s company-wide quality initiatives@7# entitled
Design for Six Sigma~DFSS! and Design for Reliability~DFR!
were used to produce the fan blisks. These processes established

six sigma capable tolerance levels for a new size range of produc-
tion titanium blisk airfoils, particularly stage 1, for the critical to
quality ~CTQ! characteristics such as leading edge thickness, lead-
ing edge profile, and blade twist angle. The long chord blisk fan
demonstrated excellent structural capabilities in two aero-
mechanical design and test iterations. The instrumented blisk to
qualify the fan to meet the U.S. Air Force requirements is shown
in Fig. 11.

The long chord blisk fan accumulated over 700 hours of test
time including over 500 hours of testing at altitude conditions.
Testing covered a wide range of flight conditions and power set-
tings from sea level to 40,000 feet/Mach 2.0, idle to 34,000
pounds thrust at standard and hot day operations. Aero-
mechanical test data acquired in General Electric’s test facilities
in Evendale and in the altitude test facilities at Arnold Engineer-
ing Development Center~AEDC! in Tullahoma, Tennessee, re-
sulted in resonant responses for all the blades and vanes below
GE’s design practices and the U.S. Air Force HCF criterion. In
addition to the optimized aero-mechanical design, the fan ex-
ceeded the EFE efficiency objectives shown in Fig. 5 by an addi-
tional 1.5 percent while meeting all its operability requirements.

Radial Augmentor Design and Test Results
The F110-GE-132 features a radial augmentor derived from

concepts embodied in the F120 and F414 programs. It provides
reduced complexity, improved maintainability, and reliability with
over 50 percent improvement in parts life due to advanced cooling
of the augmentor parts. Figure 12 shows the comparison between
the current production IPE and the EFE augmentor. Some of the
unique features of the EFE augmentor are also summarized in the
attached table in Fig. 12. The centerbody in the F110-GE-132 is
truncated for heatshield~LRU! removals, resulting in a significant
~90 percent! reduction in maintenance man hours. The radial aug-
mentor not only lowers LRU removal and shop visit rates, but also
reduces the augmentor weight by about 3 percent relative to the
current production augmentor. The radial augmentor also has a 50
percent reduction in part numbers and a 15 percent reduction in
parts count relative to the current production augmentor.

Like the blisk fan, the radial augmentor was also developed
using highly complex three-dimensional CFD analyses. Each ele-
ment contained in the augmentor shown in Fig. 12 was modeled in
the analysis. The model started at the turbine rear frame exit and
ended at a predetermined distance aft of the exhaust duct liner.
The model spanned 22.5 deg from a fan chute centerline to the
adjacent fan chute centerline with periodic boundary conditions
imposed on the sidewalls. The model included mixer chutes, wall
flameholders, radial heatshield/flameholder, centerbody, spray-
bars, liners, and blockages due to struts and hangers. Liner

Fig. 9 Three-dimensional pictorial view of the closely coupled
fan frame and exit guide vane system

Fig. 10 Entropy contours along the fan frame strut, splitter,
and exit guide vanes showing stator wake streaks along the
splitter surfaces and outer and inner endwall surfaces

Fig. 11 Instrumented EFE blisk installed in the F110 engine for
aeromechanical qualification
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screech and cooling holes were treated as porous media flow cells
in the analysis. The geometric complexity of the augmentor was
accurately modeled with a grid system that exceeded two million
grid points.

The analysis was first validated with extensive on-line gas
analysis~OLGA! data from the current production augmentor to
develop a sound understanding of the inner workings of the three-
dimensional computer code. The radial augmentor design was
analyzed using the calibrated three-dimensional analyses. The
analytical results were used to improve the radial augmentor de-
sign. The analyses provided a significant reduction in the time
spent on developing the augmentor on the engine. Figures 13 and

14 show a typical example of the large body of data generated by
the three-dimensional analyses. Shown here are the velocity vec-
tors in a cross section of the current production~IPE! and the EFE
radial augmentors, respectively. The large flow re-circulation
~vortex! downstream of the flameholder, shown in Fig. 14, pro-
vides more useful mixing in the case of the radial augmentor. The
temperature contours for the EFE radial augmentor calculated by
the complex three-dimensional analyses at a prescribed after
burner flight condition is shown in Fig. 15.

The radial augmentor, developed using the three-dimensional
CFD analyses, demonstrated good efficiency and light-off charac-
teristics~quick and stable lights! in 450 hours of total test time on

Fig. 12 F110-GE-132 radial augmentor features

Fig. 13 Calculated velocity vectors for the current production F110-GE-129 augmentor
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the engine. The augmentor accumulated 99 hours of testing at sea
level and 351 hours at altitude conditions. 85 test hours were spent
in combination of maximum A/B and part power A/B operation,
which is significantly more than required for 2000 EOH life. The
radial augmentor components demonstrated excellent reliability in
rigorous testing across the entire flight envelope. The radial aug-
mentor permitted operations at higher cycle temperatures without
flameholder burning and demonstrated low screech.

F110-GE-129 EFE Exhaust Nozzle Options
The current production F110-GE-129 IPE exhaust nozzle as-

sembly provides high reliability and smooth thrust modulation
throughout the flight envelope. The F110-GE-132 nozzle design is
nearly identical to the proven F110-GE-132 engine with years of
successful service, but with significant life and maintainability
benefits.

The F110 exhaust nozzle, shown in Fig. 16, utilizes a
converging-diverging exhaust nozzle design having variable

throat area and variable exhaust expansion ratio. This concept
provides high cruise performance and low drag, and aids in
smooth thrust modulation. The full authority digital electronic
control continually schedules the exhaust nozzle throat area to
maximize engine thrust while maintaining sufficient fan stall mar-
gin for excellent engine operability throughout the flight envelope.

The exhaust duct liner directs film cooling air back to the
nozzle flaps and seals, and also provides effective augmentor
screech suppression. The nozzle convergent section is comprised
of primary flaps and seals while the divergent nozzle section is
comprised of divergent flaps and seals. Thermal barrier coatings
have been introduced on the divergent flaps and seals to reduce
thermal fatigue, extend nozzle life and reduce maintenance.

The F110-GE-132, like its IPE predecessor, is structurally ca-
pable of accepting the Multi Axis Thrust Vectoring~MATV ! with
the modifications to the exhaust nozzle as shown in Fig. 16.

The ejector nozzle, shown in Fig. 17, is another potential option

Fig. 14 Calculated velocity vectors for the F110-GE-132 radial augmentor

Fig. 15 Calculated temperature contours for the F110-GE-132
radial augmentor at a prescribed flight condition

Fig. 16 Comparison of the F110-GE baseline exhaust nozzle
feature with the AVEN ready exhaust nozzle features
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available on F110-GE-132. The fundamental idea behind this con-
cept is to use air from the engine bay to cool the nozzle parts. This
results in a significant improvement in exhaust nozzle parts life
~43! and a large~50–90 percent! reduction in LRU replacement
times. Other benefits of the ejector nozzle are a reduction in parts
count, reduced spare parts cost, reduced inspection time, and
lower exhaust system weight.

Summary
The F110-GE-132, developed using General Electric’s low-risk

derivative engine technology, is being offered at two different
thrust/inspection levels. The engine can be operated by the cus-
tomer at either of the two thrust/life ratings. In engine tests the
EFE has demonstrated over 34,000 pounds of maximum aug-
mented thrust, and will be qualified at 34,000 pounds thrust rating.
Two key new features on the engine include an increased airflow,
high efficiency, three-stage long chord blisk fan and an advanced
radial augmentor that reduces complexity, improves maintainabil-
ity, and provides increased parts life. A detailed description of the
new features of the F110-GE-132 have been presented. The en-
gine has completed final component validation and is being pre-
pared for qualification testing.

The engine utilizes leading edge technology with new features
that provide excellent reliability for new and derivative F-15,
F-16, and F-2 aircraft. Building on the success of the F110-GE-
100 program and leveraging low-risk derivative engine technol-
ogy have produced a very high efficiency robust blisk fan for the
F110-GE-132. This fan is capable of providing increased thrust or
improved engine life to new aircraft and is also available as a
retrofit kit for the current United States Air Force and foreign
military customer fleets without any airframe mount location
modifications. Similarly, the radial augmentor provides significant
durability improvements and can be retrofitted to existing engines
as well. The improved durability and maintainability features of
the F110-GE-132 result in reduced operational cost, with produc-
tion availability in 2002.

In October 1999, the United States Air Force officially in-
formed GE Aircraft Engines that it had designated the EFE 32,000
pound~minimum! thrust/4300 TAC inspection interval engine op-
tion as the F110-GE-132. The EFE’s 29,000 pound~minimum!
thrust/6000 TAC inspection interval option has been designated as
the F110-GE-132A and the 34,000 pound thrust version of the
EFE has been entitled as the F110-GE-134.
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Nomenclature

A/B 5 afterburner
AEDC 5 Arnold Engineering Development Center

CIP 5 component improvement program
EFE 5 enhanced fighter engine

ENSIP 5 engine structural integrity program
F/H 5 flame holder

FOD 5 foreign object damage
IHPTET 5 integrated high-performance turbine engine tech-

nology
IPE 5 improved performance engine
IRP 5 intermediate rated power~dry thrust!

LRU 5 line replaceable unit
LSP 5 laser shock peen

M 5 Mach number
Max A/B 5 maximum augmentation

OLGA 5 on-line gas analysis
TAC 5 total accumulated cycles
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Reducing Bottlenecks in the
CAD-to-Mesh-to-Solution Cycle
Time to Allow CFD to Participate
in Design
As CFD has matured to the point that it is capable of reliable and accurate flow simula-
tion, attention is now firmly fixed on how best to deploy that CFD as part of a process to
improve actual products. This ‘‘process’’ consists of capturing and controlling the geom-
etry of a suitable portion of an aeroengine (e.g., a blade row, or an internal cooling
system or a fan-plus-nacelle), building a mesh system, solving the flow and responding to
an appropriately visualized flow field by changing or accepting the geometry. This paper
looks at that process from the point of view of identifying any bottlenecks and argues that
current research should be directed at the CAD-to-mesh-to-solution cycle time rather
than, as has been traditional, just looking at the solver itself and in isolation. Work aimed
at eliminating some of these bottlenecks is described, with a number of practical ex-
amples. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1370162#

Introduction
The modern trend in aeroengines is try to produce more aggres-

sive designs~for example, higher stage loadings! and in reduced
design cycle time. The overall imperative is to reduce the cost of
the engine and reduce the associated development risk. This trend
is in turn causing a rather different focus to be placed on design
tools like CFD. The question is no longer simply whether CFD
can reproduce experiments sufficiently accurately~which has led
to rather excessive activity based narrowly on turbulence model-
ing! but whether CFD can participate in the design process with
sufficient speed to drive down the design cycle time. This empha-
sis on whether CFD can actually be used to help ‘‘halve the cost
of an engine’’ has revealed that one of the key bottlenecks is
getting access to complex geometry held in a CAD system and
converting that into suitable mesh systems for CFD. The concept
of ‘‘badly meshable geometry’’ was formally recognized only re-
cently by Samareh~1999! @1# who describes CAD features unsuit-
able for a CFD mesh procedure. This group of geometry features
essentially breaks down into two parts—areas where the unsuit-
ability arises from basic geometric errors, i.e., edge mismatches;
and areas where the unsuitability is due to the actual information
which is represented. The latter commonly arises in, for example,
the use of mechanical-type CAD for CFD analysis, where the
CAD definition is rendered unusable for a CFD analysis by the
presence of extraneous mechanical features.

This principle of the actual level of representation also applies
to CAD which is generated specifically for CFD; a CAD defini-
tion of a complete turbine stage would contain a large amount of
information ranging from the number of blades to the individual
spline control points. All of this information can be relevant for
the purposes of overall aerodynamic analysis, but the choice of
what information is relevant in a particular type of CFD analysis
is dependent on the tools being used. For example, an empirical
through flow correlation for a turbomachine may require gross
parameters such as the number of blades in a stage, whereas a
detailed Navier-Stokes analysis of the flow in a blade passage
would require access to the actual surfaces of the blades. In gen-
eral, a CFD engineer could expect to receive a highly complex
CAD for aerodynamic analysis, which would often contain many

features of very little aerodynamic interest that might nonetheless
give problems in grid generation and flow solving procedures.
These features might be, for example, rivets on an aeroplane fu-
selage, or bolt holes in a racing car body.

In a CFD analysis, the most common surface representation
used is one of a variety of types of spline, either uni- or bi-variate,
depending on the nature of the analysis. Typical geometry repre-
sentation methods for optimization concentrate to a certain extent
on the access given by the parameters to the design space. A
parameter set is commonly chosen on the basis of being able to
represent most existing designs for a given component. These
spline methods of surface representation, by virtue of being an
inherently efficient and practical way to represent a surface, tend
to be widely available in commercial CAD packages. The
NURBS method is not often used currently in CFD-based optimi-
zation as the extra flexibility offered, compared with a basic cubic
B-spline, is not seen to add much to the design process.

In this paper, recent work relating to a number of issues asso-
ciated with the CAD-to-mesh-to-solution problem is described,
including realistic ‘‘dirty’’ geometry acquisition and repair, sur-
face discretization and viscous volume mesh generation, and fast
3D RANS flow solution. The focus is on identifyingbottlenecks
and describing work which overcomes them. A number of practi-
cal examples are described as illustrations. Although geometry
parameterization itself is not covered in this paper, there is much
research starting up in that area. In our group this research is
driven by the view that it is the ability to parameterize geometry
which determines the absolute ability to optimize design. We be-
lieve that the freedom to parameterize requires complete control
of the entire CAD-to-mesh-to-solution process—hence this paper.

Desirable Attributes
The desirable attributes in a useful CAD-mesh-CFD system are

summarized in Fig. 1; the geometry to be manufactured is as-
sumed held in a CAD~or CAD-like! database. For CFD to be
useful~i.e., to participate in the design cycle! a number of appar-
ently simple operations must take place. The core requirements
are:

• the geometry must be imported from the CAD system;
• fully 3D viscous mesh generation must take place

automatically—and for arbitrary domains;

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
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• a reliable, robust 3D RANS flow solver must run as quickly
as possible.

In addition, it would be very desirable for the flow solver and
mesh generator to be coupled to permit geometry interrogation
during solution adaption~which might take place in both time and
space! and for both geometry and flow to sit within a geometry
parameterization and constrained optimization harness. Each of
these operations is nontrivial, raising issues which are, in many
cases, quite novel to the CFD community—both developers and
users.

Bottlenecks
Our work on a range of very practical geometries against real

deadlines, has brought into sharp focus four bottlenecks:

• importing and fixing ‘‘dirty’’ CAD;
• guaranteeing surface integrity during mesh generation;
• avoiding/eliminating ‘‘slivers’’ ~i.e., tetrahedrons of vanish-

ing volume!;
• computer memory/time for useful simulations.

This paper describes our responses to these bottlenecks.

Geometry Import
In many ways the biggest and most time-consuming~and most

surprising! bottleneck is simply getting access to the geometry in
the first place.

The process of geometry access is limited by the need for CFD
to interface with common commercial CAD systems and geom-
etry transfer formats~typically IGES!. The nature of this interface
is defined from two viewpoints; first that of the CAD draughts-
man, who should expect to set the original level of geometry
information to be as CFD friendly as possible; and second that of
the CFD package, which should expect to automatically interro-
gate and repair a full range of typical CAD formats and entities.
The quality of this interface is crucial to the CFD analysis as a
whole; for example, small geometry degeneracies which are ex-
tremely hard to repair automatically at the front end of a CFD
package can be easily removable by the original CAD draughts-
man when familiar with the requirements of CFD.

Surface data are often handled using spline surface definitions.
Intersystem transfer of such surfaces with existing formats leads
unavoidably to variable degrees of surface degeneracy, for ex-
ample, gaps in the solid surface due to tolerance mismatches, and
crucial topology and component intersection information is gen-
erally not supported at all. To deal with such problems a CFD
package must interrogate the geometry data at the very lowest and

most rigorous level, i.e., at the level of the individual spline sur-
face control points, and topology information must be generated
from scratch. Typical CFD procedures incorporate this geometry
repair with the mesh generation procedure, where topology and
intersections are defined manually in the mesh. This constitutes a
major bottleneck in the CFD procedure as a whole, but is not
strictly necessary if the geometry definition can be raised to the
required standard.

A limitation of typical intersystem data transfer is shown in Fig.
2. Here, a series of combustor injector holes have been reduced
from complex trimmed cylinders to simple geometrically rectan-
gular spline patches by the CAD/CFD geometry transfer formal.
To manually repair such intersection information for such realis-
tically complex geometry in a useful design process is not fea-
sible, and the CFD system must then be prepared to automatically
calculate intersection and topology information. Discussion with
the original draughtsman, in this instance on the length and detail
of the injector geometry, can minimize the effort required from
the CFD repair.

A typical aerofoil section geometry from a gas turbine combus-
tor inlet is shown in Fig. 3. Degeneracies here fall into two cat-
egories. First, the actual spline surface definition is not particu-
larly suitable on the suction surface of the blade; too many
patches are used to describe the relatively flat surface, and these
may well limit the quality of the surface mesh. A competent au-
tomated CFD procedure could be expected to repair this error.
Second, a CAD fillet is given at the root of the section. This
geometry information is derived from manufacturing data and
would not in general be required for the CFD analysis; but respon-

Fig. 1 Desirable attributes in a useful CAD-mesh-CFD system Fig. 2 Fuel injector holes from typical combustor geometry

Fig. 3 Inlet aerofoil section from typical combustor geometry
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sibility for controlling this level of data falls to the CAD draughts-
man, and repair of this type of error must currently be carried out
in commercial CAD rather than in a CFD package. However, the
fillet information may be required in the CFD for certain levels of
analysis, and ideally a geometry-adaptive mesh procedure should
have access to the information which can be maintained in the
background of the CFD.

Our goal is to produce a CAD-like input file to the mesh gen-
eration system, which we call a ‘‘.geo’’ file, containing patches,
edges, and topological bindings~Dawes, 1996@2#!; this goal is
generic to all mesh generation systems. To achieve this a number
of automatic, or semiautomatic tools have been developed in re-
sponse to much practical experience~Dawes, Dhanaskeran, and
Demargne, 1999@3#!:

• read, interpret and assemble skeleton .geo file from raw
IGES, trimming the patches and matching trimmed surface to
trimmed edge boundaries;

• convert patch geometry data into .geo format, including gen-
erating automatic topological information.~The boundaries should
have trimmed edges, i.e., all the surface boundary edges should
take part in the surface topological information!;

• remove duplicate nodes~within certain minimum tolerance!
and rebuild the .geo file;

• remove duplicate edges~based on end nodes and checking
the gap distances between the middle nodes! and rebuild the .geo
file;

• determine any ‘‘dangling’’ nodes or edges and delete from
the list;

• check the validity of the .geo file by checking all the vertices,
edges, surfaces information with the edge and surface topological
information;

• respline any given patch;
• merge patches which have matched trimmed edge along the

common edge boundary and rewrite the .geo file;
• split patches~along a particular parametric u/v line! and re-

write the .geo file;
• merge two or more .geo files into a single file with topologi-

cal information;
• split a single .geo file into many fragments, with topological

information;
• skip u/v lines in the given .geo file based on distance toler-

ance. Large u,v spacing variation on any patch causes problems in
curvature calculations in the surface mesh.

Figure 4 shows typical CAD surface representation errors, with
‘‘healed’’ results near the complex, highly three-dimensional
tongue of a radial inflow turbine housing.

3D Automatic Mesh Generation for Arbitrary Domains
While an enormous literature exists describing structured multi-

block meshes, chimera meshes, hybrid unstructured meshes, and
unstructured meshes, only purely unstructured meshes seem ca-
pable of truly automatic generation~Löhner, 1994@4#!. In addi-
tion, only unstructured meshes seem infinitely scalable on parallel
computer architectures. In principle, the entire meshing process is
automatic. However, another major potential bottleneck, which
must be under control for the CFD to participate in design, is
guaranteeing surface integrity at the mesh generation phase.

Once the mesh generator receives the .geo generic edges/
patches/bindings file, the first operation is to triangulate the do-
main surface. This is performed using an edge-swapping De-
launay algorithm as described by Dawes~1996! @1#. The surface
triangulation is both curvature and proximity sensitive and, if ap-
propriate, highly stretched triangles are generated near patch
edges to support viscous layers.

The next operation is to insert all the boundary nodes iteratively
into a tetrahedralized mesh structure. Node insertion is performed
using an edge-swapping Delaunay algorithm~Dawes~1996! @1#,
Fergusson~1987! @5#!. If this is ‘‘unconstrained’’ then the surface
integrity of the domain boundary cannot be guaranteed, i.e., sur-
face triangles are not guaranteed to match faces of tetrahedrons
and edges of tetrahedrons may pass through surface triangles. This
problem is particularly severe when dealing with real, practical
geometries where it is not always possible to guarantee ‘‘perfect’’
surface triangulations. The traditional response to this problem
~e.g., Peraire et al.~1988! @6#! is to devise elaborate post-
processing operations to swap tetrahedron edges to force bound-
ary recovery. Our response is to build surface integrity into the
heart of the algorithm: ‘‘march and grab.’’ This approach, illus-
trated in Fig. 5, is based on the idea of ‘‘marching’’ the domain
boundary triangles into the iteratively evolving tetrahedral mesh
proceeding from neighbor to neighbor. Once a tetrahedron face
coincides with a boundary triangle then that face is marked
‘‘grabbed’’ and no subsequent edge swapping is allowed to dis-
turb that match. The ability to introduce constraints on the fly is a
significant advantage of the edge-swapping algorithm~as opposed
to the more usual insertion polyhedron methods~Jameson et al.
~1986! @7#!. The next node to be inserted is then chosen from
neighbors of existing ‘‘grabbed’’ faces. Even over complex do-
mains, experience has shown that after all boundary nodes are
inserted all but a very small handful~10–20, say! of boundary
triangles are matched to tetrahedron faces. The remaining matches
can almost always be made using integer arithmetic and simple,

Fig. 4 Typical CAD surface representation errors together
with ‘‘healed’’ result
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very localized edge swapping. Overall, this strategy eliminates the
bottleneck associated with the need to guarantee surface integrity.

The final mesh generation bottleneck is avoiding and/or elimi-
nating ‘‘sliver cells.’’ Slivers are one of the most irritating by-
products of the Delaunay methodology. A sliver tetrahedron is
formed from four nearly co-planar nodes, Fig. 6, and has vanish-
ing volume but satisfies the basic Delaunay criterion of a very
compact circumsphere. However, although ‘‘valid,’’ slivers cause
the flow solver severe accuracy problems and must be removed.
Slivers within the body of the mesh can be prevented from form-
ing by adding additional tests in the heart of the meshing algo-
rithm; this can be readily done in an edge swapping approach
since ‘‘Delaunay-ness’’ is seen simply as a test. Slivers associated
with four nodes lying in the same boundary surface are more
difficult but can nearly always be removed by locally targeted,
semiautomated local edge swaps.

Fast, 3D RANS Flow Solution
The final bottleneck to be confronted is computer memory and

time. The only guaranteed way to make a flow solver run faster is

to get more computer power; the only scalable way to do this is to
exploit parallel architectures. Our work is based on the NEWT
family of 3D RANS unstructured mesh flow solvent~Dawes
~1992! @8#, ~1993! @9#! and we have adopted~Rycroft et al.~1999!
@10#! a domain decomposition parallelization strategy suitable for
both shared-memory and distributed-memory architectures. We
routinely use a variety of platforms including a 64 processor Sili-
con Graphics Origin 2000, 4-processor SGI workstation, and an
8-processor Bœuwulf-type cluster of 450 MHz Pentium PC’s.
Figure 7 shows typical speedups obtained on real problems.

Examples

• Axial compressor and underhub leakage
The first example, taken from Longley and Demargne~2000!

@11# and using the present CAD-to-mesh-to-CFD system, is the
classical problem of an axial compressor with underhub leakage
flow. Figure 8 shows a zoom view of the mesh near the leading
edge of an axial compressor cascade with the leakage path up-
stream of the platform. This gap discharges air pushed into the
corresponding gap just downstream of the blade row and driven
by the compressor’s own pressure rise. Figure 9 shows a compari-
son of predicted and measured total pressures downstream of the
blade row for a case with underhub leakage and a reference case
with no leakage cavity. For this case, and this design of leakage
path, the effect of the leakage is to substantially increase the size

Fig. 5 ‘‘March and grab’’: iterative insertion of surface tri-
angles to guarantee surface integrity

Fig. 6 A ‘‘sliver’’ formed from nearly co-planar nodes with
compact circumsphere

Fig. 7 Parallel speedup of unstructured flow solver on a Hita-
chi MPP

Fig. 8 Zoom view near the LE of a compressor with underhub
leakage
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of the corner stall~with corresponding increase in loss coeffi-
cient!. The agreement with experiment is considered satisfactory;
more details and discussion are given in Longley and Demargne
~2000! @11#.

• Combustion chamber

The second example, taken from Birkby et al.~2000! @12# and
using the present CAD-to-mesh-to-CFD system, is the topical
problem of combustion instabilities in an industrial aeroderivative
gas turbine. Figure 10 shows the surface mesh for the complete
geometry of the Rolls-Royce ‘‘Trent’’ aeroderivative combustion
chamber. This geometry, imported via IGES from the Rolls-
Royce ‘‘CADS’’ CAD system, included all the geometry from
inlet, past two layers of swirl blades, with four fuel injection pipes
per blade pitch, into the main body of the chamber, past secondary
and tertiary injection ports to the turbine inlet. The scale of re-
solved features ranges from 0.7 mm for the fuel pipe diameters to
of order 1 m for the overall system length. The geometry defini-
tion consisted of 847 separate patches and could only be handled
in a realistic time scale because of the almost completely auto-
mated nature of our system. With experience, a fully 3D unstruc-
tured mesh system can be generated for this type and scale of
geometry in a matter of days. A wide variety of cold flow and
steady and unsteady fully combusting solution were generated,
illustrated here by a single plot, Fig. 11; extensive details and
description can be found in Birkby et al.~2000! @12#, Kellar et al.
~1999! @13#, and Kellar~1999! @14#.

Concluding Remarks
For CFD to fulfill its full potential research is urgently needed,

not on the modeling in the flow solver itself but on reducing the
CAD-to-mesh-to-CFD cycle time. This will give CFD access to
the design process. Several bottlenecks were identified of which
by far the largest is the CAD-to-mesh conversion. Other bottle-
necks discussed were forcing surface integrity in mesh generation
and flow solver speed for large problems. Our responses to these
bottlenecks were described and a range of examples showed how
much progress has been possible. Real, practical geometries can
now be turned around in days rather than weeks. Soon, we will
achieve turn around in hours and be able to improve design.
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Viscous-Flow Two-Dimensional
Analysis Including Secondary
Flow Effects
During the last few decades extremely powerful Quasi-three-dimensional (3D) codes and
fully 3D Navier-Stokes solvers have been developed and successfully utilized in the design
process and optimization of multistage axial-flow compressors. However, most of these
methods proved to be difficult in handling and extremely time consuming. Due to these
disadvantages, the primary stage design and stage matching as well as the off-design
analysis is nowadays still based on fast 2D methods incorporating loss-, deviation- and
end wall modeling. Only the detailed 3D optimization is normally performed by means of
advanced 3D methods. In this paper a fast and efficient 2D calculation method is pre-
sented, which already in the initial design phase of multistage axial flow compressors,
considers the influence of hub leakage flows, tip clearance effects, and other end wall flow
phenomena. The method is generally based on the fundamental approach by Howard and
Gallimore (1992). In order to allow a more accurate prediction of skewed and nondevel-
oped boundary layers in turbomachines, an improved theoretical approach was imple-
mented. Particularly the splitting of the boundary layers into an axial and tangential
component proved to be necessary in order to account for the change between rotating
and stationary end walls. Additionally, a new approach is used for the prediction of the
viscous end wall zones including hub leakage effects and strongly skewed boundary
layers. As a result, empirical correlations for secondary flow effects are no longer re-
quired. The results of the improved method are compared with conventional 2D results
including 3D loss- and deviation-models, with experimental data of a three-stage re-
search compressor of the Institute for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery of the Techni-
cal University of Aachen and with 3D Navier-Stokes solutions of the V84.3A compressor
and of a multistage Siemens research compressor. The results obtained using the new
method show a remarkable improvement in comparison with conventional 2D methods.
Due to the high quality and the extremely short computation time, the new method allows
an overall viscous design of multistage compressors for heavy duty gas turbines and
aeroengine applications.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370167#

Introduction
Two-dimensional~2D! streamline curvature methods are still

the most important tools in the design and performance prediction
of axial-flow compressors. Due to the general assumption of axi-
symmetric and inviscid flow, these methods are principally not
able to predict viscous and 3D effects, which predominantly char-
acterize the flow properties within the end wall zones of axial-
flow compressors. This deficiency may be acceptable for the front
end compressor stages but will lead to significant inaccuracies in
the medium- and high-pressure section of multistage compressors.
This leads to unacceptable errors in performance prediction for
design and especially for off-design operation.

In order to improve the accuracy of these methods, many semi-
empirical correlations for 3D loss and deviation were developed.
With the introduction of these models a better prediction of the
3D loss generation and the effect on the subsequent compressor
stages became possible. However, in most cases, the models were
only valid for certain configurations and close to design operation.
Furthermore, the spanwise distribution of the 3D effects had to be
specified according to limited experimental data, which in most
cases only was available for design point operation.

A dramatic improvement was made by the development of two
important models to predict the effects of spanwise mixing in
axial-flow compressors. The model of Adkins and Smith@1# re-

quires the knowledge of secondary flows and attributes the span-
wise mixing to convectional transport phenomena. This method is
only attainable for quasi-3D methods where the secondary flow
effects are determined during the calculation process. The second
important model was developed by Gallimore@2#. This approach
explains spanwise mixing by diffusion effects only and therefore
does not require the detailed knowledge of 3D flow properties.
Both of these models are generally able to improve the radial
distribution of the flow properties in a multistage environment and
avoid unrealistically high end wall temperatures in rear stages.
With the implementation of radial mixing, the 3D losses can be
specified locally and the spanwise distribution for downstream
blade rows is performed by the mixing models. However, the
prediction of flow velocities and flow angles in the end wall re-
gions still remained unsatisfactory due to the lack of any viscous
effects in these models.

This deficiency was remarkably reduced by a further important
improvement which was developed by Howard and Gallimore in
1992 @3#. For the first time, the viscous effects of the end wall
regions were directly implemented into the mixing model devel-
oped by Gallimore@2#. The mixing coefficient was reduced in the
end wall zones according to a mixing length model. This approach
proved to be able to more accurately predict the flow properties
within the viscous end wall zones and therefore allowed a better
stage matching including end wall bending of airfoils. This
method also yields improved boundary conditions for 3D Navier-
Stokes calculations of isolated compressor stages. However, the
model still requires additional correlations for 3D loss and devia-
tion in order to match the experimental data, especially in the rear
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International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
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part of multistage compressors. Due to this requirement, an inac-
curacy for new compressor designs and for off-design perfor-
mance is still present.

In order to improve compressor efficiency by a reduction of 3D
losses, the necessity of a further improvement of the viscous-flow
model becomes obvious. The goals of the efforts described in this
paper can be summarized as follows:

• remove the necessity of 3D loss and deviation models,
• allow a satisfactory prediction of hub and casing boundary

layers including secondary flow effects for multistage axial-
flow compressors.

As a result, the present method allows a more precise prediction
of the radial flow field and enables the designer to improve the
efficiency by a better control of the 3D flow effects.

Main Features of Axial-Flow Compressors
The flow field within axial-flow compressors is dominated by

• airfoil boundary layers,
• hub and casing boundary layers at rotating and stationary end

walls,
• tip clearance and hub leakage effects,
• inner and outer bleeds,
• unsteady effects, and
• other 3D viscous flow effects.

For 2D axial-symmetric flow modeling, the airfoil boundary
layers and the related effects such as total pressure losses and 2D
underturning have to be incorporated by empirical correlations.
For NACA airfoils these correlations were determined by exten-
sive measurements in the 1950’s and are included in the NACA-
SP36 report by Johnson and Bullock@4# ~editors!. This fundamen-
tal analysis still is the basis of most 2D flow calculations and has
been improved to also predict the performance of other airfoil
families such as the British C4 series or supercritical, transonic
and controlled diffusion airfoils. These effects mainly determine
the compressor mass flow, the loading distribution, stage match-
ing, and surge margin at high and low-speed operation. Thus, a
large amount of effort has been invested to predict these effects as
accurately as possible in order to avoid problems in compressor
operating behavior and reduce the risk involved in new compres-
sor developing.

Hub and casing boundary layers caused by stationary and rotat-
ing end walls together with the tip clearance and hub leakage
effects mainly control the 3D-loss generation of multistage com-
pressors. Therefore, these effects have a major influence on com-
pressor efficiency and flow stability. To accurately model these

viscous end wall zones is extremely challenging because of the
3D dominance and the changes from absolute to relative frame of
reference~and vice versa! which lead to strongly skewed bound-
ary layers. Furthermore, the changes between stationary and rotat-
ing blades and end walls and the axial gaps lead to undeveloped
boundary layers that have to be addressed by the model in order to
correctly simulate the real flow behavior.

Inner and outer bleeds are required for sealing and cooling air
in the hot gas section. Therefore, they are characteristic for mod-
ern aeroengines and heavy duty gas turbines as well. These ex-
tractions also significantly change the radial flow properties and
therefore have to be included in 2D computations to consider the
impact on subsequent blade rows.

Unsteady effects can of course not be modeled by 2D steady-
state calculations. Therefore, only time-averaged properties are
calculated by these codes. However, it has to be ensured that the
steady-state solution represents the time-averaged properties from
measurements and unsteady calculations as close as possible.

The 3D flow effects can also not be directly predicted by 2D
methods. By implementing appropriate radial mixing models it is
possible however, to take into account the main overall effects
that are introduced by 3D features. The use of mixing models
allows a more accurate prediction of the radial temperature and
pressure distribution and additionally leads to a significant im-
provement of velocities and flow angles.

Governing Equations and Numerical Model

Two-Dimensional Boundary Layer Model. The viscous end
wall model presented in this paper is generally based on the fun-
damental approach of Gallimore@2# and Howard and Gallimore
@3#. However, some features representing the fundamental phe-
nomena of axial-flow compressors had to be introduced in order to
more precisely predict the end wall properties in the multistage
environment.

As in the original approach, the sublayers close to the end walls
are not modeled. The streamlines adjacent to the end walls there-
fore represent the flow conditions at a certain wall distance, which
generally is extremely small~between 0.01 percent and 0.2 per-
cent of the flowpath width!.

As is well known from the boundary layer theory~e.g, Schli-
chting @5#!, the velocity profiles strongly depend on the velocity
gradient in streamwise direction. The principal velocity distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 1. For accelerated boundary layers the
normalized velocity for a given sublayer thickness is higher than
for a decelerated flow~Fig. 1~b! and 1~c!!. In order to take into
account different normalized velocities at the boundary of the su-
blayer for the mixing length model, the numerical sublayer thick-

Fig. 1 Velocity distributions in boundary layers
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ness has to be modified accordingly~Fig. 1~a!!. For accelerated
flows ~Fig. 2!, the numerical sublayer thickness has to be larger
than for a constant flow field. In this case the nondimensional
sublayer thickness is calculated according to the empirical equa-
tion

dSUB5dSUB201
dSUB12dSUB20

p/2
arctanS v i

v i 21
21D (1)

For decelerated flows~Fig. 3!, however, the numerical sublayer
thickness has to decrease in order to predict a decreasing end wall
velocity by the standard mixing length model~Fig. 1~a!!. There-
fore, the nondimensional sublayer thickness is determined by

dSUB5dSUB202
dSUB202dSUB2

p/2
arctanS v i21

v i
21D (2)

Furthermore, in the original model, the end wall boundary lay-
ers are treated purely one dimensionally. If a change from steady
to rotating end walls occurs, this model therefore also predicts a
change of the meridional component due to a change in total
velocity. This behavior does not concur with measurements and
3D Navier-Stokes calculations. Due to the complex structures in
turbomachines, it is very common that the axial velocity gradient
is completely different compared to the circumferential gradient.
This behavior will lead to different velocity distributions within
the boundary layer with respect to axial and circumferential direc-
tion. These differences however are essential for the flow vector
close to the end walls. In order to predict this change in relative
and absolute flow angles more accurately than before, the original
model has been split into a meridional and circumferential part,
where especially the eddy viscositymt within the boundary layers
may have different values for meridional~mt-m! and circumferen-
tial ~mt-w! velocities and their derivatives:
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In order to determine the eddy viscositym t at a particular grid
location, the thickness of the sublayer has to be determined as
mentioned above. The turbulent viscosityv t can be computed
according to the mixing length model

v t5 l 2
dv
dy

(9)

with

l 5ky (10)

In this equationk is the Von-Karman constant andy is the wall
distance. This calculation has to be performed for both, meridi-
onal and circumferential direction. The local derivatives of me-
ridional and circumferential velocity are determined by a second-
order accurate discretization:
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Due to the large differences in radial grid spacing close to the
end walls~sublayer thickness and spacing between two adjacent
streamlines! the velocity derivatives and therefore also the turbu-
lent viscosity may become extremely large. This might produce
unrealistic high losses and can also lead to stability problems of
the 2D solver. Therefore, the eddy viscosity is limited to a certain
value. For most of the calculated compressors, values in the order
of 2.031024 proved to be satisfactory.

Stationary and Rotating End Walls. In order to account for
the shear forces of stationary and rotating end walls, appropriate
boundary conditions have to be specified. Due to the change from
stationary to rotating end walls and vice versa, the boundary layer
profiles in the circumferential direction are generally skewed. To
account for this effect, the calculations are carried out in two
steps:

1 The first step of computation takes into account the ‘‘up-
stream history’’ of the flow field in order to predict the flow
properties of inner streamlines.

2 In a second step the wall streamlines are calculated with the
appropriate boundary conditions of the current location.

This modeling method is chosen in order to introduce the near
wall shear effects into the calculation and at the same time avoids
the prediction of an unrealistic influence of these effects on the
interior flow field. The information of different boundary condi-
tions is therefore only transmitted to the interior flow field of
subsequent calculation planes by radial mixing.

Fig. 2 Numerical sublayer thickness for accelerated flows

Fig. 3 Numerical sublayer thickness for decelerated flows
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Considering a compressor design with stators consisting of in-
ner shrouds, the boundary conditions are specified as follows:

Rotor Inlet
Hub Casing

First pass~inner streamlines! stationary stationary
Second pass~wall streamlines! rotating stationary

These specifications take into account that the interior flow field
at the rotor inlet is predominantly controlled by the stationary
boundaries of the upstream stator. Due to the rotating hub, the
rotating boundary condition is introduced for the second pass in
order to consider the local shear effects for the hub streamline.

Rotor exit
Hub Casing

First pass~inner streamlines! rotating rotating
Second pass~wall streamlines! stationary stationary

The inner streamlines at the rotor exit are mainly influenced by
the rotating flow field in the relative frame of reference. There-
fore, rotating boundaries are specified for the first pass. For the
second pass, the underturning near the hub caused by secondary
flow effects is considered by the specification of a stationary hub
contour. The radial tip clearance and the stationary casing contour
is considered by stationary boundaries during the second pass.

Stator inlet Hub Casing

First pass~inner streamlines! rotating rotating
Second pass~wall streamlines! stationary stationary

The interior flow field at the stator inlet section is affected by
the rotating flow field of the upstream rotor. Therefore, the bound-
ary conditions in the first pass are set to ‘‘rotating.’’ The walls
however are stationary. This effect is introduced by specifying
stationary boundaries during the second pass for both hub and
casing streamline.

Stator exit Hub Casing

First pass~inner streamlines! stationary stationary
Second pass~wall streamlines! stationary stationary

The stator exit flow field is very easy to calculate. The inner
flow field is affected by the stationary blade row and the boundary
conditions at hub and casing are also stationary.

Stator Leakage Effects and Bleed Flows. For gas turbine
and aero engine compressors consisting of stators with inner
shrouds, hub leakage flows have to be considered instead of gap
flows for cantilevered stators. The amount of these leakage’s de-
pends on

• Sealing geometry~number of seal strips and gap width!, and
• Pressure difference across the stator.

Therefore, the leakage flow for each of the stators can be de-
termined by a simple equation:

m5aAp2A12p1
2/p2

2

zRTt2
(13)

In this equation the constanta is a function of sealing geometry
and has to be determined experimentally. Once the leakage flow
for each stator is computed, this mass flow has to be extracted
behind the stators from the stream tube adjacent to the hub~Fig.
4!.

The average value of total temperature is calculated and stored.
The streamlines in this location are redistributed in order to obtain
the same fractions of the total mass flow for each stream tube as in
the other calculation planes. All other flow properties are redis-
tributed in the same manner in order to ensure conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy.

For the next overall iteration, the leakage mass flow for each
stator is introduced upstream of the stator blade row into the
stream tube at the hub. Regarding the leakage flow, it is assumed
that

• the radial velocity is negligible~'0!,
• the axial velocity is zero,
• the static pressure is equal to the local static pressure at the

hub, and
• the circumferential velocity is half of the rotational speed at

the hub~due to the shear forces of rotating and stationary seal
strips!.

Continuity gives

m25mL1m1 (14)

The total temperature after mixing is obtained by conservation
of energy:

Tt25~m1Tt11mLTtL!/m2 (15)

The velocities downstream of the mixing plane are obtained
from conservation of meridional and circumferential momentum:

vm25
m1

m2
vm1 (16)

vu25
~m1vu11mLvuL!

m2
(17)

It is assumed that the second streamline is not affected by the
introduction of the leakage flow. It is however considered, that the
radial shift of the streamlines due to the additional mass flow
leads to a change of the circumferential velocity according to the
conservation of momentum.

Conservation of mass, energy, and momentum is achieved by
assuming that all flow properties vary linearly from second
streamline to hub streamline and the properties of the hub stream-
line are modified accordingly. The streamline locations of all
other streamlines are redistributed in order to achieve the specified
fractions of the local mass flow for each of the stream tubes.
Again, the impact on the interior flow field is computed for sub-
sequent calculation planes by the mixing model only.

In order to account for the proper modeling of inner and outer
bleeds, the modeling is very similar to the extraction of leakage
flows downstream of the stators. Due to the higher mass flow
required for turbine cooling and sealing purposes, the bleed flows
might be higher than the mass flow contained by the stream tube
adjacent to the bleed location. Therefore, also the second stream
tube might have to be modified in order to obtain a correct mod-

Fig. 4 Model of axial compressor stage with shrouded hub
and seal strips
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eling. The redistribution of the streamlines and the computation of
all relevant properties is equivalent to the simulation of leakage
flows.

Results I: Three-Stage Research Compressor
To verify the new approach, results of test calculations were

compared to measurement data of a three-stage research compres-
sor of the Institute for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery of the
Technical University of Aachen. This compressor has been ana-
lyzed using different measurement techniques, which offer an ex-
cellent data resolution especially in the end wall regions
~Hoynacki,@6#!.

The main design parameters of the research compressor are
listed in Table 1:

Figure 5 shows the longitudinal section of the flow path of the
research compressor. Characteristic features of the compressor are
the fully inverse designed controlled diffusion airfoils, and the
high rotational speed combined with high Mach-and Reynolds
number levels. These flow parameters are similar to those of in-
dustrial application. Therefore the transferability of the obtained
results is ensured.

The axial gaps between the blade rows were enlarged to allow
detailed probe traverse measurement. The tip clearance of the ro-
tors during operation is less than 0.6/0.8/1.0 percent chord with
the rotor blades having no squealer tip. The inlet guide vanes and
stator blades consist of inner shrouds.

The steady flow field was investigated in detail, upstream and
downstream of each blade row. Combined radial and pitchwise
traversing of pneumatic probes has been carried out to measure
the distribution of the time-averaged velocity vector and the time-
averaged pressure and temperature profiles of the flow field.
While five-hole probes were used to measure the distribution over
approximately 85 percent blade heights, a miniaturized three-hole
probe was developed for measurements inside the end wall
boundary layers.

The results for the research compressor presented in this paper
are discussed for the design point. Table 2 lists the overall perfor-
mance data for the design point.

As the improvement of fast 2D streamline curvature methods is
the main issue in this paper, in the following discussion, the ex-
perimental data are compared to two different releases of the 2D
method. The ‘‘new’’ results represent the approach presented in
this paper. The ‘‘old’’ results are gained from a former version,
which includes the original mixing model of Howard and Galli-
more @3# and conventional empirical correlations for 3D losses
and correlations for secondary flow effects based on investigations
of Roberts et al.,@7#. These ‘‘old’’ results are included to point
out the main differences between the two approaches and thereby
clarify the improvements of the new one.

Both, the old and the current 2D method are based on a duct
flow approach. For numerical stability, the number of radial
streamlines, and therefore the mesh refinement in radial direction
in the end wall regions, is limited. Typical radial numbers of
streamlines used for the presented calculations are 17. The appli-
cation of the presented method within a throughflow code will
increase the resolution within the viscous end wall and therefore
the accuracy of the method.

In Fig. 6–11 the distribution of the circumferentially averaged
values of yaw angle and total pressure at different measurements
planes are plotted versus span. All angles are plotted with respect
to the axial direction.

Relative Whirl Angle. One of the most important demands
in compressor design is the correct prediction of the stagnation
enthalpy rise, which requires an accurate representation of the
flow turning angles in rotors. Moreover the whole stage matching
depends on correctly predicted inlet and exit flow angles of the
blade rows. Especially in modern compressor design, where end
wall bending of airfoils is a necessity to improve the high level
performance, the correct prediction of the flow angles in the end
wall regions becomes very important.

The comparison of the values of the relative outlet flow angles
behind the rotors shows a good agreement between measurement
and both calculations models in the core region. Only the new
approach however is capable of predicting the underturning of the

Table 1 Main design parameters three-stage research com-
pressor

Rotational speed 17.000 rpm
Total pressure ratio 2
Corrected mass flow 13.4 kg/s
Power input 920 KW
Outer diameter 0.387 m
Max. relative inlet Mach number 0.89
Max. circumferential speed 345 m/s
Stage pressure ratios 1.3/1.28/

1.22

Fig. 5 Compressor cross section three-stage research com-
pressor „Institute for Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery,
Technical University of Aachen …

Table 2 Performance data of the three-stage research com-
pressor

Experiment
Calculation

~new approach!

Pressure ratio 2.03 2.03
Mass flow Kg/s 13.65 13.63
Adiabatic
efficiency

91.16 91.91

Fig. 6 Relative whirl angle downstream Rotor 1
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flow in the hub region due to secondary flow effects and shear
forces produced by the change from a rotating to a stationary wall.
In the tip region, the flow field is strongly influenced by the tip
clearance vortex. While this three-dimensional effect is not very
distinct behind Rotor 1, the vortex covers up to 20 percent span in
the rear part of the compressor. This leads to a significant over-
turning of the flow between 80 percent and 95 percent span and an
underturning in the casing boundary layer behind Rotor 3. While
the conventional 2D method does not predict this three-
dimensional flow phenomena at all, the new approach predicts the
underturning in the outer wall boundary layer but still underesti-
mates the influence of the tip vortex between 80 percent and 95
percent span.

Absolute Whirl Angle. The correct prediction of the inlet
flow angles influences the quality of the end wall bending in mod-

ern compressor design. Moreover detailed analysis of multistage
compressors are performed using 3D Navier-Stokes solvers,
which investigate single blade rows or portions of a compressor
embedded in the multistage regime. Providing these calculation
tools with physically correct boundary conditions is essential for
the quality of their results.

Figures 8 and 9 show the absolute whirl angle in front of stator
1 and stator 2. Especially in the end wall regions, the analysis with
the new approach better represents the experimental data. While a
significant improvement of the gradients in the end wall zones is
achieved, there is still a discrepancy with respect to the absolute
values.

Compared to the new model the spanwise distribution of the
absolute inlet flow angle calculated by the conventional approach
~‘‘old’’ ! show regions of underturning at 15 percent and 90 per-
cent span upstream Stator 2 and downstream Stator 3~Fig. 10!.
These buckles are a result of the correlation for secondary flow
effects. These distributions do not agree with the experimental
data as the 3D loss and deviation mechanisms are overpredicted
and placed too far away from the end walls.

A comparison of the radial flow distribution shows that the new
approach is able to predict the physical phenomena fairly well at
the front end of the compressor, where the influence of secondary
flow mechanisms are small but also at the compressor exit, where
secondary flow phenomena dominate the flow field. The whirl
angle at the compressor exit~Fig. 10! reveals, that the new ap-
proach predicts the location and the magnitude of the over- and
underturning at hub and casing with a sufficient accuracy. These
effects are caused by a system of channel vortices in the lower-
and upper-half of the flow channel at the compressor exit.

Fig. 7 Relative whirl angle downstream Rotor 3

Fig. 8 Absolute whirl angle upstream Stator 1

Fig. 9 Absolute whirl angle upstream Stator 2

Fig. 10 Exit absolute whirl angle „three-stage research com-
pressor …

Fig. 11 Stagnation pressure at compressor exit „three-stage
research compressor …
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In the midspan region between 15 percent and 85 percent span,
both 2D calculations miss predict the whirl angles by 3 to 4 deg.
In this range, the whirl angles were measured with five hole
probes, while the end wall regions were measured with three hole
probes. Due to the fact, that the head of the five hole probe is four
times larger than the head of the three hole probe, the authors
assume, that the five hole probe causes a non-negligible blockage
effect. This effect occurs significantly in the back end of the com-
pressor, where the probe size is in the magnitude of 3 percent of
the channel heights. This effect can also be seen in the meridional
velocity distribution. While in the end wall regions, the measure-
ments coincide with the 2D calculation~new model!, a significant
increase in the measured meridional velocity occurs between 15
percent and 85 percent span.

Stagnation Pressure. Figure 11 shows the total pressure dis-
tribution at the compressor exit. The comparison of total pressure
distribution calculated by the new approach with the experimental
data points out a remarkable agreement behind stator 3. Both the
radial gradients and the absolute values match the experimental
data very well.

Due to an overprediction of secondary loss and deviation by the
conventional secondary loss and deviation model, a drop in stag-
nation pressure between 10 percent and 30 percent span can be
seen for the ‘‘old’’ model. This drop starts in the mid region of the
compressor and is strongly related to the above described buckles
in the inlet and outlet flow angle distribution.

Results II. V84.3A Compressor
The advanced Model V84.3A was designed by United Technol-

ogy Corporation and Siemens Power Generation. Advanced fea-
tures derived from aeroengine technology such as controlled dif-
fusion airfoils and custom tailored blading are included for loss
minimization and to account for end wall and 3D flow effects
~Hobbs and Weingold,@8#, Janssen et al.,@9#!.

The aerodynamic design point of the compressor is as follows:
Corrected speed 3600 rpm
Corrected mass flow rate 430 kg/s
Pressure ratio 16
The 15-stage V84.3A compressor was analyzed by Elmendorf

et al. @10# using the 3D Navier-Stokes code TASCflow™
~TASCflow3D Documentation@11#!, which is widely used in so-
phisticated turbomachinery applications. Successive computations
by coupled two-blade-row calculations yield a data base of the
whole compressor flow field at design conditions.

Figures 12 and 13 show the computed relative whirl angles
~from axial direction! of a typical rotor in the middle and in the
rear part of the compressor. The 2D data are compared to the
results of the 3D Navier-Stokes analysis. The rotor inlet flow in
the mid and rear section of the compressor, is characterized by

increased whirl angles at hub and tip due to the incoming bound-
ary layers, which are strongly skewed while changing from the
stationary to the rotating frame of reference. The agreement in
both the absolute values and the gradients between the new 2D
method and the 3D analysis is very good.

At rotor outlet above 90 percent span the flow is dominated by
the tip clearance. The underturning, which is mainly caused by
shear force influence of the stationary casing wall in combination
with the pressure gradient from pressure to suction side over the
tip gap, is predicted in both calculation methods with a good
agreement. The 3D results for the mid part of the compressor~Fig.
12! at rotor outlet near hub, show the occurrence of a channel
vortex that causes an underturning at 5 percent span and an over-
turning at the hub end wall. In the rear part of the compressor
~Fig. 13! underturning in the hub region becomes more signifi-
cant. In comparison to the detailed 3D results, the 2D methods
underpredict these effects near hub in the back end of the com-
pressor. Nevertheless the calculated distributions of relative flow
angles demonstrate the reliability of the new advanced 2D calcu-
lation method.

Rotor calculations with the 3D code were performed specifying
a rotating frame of reference taking into account a rotating hub.
For comparability with the 3D results the same boundary condi-
tions were set up for the 2D calculations of the Siemens compres-
sor. This is quite different to the 2D computation of the research
compressor. According to the comparison with stationary mea-
surements at a nonrotating hub downstream of the rotor, rotating
boundaries are specified only for the first pass~inner streamlines!
and for the second pass a stationary hub contour is defined~wall
streamlines!.

Figure 14 shows the development of total pressure by plotting
the dimensionless radial distributions in the axial gaps located in
front of stator 5, stator 7, and stator 14. The experimental data are
derived from instrumented vanes at 9 radial positions.

The comparison between the 3D Navier-Stokes results and the
measurements shows the best agreement. Both radial gradients
and absolute levels are predicted with good accuracy.

However, also the radial distributions of the 2D calculations
show a good agreement to the experimental data and the 3D re-
sults. Besides a minor overestimation of total pressure in the front
and middle part of the compressor between 50 percent and 85
percent span, the total pressure rise is well predicted. Considering
radial mixing and stator leakage flow yields realistic values at the
hub. Due to an accurate prediction of the flow turning angles in
rotors the stage matching is calculated with good accuracy.

The main deficiencies are detected for stator 14 in the hub
region below 10 percent span. In comparison to the measurements
the total pressure is overpredicted. Analyzing the 3D Navier-

Fig. 12 Relative whirl angle of a rotor in the mid section of the
V84.3A compressor

Fig. 13 Relative whirl angle of a rotor at the back end of the
V84.3A compressor
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Stokes results, which fit the experimental data better at that loca-
tion, an overprediction of flow turning within the hub region of
rotor 14 becomes obvious.

Results III: Multistage Siemens Research Compressor
In the previous two examples, the quality of the numerical re-

sults obtained by the streamline curvature method not only depend

on the different modeling of the end wall regions but also on the
quality of the loss and deviation correlations for the 2D profile
sections. The uncertainty, whether the disagreement between mea-
surement or 3D Navier-Stokes solution and the results of the
streamline curvature method is an effect of the 2D correlations or
of the end wall model, is eliminated in the third test case.

In this example, the mid part of a multistage Siemens research

Fig. 15 Total pressure rotor 7

Fig. 16 Total temperature rotor 7

Fig. 17 Relative whirl angle rotor 7

Fig. 18 Total pressure rotor 8

Fig. 14 Development of radial total pressure distribution of the V84.3A compressor
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compressor is analyzed with the 3D Navier-Stokes code CFX-
TASC flow™ and compared with the ‘‘old’’ and ‘‘new’’ version
of the streamline curvature method. The basis for the design is the
new Siemens high performance airfoil~HPA! family, described
by Köller et al. @12#. The profile losses and deviation for design
and off-design conditions for all airfoils of the profile family are
calculated with a blade-to-blade code and stored in a comprehen-
sive database. Within the streamline curvature method, the 2D
flow turning and profile losses are no longer calculated by corre-
lations, but extracted out of this database.

Figures 15–20 show some characteristic calculation results of
the multistage Siemens research compressor. Due to the above
described method, the agreement between the 3D Navier-Stokes
solution and the streamline curvature method is very good in all
regions, where 2D effects dominate the flow field. In regions
where 3D effects influence the flow field, significant differences
between the old and new model can be seen. The differences
mainly occur below 5 percent span and above 95 percent span. In
these regions, differences in inlet and outlet flow angles up to 5
deg can be noticed between the models. This influences the total
pressure and temperature rise across the blades and vanes.

The agreement between the new approach and the results of the
3D Navier-Stokes solutions is impressively accurate. Only the
flow turning at tip of rotor 8 is calculated too small compared to
the 3D solution due to underpredicting the tip leakage effects in
the presented model.

Conclusions
A fast and efficient 2D calculation method is presented, which

allows an overall viscous design of advanced multistage compres-

sors. In order to improve the accuracy of loss- and deviation pre-
diction, the strongly skewed and nondeveloped end wall boundary
layers are split into an axial and tangential component, where
especially the eddy viscosity within the boundary layers has dif-
ferent values for the meridional and circumferential direction.

To consider the shear forces due to the change from stationary
to rotating end walls and vice versa, appropriate boundary condi-
tions have to be specified. Within the new model, a two-step cal-
culation procedure is described.

Moreover, the prediction of the viscous end wall zones is im-
proved by taking into account the different behavior of acceler-
ated and decelerated endwall boundary flow conditions in the su-
blayer region. As a result, empirical loss- and deviation
correlations for secondary flow effects are no longer required.

For compressors consisting of stators with inner shrouds, bub
leakage flows have to be considered instead of gap flows for can-
tilevered stators. In order to account for these effects, a new
model for hub leakage flow effects is described.

The results of the improved method show a good agreement
with experimental data of a three-stage research compressor and
an improvement in comparisons with a conventional 2D method,
which includes correlations for empirical 3D loss- and deviation
effects.

The comparison with 3D Navier-Stokes results and measure-
ments from the Siemens full load gas turbine facility of the Si-
emens V84.3A compressor, demonstrates the reliability of the im-
proved 2D method for advanced industrial compressor designs
and enables the designer to improve the efficiency by a better
control of the 3D flow effects.

The very encouraging agreement between 3D Navier-Stokes
results of a multistage Siemens research compressor and results of
the presented method shows, that for future design tasks, a com-
bination of the presented method and a database oriented ap-
proach for predicting the 2D loss and deviation effects is highly
desirable.

Due to the high accuracy and the short computation time, the
new method is a powerful tool in the viscous design and perfor-
mance prediction of multistage axial compressors for heavy duty
gas turbines and aeroengine applications.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area
E 5 axial and tangential shear forces
H 5 enthalpy
k 5 von Karman constant
l 5 mixing length

m 5 mass flow
p 5 pressure
r 5 radius

R 5 gas constant
s 5 entropy
T 5 temperature
v 5 velocity
y 5 wall distance
z 5 number of seal strips
d 5 boundary layer thickness
« 5 mixing coefficient
kt 5 eddy thermal conductivity
mt 5 eddy viscosity
f 5 dissipation function

Fig. 20 Relative whirl angle rotor 8

Fig. 19 Total temperature rotor 8
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r 5 density

subscripts

1 5 before mixing
2 5 after mixing
L 5 leakage

SUB 5 sub layer
acc 5 accelerated
dec 5 decelerated

t 5 stagnation
i 5 in streamline direction
j 5 in radial direction
z 5 axial direction

m 5 meridional direction
w 5 circumferential direction
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Linearized Unsteady Viscous
Turbomachinery Flows Using
Hybrid Grids
The paper describes the theory and the numerical implementation of a three-dimensional
finite volume scheme for the solution of the linearized, unsteady Favre-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations for turbomachinery applications. A further feature is the use of mixed
element grids, consisting of triangles and quadrilaterals in two dimensions, and of tetra-
hedra, triangular prisms, and hexahedra in three dimensions. The linearized unsteady
viscous flow equations are derived by assuming small harmonic perturbations from a
steady-state flow and the resulting equations are solved using a pseudo-time marching
technique. Such an approach enables the same numerical algorithm to be used for both
the nonlinear steady and the linearized unsteady flow computations. The important fea-
tures of the work are the discretization of the flow domain via a single, unified edge-data
structure for mixed element meshes, the use of a Laplacian operator, which results in a
nearest neighbor stencil, and the full linearization of the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence
model. Four different test cases are presented for the validation of the proposed method.
The first one is a comparison against the classical subsonic flat plate cascade theory, the
so-called LINSUB benchmark. The aim of the second test case is to check the computa-
tional results against the asymptotic analytical solution derived by Lighthill for an un-
steady laminar flow. The third test case examines the implications of using inviscid,
frozen-turbulence, and fully turbulent models when linearizing the unsteady flow over a
transonic turbine blade, the so-called 11th International Standard Configuration. The
final test case is a rotor/stator interaction, which not only checks the validity of the
formulation for a three-dimensional example, but also highlights other issues, such as the
need to linearize the wall functions. Detailed comparisons were carried out against mea-
sured steady and unsteady flow data for the last two cases and good overall agreement
was obtained. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1371777#

1 Introduction
Over the last three decades, considerable effort has been de-

voted to developing computational methods for modeling un-
steady turbomachinery flows, especially for the prediction of
aeroelasticity phenomena such as flutter and forced response. Re-
view articles are given by Whitehead@1#, Verdon @2#, and Mar-
shall and Imregun@3#. Due to computational limitations, early
efforts were focused on semi-analytical formulations, and simpli-
fying assumptions such as inviscid, incompressible, irrotational
flows were the norm. In the main, such methods dealt with cas-
cades of flat plates operating at zero incidence@4#. However, most
modern computational techniques are based on either inviscid Eu-
ler or viscous Navier–Stokes equations and, broadly speaking,
they can be divided into:~i! nonlinear time-marching methods and
~ii ! linearized frequency domain methods.

Erdos et al.@5# are among the pioneers for tackling nonlinear
unsteady flows by time-marching methods. They predicted the
two dimentional unsteady flow in a fan stage, including the use of
an algorithm to treat unequal pitches. Such methods were further
developed during the late 1980’s and extended to three dimen-
sions: Rai@6#, Giles@7#, He and Denton@8#. With currently avail-
able computational power, it is possible to undertake unsteady
viscous flow predictions with large models. For instance, the
forced response calculations for a whole-annulus, three-blade row
model of a small fan are described by Sayma et al.@9#. Such
computations include the effects of the blade flexibility through
moving meshes. Although such investigations are very useful for
gaining increased physical understanding of important unsteady

flow and aeroelasticity phenomena associated with finite ampli-
tude excitation, boundary layer displacement and separation, and
large shock excursion, they can become prohibitively expensive
for large models. Therefore, generally speaking, methods based
on nonlinear aerodynamics do not meet the immediate needs of
turbomachinery designers who require computationally efficient
procedures for routine parametric calculations.

A good compromise between computational efficiency and flow
accuracy can, in principle, be offered by linearized frequency do-
main methods. As mentioned earlier, early attempts to predict
flow unsteadiness for turbomachinery applications were based on
linear cascade theories. Verdon and Caspar@10# were among the
first to develop linearized potential solvers. A two-dimensional
steady-state flow was obtained from the nonlinear potential equa-
tion and three-dimensional effects were introduced by adding
stream-tube thickness and radius changes. The complexities of
extending the potential analysis to three-dimensional flows, the
computational cost of the standard matrix solution methods, and
the need to capture the flow details more accurately led to the
development of linearized Euler methods. Following earlier work
by Ni and Sisto@11#, Hall and Crawley@12# developed a finite
element method for solving the linearized Euler equations. They
investigated flows in subsonic cascades and transonic ducts and
used ‘‘shock fitting.’’ Further work in the area of linearized Euler
equations is reported by Lindquist and Giles@13#, Hall and Clark
@14#, Montgomery and Verdon@15,16#. Lindquist and Giles@13#
proved that, if correctly formulated, shock capturing schemes can
produce the same answers as shock-fitting schemes. This is an
important finding because shock-capturing schemes are very
much simpler to implement, particularly in three dimensions.

In any case, the analyses given above are based on an inviscid
flow representation and thus they cannot deal with cases where
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viscous effects are important: shock-boundary layer interaction,
flow separation, and recirculation. Such features are particularly
important for turbomachinery unsteady flows because most inves-
tigations are conducted at off-design conditions. For instance,
generally speaking, fan blades do not encounter flutter problems at
the design speed but part-speeds, where the flow behavior is
dominated by viscous effects, may cause some concern. One of
the first time-linearized Navier–Stokes analyses of a cascade un-
steady flow was reported by Cizmas and Hall@17#. The computa-
tional domain was divided into two parts: a viscous flow near the
airfoil and in the wake region, and an inviscid flow in the rest of
the domain. The viscous flow was modeled using a finite differ-
ence discretization of the boundary layer equations while the in-
viscid flow was modeled using a finite element discretization of
the full potential equation. However the analysis was limited to
incompressible flows and to prescribed boundary layer assump-
tion. Ning and He@18# presented a novel quasi-three dimensional
nonlinear harmonic Euler/Navier–Stokes method, which com-
bines the computational efficiency of linearized techniques and
some of the accuracy of nonlinear formulations. Holmes et al.
@19# are among the first researchers to present a three-dimensional
time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis with ak–v turbulence
model. Their results were limited to flows with a thin attached
boundary layer and whether or not the turbulence model itself
needed to be linearized was discussed in detail. Although this
issue will be dealt with later in this paper, an overview will be
given here. Avoiding the linearization of the turbulence model and
using the mean-flow values for the eddy viscosity, the so-called
frozen turbulence model is relatively straightforward. On the other
hand, the linearization of the turbulence model may require sig-
nificant algebra and coding effort. The mathematical formulation
of a specific turbulence model and its mesh density requirement
near the blade surface are further important considerations. For
instance, a very fine mesh requirement may well negate some of
the computational advantages. In any case, an important contribu-
tion is made by Clark and Hall@20# who reported a two-dimen-
sional linearized Navier–Stokes analysis using the one-equation
Spalart–Allmaras@21# turbulence model. They predicted the
aeroelasticity behavior of a fan blade at some off-design condition
that involved high incidence and flow separation over much of the
suction surface. Their results showed good overall agreement with
the available experimental data.

The present paper describes a three-dimensional finite-volume
~FV! scheme for a full discretization of the time-linearized
Navier–Stokes equations. The one-equation turbulence model of
Spalart–Allmaras@21#, which has the form of a sixth conservation
equation, was linearized for a consistent formulation. The unified
approach described in this paper allows the use of two-dimen-
sional and three-dimensional structured, unstructured or block-
structured grids with mixed elements under the same numerical
scheme.

2 Time-Linearized Navier–Stokes Equations

2.1 Navier–Stokes Equations on a Moving Grid. For a
three dimensional blade row, the unsteady, compressible, Favre-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations can be cast in terms of abso-
lute velocity vW but solved in a relative non-Newtonian reference
frame rotating along with the blade about thex1 axis with angular
velocity VW . Using Cartesian coordinatesxW5(x1 ,x2 ,x3), such
equations can be written in an ALE integral conservative form for
a control volumeV(t) with moving boundaryS(t):

]

]t EV~ t !
U dV1 R

S~ t !
FF¢ ~U,uW !2

1

Re
G¢ ~U,¹U!G•nW dS5E

V~ t !
SdV

(1)

The viscous termG¢ on the left-hand side of Eq.~1! is scaled by
the reference Reynolds number so that flow variables are nondi-
mensionalized consistently.nW represents the outward unit vector

of the control volume boundaryS(t). The vectoruW , which repre-
sents the velocity in the relative frame of reference minus the
velocity dxW /dt of the boundaryS(t), can be written as:

uW 5vW 2VW 3xW2
dxW

dt
(2)

The solution vector of conservative variablesU is given by:

U5@r rv1 rv2 rv3 re#T (3)

The inviscid flux vectorF¢ (U,uW ) has the following components:

Fj5Uuj1Pj (4)

Pj5@0 pd1 j pd2 j pd3 j v j p#T (5)

whered i j is the Kronecker delta function. The pressurep and the
total enthalpyh are related to the densityr, absolute velocityuW
and internal energye by the following two perfect gas equations
with a constant ratio of specific heatg:

p5~g21!rFe2
uvW u2

2 G , h5e1
p

r
(6)

Following the approach of Sbardella and Imregun@22#, the vis-
cous part of the governing equations is split into two distinct
components, namely:

G¢ 5G¢ l1G¢ m (7)

where

G¢ l5F 0

m¹W v1

m¹W v2

m¹W v3

mSv j¹W v j1
g

g21 S m l

Pr l
1

m t

Prt
D¹W T

G (8)

and thej th component ofG¢ m is given by:

Gm
j 53

0

m
]v j

]x1
1~l¹W •vW !d1 j

m
]v j

]x2
1~l¹W •vW !d2 j

m
]v j

]x3
1~l¹W •vW !d3 j

m~vW •¹W v j !1lv j~¹W •vW !

4 (9)

In Eqs.~8! and~9!, m represents the total dynamic viscosity of the
fluid and is given by the summation of the laminar~physical!
dynamic viscositym1 and the turbulent dynamic viscositym t .
The linearization of the latter, which needs to be evaluated using
a suitable turbulence model, will later be discussed in some detail.
The value ofl is given by the Stokes relationl52(2/3)m. It is
easily seen that the componentG¢ 1 in Eq. ~8! includes the Laplac-
ian operators of the three velocity components and temperature
only. The second component,G¢ m , contains the mixed derivative
terms, the discretization of which is discussed in Sbardella and
Imregun@22#. The vector of source termsS on the right-hand side
of Eq. ~1! takes into account for the Coriolis forces per unit mass

S5@0 0 rVv3 2rVv2 0#T (10)

2.2 Linearization. The linearization of the governing equa-
tions around a steady-state solution starts by expressing the con-
servation variables and the coordinates as a sum of a mean steady-
state value and a small perturbation:
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xW~xW̄ ,t !5xW̄1xW̃~xW̄ ,t ! (11)

U~xW̄ ,t !5Ū~xW̄ !1Ũ~xW̄ ,t ! (12)

It is then possible to express the unsteady flux vectorF¢ in Eq. ~4!
as a summation of three different terms:

F¢5F¢̄1F¢̃2F¢̃ xW (13)

whereF¢̄ represents the mean steady value of the inviscid fluxes,F¢̃
is the unsteady part of the inviscid fluxes, which does not include

the grid motion, whileF¢̃ xW includes the unsteady terms due to the
grid motion only. To first order, using Eqs.~4! and ~5!, these
terms can be expressed as:

F¢̄5Ū~vW̄ 2VW 3xW̄ !1P¢̄ (14)

F¢̃5Ũ~vW̄ 2VW 3xW̄ !1ŪvẼ1P¢̃ (15)

F¢̃ xW5ŪS VW 3xW̃1
dxW̃

dt
D (16)

Substituting into Eq.~1!, one obtains:

]

]t EV
~Ū1Ũ!~dV̄1dṼ!1 R

S
~F¢̄1F¢̃2F¢̃ xW !•~nW dS1nW dS̃!

2
1

Re R
S
~G¢̄ 1G¢̃ !•~nW dS1nW dS̃!2E

V
~S̄1S̃!~dV̄1dṼ!50

(17)

By dropping the steady-state terms that must always satisfy Eq.
~1! and by neglecting second-order terms likeŨ dṼ, Eq. ~17!
becomes:

]

]t EV̄
Ũ dV̄1 R

S̄
S F¢̃2

1

Re
G¢̃ D •nW dS2E

V̄
S̃dV̄

5E
V̄
S̄dṼ2

]

]t EV̄
Ū dṼ2 R

S̄
S F¢̄2

1

Re
G¢̄ D •nW dS̃

1 R
S̄
F¢̃ xW•nW dS (18)

The system of equations in Eq.~18! is linear in the sense that all
the coefficients multiplying the unsteady flow termŨ depend
upon the steady-state flow termŪ and geometric properties but
not on time. In other words, a general solution of Eq.~18! can be
represented via the following summations:

xW̃~xW̄ ,t !5Re(
v

xŴ~xW̄ ,v!e2 ivt (19)

Ũ~xW̄ ,t !5Re(
v

Û~xW̄ ,v!e2 ivt (20)

wherexŴ represents the first-order complex amplitude of grid mo-
tion about the mean position,xW̄ andÛ represent the complex am-
plitude of the small unsteady perturbation of the conservation
variables. By substituting the assumed solutions~19! and~20! for
a single circular frequencyv into the linearized system of Eq.
~18!, one obtains:

R
S̄
S F¢̂2

1

Re
G¢̂ D •nW dS2E

V̄
~ ivÛ1Ŝ!dV̄

5E
V̄
~ ivŪ1S̄!dV̂2 R

S̄
S FW̄ 2

1

Re
GW̄ D •nW dŜ

1 R
S̄
Ū~VW 3xŴ2 ivxŴ !•nW dS (21)

In Eq. ~21! the left-hand side contains homogeneous terms only,
while the right-hand side contains nonhomogeneous terms that
depend on the~known! steady-state flow and the prescribed grid
motion. The nonhomogeneous terms are identically zero if there is
no grid motion (xŴ50), as is the case for forced response prob-
lems. Since the Jacobians with respect to the steady-state flow
variables are real quantities, the homogeneous terms of the form
iv* V̄Û dV̄, which represent the time rate of change of the per-
turbed conservation variables, couple the real and imaginary parts
of the perturbed flow equations.

Indicating withĤ(Ū,x̂) the summation of the nonhomogeneous
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~21! and introducing a pseudo-
time derivative so that standard time-marching algorithms can be
used, Eq.~21! becomes:

]

]t EV̄
Û dV̄1 R

S̄
S F¢̂2

1

Re
G¢̂ D •nW dS2E

V̄
~ ivÛ1Ŝ!dV̄5Ĥ~Ū,xÊ !

(22)

3 Boundary Conditions
There are five different sets of boundary conditions: flow tan-

gency for inviscid flow calculations, no-slip condition for viscous
flow calculations, periodic boundaries, inflow, and outflow.

3.1 Flow Tangency. The flow tangency condition at the
solid walls is expressed by the requirement that there is no flow
through the surface of the moving wall. Therefore, the local fluid
velocity relative to the moving wall has no component normal to
the wall. Mathematically this can be expressed as:

uW •nW 5S vW 2VW 3xW2
dxW

dt D •nW 50 (23)

Linearizing and keeping zeroth- and first-order terms gives the
mean flow and the linearized tangency conditions, respectively:

~vW̄ 2VW 3xW̄ !•nW̄ 50 (24)

~vŴ 2VW 3xŴ1 ivxŴ !•nW̄ 1~vW̄ 2VW 3xW̄ !•nŴ 50 (25)

Applying condition ~25! to the evaluation of the flux term for a
solid wall surface yields:

R
wall

@FŴ 2Ū~VW 3xŴ2 ivxŴ !#•nW dS1 R
wall

FW̄ •nW dŜ

5F 0

p̂nx dS1 p̄nx d̂S
p̂ny dS1 p̄ny d̂S
p̂nx dS1 p̄nx d̂S

p̂~VW 3xW̄ !•nW dS1 p̄@~VW 3xW̄ !•nW dŜ1~VW 3xŴ2 ivxŴ !•nW dS#

G
(26)

3.2. No-Slip Condition. The no-slip condition at the solid
walls is expressed by the requirement that the local fluid velocity
relative to the moving wall must be zero. Mathematically this can
be expressed as:

uW 5vW 2VW 3xW2
dxW

dt
50 (27)
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As before, linearizing and keeping zeroth- and first-order terms
gives the mean flow and the linearized no-slip conditions, respec-
tively:

vW̄ 2VW 3xW̄50 (28)

vŴ 2V̂3xŴ1 ivxŴ50 (29)

3.3 Periodic Boundaries. The periodic boundary condi-
tions are somewhat more complicated than those for the steady-
state flow equations. In a flutter application, the blade may oscil-
late with a nonzero phase shift with respect to its neighbors.
Similarly, in a wake/rotor interaction, there will be a phase differ-
ence in the unsteady pressure distributions experienced by neigh-
boring rotor blades if there is no one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the wakes and the rotor blades. Such phase differences are
represented by the interblade phase angles. Using an axisymmet-
ric coordinate system, the periodic boundary condition can be
written as:

Ûu01Du5exp~2 is!Ûu0
(30)

whereÛ is the state variable at positionu0 , Du representing the
angular pitch of the blade-to-blade passage. The same equation
can be used for two dimensional cascade, by replacingu0 andDu
by y0 andP in a Cartesian coordinate system.

3.4 Inflow and Outflow Boundaries. Unsteady flow com-
putations require nonreflecting boundary conditions at the far-field
boundaries to prevent spurious inwards reflections of outgoing
waves. The single-frequency nonreflecting boundary conditions of
Giles @23# will be used here. These boundary conditions are con-
structed with the aid of the one-dimensional characteristic vari-
ables. The equations relating the harmonic primitive variables and
the harmonic characteristic variables can be written as:

F ŵ1

ŵ2

ŵ3

ŵ4

ŵ5

G5F 2 c̄2 0 0 0 1

0 0 rc 0 0

0 0 0 rc 0

0 rc 0 0 1

0 2rc 0 0 1

G F r̂

v x̂

v û

v r̂

p̂

G (31)

The first characteristic variable represents the one-dimensional en-
tropy wave, the second and third represent the two one dimen-
sional vorticity waves, while the fourth and the fifth characteristic
variables represent the forward and backward one-dimensional
pressure waves. These one dimensional characteristic variables
can be expressed as a sum of spatial harmonics satisfying the
periodicity condition with the correct interblade phase angle.

ŵn5(
m

ŵn
m expF iu

2pm2s

Du G (32)

Following the work of Giles@23#, it is possible to express themth
harmonic of the incoming one-dimensional characteristic variables
as a function of themth harmonic of the outgoing ones. At the
inflow, the boundary condition is:

F ŵ1
m

ŵ2
m

ŵ3
m

ŵ4
m
G53

0

~12Mx!bm

12Mubm1Tm

0

~12Mx!
2bm

2

~12Mubm1Tm!2

4 ŵ5
m (33)

while at the outflow it becomes:

ŵ5
m5

22Mxbm

12Mubm1Tm
ŵ2

m1
12Mubm2Tm

12Mubm1Tm
ŵ4

m (34)

In both casesbm is an inverse reduced frequency defined by:

bm5
2pm2s

rDuv
c̄ (35)

wherec̄ is the average speed of sound andrDu is the product of
radius and angular pitch.Tm in Eq. ~34! is defined by:

Tm
2 5~12Mubm!22~12Mx

2!bm
2 (36)

Tm5H sign~12Mubm!ATm
2 Tm

2 .0

sign~v!iA2Tm
2 Tm

2 ,0
(37)

Giles @23# suggested that the periodic boundary conditions should
be lagged when using pseudo time marching, though this was not
found necessary with the particular solver used here. Equations
~33! and ~34! are the exact two-dimensional analytical boundary
conditions. These can be extended to three-dimensional problems
by imposing them in a strip-theory fashion at each spanwise radial
station at the domain boundary, the so-called quasi-three-
dimensional nonreflecting boundary conditions@24#. One limita-
tion of such an approach is the inherent assumption that the radial
variation in the mean and unsteady flow fields is considerably
smaller than that in the tangential direction. This is not necessarily
the case in aeroacoustic applications. A more general three-
dimensional approach, developed by Hall et al.@25#, is a mixed
analytical/numerical boundary condition treatment. The assump-
tion is that the mean flow field is axisymmetric and uniform in the
axial direction, but may have significant radial variation. The un-
steady flow-field is decomposed into Fourier modes in the circum-
ferential direction, and a radial eigenvalue problem is solved to
determine the wave numbers and the radial mode shapes of the
unsteady flow modes. The modal information is then used to con-
struct highly nonreflective boundary conditions. However, in
some special cases, the identification of the incoming and outgo-
ing modes may be difficult and truncation errors may affect the
scheme adversely. Nevertheless, the approach is probably the
most general boundary condition treatment currently available.

4 Numerical Implementation
From the outset, it should be noted that the linearization must

be done in a consistent fashion, for both the inviscid and viscous
fluxes. The former requires the linearization of the artificial dissi-
pation and the latter that of the turbulence model. These issues
will now be addressed in more detail. The linearization of the wall
function is discussed in the appendix.

As shown for the two dimensional mesh of Fig. 1, using a
node-centered approach and choosing the median dual mesh as
control volume, a FV discretization of Eq.~1! can be written in
the following semi-discrete form:

]~V1Û1!

]t
1(

s51

mI

@ uhW IJsu~F̂IJs2ĜmIJs
!2t IJsĜl IJs#

5VI~ ivÛI1ŜI1ĤI ! (38)

Fig. 1 Median dual control volume for edge Ijs , showing
nodes I and Js , and metric vector h¢ IJs
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As shown in Fig. 1, nodeI is connected by edges tomI nodes,Ja ,
VI representing the control volume associated with it. The metric
vectorhW IJs , associated with edgeIJs, is obtained by the summa-
tion of the two dual median lengths around the edges, multiplied
by their normals. For example, the metric vector of the edge con-
necting nodesI andJs is shown in Fig. 1 for a two-dimensional
mesh. As proposed by Sbardella and Imregun@22#, the Laplacian
weight t IJs , associated with edgeIJs, is calculated using a finite
element approximation.

4.1 Inviscid Fluxes. The discretization of the inviscid flow
terms in Eq.~38! is given by:

(
s51

mI

uhW IJsuF̂IJs (39)

whereF̂IJs represents the inviscid flux function along edgeIJs ,
which is obtained using a central difference scheme with added
matrix artificial dissipation. This artificial dissipation is a blend of
second and fourth-order differences. The fourth-order terms en-
sure the stability of the scheme in smooth regions of the flow,
while the second-order terms are required to damp numerical os-
cillations in the vicinity of discontinuities. The inviscid flux func-
tion is expressed as:

F̂IJs5
FŴ I1FŴ Js

2
•

hW IJs

uhW IJsu
2D̂IJs (40)

where the linearized artificial dissipationD̂IJs along the edgeIJs
is given by:

D̂IJs5
1

2
uĀIJsu@f̄DÛ2e4~12f̄ !DL̂# (41)

HereD represents the difference operator along edgeIJs:

D~• !5~• !Js2~• ! I (42)

uĀIJsu is the standard Roe matrix@26# between the two stagesŪ1

andŪJs ; e4'1/16 is the fourth-order artificial dissipation coeffi-
cient. L̂ is a pseudo-Laplacian operator given by:

L̂~ÛI !5S (
s51

mI ÛJs2ÛI

uxW̄ Js2xW̄ I u
D S (

s51

mI 1

uxW̄ Js2xW̄ I u
D 21

(43)

f̄ represents the limiting function, which varies between 0 and 1,
and it is required in order to switch the scheme to first order (f̄
51) in the vicinity of discontinuities. This limiter is computed for
the steady-state flow using a multidimensional extension of that
presented by Jorgenson and Turkel@27#.

4.2 Viscous Terms. The viscous fluxes associated with the
mixed derivatives inG¢ m in Eq. ~9! are treated in the same way as
their inviscid counterparts and their contribution to Eq.~38! is
given by:

ĜmIJs
5

1

Re
~GŴ mI

1GŴ mJs
!•

hW IJs

uhW IJsu
(44)

where

GŴ m5GŴ um̄1GŴ muDŪ (45)

The first term on the left-hand side of Eq.~45! contains the con-
tribution due to the gradients of the unsteady flow velocity and
temperature at constant viscositym. The second term takes into
account the variation of the unsteady viscosity only. The Laplac-
ian terms are treated in a different way in order to improve both
the accuracy and the robustness of the numerical scheme. In Eq.
~38!, these terms take the form:

Ĝl IJs
5Ĝl IJs

um̂1Ḡl IJs
uDŪ (46)

where

Ĝl IJs
um̄5

1

Re3
0

m̄ IJsD v̂1

m̄ IJsD v̂2

m̄ IJsD v̂3

~mvW ! IJs•DvŴ 1
g

g21 S m̄ l

Prl
1

m̄ t

Prt
D

IJs

DT̂
4 (47)

Ĝl IJs
uDŪ5

1

Re3
0

m̂ IJsD v̄1

m̂ IJsD v̄2

m̂ IJsD v̄3

~m̄vŴ 1m̂vW̄ ! IJs•DvW̄ 1
g

g21 S m̂ l

Prl
1

m̂ t

Prt
D

IJs

DT̄
4
(48)

The subscriptIJs indicates an arithmetic mean over nodesI and
Js:

~• ! IJs5
~• ! I1~• !Js

2
(49)

The evaluation of termsG¢̄ muDŪ andGW l IJs
uDŪ requires the lineariza-

tion of the turbulence model used in the steady flow solver. If this
term is neglected, the linearized viscous terms can still be repre-
sented by simply using the mean-flow values for the eddy viscos-
ity, the so-called frozen turbulence approach. Such a scheme is
relatively simple to implement for any turbulence model, while a
full linearization will depend on the particular type of the turbu-
lence model used. A linearized version of the Spalart–Allmaras
turbulence model is given in the appendix. The linearized turbu-
lence model was checked against the measured unsteady turbulent
boundary layer data compiled in Cebeci@28# for a flat plate. Good
agreement was obtained between the computed results and the
measured unsteady velocity profiles along the boundary layer.

4.3 Time Integration. The pseudo-time derivative intro-
duced in Eq.~22! allows the use of standard time-marching algo-
rithms when solving the linearized equations. Many different ap-
proaches are possible. For instance, Hall and Clark@29# use an
explicit Lax–Wendroff technique together with local time-
stepping and multigrid in order to accelerate convergence to a
steady-state. Marshall and Giles@30# use an explicit multistage
Runge–Kutta technique with local time stepping. Here, it is pro-
posed to follow the approach of Montgomery and Verdon@15#.
The technique consists of a two-point backward implicit differ-
ence and the expansion of the residual about thenth time level.
Indicating with D rÛI5ÛI

n112ÛI
n a two-point backward implicit

difference, Eq.~38! can be written as:

~ J̄D2 ivVI I !D rÛI1(
s51

mI

J̄ODs
D rÛJs5R̂I

n (50)

where the block diagonal contribution,J̄D , to the Jacobian matrix
is given by:

J̄D5VIS 1

dt
I2

]S̄I

]ŪI

D 1(
s51

mI S uhW IJsuuĀIJsu1t IJs

]Ḡl IJs

]ŪI

U
m̄

D
(51)

wheredt represents the local pseudo-time step which is evaluated
using a CFL-like condition. The off-diagonal contribution of node
Js is:
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J̄ODs
5

1

2

]FW̄ Js

]ŪJs

•hW IJs2uhW IJsuuĀIJsu2t IJs

]Ḡl IJs

]ŪJs

U
m̄

(52)

The term (1/2)S(]F¢̄ I /]ŪI)•hW IJs has been omitted from Eq.~51!
because its contribution is null due to the conservation property.
The right-hand side term, represented by vectorR̂I

n and evaluated
at time leveln, is given by

R̂I
n5VI~ ivÛI

n1ŜI
n1ĤI !2(

s51

mI

@ uhW IJsu~F̂IJs
n 2ĜnmIJs!2t IJsĜnl IJs#

(53)

Equation~50! represents a sparse linear system, which needs to be
solved at each time leveln. It is worth to note that adefect-
correction procedureis used in the evaluation of this system. This
procedure discretizes the left-hand side sparse matrix using a
lower-order approximation, which is first-order in space. Such a
route is chosen not only because of efficient storage and coding
simplicity, but also because the resulting matrix is better condi-
tioned than that obtained from higher-order approximations@31#.
Furthermore, the mixed-derivative term of the viscous fluxesG¢ m
is treated explicitly only.

The sparse linear system~50! is solved using a point Jacobi
iteration. Indicating withF̂I

l the l th approximation toDtÛI , the
iterative method can be outlined as:

~ J̄D2 ivVI I !F̂I
l 115Q̂I

l (54)

Q̂I
l 5R̂I

n2(
s51

mI

J̄ODs
F̂Js

l (55)

lim
l→`

F l5D rÛI (56)

By splitting the equations above into their real and imaginary
parts, one obtains:

Re~F̂I
l 11!5~ J̄D1v2V I

2J̄D
21!21@Re~Q̂J

l !2vVI J̄D
21 Im~Q̂I

l !#
(57)

Im~F̂I
l 11!5~ J̄D1v2V I

2J̄D
21!21@ Im~Q̂ I

1!1vVI J̄D
21 Re~Q̂I

l !#
(58)

This formulation requires the storage of only two 535 block
matrices, which are computed only once at the beginning of the
numerical integration. Local time stepping is employed in order to
speed up convergence. Numerical experiments suggest that a good

convergence to steady state can be obtained by performing around
10 Jacobi iterations using a CFL number of around 15.

5 Test Cases

5.1 Linear Flat-Plate Cascade. Small-amplitude perturba-
tions of a uniform, inviscid steady-state flow past an unloaded
flat-plate cascade were studied first. In order to handle the leading
and trailing edge discontinuities, a fine mesh resolution was used
in these regions.1 A case with a pitch-to-chord ratio of 0.5, a
stagger angle of 30 deg and a mean-flow Mach number of 0.7 was
used to simulate a wake/blade interaction, an incoming sinusoidal
wake with a reduced frequency ofp being specified at the inflow
boundary. The interblade phase angle is290 deg. The results of
the unsteady flow computations were checked against the bench-
mark LINSUB code by plotting the real and imaginary parts of the
~complex! unsteady pressure difference across the plate. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, there is excellent agreement between the present
method and the benchmark LINSUB code. Very similar results,
not reported here, were obtained for two further disturbances:
potential/blade interaction and unsteadiness due to the bending
motion of the plate.

5.2 Unsteady Laminar Boundary Layer on a Flat Plate.
This test case studies an unsteady laminar boundary layer with
fluctuations in external velocity. The computational mesh is
shown in Fig. 3. The boundary layer region is discretized using 15
layers of quadrilateral elements, while the rest of the domain con-
sists of triangles. The pitch-to-chord ratio of this cascade is unity
so that the flow is as close as possible to that over an isolated flat
plate. The steady-state flow over an unstaggered flat plate cascade
was obtained for a Mach number of 0.2. The free-stream Reynolds
number is 60,000. Such a case is well within the incompressible
flow regime, thus enabling a meaningful comparison with the Bla-
sius solution. Indeed, the computed steady-state velocity profile
and the skin friction coefficient are found to be in very good
agreement with the incompressible laminar boundary layer theory
of Blasius~Fig. 4!. Once the steady-state flow has been validated,
the next stage is to study a velocity perturbation of the form:

u5«u0e2 ivt (59)

where u0 is the free-stream velocity andv is the circular fre-
quency. The disturbance is along the plate, in the free-stream di-

1Mesh convergence studies were conducted for all results presented in this paper.

Fig. 2 Pressure jump on flat plate due to wake Õrotor interaction
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rection, denoted by coordinatex. Lighthill’s @32# theory provides
two asymptotic values for the unsteady skin friction coefficient,
one for very small and the other for very large reduced frequency
values. Figure 5~a! shows the wall shear stress amplitude variation
with reduced frequencyvx/u0 while Fig. 5~b! shows the com-

puted phase angle between shear stress and external velocity. As
expected, the computed results become asymptotic for the limiting
cases of very small and very large reduced frequency. Similar
comparisons between numerical results and Lighthill’s theory are
also reported by Cebeci@28#.

Fig. 3 Computational domain for laminar flow over a flat plate cascade: „a… computational
mesh „5954 points …; „b… trailing edge

Fig. 4 Steady laminar flow over a cascade of flat plates: „a… velocity profile; „b… skin friction
coefficient

Fig. 5 Unsteady wall shear stresses for an oscillating laminar boundary layer: „a… ampli-
tude; „b… phase angle with respect to external velocity fluctuation
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5.3 11th International Standard Configuration: Turbine
Cascade. The 11th International Standard Configuration is fo-
cused on a turbine blade geometry and several flow regimes have
been studied by Fransson et al.@33#.2 Two particular flows will be
considered here: a subsonic attached flow and a transonic flow
showing a separation bubble on the suction surface. Figure 6
shows the computational mesh used for all viscous calculations.
There are 9312 quadrilaterals in the boundary layer region and
7751 triangles in the rest of the domain, the total number of grid
points being 13,481. A second mesh, used for the inviscid calcu-
lations, was obtained from the viscous mesh of Fig. 6 by simply
removing the quadrilateral elements in the boundary layer.

Steady-State Flow Results.For the subsonic flow case, the
inlet flow angle is215.2 deg, the outlet isentropic Mach number

2The data for the International Standard Configurations can be found at http://
www.egi.kth.se/ekv/stcf/.

Fig. 6 11th Standard configuration: viscous mesh

Fig. 7 11th Standard configuration: steady-state Mach con-
tours, subsonic case

Fig. 8 11th Standard configuration: isentropic Mach number
distribution along chord, subsonic case

Fig. 9 11th Standard configuration: steady-state Mach con-
tours, transonic case: „a… Mach contours; „b… particle traces in
the separation bubble
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is 0.69, and the inlet Reynolds number, based on the blade’s
chord, is 650,000. The maximum value ofy1 is around 4, which
guarantees a good resolution of the viscous sublayer using the
Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model. The predicted Mach number
contours are shown in Fig. 7, while a comparison of the inviscid

and viscous analyses with measured data is given in Fig. 8. For
the suction surface, both the viscous and inviscid computations
somewhat overpredict the Mach number distribution at around
midchord. However, a similar solution was obtained by Fransson
et al. @33#, and the reasons for the discrepancy are discussed in
some detail. Here, we will consider that the steady-state flow has
been captured adequately for the purposes of providing a starting
point for the linearized unsteady flow.

For the transonic off-design case the inlet flow angle is 34 deg,
the outlet isentropic Mach number is 0.99, and the inlet Reynolds
number, based on the blade’s chord, is 860,000. The maximum
y1 value is around 5. The predicted Mach number contours are
plotted in Fig. 9~a!. A particular feature of the flow, the recircu-
lation bubble on the suction surface, is shown in Fig. 9~b!. Be-
cause of the significant viscous features, the Navier–Stokes analy-
sis shows a much better agreement with the measured data, with
perhaps the exception of the trailing edge behavior~Fig. 10!.
However, as discussed by Fransson et al.@33#, the preshock Mach
number is very sensitive to the experimental inlet conditions. In
any case, as expected, a viscous analysis is required to predict the
separation bubble of the suction side, which occurs between
10–30 percent blade chord, a feature that can be seen from the
flow deceleration in Fig. 10. As will be discussed in the next
section, such differences in the steady-state flow will lead to ma-
jor discrepancies for unsteady flow predictions.

Linearized Unsteady Flow Results.The unsteadiness due to
bending motion of the blade in the direction normal to its chord
was computed using the linearized flow solver. The reduced fre-

Fig. 10 11th Standard configuration: isentropic Mach number
distribution along blade, transonic case

Fig. 11 11th Standard configuration: amplitude of c̃ p „sÄ180…, subsonic case

Fig. 12 11th Standard configuration: phase of c̃ p „sÄ180…, subsonic case
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quency is 0.21 for the subsonic case and 0.15 for the transonic
case. Three different sets of flow calculations were performed for
each case:~i! inviscid linearized using an inviscid base steady-
state flow, ~ii ! viscous linearized with frozen turbulence using
viscous fully turbulent base flow, and~iii ! viscous fully linearized
using the same viscous base flow as in~ii !. In calculations~ii !,
neither the laminar nor the turbulent viscosities were linearized
and their values were kept fixed at their steady-state values. Cal-
culations ~iii ! were performed with a fully linearized Spalart–
Allmaras turbulence model.

The amplitude and phase of the predicted unsteady pressure
distribution are compared to measured data in Figs. 11 and 12 for
the subsonic case. The first noticeable feature is the similarity of
the amplitude predictions for the three modeling levels, though
some deviations can be observed for the phase plots. This result is
somewhat expected because of the similarity of the inviscid and
viscous steady-state solutions. There is reasonable overall agree-
ment with the measured data, though the undershoot at around 50
percent chord is not captured in any of the computations. An
inspection of the phase plots reveals that the negative to positive
~or stable to unstable! phase jump is predicted much farther down-
stream than the measured position. However, the fully nonlinear
viscous unsteady calculations of Fransson et al.@33# exhibit the
same trend, and hence the cause of the discrepancy is not due to
linearization.

The amplitude and phase of the predicted unsteady pressure
distribution is compared to measured data in Figs. 13 and 14 for
the transonic case. The linearized inviscid approach is seen to

overpredict the unsteady pressure coefficient on the suction side
of the blade, both in the recirculation region~0–30 percent of
chord! and around the trailing edge. This is probably due to the
fact that the inviscid approximation is not good enough to capture
the viscous-effect-dominated features of the flow in these regions.

In any case, the discrepancies between the different three mod-
eling levels are now more pronounced. In the recirculation region,
the full linearization of the viscous terms yields better results than
freezing the turbulence model and the two approaches are seen to
be equivalent elsewhere. Finally, it is worth noting that there is
very good overall agreement between the current linearized results
and the nonlinear time-marching viscous predictions of Fransson
et al. @33#, the maximum discrepancy being under 2 percent.

5.4 Three Dimensional Transonic RotorÕStator Interac-
tion. The last study is a three dimensional coupled rotor/stator
interaction case for which steady and unsteady flow data were
obtained at the Osney Laboratory’s turbine rotating rig facility
@34#. A nonlinear insteady flow analysis of the same geometry and
comparison with measured data are reported by Sayma et al.@35#.
The rig is representative of a typical modern HP turbine stage and
there are 36 stator blades and 60 rotor blades. The design speed, at
which the measurements were taken, is 8834 rpm and the rotor
blade’s tip diameter is 554 mm.

Following the method of Sbardella et al.@36#, semi-structured
single blade passages were generated for the nozzle guide vanes

Fig. 13 11th Standard configuration: amplitude of c̃ p „sÄ180…, transonic case

Fig. 14 11th Standard configuration: phase of c̃ p „sÄ180…, transonic case
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Fig. 15 Computational mesh for three dimensional rotor Õstator interaction: „a… three-dimensional
view; „b… midheight section
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~NGVs! and the rotor blades. Both the NGV and the rotor blade
boundary layer regions were discretized via 12 layers of hexahe-
dral elements arranged in anO-type grid. Tetrahedral elements
were used for the rest of the computational domain. The mesh
layers in the radial direction were clustered toward the end walls
to capture the secondary flow effects~Fig. 15!. The tip gap of 0.5
mm was modeled by direct meshing.

Steady-State Nonlinear Flow Results.The steady-state com-
putations were conducted for a single passage NGV and rotor
domains, containing about 230,000 and 340,000 grid points, re-
spectively. The NGV outflow and the rotor inflow were treated as

Fig. 16 Isentropic steady-state Mach number distribution at
midheight section

Fig. 17 Nondimensional total pressure at NGV outlet

Fig. 18 Amplitude „left … and phase „right … of the first two Fourier components of the unsteady
pressure p Õp 0 at midheight section „50 percent span …; potential Õrotor interaction „thin solid Õ
blue …, wake Õrotor interaction „thin dotted Õred …, superimposed „darkest Õblack …, measured „* …:
„a… first Fourier harmonic; „b… second Fourier harmonic
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two separate boundaries, and the mixing plane approach of Den-
ton @37# was used to obtain a steady-state solution for the com-
bined domain. Constant stagnation pressure, constant stagnation
temperature and flow angle were specified at the NGV inlet. A
static pressure distribution condition was applied at the rotor
outlet.

Figure 16 shows a comparison of the predicted and measured
isentropic Mach number distributions at blade midheight. It
should be noted that two sets of measured data are plotted in Fig.
16. These are calculated from the time-averaged unsteady static
pressures but using two different values of the rotor relative total
pressures at the leading edge, namely the measured and computed
values. Also plotted in Fig. 16 is the result of a quasi-three-
dimensional calculation and it is immediately seen that the true
three-dimensional calculation agrees better with the measurements
in the forward part of the suction surface, while it overpredicts the
exit pressure.

Linearized Unsteady Flow Results.The steady-state total
pressure at the NGV outlet is plotted in Fig. 17 for two blade
passages. The rotor blades move through the flowfield of Fig. 17
from left to right and they see the spatial nonuniformities as un-
steady perturbations. Such nonuniformities at the NGV outlet
must be transformed into elementary waves so that a linearized
frequency-domain analysis becomes possible for unsteady aerody-
namics. Such an approach, made possible by Goldstein’s wave
splitting theorem@38# and discussed in detail in Sbardella@39#,
considers the steady-state flow at the NGV outlet to be a summa-
tion of three different waves: vortical, potential, and entropic. The
summation of the vortical and entropic waves is then used to
evaluate wake/rotor interaction, while the potential wave can be
used for potential/rotor interaction.

The unsteady flow computations were conducted for the frozen
viscosity model. The fully turbulent base flow was perturbed by
applying the potential/rotor and the wake/rotor interaction terms.
The results are compared in Fig. 18 with the experimental data of
Moss et al.@34# for the rotor blade midheight position. The un-
steadiness resulting from the first and second Fourier harmonics
of each disturbance is reported in magnitude and phase format.
For the first harmonic, the amplitude is overpredicted for the pres-
sure surface, though the phase is in reasonable agreement. The
suction surface predictions agree well with the measured data,
both in terms of amplitude and phase angle. The agreement is seen
to be much better for the second Fourier harmonic.

Computational Effort. The steady-state computations took
about 10 hours to converge on a single 400 MHz Alpha EV5
CPU. Each unsteady flow calculation with a single Fourier har-
monic required about 3 hours on the same machine. Therefore,
33359 hours were needed to consider the first three harmonics
of the combined potential/rotor and wake wake/rotor interactions.
The same geometry was studied by Sayma et al.@35# using a
nonlinear time-accurate viscous unsteady flow model but using a
significantly coarser~unstructured! mesh than that used here.
Their unsteady analysis took about 30 times longer than their
steady flow analysis, suggesting that the current mesh would re-
quire 303105300 CPU hours for a time-accurate nonlinear un-
steady flow analysis. Therefore, the current linearized analysis can
be expected to be about 300/9533.3 times faster than the equiva-
lent nonlinear analysis.

6 Concluding Remarks
~i! A finite-volume scheme has been presented for the solution

of the linearized viscous flows for turbomachinery applications.
The method employs an edge-based data structure and uses a
nearest neighbor stencil for the discretization of the Laplacian
operator. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional structured,
unstructured, or block structured grids with mixed elements can
be used without any modification of the numerical scheme.

~ii ! The proposed time-linearized Navier–Stokes analysis is ap-
plicable to off-design conditions where viscous effects are not
limited to the boundary layer.

~iii ! The method is computationally very efficient, making it a
useful tool for routine aeroelasticity design calculations. For a
given harmonic, the unsteady flow computation time is slightly
less than that needed for the steady-state base flow computation,
though several such harmonics may need to be taken into account.
On the other hand, for an equivalent time-accurate calculation, the
ratio between unsteady and steady flow analysis times is around
30. However, the issue whether linearized methods are applicable
to all flow regimes is not one that is addressed here.

~iv! The two-dimensional transonic turbine flow results show
that the linearization of the turbulence model plays an important
role wherever the viscous effects are important, exemplified in
this case by the recirculation bubble. When there are no such
effects, the frozen turbulence approach should produce very simi-
lar results. In other words, an inspection of the steady-state solu-
tion should provide guidance as to which modeling level would be
appropriate.

~v! The steady-state flow analysis of the three-dimensional
rotor/stator interaction case was performed with a wall function.
Consequently, the wall stresses were set to zero during the un-
steady computations and a linearized frozen turbulence model was
used. A better and more consistent alternative is the lineariztion of
the wall function itself, though such an approach may not be
necessary for most applications. This issue will be addressed in a
forthcoming paper.
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Appendix

Linearized Version of the Spalart–Allmaras Turbulence
Model. Using the same notation as for the mean flow equations,
the one-equation Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model can be writ-
ten in an ALE integral conservative form as:

]

]t EV~ t !
rv t dV1 R

S~ t !
S FW t2

1

Re
GW tD •nW dS5E

V~ t !
St dV

(A1)

where the flux vectorsFW t andGW t and the source termSt are given
by:

FW t5rv tuW (A2)

GW t5
1

s
~m11rv t!¹W v t (A3)

St5cb1Prv t1
r

ReFcb2

s
~¹W v t!

22cw1f wS v t

d D 2G (A4)

The quantityP represents the production term given by:

P5u¹W 3uW u1
1

Re

v t

k2d2 f v2 (A5)

whered is the distance from the wall. The turbulent viscositym t is
related to the turbulent unknownrv t through the relation:

m t5rv t f v1 (A6)

The functions and constants appearing in Eqs.~A3!, ~A4!, ~A5!,
and ~A6! are those reported by Spalart and Allmaras@21#.
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Following the same procedure as for the mean flow equations,
the frequency domain linearization of the Spalart–Allmaras tur-
bulence model yields:

]

]t EV̄
r v̂ tdV̄1 R

S̄
S FŴ t2

1

Re
GŴ tD •nW dS2E

V̄
~ ivr v̂ t1Ŝt!dV̄

5Ĥt~rv t ,Ū,xŴ ! (A7)

The linearized inviscid and viscous fluxes are given by:

FŴ t5r v̂ t~vW̄ 2VW 3xW̄ !1rv tvŴ (A8)

GŴ t5
1

s
~m̄ l1rv t!¹W v̂ t1

1

s
~m̂ l1r v̂ t!¹W v̄ t (A9)

The termĤt at the right-hand side of Eq.~A7! denotes the inho-
mogeneous terms arising from the grid motion:

Ĥt~rv t ,Ū,xŴ !5E
V̄
~ ivrv t1S̄t!dV̂2 R

S̄
S FW̄ t2

1

Re
GW̄ tD •nW dŜ

1 R
S̄
rv t~VW 3xŴ2 ivxŴ !•nW dS (A10)

The linearized source termŜt is given by:

Ŝt5cb1~ P̄r v̂ t1 P̂rv t!1
2r̄

ReFcb2

s
~¹W v̄ t!~¹W v̂ t!2cw1f w

rv tr v̂ t

d2 G
(A11)

The numerical implementation of Eq.~A7! is very similar to that
employed for the mean flow Eq.~38!.

Linearization of the Wall Function. When performing lin-
earized turbulent-flow calculations with a slip condition at the
solid walls, an additional problem, namely that of evaluating the
linearized sheer stressest̃w , arises. The linearization of the wall
function yields an equation of the form:

t̃w5Ār̃1B̄ũi (A12)

whereĀ and B̄ are two constants that depend on the steady-state
quantities and the particular type of the wall function used.ũi is
the linearized velocity parallel to the wall.

In the Spalart–Allmaras formulation, the eddy viscosity at a
slip wall is proportional to the shear stresses, a feature that allows
the unsteady perturbations ofm̃ t at the solid wall to be expressed
by a linear relationship:

m̃ t5C̄t̃w (A13)

If the frozen eddy viscosity approach is used,m̃ t50 throughout
the computational domain. In this case, it is seen from Eq.~A13!
that t̃w50, indicating that the wall unsteady shear stresses are
ignored in the frozen eddy viscosity model. On the other hand,
they need to be evaluated from Eq.~A12! for a full linearization.

Nomenclature

uĀIJsu 5 Roe matrix
c 5 speed of sound
C 5 airfoil chord
D 5 artificial dissipation column vector
e 5 dimensionless total energy per unit mass
F¢ 5 vector of inviscid fluxes with Cartesian column vector

components (F1 ,F2 ,F3)
F 5 numerical inviscid flux function
G¢ 5 vector of viscous fluxes with Cartesian column vector

components (G1 ,G2 ,G3)
G 5 numerical viscous flux function
h 5 dimensionless total enthalpy per unit mass
i 5 A21

J̄D 5 block diagonal contribution to Jacobian matrix

L 5 pseudo-Laplacian operator for 4th-order artificial dissi-
pation

M 5 Mach number
p 5 static pressure
P 5 production term in Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model
Pr 5 Prandtl number
r 5 radial coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system

x,r ,u
R 5 right-hand-side residual vector

Re 5 reference Reynolds number
S 5 column vector of source terms
St 5 Stroudhal number

S(t) 5 moving boundary of control volumeV
t 5 physical time

T 5 static temperature
uW 5 fluid velocity vector in relative frame of reference
U 5 column vector of conservative variables
vW 5 dimensionless fluid velocity vector in absolute frame

of reference
xW 5 Cartesian coordinate vector, usually associated with

grid motion
bm 5 inverse reduced frequency

D 5 difference operator along edgeIJs
d i j 5 Kronecker delta function

g 5 specific heat ratio
hW IJs 5 metric vector associated with edgeIJs

l 5 defined by Stokes relation
m 5 dynamic viscosity

m l 5 laminar viscosity
m t 5 turbulent viscosity
nW 5 outward unit vector of control volume

V(t) 5 control volume
v 5 reduced frequency
V 5 angular velocity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 static density
s 5 interblade phase angle
u 5 tangential coordinate~cylindrical coordinate system

x,r ,u!
t̃w 5 unsteady wall shear stress
f 5 limiter function for inviscid fluxes
s 5 Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy~CFL! number

t IJs 5 Laplacian weight associated with edgeIJs
I 5 arbitrary mesh node

Js 5 mesh node connected to typical nodeI via an edge
IJs 5 belongs to edge between nodesI andJs
¯ 5 steady part
˜ 5 unsteady part
ˆ 5 complex amplitude for small perturbation
j 5 j th flux component
l 5 first component of viscous flux

m 5 mixed derivative component of viscous flux
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The Basic Thermodynamics of
Turbine Cooling
Analyses of gas turbine plant performance, including the effects of turbine cooling, are
presented. The thermal efficiencies are determined theoretically, assuming air standard
(a/s) cycles, and the reductions in efficiency due to cooling are established; it is shown
that these are small, unless large cooling flows are required. The theoretical estimates of
efficiency reduction are compared with calculations, assuming that real gases form the
working fluid in the gas turbine cycles. It is shown from a/s analysis that there are
diminishing returns on efficiency as combustion temperature is increased; for real gases
there appears to be a limit on this maximum temperature for maximum thermal efficiency.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1370156#

I Introduction
The emphasis on raising the maximum temperatureTmax in a

gas turbine plant is essentially based on attempting to emulate the
Carnot cycle, in which the efficiency increases withTmax, and this
point is reinforced by the use of complex codes for calculating
open cycle efficiency, when no account is taken of turbine cool-
ing. However, cycle calculations, made with realistic estimates of
the probable turbine cooling air requirements~based on heat trans-
fer correlations!, suggest that for modern gas turbines there may
be a limit on the combustion temperature for maximum thermal
efficiency~Elmasri@2#, Chiesa, Consonni, Lozza, and Macchi@3#,
MacArthur @4#, and Horlock, Watson, and Jones@5#!. This paper
takes a more fundamental approach in examining the basic ther-
modynamics associated with the introduction of turbine cooling,
in order to ascertain whether or not it is always likely to be ad-
vantageous in terms of thermal efficiency.

The main analysis is presented by reference to a closed ‘‘air
standard’’~a/s! cycle using a perfect gas as a working fluid in an
externally heated plant. But it is argued subsequently that many of
the conclusions reached in this way will remain substantially valid
for an open cycle with combustion, i.e., for one involving real
gases with variable composition and specific heat varying with
temperature.

The arguments are developed sequentially, starting~briefly!
with reversible cycles and then considering irreversibilities. We
adopt the nomenclature introduced by Hawthorne and Davis@1#,
as indicated in the notation.

II Internally Reversible Cycles

A Reversible Uncooled Cycle †CHT ‡RU. The original
Joule-Brayton cycle is used as a standard, i.e., an internally re-
versible uncooled closed gas turbine cycle 1, 2, 3, and 4@Fig.
1~a!#, with a maximum temperatureT3 and a pressure ratior.
However, irreversibility is involved in the heat supply from an
external reservoir at temperatureTA, and the heat rejection to a
reservoir at temperatureTB. The internal thermal efficiency (h)RU
of this cycle is well known to be independent of the maximum
temperature and is simply a function of the isentropic temperature
ratio x5r (g21)/g:

~h!RU512~1/x! (1)

However, the nondimensional specific work

w5~wt2wc!/cpT15@~u/x!21#~x21! (2)

does increase withu5T3 /T1.
Such a consideration of the internal thermal efficiency alone

does not provide a full discussion of the thermodynamic perfor-
mance of a plant when supplied with heat from the external res-
ervoir atTA. If the reservoirs for heat supply and rejection are of
infinite capacity, then it may be shown that the irreversibilities in
the heat supply and the heat rejection (QA and QB respectively,
both positive! are

I A5TBE ~dQA /T!2QATB /TA

5QA@cpTB ln~TA /T2!/QA2TB /TA# (3)

and

I B5QB2TBE ~dQB /T!5QA@QBQA2TBcp ln@T4 /TB#/QA#

(4)

But, since TA5T35xT4 and T25xT15xTB, so that (TA /T2)
5(T4 /TB), it follows that

SI 5I A1I B5QA@~QB /QA!2~TB /TA!# (5)

The maximum possible work is then

Wmax5W1SI

5QA2QB1QB2QATB /TA

5QA@12~TB /TA!#

5hCARQA (6)

wherehCAR is the Carnot efficiency.
As a numerical example, for a reversible cycle withTA

51800 K, TB5300 K andx52.79 (r 536.27), it follows that

~h!RU50.642, I A /QA50.072, I B /QA50.120,

hCAR5~h!RU1SI /QA50.833.

We shall compare below the performance of cooled reversible and
irreversible cycles with the performance of the reversible un-
cooled Joule-Brayton cycle, as outlined above. In each of the
cycles considered below, the heat supplied (QA) is unchanged, as
is the~unit! mass flow through the heater and its temperature rise
(TA2T2). The irreversibilityI A is therefore also unaltered.

B Reversible Cooled Cycle†CHT ‡RC

1 Single Step Cooling.We first study a cycle with reversible
compression and expansion, but one in which, after unit flow of
the compressed gas has been heated externally, it is cooled by
mixing with ‘‘extra’’ compressor delivery air before entering the
turbine in the internal cycle, which is otherwise reversible~Fig.
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1~b!!. This single step of cooling is representative of cooling the
nozzle guide vanes~NGVs! in a real gas turbine plant, reducing
the rotor inlet temperature.

Consider the case of low velocity~constant pressure! mixing of
the ‘‘extra’’ cooling gas mass flow~c! at temperatureT2 with the
gas stream~unit mass flow! which has been heated to the maxi-
mum temperatureT35TA. From the steady flow energy equation,
if both streams have the same specific heatcp, it follows that

cT21T35~11c!T5 (7)

whereT5 is the resulting temperature in the mixed stream, before
it is expanded through the turbine. The turbine work output is
now Wt5(11c)cpT5@12(1/x)#, and the compressor work
is Wc5(11c)cpT1(x21). But the heat supplied, before
the mixing process, to the stream of unit mass flow is still
QA5cp(TA2T2), which from Eq.~7! may be written

QA5~11c!cp~T52T2! (8)

Thus the internal thermal efficiency is

~h!RC15~Wt2Wc!/QA

5
~11c!cpT5@~12~1/x!#2~11c!cpT1~x21!

~11c!cp~T52T2!

5@~u8/x!21#~x21!/@~u821!2~x21!# (9)

whereu85T5 /T1. But this expression simplifies to

~h!RC15@12~1/x!#5~h!RU (10)

which is independent ofu8.
Thus the cooled ‘‘reversible’’ cycle@CHT#RC with a first rotor

inlet temperature,T5 , will have an internal thermal efficiency
exactly the same as that of the uncooled cycle@CHT#RU with
a higher turbine entry temperatureT35TA, and the same
pressure ratio. There is no penalty on efficiency in cooling
the turbine gases at entry1 @although the specific work output,
w5(wt2wc)/cpT15@(u8/x)21#(x21) is reduced, since
u8,u#.

This result requires some explanation and we turn first to an
argument given by Denton@6#, who pointed out that the expansion
of the mixed gas (11c) from T5 to T6 may be thought of as a
combination of unit flow through the turbine fromT3 to T4, and
an expansion of a flowc from T2 to T1, through a ‘‘reversed’’
compressor. The cycle~1,2,3,5,6,1,! is equivalent to two parallel
cycles as indicated in Fig. 2: a cycle~1,2,3,4! with unit circula-
tion; plus another cycle passing through the state points~1,2,2,1!
with a circulationc. The second cycle has the same efficiency as
the first ~but a vanishingly small work output!, so the combined

1Although this conclusion is valid for the simple gas turbine cycles@CHT#RU and
@CHT#RC , it is not true for regenerative cycles; the introduction of turbine cooling
leads to a lower thermal efficiency for cycle@CHTX#RC , compared with cycle
@CHTX#RU.

Fig. 1 „a… Basic Joule-Brayton cycle, †CHT‡RU ; „b… reversible cycle with
single-step cooling, †CHT‡RC1

Fig. 2 Breakdown of †CHT‡RC1 cycle
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cooled cycle has the same efficiency as each of the two compo-
nent cycles.~This interpretation will also be useful when we come
to consider internally irreversible cycles below.!

An apparent paradox is that since the cooled cycle contains an
irreversible process~constant pressure mixing!, its efficiency
might be expected to be lower than the original uncooled cycle.
The answer to this paradox follows from a consideration of all the
irreversibilities in the cycle. The irreversibility associated with the
heat supply is unchanged, but the sum of the irreversibility asso-
ciated with the heat rejectionQB ~now between temperaturesT6
andT15TB! and the irreversibility in the adiabatic constant pres-
sure mixing may be shown to be the same as the irreversibility
associated with heat rejection in the uncooled cycle@Eq. ~5!#.
Thus the maximum work and the thermal efficiency are un-
changed. A fuller discussion of this point, with numerical ex-
amples, is given by Young and Wilcock@7#.

2 Two-Step Cooling. Figure 3~a! shows the (T,s) diagram
for a reversible cycle with the turbine expansion split into high
pressure~HP! and low pressure~LP!. The mass flow through the
heater is still unity and the temperature rises fromT2 to T3
5TA; so the heat supplied,QA, unchanged, as is the overall isen-
tropic temperature ratio~x!. Cooling air of mass flowcH is used at
entry to the HP turbine~of isentropic temperature ratioxH!; now,
however, additional cooling of the mass flowcL is drawn from
the compressor at state 7, and mixed at constant pressure with the
HP exhaust. Expansion of the mixed flow then takes place through
the LP turbine~of isentropic temperature ratioxL!. The total cool-
ing flow is c5cH1cL . An analysis similar to that described
above for single-step cooling may then be developed to show that
the thermal efficiency, for this two-step cooling is also the same as
that of the uncooled cycle. However, it is important to note that
this conclusion becomes invalid if the air for cooling the LP tur-
bine is taken from compressor delivery and then throttled at con-
stant temperature (T25T8) to the lower pressure before being
mixed with the gas leaving the HP turbine~as in Fig. 3~b!!. As
another internal irreversibility has been introduced the thermal
efficiency drops; it may be shown to be

~h!RC2T5~h!RU2cL~xH21!/~u2x! (11)

where the subscriptT indicates throttling of the compressor deliv-
ery air.

The drop in thermal efficiency due to throttling the LP cooling
air is very small. ForcL50.05,xH51.22,u56, andx52.79, the
second term in Eq.~11! is only 0.003, i.e., the thermal efficiency
drops from (h)RU50.642 to (h)RC2T50.639.

3 Multistep Cooling. The arguments developed above can
be extended for three or more steps of cooling, to give the same

efficiency as the uncooled cycle. Indeed, the efficiency will be the
same for multistep cooling, with infinitesimal amounts of air ab-
stracted at an infinite number of points along the compressor to
cool each infinitesimal turbine stage at the required pressure. This
may be a more realistic approach to cooling of real turbines, in
which cooling air is introduced continuously through the flow
path, and not only through the blade surfaces.

An analysis of such multistep cooling~after Traupel@8#, Haw-
thorne @9#, and Elmasri@10#! involves dealing with the turbine
expansion in a fashion similar to that of analysing a polytropic
expansion. Figure 4 shows gas flow (11c) at (p,T) entering an
elementary process made up of a mixing process at constant pres-
surep, in which the specific temperature drops from temperature
T to temperatureT8, followed by an isentropic expansion in
which the pressure changes top1dp and the temperature changes
from T8 to T1dT.

In the first mixing process, the entry mainstream flow (11c)
mixes with cooling flowdc drawn from the compressor at tem-
peratureTcomp. Thus

cp~11c1dc!T85cp~11c!T1dccpTcomp

and

cp~T2T8!5cp~T82Tcomp!dc/~11c! (12)

In the second process of isentropic expansion,

cp@~T1dT!2T8#5vdp, (13)

Fig. 3 „a… Reversible cycle with two-step cooling, †CHT‡RC2; „b… reversible
cycle with two step cooling, low pressure air throttled, †CHT‡RC2T

Fig. 4 Multistep reversible cooling
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where v is the specific volume. Subtracting Eq.~12! from Eq.
~13!, it then follows that in the overall elementary process,
(p,T,11c) to (p1dp,T1dT,11c1dc),

cpdT1cp~T82Tcomp!dc/~11c!5vdp (14)

or

cpdT/T5Rdp/p2cp~T82Tcomp!dc/@T~11c!#. (15)

There are two approaches to integrating this equation:~a! the three
terms can be integrated separately to give ap,T,c relation; and
~b! two of the three terms can be brought together if an expression
for dc/dT is known; a more familiar polytropic (p,T) type of
relation can then be obtained.

Solution (a). For a process which does not deviate too far
from the original ~uncooled! isentropic expansion, the term
@T82Tcomp#/T in Eq. ~15! may be written approximately as
d'12(T2 /T3)'12(x/u), so this equation may be integrated to
give

cp ln T5R ln p2cpd ln@11c#1@const,C#

T/p@g21#/g5C/@11c#d (16)

If the cooling is carried out over the full turbine expansion, the
boundary conditions on this expansion process are at the entry
state 3,p5rp1, T5T35TA, andc50, and, at the exit stateE,
p5p1, T5TE, andc5cE . These then yield

uE5TE /T15~u/x!/@11cE#d,~u/x! (17)

Solution (b). In the second method of solution a value forcE is
not assumed but a relationship fordc/dT is determined from
semi-empirical expressions for the amount of cooling air required
in an ~elementary! turbine blade row. For example, a value for
l52@T/(11c)#(dc/dT) is derived in the Appendix, following
an approach similar to that outlined by Elmasri@10#.

Equation~15! can then be written

cp~12l!dT/T5Rdp/p (18)

which may be integrated to give

T/ps5const (19)

wheres5(g21)/g(12l).
For a fully cooled expansion, again applying the boundary con-

ditions at 3 ~p5rp1, T5T3, c50! and at the exit stateE
~p5p1, T5T3, c5cE!, it follows that

uE5TE /T15u/r s. (20)

If c5l50, then from Eq.~17! or ~19! the normal isentropic
relation holds,uE5(u/x).

C Turbine Exit Condition „for Reversible Cooled Cycles….
There is a final point to be made about the reversible cooled
cycles: there is a link between the thermal efficiency and the tur-
bine exit temperatureTE . It results from expressing the thermal
efficiency of the cycle in the form

h5@12~QB /QA!#512~1/x!,

which is valid for all the cycles considered above~except that
with second step cooling by throttled compressor delivery air!.

If the total amount of cooling air supplied from the
compressor is c5cE , then the heat rejected will be
QB5cp(11cE)(TE2T1). Thus the efficiency is given by

h5@12~QB /QA!#512@~11cE!~TE2T1!/~T32T2!#

512~1/x! (21)

The exhaust temperatureTE is therefore a function ofc5cE , and
is always given by

uE5TE /T1511@~u2x!/x~11cE!#. (22)

III Irreversible Cycles
Irreversible cycles are next considered, with compressor and

turbine isentropic efficiencieshc andh t , respectively.

A Irreversible Uncooled Cycle †CHT ‡ IU. The ‘‘air stan-
dard’’ ~a/s! efficiency of the irreversible uncooled turbine is given
by

~h! IU5
~a2x!~x21!

x~b2x!
(23)

wherea5hch tu andb511hc(u21), with u5T3 /T1 ~see Hor-
lock and Woods@11#!.

As a numerical illustration, for the a/s cycles studied by Hor-
lock and Woods, withT351800 K, T15300 K, (u56.0), h t
50.9, hc50.8, a54.32, andb55, (h) IU attains a maximum of
0.4442, atx52.79 @r 536.27#, cf. (h)RU50.642. We wish to see
how the expression for@h# IU is modified when turbine cooling
takes place.

B Irreversible Cooled Cycles†CHT ‡ IC

1 Single Step Cooling@CHT# IC1. First consider the simplest
case of compressor delivery air~mass flowc, at T2! mixed at
constant pressure with unit mass flow of combustion products~at
T3! to give a mass flow (11c) at T5 ~see Fig. 5~a!!. Again,
following Denton, the turbine expansion fromT5 to T6 may be
interpreted as being equivalent to an expansion of unit flow from
T3 to T4 together with an expansion of flowc from T2 to T9.

Fig. 5 „a… Irreversible cycle with single-step cooling, †CHT‡ IC1; „b… irrevers-
ible cycle with two step cooling, low pressure air throttled, †CHT‡ IC2T
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However, the work input to compressc of the mainstream com-
pressor flow is not now effectively cancelled by the latter expan-
sion. We are faced with combining two cycles: one of unit mass
flow following the original uncooled cycle state points 1, 2, 3, and
4 @and with the same efficiency (h) IU#; and another of mass flow
c following the state points 1, 2, 2, and 9. The second effectively
has negative work output and a heat supply which in the limit is
zero.

Analytically this combination of the two cycles may be ex-
pressed as

~h! ICI5
~T32T4!1c~T22T9!2~11c!~T22T1!

~T32T2!

5~h! IU2c«~x21!/~b2x! (24)

where«5@12(h thc /x)2h t1(h t /x)#.
Thus the efficiency of the cooled cycle is now less than that of

the uncooled cycle by an amount directly proportional to the cool-
ing air used~c!. This deficit—the second term in Eq.~24!—not
only becomes zero ifc50, but also ifc is nonzero andh t5hc
51. It is therefore likely to be small for a cycle with compressors
and turbines of high isentropic efficiency. For a cooled version of
the example of Sec. III A, withc50.15 andx52.79, the second
term in Eq.~24! is 0.0200, the cooled efficiency (h) IC1 dropping
to 0.4242 from (h) IU50.4442. The deficit term also decreases as
the combustion temperatureT3 is increased; the denominator
(b2x) increases more rapidly than the numerator. So the un-
cooled and cooled efficiencies come together at the higher values
of top temperature.

The above analysis, limited to a single step of turbine cooling
~the first stage nozzle row!, suggests that the reduction in cycle
efficiency is small~two percentage points in the numerical ex-
ample, and decreasing at higher temperatures!. However even
such a reduction may be significant in some applications, espe-
cially if h t falls because of the introduction of cooling.

2 Two-Step Cooling@CHT# IC2. Figure 5~b! shows the case
of two-step cooling but now with irreversible compression and
expansion. The turbine entry temperature is reduced fromT3 to T5
by mixing with cooling aircH taken from compressor exit~at
state 2, pressurep2, and temperatureT2!. After expansion to pres-
surep7 the HP turbine gas flow (11cH) is mixed with compres-
sor air ~mass flowcL! abstracted at the same pressurep7 to give
cooled gas flow (11cH1cL) at entry to the LP turbine.

An analysis similar to that given previously leads to an expres-
sion for the two stage cooled efficiency of

h IC25~h! IU2@cH«~x21!1cL«L@~xL21!#/~b2x!# (25)

where «L5@12(h thc /xL)2h t1(h t /xL)#. It has been implied
here thatx@xH, so that the efficiencieshc and h t are the same
over the isentropic temperature ratiosx andxL ~alternatively un-
changed polytropic efficiencies could have been assumed!. As
xL→x, and«L→«, Eq. ~25! becomes Eq.~24!.

For the a/s example quoted above, with this form of two stage
cooling ~and x52.79, xH51.22, cH50.1, and cL50.05!, the
thermal efficiency is reduced from 0.4442~uncooled! to 0.4257,
i.e., by 0.0185. If the second step of cooling operates using com-
pressor delivery air rather than air taken at the appropriate pres-
sure along the compressor, as in Fig. 5~b!, it may then be shown
that the thermal efficiency is

~h! IC2T5~h! IU2@c«~x21!/~b2x!#2cL@~«2«L!/~b2x!#

2h tcL@~xH21!/~b2x!# (26)

The first two terms on the right-hand side represent the efficiency
for the irreversible cycle with single stage cooling, the third term
on the right is very small indeed, and the last term represents the
LP throttling loss in this cycle.

For the numerical example, Eq.~26! gives the cooled efficiency
(h) IC2T as 0.4205. The small extra loss in efficiency for throttling
the LP cooling air is therefore (h) IC22(h) IC2T50.4257
20.420550.0052.

3 Multistep Cooling. The two step cooling analysis can be
extended to multistep cooling of the turbine, but it becomes com-
plex. It is now more convenient to treat the turbine expansion as a
modification of the normal polytropic expansion; the analysis is
essentially an adaptation of that given in Sec. II B 3 for the mul-
tistep cooled turbine cycle.

If the polytropic efficiency with no cooling ishp , then Eq.~15!
becomes

cpdT/T5hpRdp/p2cpddc/~11c! (27)

This equation may again be integrated following the solutions of
Sec. II B 3 for solution~a!,

T/p~g21!hp/g5C/~11c!d (28)

TE /T15u@xhp~11cE!d# (29)

and, for solution~b!,

T/ps85const (30)

TE /T15u/xhp8 (31)

where s85hp(g21)/g(12l), hp85hp /(12l) is a modified
polytropic efficiency, andl may again be obtained from an equa-
tion such as~A4! given in the Appendix. A point of interest is that
if hp5(12l) thenhp851 and the expansion becomes isentropic
~but not reversible adiabatic!, a vertical line on the (T,s) chart.
The example in the Appendix givesl'0.34, for hp50.85 and
hp851.29 ands850.36 for g51.4, so that the expansion line
‘‘heels over’’ beyond the vertical on the (T,s) chart. With TE
known from Eq.~29! or ~31!, the thermal efficiency may be de-
termined as

~h! ICM512~QB /QA!512$@hc~11cE!~TE /T121!#/~b2x!%
(32)

IV Performance as a Function of Maximum Turbine
Temperature

For modern practical gas turbine systems which are cooled, the
definition of the maximum temperatureTmax is somewhat arbi-
trary. Mukherjee@12# suggested three possible definitions. The
first is the combustion outlet temperature~T3 in the notation of
this paper! which is based on the averaged temperature at exit
from the combustion chamber. The second definition, the rotor
inlet temperature~T5 here!, has tended to be used more widely
within the gas turbine industry~e.g., Walsh and Fletcher@13#!. T5
is based on the averaged temperature taken at entry to the first
rotor section~i.e., the exit of the first nozzle guide vanes!, and can
be calculated if it is assumed that the NGV cooling air has mixed
completely with the mainstream, as we have assumed. Mukher-
jee’s third definition, the so-called firing temperatureTF, can be
calculated from the combustion equations and a known fuel-air
ratio, but this definition is not often used. In this section we ex-
plain how the efficiency of the cooled gas turbine varies with both
T3 andT5 but we do not useTF.

The major variables to be considered in the assessment of gas
turbine thermal efficiency are the maximum temperature and the
pressure ratio (h5 f (Tmax,r)). Initially it is convenient to express
this relationship in the form of the variation ofh with maximum
temperature (T3) for selected values ofr ~and x!. We can then
consider the maximum temperature being increased~at a constant
x! together with the required increase in cooling airc ; analyti-
cally we wish to determine@](h) IC1 /]u#x with u5u35T3 /T1.

Consider a single step of cooling~as in Sec. III B 1!. Figure
6~a! diagrammatically shows both (h) IU and (h) IC1 plotted
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against the combustion temperatureT3. The efficiency of the
cooled gas turbine (h) IC1 ~point A! is less than the efficiency of
the uncooled turbine (h) IU at the sameT3 ~point B!, as Eq.~24!
illustrated. But it is the same as the efficiency of the uncooled
turbine (h) IU at point C—at maximum temperatureT5 ~the rotor
inlet temperature of the cooled turbine!. The analysis of Sec.
III B 1 for air standard cycles with constant specific heats, is used
to find the slopes of the curves (]h/]u)x at all three points A, B,
and C; the slopes are then used to determine relations between the
expressions for (h) IC1 and (h) IU .

The expression for thermal efficiency was

~h! IC15~h! IU2c«~x21!/~b2x!

and, using an approximate relation

c5K@T32TBL#/@TBL2T2#, (33)

whereTBL is the allowable@constant# blade temperature@see Eq.
~A3! of the Appendix#, it may be shown that

@ ]̂~h! IC1 /]u#x5«hc~x21!/~b2x!21«c~x21!

3hc$12@~b2x!/thc#%/~b2x!2 (34)

where t5@u32uBL#, with uBL5TBL /T1. The first term on the
right-hand side gives the rate of increase of thermal efficiency in
the absence of cooling.

After some algebra, it follows that

$@]~h! IC1 /]u#x%A5~12K !$@]~h! IU /]u#x%B (35)

So in Fig. 6~a!, the slope of the (h) IC1 curve at point A is
(12K) times the slope of the (h) IU at point B. (h) IC1 thus in-
creases a smaller rate than (h) IU with T3, but neither
@](h) IC1 /]u#x nor @](h) IU /]u#x become zero.

Equation~35! may then be integrated to temperatureu from the
point BL, whereu5uBL andcBL50, and the uncooled and cooled
efficiencies are the same,@(h) IU #BL5@(h) IC1#BL5(h)BL . Thus

~h! IC12~h!BL5~12K !@~h! IU2~h!BL# (36)

or

~h! IC15~12K !~h! IU1K~h!BL (36a)

and

Dh5~h! IU2~h! IC15K@~h! IU2~h!BL# (37)

These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 6~b!.
An alternative approach is illustrated in Fig. 6~c!. Here the

cooled efficiency (h) IC1 is presented initially as a unique function
of the rotor inlet temperature (T5), for a givenx and component
efficiencies. But from the Elmasri expression,@Eq. ~33!# the cool-
ing air quantityc is a function of the combustion temperatureT3,
for a givenx ~and T2! and a selected blade temperatureTBL, so
there is a value ofT3 corresponding to the rotor inlet temperature
T5; analytically we may therefore state that (h) IC15 f (T5) or
(h) IC15 f (T3), and the cooled efficiency may be plotted against
two horizontal scales,T3 andT5, as indicated in Fig. 6~c!.

However, note that it is the thermodynamic effects of single
stage cooling only that have been considered above, and Young
and Wilcock@7# have emphasised that in practice there are other
irreversibilities involved in turbine cooling; for example, those
associated with the total pressure loss, the change in species con-
centration due to mixing, and coolant pumping work. Mixing
pressure losses for the single-stage cooling can be taken into ac-
count by a simple extension of the air standard analysis, using the
work of Horlock and Woods@11#. Equation~24! then becomes

~h! IC15~h! IU2$c~x21!«1@kac~g21!/gx#%/~b2x!
(38)

where it has been assumed that the extra pressure loss due to
coolant mixing is@Dp0 /p0#5kc ~following Hartsel@14#! andk is
a small constant~of the order of 0.1!. Now @](h) IC1 /]u#x be-
comes even less asT3 ~andc! is increased, and the thermal effi-
ciency curve tends to flatten out more. However (h) IC1 does not
reach a maximum~although in theory it could do so ifk took a
large value, very much greater than those encountered in prac-
tice!. The overall conclusions from this discussion are as follows.
~a! The cooled efficiency (h) IC1 is less than the uncooled effi-
ciency (h) IU at a given combustion temperatureT3, but it also
increases less rapidly withT3. ~b! (h) IC1 at T3 is the same as
(h) IU at T5, the ‘‘mixed out’’ rotor inlet temperature that is ob-
tained by mixing the cooling airc with the combustion products.

Figures such as Figs. 6~a!–6~c! give the complete picture. But
from air standard analysisthere is no evidence that (h) IC1 can
attain a maximum, even at very high values ofT3.

V Real Gas Effects
There are obviously limitations in the analysis developed on the

basis of air standard cycles so the influence of real gas effects was
next considered. In the course of this investigation a code devel-
oped by Young@15# was used.

A Reductions in Thermal Efficiency. First it can be ar-
gued that the reductions in thermal efficiency due to turbine cool-
ing will be of comparably small order of magnitude for cycle
calculations with real gases, withcp(T). Referring to Fig. 5~a! for
single-step cooling, we again invoke Denton’s concept of two
equivalent parallel turbine expansions, through the same overall
pressure ratio, one from combustion temperatureT3 and one from

Fig. 6 Diagrams showing variations in thermal efficiency with
maximum temperatures
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compressor outlet temperatureT2. But for real gases, the first
expansion will take place with a higher meancpg and lower mean
gg ~for high-temperature combustion gas, subscriptg!, compared
with the second withcpa andga ~for air, subscripta!. The mixture
of gases in the actual turbine has a mean specific heat
given by cpm5(cpg1ccpa)/(11c) and a gas constant
Rm5(Rg1cRa)/(11c). The work from the two equivalent
turbine is (cpgT3jg1ccpaT2ja), with j5@12(1/r f)# and

f5(g21)hp /g. But the work from the actual turbine is
(11c)cpmT5jm , where T55(cpgT31ccpaT2)/cpm(11c),
which is not the same.~Wilcock and Young@7# derived the dif-
ference formally!. However for small cooling quantitiesc, the
differences betweenRm and Rg, and betweencpm and cpg ~and
hence betweengm and gg! will not be large, so the a/s analysis
should still give guidance for the~small! changes in efficiency
with cooling.

Using the real gas code, the change in efficiency due to cooling
was initially computed using similar assumptions to those made
for the numerical a/s examples given earlier, i.e.,T351800 K, and
for the optimum pressure ratio of 36.27.~This value of r gives the
maximum thermal efficiency for the a/s cycle example, but it is
less than the optimum for real gases.! The ‘‘real gas’’ thermal
efficiency at this pressure ratio was calculated as 0.4402. For a
total cooling air fractionc50.15, the changes in efficiency given
by the real gas calculation were from 0.4442 to 0.4298 for single-
step cooling; and from 0.4402 to 0.4273 for two-step cooling.
These drops in efficiency are about half those estimated in the air
standard analyses. To illustrate the arguments of Sec. IV~and Fig.
6! further, two sets of parametric real gas calculations~varying
maximum temperature and pressure ratio! were then made using
the Young code.

The first set of results, for single-step cooling, is illustrated in
Fig. 7, showing that with a given pressure ratio of 30,hc50.8 and
h t50.9, the uncooled thermal efficiency (h) IU increases steadily
with T3. The Elmasri expression for the cooling quantityc ~Eq.
~A2! with K50.05, but with no extra pressure losses due to mix-
ing! was then used to obtain the single step cooled efficiencies. As
anticipated, these dropped slightly, but when plotted against the
rotor inlet temperature (T5) they fell on the uncooled efficiency
line, as Fig. 7 shows@also note that (h) ICI is exactly equal to
(h) IU at T35TBL51123 K#. The figure also shows the effect of
including mixing pressure losses,@Dp0 /p0#5kc with k50.07#;
the reduction in thermal efficiency is small for single step cooling.
Similar results were obtained withr 540 and 50 for single step
cooling.

A second set of more realistic calculations using the Young real
gas code were reported earlier by Horlock et al.@5#. The assump-
tions made were~i! a constant polytropic efficiency of 0.9 for both
compressor and turbine;~ii ! a cooling flow fraction of

Fig. 7 Real gas thermal efficiency calculations, †CHT‡ IU and
†CHT‡ IC1 . For rÄ30, hcÄ0.8, h tÄ0.9, TBLÄ1123 K, convective
cooling „using the Elmasri expression for cooling fraction, with
KÄ0.05, no mixing losses …. Maximum temperatures absolute
„K….

Fig. 8 Real gas calculations of thermal efficiency and specific work, for
single step cooling cycle †CHT‡ IC1 . hpcÄhptÄ0.9, TBLÄ1073 K, film cooling
with combustion and mixing stagnation pressure losses, after Horlock et al.
†5‡.
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the formc50.045W* , where the parameterW* now included the
effects of film cooling in each cooling step; and~iii ! total pressure
losses due to combustion mixing ofDp0 /p050.03 and cooling
mixing losses ofDp0 /p050.07c.

Figure 8 shows a carpet plot of (h) ICI against specific work.
For given pressure ratios these single-step efficiencies appear to
reach maxima with a combustion temperatureT3, the optimum
points increasing with pressure ratio in a similar fashion to un-
cooled efficiency behavior~(h) IU for r 530 is also shown in Fig.
8 for comparison!.

Figure 9 shows a similar carpet plot for three step cooling.
However, now the picture is different, with the efficiencies
(h) ICT3 collapsing into a narrow band around 44 percent, for
temperaturesT3 between 1600 and 2000°C and for pressure ratios
at 30, 35, and 40. The advantages on thermal efficiency of higher
pressure ratio at highT3, for both uncooled and single step cool-
ing, are now negated, because of the higher cooling flows re-
quired. However the higher combustion temperature continues to
give advantage in larger specific work.

By way of illustration, atT351800°C, the required cooling
flows for the three steps~as fractions of compressor air flow!,
were calculated as

0.133, 0.115, and 0.082 forr 535

0.162, 0.157, and 0.117 forr 545

These numbers illustrate that for the second step~first rotor! the
cooling air required is less that that for the first step~first nozzle
row! because of the reduction in stagnation temperature relative to
the blading; and that for the third step~second nozzle row! the
requirement is much less because of the drop in stagnation tem-
perature through the first stage. Further, for a larger pressure ratio,
with the higher compressor delivery temperature, more cooling air
is required, and this also causes higher mixing losses. Such cool-
ing flows were used in the calculations of Fig. 9.

B Maximum Thermal Efficiency. Both these sets of real
gas calculations give indications of maxima in the plots of thermal
efficiency againstT3 for a given pressure ratio. These did not
appear in the a/s analysis, but now occur not only for cooled but
also, surprisingly, for uncooled calculations. The graphs are very
flat; but there is clearly a real gas effect independent of cooling at
high T3. Recent detailed investigations of these real gas effects by
Wilcock and Young@16# have revealed that this ‘‘turnover ef-
fect’’ on thermal efficiency at high values ofT3 is related to the
changes in real gas properties~cpg andgg! with both temperature
and composition.

However in practice the attainment of the maximum thermal
efficiency will depend on a complex mix of factors—the real gas
property effect, the number of cooling steps, the quantities of
cooling air required~dependent on entry stagnation temperature at
entry to each step, the permissible blade temperature and the tem-
perature of the available cooling air!, and the associated mixing
losses.

VI Conclusions
It has been shown that fromair standardcycle analysis that~a!

plant thermal efficiency drops relatively little due to turbine cool-
ing; ~b! the difference between uncooled and cooled efficiencies
decreases at high combustion temperature; and~c! the rate of in-
crease of thermal efficiency of the cooled cycle falls with increas-
ing T3, but there is no prediction of a maximum efficiency being
attained at highT3.

These conclusions are broadly confirmed byreal gascalcula-
tions for single step cooling. But it appears that thermal efficiency
does tend toward a maximum level for realistic calculations of
more highly cooled turbines.

Fig. 9 Real gas calculations of thermal efficiency and specific work, for three-
step cooling cycle †CHT‡ IC3T . hpcÄhptÄ0.9, TBLÄ1073 K, film cooling, with
combustion and mixing stagnation pressure losses, after Horlock, Watson, and
Jones †5‡.
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Nomenclature

~specific quantities in lower case!

cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure, also used with
subscriptsa or g

C 5 blade cooling parameter
h, H 5 enthalpy

I 5 irreversibility
k, K 5 constants

m 5 total cooling mass flow in a blade row
Mu 5 blade Mach number

p 5 pressure
q, Q 5 heat supplied

r 5 pressure ratio
s, S 5 entropy

R 5 characteristic gas constant
T 5 temperature~absolute!

w, W 5 work
w* , W* 5 blade cooling parameters

x 5 isentropic temperature ratio
a 5 hch tu
b 5 11hc(u21)
d 5 12(x/u)
« 5 @12(h thc /x)2h t1(h t /x)#
g 5 cp /cv
u 5 temperature ratio,T3 /T1

u8 5 temperature ratio,T5 /T1
c 5 cooling mass flow in a ‘‘step’’~per unit mass

flow through heater!
h 5 plant thermal efficiency

hc 5 isentropic efficiency of compressor
h t 5 isentropic efficiency of turbine
hp 5 polytropic efficiency@uncooled turbine#
hp8 5 ‘‘polytropic’’ efficiency @cooled turbine#
l 5 2@T(11c)#(]c/]T), defined as in Sec. II B C
F 5 turbine stage loading coefficient
s 5 (g21)/g(12l), defined as in Sec. II B 3

s8 5 hp(g21)/g(12l) defined as in Sec. III B 3
j 5 @12(1/r f)#
f 5 hp(g21)/g

Subscripts

a 5 air
A 5 supply reservoir
B 5 atmosphere

BL 5 blade~temperature!
CAR 5 Carnot

C1 5 single step cooling
C2 5 two step cooling comp compressor

E 5 exit ~from turbine!
F 5 firing
g 5 gas@products of combustion#
H 5 high pressure
I 5 irreversible
L 5 low pressure
m 5 mixture
R 5 reversible
S 5 surface
U 5 uncooled
t 5 turbine

T 5 throttled
1, 2, 3, 4,...5 locations in plant~see figures!

Gas turbine cycles are referred to as~after Hawthorne and Davis
@1#!. CHT, CBT, CHTX, and CBTX, where C denotes a compres-
sor, H a heater; B a burner~combustion!; T a turbine, and X a heat

exchanger. R and I indicate reversible and irreversible, subscripts
U and C refer to uncooled and cooled turbines in a cycle, and
subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the number of cooling steps. Thus, for
example,@CHTX# IC2 indicates an irreversible cooled regenerative
cycle with two steps of turbine cooling.

Appendix: Cooling Flow Requirements
Horlock et al. @5# showed that the total cooling mass flowm

required in a convectively cooled blade with unit entry mass flow
is given by

m5Cw* (A1)

Herew* 5«0 /hcool(12«0), in which «0 is the blade cooling ef-
fectiveness,«05(T32TBL)/(T32T2), with TBL the allowable
blade temperature andT2 the cooling air entry temperature;hcool
is the cooling efficiency;hcool5(T282T2)/(TBL2T2), in which
T28 is the cooling air outlet temperature before mixing; andC
5Stg(Asg /Ag)(cpg /cpc), in which Stg is the external Stanton
number,Asg andAg are the gas surface and cross-sectional areas,
respectively, andcpg and cpc are the gas and coolant specific
heats.

C and hcool do not vary greatly, and, if they are amalgamated
into a single constantK5C/hcool , then

m5K«0 /~12«0! (A2)

or

m5K~T32TBL!/~TBL2T2!5K~u2uBL!/@uBL2~T2 /T1!#
(A3)

in the notation used in this paper. Withhcool50.7 andC50.035
and say,K50.05, Eq.~A2! then correlates well with values used
by Elmasri@2,17#.

If the cooling flow is added in a blade row of a 50 percent
reaction stage~of stage loading coefficientF5cpDT/U2 where
DT is the temperature drop, andU is the blade speed!, then the
gradient of~fractional! mass addition with temperature across the
blade row is approximately

l52@T/~11C!#~dC/dT!52m/~DT/T!52mcpT/FU2

52C* w/F~g21!Mu
2 (A4)

whereMu is the blade Mach number. Equation~A4! may then be
used in the expressions derived in the main part of the paper for
multistep cooling. For the conditions of the example in the text,
with TBL51123 K, m5Cw* 50.05, F51.5, Mu50.7, and l
50.1/1.5.0.4.0.4950.34.
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Large-Scale Testing to Validate
the Influence of External
Crossflow on the Discharge
Coefficients of Film Cooling Holes
This paper discusses large-scale, low-speed experiments that explain unexpected flow-
interaction phenomena witnessed during annular cascade studies into the influence of
external crossflow on film cooling hole discharge coefficients. More specifically, the ex-
periments throw light on the crossover phenomenon, where the presence of the external
crossflow can, under certain circumstances, increase the discharge coefficient. This is
contrary to most situations, where the external flow results in a decrease in discharge
coefficient. The large-scale testing reported helps to explain this phenomenon through an
increased understanding of the interaction between the emerging coolant jet and the
free-stream flow. The crossover phenomenon came to light during an investigation into
the influence of external crossflow on the discharge coefficients of nozzle guide vane film
cooling holes. These experiments were performed in the Cold Heat Transfer Tunnel
(CHTT), an annular blowdown cascade of film cooled vanes that models the three-
dimensional external flow patterns found in modern aero-engines. (Rowbury et al., 1997,
1998). The variation in static pressure around the exit of film cooling holes under differ-
ent flow conditions was investigated in the large-scale tests. The study centered on three
holes whose geometries were based on those found in the leading edge region of the
CHTT vanes, as the crossover phenomenon was witnessed for these rows during the
initial testing. The experiments were carried out in a low-speed wind tunnel, with the
tunnel free-stream flow velocity set to match the free-stream Reynolds number (based on
the local radius of curvature) and the ‘‘coolant’’ flow velocity set to replicate the engine
coolant-to-free-stream momentum flux ratio. It was found that the apparent enhancement
of film cooling hole discharge coefficients with external crossflow was caused by a reduc-
tion in the static pressure around the hole exit, associated with the local acceleration of
the free-stream around the emerging coolant jet. When these measured static pressures
(rather than the free-stream static pressure) were used to calculate the discharge coeffi-
cient, the crossover effect was absent. The improved understanding of the crossover
phenomenon and coolant-to-free-stream interactions that has been gained will be valu-
able in aiding the formulation of predictive discharge coefficient schemes.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1375171#

Introduction

The successful implementation of a turbine cooling system re-
quires careful design to achieve effective cooling~leading to
maximum permissible turbine entry temperature! without a dra-
matic performance penalty.

A film cooling system is designed to supply the mass flow rate
of coolant needed to produce a near-uniform vane temperature.
Failing to do so will result in thermal stresses within the vane and,
consequently, a reduced vane life. For a first-stage nozzle guide
vane ~NGV!, the coolant-to-mainstream pressure ratio is usually
set by the compressor exit pressure and the combustion pressure
drop, so the design problem hinges on correct hole sizing in order
to provide the requisite coolant flow. This requires reliable dis-
charge coefficient,Cd , data covering the particular geometry and
flow.

The Cd of a cooling hole depends on both the local geometry
and the flow conditions upstream and downstream of the hole.
The work discussed in this paper provides an improved under-
standing of these dependencies, specifically through the interac-

tion between the coolant and mainstream flows, thereby helping to
explain the Crossover Phenomenon@1#. Furthermore, the knowl-
edge gained has been invaluable in aiding the formulation of pre-
dictive discharge coefficient schemes@2#.

Discharge Coefficient Studies at Oxford
The experimental work reported in this paper continues the

studies on the Cold Heat Transfer Tunnel~CHTT; @3#! at the
University of Oxford. The CHTT consists of an annular cascade
of 36 NGVs that is representative of the first-stage high-pressure
~HP1! section of a modern aero-engine. The vanes are 1.4 times
larger than engine size, resulting in good spatial resolution on all
measurements taken. The CHTT is a short duration, transonic test
facility, which not only provides engine representative Reynolds
and Mach numbers, but also, being an annular cascade of NGVs,
models the three-dimensional flow patterns found in modern
aeroengines, including all secondary flow phenomena. Moreover,
the coolant system design, employing a ‘‘foreign gas’’ coolant
@4#, allows the engine coolant-to-mainstream density ratio,
r0c /r0m , blowing parameter,B5rcuc /rmum , and momentum
flux ratio, I 5rhuh

2/rmum
2 , to be matched to and varied about ac-

tual engine design values.
The NGV cooling geometry consists of 14 rows of holes, fed

from one of two internal cavities~Fig. 1!. The six rows of cooling
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holes around the leading edge~Rows 5–10! are cylindrical, while
each of the remaining rows~except one! have been investigated
with both a cylindrical and a fan-shaped~see, for example,@5#!
geometry. Data were collected both with and without the presence
of external crossflow, with the rows blown singularly. Although
the external crossflow generally resulted in a decrease inCd , the
data highlighted how, in the leading edge region, the presence of
external crossflow can lead to an enhancement in the holeCd at a
given coolant total-to-freestream static pressure ratio, PR@1#. This
behavior was termed the ‘‘Crossover Phenomenon,’’ and was wit-
nessed on all six of the leading edge film cooling rows. In an
attempt to explain the phenomenon, an investigation on large-
scale models of the leading holes was undertaken, as reported
herein.

Flow Mechanics and Flow Interaction
Thole et al.@6# investigated the influence of internal cashflow

on the velocity profile at exit from a 30 deg inclined hole~i.e.,
u530 deg anda50 deg, see Fig. 2!. They concluded that the
velocity profile was strongly dependent on the internal crossflow
Mach number. With no crossflow at the hole inlet, there is sepa-

ration on the downstream side of the hole entrance~relative to the
direction of the free-stream flow!, causing the jet to exit from the
upstream portion of the hole. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
reproduces a CFD prediction reported by McGovern and Leylek
@7#. Conversely, a high internal crossflow velocity~in the same
direction as the mainstream! leads to separation on the upstream
side of the hole inlet and the flow exits from the downstream
portion of the hole. Common sense dictates that this is to be
expected, and, furthermore, that the effect abates as the hole
length increases and the inlet separation is mixed out. It should
also be appreciated that the existence of nonuniform exit velocity
profiles is long established: Bergeles et al.@8# reported on the
velocity profile at exit from a normal~90 deg! hole with external
crossflow. The authors concluded that ‘‘the velocity of ejection is
substantially nonuniform . . . forMm50.24 only 25% of the in-
jectant leaves from the leading half of the hole.’’

Burd and Simon@9# conducted a similar study, relating exit
plane velocity distributions to the supply plenum geometry~i.e.,
orientation of the crossflow on the coolant side! and hole l /d
ratios. They report how short holes exhibit a prominent ‘‘jetting’’
of the coolant, characterized by higher effective velocities in the
upstream portion of the hole, as well as concluding that ‘‘the free
stream significantly induces the flow.’’ This work is further re-
ported in their paper of the following year~@10#; see below!.

Walters and Leylek@11# present the results of a computational
simulation of the flowfield associated with streamwise injection
through a cylindrical film cooling hole. They state how the jetting
region, highlighted by Thole et al.@6# and Burd and Simon@9#,
and counterrotating flow within the film hole are a consequence of
separation and flow turning near the hole inlet~Fig. 3!. They
proceed to discuss how the velocity distribution at hole exit is
influenced by two competing mechanisms. Although the jetting/
counterrotating flow leads to higher momentum coolant fluid in
the portion of the hole opposite the separation, the impingement
of the oncoming~free-stream! crossflow on the emerging jet leads
to a high-pressure zone upstream of the jet leading edge and a
low-pressure region downstream of the jet trailing edge, with the
effect of increasing the jet momentum in the downstream portion
of the hole. This alteration of the static pressure distribution
around the hole~Fig. 4! is important, and will be revisited.
Walters and Leylek@11# conclude that the relative influence of the
two mechanisms depends on the blowing ratio, density ratio, and
hole geometry, or, in the case of their study,l /d and B. They
consider the influence of blowing ratio for the case of separation
at inlet on the downstream side of the hole, stating that at low
blowing ratios, the jet–crossflow interaction dominates, so flow
exits from the downstream portion of the hole~Fig. 4~b!!, while at
high blowing ratios the flow structure within the hole dominates

Fig. 1 Cross section through a CHTT vane, illustrating the
locations of film cooling rows 7 and 8

Fig. 2 Definition of film cooling hole flow angles

Fig. 3 Illustration of inlet separation and coolant ‘‘jetting,’’ as
highlighted by the velocity ration, u h Õu m, contours for flow
through a 35 deg inclined hole, at zero orientation and a blow-
ing ratio of 1.25 †7‡
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and the flow is more likely to exit from the upstream portion~Fig.
4~a!!. As the length-to-diameter ratio,l /d, decreases, the effects of
the separation region have less time to attenuate, and therefore
exert a greater influence on the exit conditions, so the flow exits
from the upstream portion of the hole.

This analysis has been supported by measurements reported by
Burd and Simon@10#, who emphasize the strong influence that the
coolant distribution at the exit plane has over the holeCd . They
presentCd measurement in terms of the external or outlet additive
loss coefficient,dout , defined as:

dout5
@~p0c2pm!with

crossflow
2~p0c2pm!without

crossflow
#rhuh

0.5rhuh
2 (1)

They conclude that the supply plenum geometry~i.e., orientation
of the crossflow on the coolant side! and holel /d have a signifi-
cant impact ondout values. Furthermore, negativedout values~i.e.,
flow enhancement with external crossflow! are obtained. Burd and
Simon@10# explained this in terms of the static pressure distribu-
tion around the emerging jet. Outlet loss coefficients are reduced
in situations where more coolant is distributed in the upstream
portion of the hole exit plane~e.g., short holes!. As already men-
tioned, static pressures upstream of the jet–mainstream boundary
are higher than in the absence of the jet, while those downstream
of the emerging jet are lower, as illustrated in Fig. 4. As Burd and
Simon @10# point out, this situation is analogous to a cylinder in
crossflow, for which high pressures are found in the stagnation
region and low pressures are encountered downstream, in the cyl-
inder wake. The low-pressure region is responsible for the in-
crease in coolant mass flow from that portion of the hole. As the
balance of the coolant distribution shifts towards the downstream
portion of the hole~Fig. 4~b!!, the high-pressure region also shifts
downstream, reducing the size of the low-pressure region cover-
ing the hole exit plane, and resulting in a higher effective static
pressure at the hole exit. Consequently, configurations with more
coolant exiting from the downstream portion of the hole~e.g.,
long holes! have higher dout values and lower discharge
coefficients.

The work of Thole et al.@6#, Walters and Leylek@11#, and Burd
and Simon@9,10# supports the hypothesis of Rowbury et al.@1#.
Their speculation that the enhancement inCd by the presence of
external flow results from a reduction in static pressure at the hole
exit, due to a local acceleration of the mainstream flow, is largely
substantiated. This acceleration is caused by blockage of the
mainstream path by the exiting coolant flow, and results, effec-
tively, in additional ‘‘suction’’ on the coolant. This model would
imply that the extent of the crossover would be greater for steeper
inclination angles~i.e.,u;90 deg! and larger angles of orientation
~a;60 deg!, as discovered by Burd and Simon@9# for lateral
injection as compared to streamwise injection. Furthermore, the

hypothesis that the extent of the enhancement, or otherwise, is
dependent on the external crossflow Mach number~in effect, the
blowing ratio! is also validated.

Large-Scale Test Facility
In an attempt to understand the physical basis for the enhance-

ment inCd with external crossflow, a series of experiments were
devised that investigated the variation in static pressure around the
exit of ‘‘large-scale’’ film cooling holes under different flow con-
ditions. The study centered on holes whose geometries were based
on those found in the leading edge region of a present day High-
Pressure Nozzle Guide Vane, as reproduced and investigated in
the CHTT. Holes in this region of the vane were modeled because
the crossover phenomenon is witnessed for these rows.

The investigation involved the measurement of two~inter-
linked! flow parameters. First, the static pressure distribution
around the exits of ‘‘normal’’~i.e., 9 deg angle of inclination,u,
and 0 deg angle of orientation,a; see Fig. 2! and ‘‘leading edge’’
holes~i.e., modeled on engine vane leading edge holes! was mea-
sured and compared to the static pressures measured at the same
locations for the solid body~i.e., in the absence of coolant flow!.
At the same time, the discharge coefficients of the film cooling
holes were measured, using the static pressure measured both with
and without coolant flow present to calculate the ideal mass flow
rate of coolant. The working hypothesis is that the apparent dis-
charge coefficients would increase as the static pressure at hole
exit fell relative to the assumed value.

Design Details: Rig Parameters. The leading edge region of
a NGV can be modeled as a cylindrical test section, since, at any
location, the vane exterior can be considered as a curved surface
with a particular radius of curvature. As the cylinder successfully
models this, the choice of cooling hole geometries is free to be
matched to engine values. If a method of accurately controlling
the coolant flow can be achieved, chosen CHTT coolant flow
parameters can then also be reproduced.

The flow over the cylinder exterior, equivalent to the CHTT
mainstream flow, was produced by placing the cylinder in a low-
speed wind tunnel. The wind tunnel chosen to house these experi-
ments can provide air speeds in the range;5 – 25 m s21, and is
approximately 4803510 mm in cross section. It was decided to
manufacture the working section~i.e., containing the holes! from
four 50-mm-thick Perspex disks, the length of the cylinder being
made up by aluminum tubing. The availability of aluminum tub-
ing of outer diameter 140 mm~giving a blockage ratio of 0.28,
which is reasonable! set the cylinder diameter, which, in turn, sets
the tunnel velocity for matching to CHTT conditions; matching
Re ~based on the vane showerhead diameter,D! gives:

S ruD

m D
cylinder

5S ruD

m D
CHTT

(2)

As ambient temperature air is the mainstream gas for both cases,
m;const andrCHTT /rcylinder;2 ~the CHTT total pressure is
roughly twice that in the wind tunnel!, giving:

~uD!cylinder52~uD!CHTT (3)

The radius of curvature of the CHTT vane showerhead is;6.5
mm and the mean mainstream velocity at the leading edge plane is
;35 m s21, so the design tunnel velocity for matching is:

utunnel;2~35!~13/140!56.5 ms21

The crossover phenomenon has been witnessed on Rows 5–10
of the CHTT vanes~Fig. 1!. It was decided to model Rows 7 and
8, as these provide very clear examples of the phenomenon.

Design Details: Hole Geometries. Since the CHTT vanes
are scale replicas of those currently operating in a modern aero-
engine, the geometries of Rows 7 and 8 are complex, as illustrated
in Table 1.

Fig. 4 Illustration of how the location of the emerging jet in-
fluences the magnitude of the local pressure: „a… coolant
emerging from the upstream portion of the hole; „b… coolant
emerging from downstream portion of the hole
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It is worth discussing the scaling of the CHTT vane parameters
to the cylindrical model. The inclination,u, and orientation,a,
angles~Fig. 2! for the model were chosen to be 90 and 60 deg,
respectively. Matching the ratio of wall thickness-to-showerhead
diameter,t/D, gives:

tcylinder5~140/13!3.150;34.0 mm (5)

Matching the hole length-to-diameter ratio,l /d, is then equivalent
to matchingt/D, t/d, or d/D, giving:

dcylinder5~140/13!1.035;11.1 mm (6)

and matching the hole pitch-to-diameter ratio,s/d, is equivalent to
matchings/D, giving:

scylinder5~140/13!2.491;26.8 mm (7)

Alternatively, a hole diameterd mm would result in a pitch of
(2.491/1.035)d;2.41d mm, and a surface spacing of;4.82d
mm, due to the holes being orientated at 60 deg to the cylinder
surface. Hence, taking a cylinder wall thickness of 35 mm, the
maximum hole diameter that allowed three holes to fit into the
Perspex section was 11.3 mm. For ease of manufacture, it was
decided to setd510.5 mm ~model d/D;0.075; engined/D
;0.080!, t535 mm ~model l /d;6.67; enginel /d;6.09!, and
surface spacing at 50 mm~model s/d;2.38; engines/d;2.41!.
Given the close match on hole angles~model u590 deg and
a560 deg, engineu590 deg anda560 deg!, it can be seen that
the model geometry closely represents that of the holes in the
leading edge region of an engine vane.

In addition to those engine representative, ‘‘leading edge’’~i.e.,
‘‘angled’’ ! holes, a set of three ‘‘normal’’ holes~i.e., 90 deg in-
clination, u, and 0 deg orientation,a; see Fig. 2! were drilled
through the Perspex in order to provide a comparison data set.
Eight static pressure tappings were located, at 45 deg intervals, 2
mm from the edge of the center hole of each set of three. It was
assumed that these tappings would give a good indication of how
the emerging coolant jet, and its interaction with the free-stream
flow, would influence the static pressure around the cooling hole,
compared to the pressure expected from the distribution around
the noncooled cylinder. The tapping positions, relative to the hole
outlets, are illustrated in Fig. 5, while Fig. 6 shows a close-up
view of the exit from a leading edge hole.

Experimental Technique: Flow Measurement. The dis-
charge coefficient of a film cooling hole is defined as the ratio of
the measured~i.e., actual! to the ideal mass flow rate of coolant,
ṁactual/ṁideal. The actual mass flow rate was measured using Brit-
ish Standard orifice plates@12#. Furthermore, if the static pressure
at the exit from the holes,pm , and the cavity~upstream! total
pressure and temperature,p0c andT0c , are known, then the isen-
tropic flow equations can be used to determine the ideal mass flow
rate, namely:

ṁideal5AS pm

p0c
D 1/g

•

poc

ARToc

•A 2g

g21
•F12S pm

p0c
D ~g21!/gG

(8)

for unchocked flow@13#, which was always the case in these
experiments.

In this way, the cooling holeCd could be measured without
external crossflow, for both the leading-edge and normal holes,
and compared to theCd with external crossflow present. With
external crossflow present, theCd was measured for various an-
gular positions of the holes~measured relative to the cylinder
leading edge! and different momentum flux ratios.

In addition to the cooling holeCd , the static pressures around
the hole exit were also measured during each test. It was hypoth-
esized that theCd would increase as the static pressure measured
on the solid cylinder surface at the pressure tapping location.

Static Pressure Measurement. All required pressures were
measured on Sensor Technics pressure transducers, and voltage
outputs transferred directly to computer. Due to the low-speed
nature of the work, pressure changes were generally quite small,
the exception being in the pressures associated with the British
Standard orifice plate. The transducers used for the low-pressure
measurements were 0–50 mbar transducers from the HCXM
range~HCXM050D6V!, while the larger pressures were measured
using either 0–5 or 0–15 psi transducers from the PTE5000 range
~either PTE5005D1A or PTE5015D1A!. Pressures were measured
differentially, where possible, to improve accuracy.

The static pressure around the solid cylinder~i.e., with no cool-
ant flow! was measured and converted to a pressure coefficient.
Consequently, by measuring the tunnel total pressure and tunnel
velocity, the pressure coefficient could then be used to determine
the ‘‘expected’’ static pressure variation around the cylinder.
Comparison with the measured values at each of the tapping lo-
cations~Fig. 5! around the film cooling holes would then provide
some indication of whether the static pressure at the outlet from

Fig. 5 Pressure tapping locations around: „a… ‘‘leading edge,’’
and „b… ‘‘normal’’ film cooling hole outlets. Numbering is to aid
presentation of results.

Fig. 6 Close-up view of large-scale leading edge holes, illus-
trating the static pressure tapping locations

Table 1 Geometries of rows 7 and 8 on the CHTT aerofoil „i.e.,
1.4 Ã engine scale …
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the cooling hole was decreased by the presence of the coolant.
The results from these experiments are reported in the next
section.

Experimental Results

Pressure Distribution Around a Cylinder. The variation in
static pressure around the noncooled, ‘‘solid’’ cylinder was mea-
sured by means of a single static pressure tapping, by rotating the
cylinder. The pressures were converted to a nondimensional pres-
sure coefficient,

Cp5
ps2pm

p0m2pm
5

ps2pm

0.5ru2 ,

whereps is the static pressure on the cylinder surface, andu, p0m ,
andpm , are the free-stream velocity and total and static pressures
upstream of the cylinder. This provides a means of obtaining the
expected static pressure at any location on the cylinder surface
from the tunnel total and static pressures~or total pressure and
velocity!. In turn, this provides a comparison to the static pres-
sures measured around the film cooling hole exits. The pressure
distribution around the cylinder was measured for two tunnel ve-
locities: 5.25 m s21 and 24.7 m s21. These tunnel velocities result
in momentum flux ratios of 67.5 and 2.5, respectively, for the
‘‘leading edge’’ hole, which, although high, bound typicalI val-
ues of leading edge rows~Table 1!. The corresponding pressure
coefficients are presented in Fig. 7. As expected@14#, the viscous
action causes the flow to separate from the downstream surface of
the cylinder and form a wake in which the pressure variation
differs from the inviscid prediction. The good agreement with the
‘‘experimental’’ case illustrated in Massey~p. 331!—both in
terms of the point of deviation from the theoretical and in the
magnitude ofCp—provides evidence that the tunnel is working
well and is suitable for this series of experiments~hole positions
up to 70 deg from the stagnation point!. In order to minimize
pressure fluctuations around the cylinder due to the instability of
the wake region, a tailboard was attached on the downstream por-
tion of the cylinder. Measurements demonstrated that its presence
did not affectCd in the region of interest~i.e., hole positions up to
70 deg from the stagnation point; see Fig. 7!.

Pressure Distribution Around Film Cooling Holes. The
static pressure was measured at eight locations~Fig. 5! around the
exit of both ‘‘normal’’ and ‘‘leading edge’’ film cooling holes.
Measurements were made both with and without external cross-
flow, and, for the with-crossflow case, for different momentum
flux ratios,

I 5
rhuh

2

rmum
2

as opposed to blowing rates,

B5
rhuh

rmum

Results presented in this section illustrate the difference between
the measured static pressure and the expected static pressure. The
expected static pressure was atmospheric pressure for the non-
crossflow tests, and the pressure calculated from the pressure co-
efficient ~see ‘‘Static Pressure Measurement’’ section and Fig. 7!
for the with-crossflow tests. Figure 8 shows the pressure distribu-
tion around the exit of a ‘‘normal’’ film cooling hole without
external crossflow present~i.e., I 5`!. All measured pressures are
slightly lower ~2–6.5 Pa! than atmospheric pressure~the expected
pressure!, as the emerging coolant jet disturbs the flow around the
hole exit, increasing dynamic pressure and reducing static
pressure.

Figure 9 gives an example of the relative pressures recorded
with external crossflow present~I 565.9: the ‘‘high momentum
flux ratio’’ case!. In this case, note the relatively large discrepancy
~260–430 Pa! between the measured and expected pressures~cal-
culated from the pressure coefficient at the location of the tap-
pings!. It should be noted that the pressures on the ‘‘upstream’’
side of the hole are reduced less than those on the ‘‘downstream’’

Fig. 7 Pressure coefficient, CpÄ„p sÀp m…Õ„p 0mÀp m…

Ä„p sÀp m…Õ0.5rm2, around the cylinder surface for two differ-
ent tunnel velocities „or Reynolds numbers …. The inviscid pre-
diction is shown for comparison.

Fig. 9 Static presssure around a leading edge film cooling
hole, with external crossflow „IÄ65.9…, measured relative to
the static pressure calculated from the pressure coefficient

Fig. 8 Static pressure around a normal hole, with no external
crossflow, measured relative to atmospheric pressure. As in all
subsequent figures, numbering refers to Fig. 5.
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side. This can be explained by the structure of the flow around the
jet emerging from a ‘‘leading edge’’ hole: The coolant jet emerge
in the plane perpendicular to the free-stream flow direction, and
can be regarded close to the surface as cylindrical obstacles to the
main flow. The free-stream flow will, generally, be accelerated by
the blockage of the jet, even on the upstream side of the hole
~tappings 4, 5, and 6!, and will be accelerated more as it passes
between the jets~tappings 3 and 7!. The lowest pressures will be
in the wake region, on the downstream side of the hole~tappings
8, 1, and 2!.

The static pressure at the exit of the film cooling holes is only
seen to increase in two of the situations investigated in this study,
both times for the tappings on the upstream side of the hole~tap-
pings 4, 5, and 6!, those being:

~a! the ‘‘leading edge’’ hole when positioned 60 deg from the
cylinder leading edge, for the ‘‘very low momentum flux ratio’’
case~the only case of its type investigated, achieved by reducing
the coolant feed pressure!, and

~b! the ‘‘normal’’ hole when positioned 30 deg from the leading
edge of the cylinder, for the ‘‘low momentum flux ratio’’ case, as
presented in Fig. 10.

The average pressure ‘‘reduction’’ for the eight tappings around
the ‘‘leading edge’’ hole, for the ‘‘high momentum flux ratio’’
case, is presented in Fig. 11 against angular position of the hole
from the cylinder leading edge.

As part of the study, the discharge coefficients of the cooling
holes were also measured. In order to calculate the discharge co-

efficient,Cd , of a hole, a value for the static pressure at the hole
outlet is required~Eq. ~8!!. The Cd could therefore be calculated
using either:

~a! the static pressure calculated from the pressure coefficient
derived in the absence of film cooling~Fig. 7!, which is equivalent
to assuming the presence of the cooling does not affect the local
static pressure, or

Fig. 10 Static pressure around a normal hole, with external
crossflow „IÄ2.78…, measured relative to the static pressure
calculated from Cp

Fig. 11 Average difference in static pressure around leading
edge hole, with external crossflow „IÄ67.5… versus angle from
the cylinder leading edge

Fig. 12 Cd,crossflow ÕCd,no crossflow for leading edge hole, with I
È67.5, calculated using the external static pressure as either
expected or ‘‘measured’’

Fig. 13 Cd,crossflow ÕCd,no crossflow for leading edge hole, with I
È2.50, calculated using the external static pressure as either
expected or ‘‘measured’’

Fig. 14 Cd,crossflow ÕCd,no crossflow for normal hole, with IÈ82.0,
calculated using the external static pressure as either expected
or measured
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~b! the average pressure measured from the eight tappings~Fig.
11!.

Consequently, the data presented in the next section consist of
two data points for each specific test.

Discharge Coefficients of Film Cooling Holes. It has al-
ready been stated that this study was undertaken ‘‘in an attempt to
understand the physical basis for@the# enhancement inCd with
external crossflow.’’ This was followed by the hypothesis that
‘‘the apparent discharge coefficients would increase as the static
pressure at hole exit fell relative to the assumed value.’’ It has
been shown that the static pressure at the hole exit falls relative to
the assumed value, so is theCd enhanced? The answer is yes.
Figures 12–15 show how, when using the static pressure calcu-
lated from the pressure coefficient for the solid cylinder, theCd is
always enhanced, for both the ‘‘leading edge’’ and the ‘‘normal’’
holes. This is hardly surprising, as the leading edge region of the
vane has been modeled, where an enhancement inCd is expected.
But how and why does this happen? It is important to realize that
there are two opposing effects that determine whether theCd is
increased or decreased by the presence of external crossflow.
First, there is the widely acknowledged ‘‘pinching’’ or ‘‘capping’’
of the emerging coolant jet by the free-stream flow, which results
in a reduction inCd . This is a well-documented effect to which
Rogers and Hersh@15# proposed the ‘‘lid model.’’ However, at
the same time, the emerging jet presents a blockage to the oncom-
ing free-stream flow, causing it to accelerate~by continuity!, as
identified by Crabb et al.@16#. The accelerated flow has increased
dynamic pressure and, consequently,lower static pressure, result-
ing in a larger pressure drop across the hole. It is therefore seen
that the presence of the external crossflow increases the mass flow
of coolant by increasing the pressure drop across the hole, rather
than by increasing the actual discharge coefficient of the hole. In
effect, the increase inCd arises due to the incorrect value of
external static pressure being used in the calculation of the ideal
mass flow rate. For the data presented here, theCd values calcu-
lated from the average of the eight static pressure tapping mea-
surements provide a more accurate prediction of thetrue Cd .

However, it can be seen that, for the high momentum flux ratio
cases~Figs. 12 and 14!, the use of the measured static pressures at
the hole exit does not completely eliminate the enhancement in
Cd with external crossflow. This may be due to the fact that the
pressure tappings are located 2 mm from the hole edge, so will not
provide the exact values of static pressure at the hole exit. Fur-
thermore, the approximation to the exit static pressure obtained by
averaging just eight readings is rather crude. However, the ‘‘re-
duced static pressure effect’’ does not account for the majority of
the apparent enhancement.

Naturally, the net effect of the free-stream flow will depend on

the exact flow conditions. If the above-described theories hold
true, theCd would be expected to decrease with decreasing mo-
mentum flux ratio~as the ‘‘capping’’ effect dominates! but in-
crease with increasing blockage presented by the jet to the oncom-
ing flow ~i.e., with increasing inclination and orientation angles!.
This is certainly born out by the data collected here and on the
CHTT vanes.

Uncertainty Analysis. Within the study, the main source of
uncertainty is the inaccurate measurement of the recorded pres-
sures. The uncertainty on the free-stream pressure is greatest at
low tunnel speeds~Fig. 7!, while the largest error in coolant total
pressure occurs for low momentum flux ratios, especially with the
cooling holes near the leading edge~where the feed pressure is
reduced in order to maintain the sameI!. Overall, the uncertainty
in Cd due to uncertainties in measured pressure is expected to be
61–2 percent. The overall uncertainty inCd is expected to be in
the range61.5–2.5 percent.

Conclusions
This paper has discussed an experimental program carried out

to investigate the variation in static pressure around the exit of
film cooling holes under different flow conditions, and the asso-
ciation between this pressure and the discharge coefficient of the
hole. Measurements were made on large-scale ‘‘leading edge’’
and ‘‘normal’’ film cooling holes, and the results reported. The
‘‘leading edge’’ holes were modeled on those found in Rows 7
and 8 ~Fig. 1! of a current aero-engine NGV. The reason for
modeling these particular rows was that the crossover phenom-
enon is witnessed for these rows on the CHTT vanes. The inves-
tigation aimed to throw light on the physical reasons behind this
enhancement inCd with external crossflow.

The investigation involved the measurement of two~interre-
lated! flow parameters, namely the surface static pressures around
the hole exits and the discharge coefficients of the holes. The
influence of momentum flux ratio and the position of the holes on
the cylinder surface relative to the cylinder leading edge were
investigated. The hypothesis was that the discharge coefficients
would increase as the static pressure at hole exit fell relative to the
assumed value. This hypothesis has been born out by the experi-
mental data collected and presented.

The work has highlighted the fact that theCd of film cooling
holes can be increased by the presence of external crossflow, due
to a reduction in the static pressure in the vicinity of the hole exit.
This is a result of the local acceleration of the oncoming free-
stream flow as it diverts around the blockage caused by the
emerging coolant jet.

The improved understanding of the crossover phenomenon and
coolant-to-free-stream interactions will be valuable in aiding and
validating the formulation of predictive discharge coefficient
schemes. Consequently, this work will be of interest to aero-
engine designers as it provides a mean of modifying their cooling
hole Cd predictions.
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Nomenclature

A 5 flow area
B 5 coolant-to-mainstream blowing ratio5 rhuh /rmum

Cd 5 discharge coefficient5 ṁactual/ṁideal
Cp 5 pressure coefficient

d 5 hole diameter
D 5 cylinder ~i.e., ‘‘leading edge’’! diameter
I 5 momentum flux ratio5 rh•uh

2/rm•um
2

Fig. 15 Cd,crossflow ÕCd,no crossflow for normal hole, with IÈ2.80,
calculated using the external static pressure as either expected
or measured
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l 5 hole length
ṁ 5 mass flow rate
M 5 Mach number
p 5 pressure

PR 5 pressure ratio across hole5p0c /pm
R 5 gas constant

Re 5 Reynolds number5 rud/m54ṁ/pdm
s 5 hole pitch
t 5 wall thickness

T 5 temperature
u 5 velocity
a 5 angle of orientation~see Fig. 2!
b 5 plan view orientation angle~see Fig. 2!

dout 5 outlet additive loss coefficient
z 5 ‘‘true’’ flow exit angle ~see Fig. 2!
u 5 angle of inclination~see Fig. 2!
m 5 dynamic viscosity
r 5 density

Subscripts

c 5 coolant
h 5 inside the hole
m 5 mainstream~5free-stream!
s 5 cylinder surface static
0 5 total
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Local Heat/Mass Transfer
Measurement on the Effusion
Plate in Impingement/Effusion
Cooling Systems
The present study is conducted to investigate the local heat/mass transfer characteristics
for flow through perforated plates. A naphthalene sublimation method is employed to
determine the local heat/mass transfer coefficients on the effusion plate. Two parallel
perforated plates are arranged in two different configurations: staggered and shifted in
one direction. The experiments are conducted for hole pitch-to-diameter ratios of 6.0, for
gap distance between the perforated plates of 0.33 to 10 hole diameters, and for Reynolds
numbers of 5000 to 12,000. The result shows that the high transfer region is formed at
stagnation region and at the midline of the adjacent impinging jets due to secondary
vortices and flow acceleration to the effusion hole. For flows through the perforated
plates, the mass transfer rates on the surface of the effusion plate are about six to ten
times higher than for effusion cooling alone (single perforated plate). In general, higher
heat/mass transfer is obtained with smaller gap distance between two perforated plates.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1344904#

Introduction
The thermal efficiency and specific power of gas turbine sys-

tems depend strongly on turbine inlet temperature. Inlet tempera-
ture is limited by the potential structural failure of the engine
components mainly attributable to high thermal stresses and re-
ductions in material strength due to high wall temperature. Wall
temperature can be reduced by various cooling techniques includ-
ing transpiration and film cooling. Transpiration materials produce
uniform heat/mass transfer rates on their surface with flow
through the plate. However, transpiration materials usually have
weak structures and clogging problems. To reduce these prob-
lems, cooling methods with two perforated plates~impingement/
effusion cooling! have been developed. In this cooling scheme,
inner surfaces of hot components, such as combustor wall or blade
surface, are cooled by the impingement of cooling air and outer
surface contacts with hot gases are protected by effusion film
cooling. This includes two flow situations: jet impingement on a
plate, and effusion flow through the holes of the target plate.

The previous studies are mainly concerned with impinging jets
on the solid plate without effusion. Downs and James@1#, Jambu-
nathan et al.@2#, and Viskanta@3# reviewed the previous studies
of jet impinging heat transfer extensively.

However, there are a few investigations of the heat transfer
characteristics for effusion cooling and impingement/effusion
cooling. Cho and Goldstein@4# investigated the effect of crossflow
on the heat/mass transfer characteristics near an effusion hole and
inside the hole, and they reported that heat/mass transfer is essen-
tially the same with and without crossflow. Huber and Viskanta
@5# examined the effect of spent air exit in the orifice plate on the
local and average heat transfer for array of impinging jets. Their
result shows that the interaction of adjacent impinged jets is re-
duced by spent air, and then the heat transfer on target plate is
more enhanced.

Cho and Goldstein@6# investigated the effect of hole arrange-
ments on local heat/mass transfer characteristics inside the effu-

sion plate. They found that the high transfer rate is induced by
strong secondary vortices and flow acceleration, and the overall
transfer rate is approximately 45;55 percent higher than that for
impingement cooling alone. Hollworth and Dagan@7# and Holl-
worth et al.@8# measured the average and local heat transfer co-
efficients of arrays of turbulent air jets impinging on perforated
target surfaces, and reported that arrays with staggered vents con-
sistently yield higher heat transfer rates than do the impinging jets
on the solid plates.

In the present study, two parallel perforated plates with circular
holes in a square array are used to simulate the impingement/
effusion cooling, and the local heat/mass transfer characteristics
on the inner surface of effusion plate are investigated with the
variations of gap distance, Reynolds number, and hole arrange-
ment. To prevent hot spots and obtain better cooling performance,
not only information of overall heat transfer coefficient but also its
local variation is required@9#. Therefore, a naphthalene sublima-
tion method is used to measure local heat/mass transfer coeffi-
cients around the effusion hole. This technique eliminates the con-
duction error inherent in heat transfer experiments. The surface
boundary condition is analogous to an isothermal surface in a
corresponding heat transfer problem.

The flow characteristics should be considered to understand lo-
cal heat/mass transfer characteristics on the surface of effusion
plate. Therefore, the present computational simulations using a
commercial program~FLUENT! are accomplished to understand
the flow patterns in impingement/effusion cooling.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

1 Experimental Apparatus

Duct and Test Plate. A schematic view of experimental appa-
ratus is shown in Fig. 1. Cho and Goldstein@4# reported that
heat/mass transfer coefficients on the inside surface of the effu-
sion plate are the same with and without crossflow; therefore, the
effect of crossflow is not considered in the present study. Room
air drawn into a settling baffle passes through the perforated test
plate into the plenum chamber, through an orifice plate~flow rate
measuring device! and a blower, and then is discharged outside

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presented at the 45th
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Munich, Ger-
many, May 8–11, 2000. Manuscript received by the International Gas Turbine Insti-
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the building. Plenum chamber is 450 by 450 by 1200 mm, and
screens and honeycombs are installed in plenum chamber for uni-
form suction of the flow.

Two parallel and perforated plates, which have the same hole
size and square array hole pattern, are positioned with various gap
distances. The gap distance between the two plates varies from
H/d50.33 to H/d510.0, and Reynolds number of injected jet
varies from Red55000 to Red512,000. The array of holes main-
tains a ratio of hole pitch-to-diameter (P/d) of 6:1 with a hole
diameter of 15 mm, and the thicknesses of injection plate (t1 /d)
and effusion plate (t2 /d) are 1.33 and 2.0, respectively. The ef-
fusion plate has 25 (535) holes and the injection plate has 25
(535) holes and an additional 11 holes to change hole arrange-
ment by shifting injection plate. For local mass transfer measure-
ments on the target surface of the second plate, a naphthalene-
coated test plate is positioned at the center of the effusion plate as
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The naphthalene casting area of test plate is
8.3d38.3d, and an effusion hole is located in the center of test
plate.

Hole Arrangement. Two different arrangements are investi-
gated with the two perforated plates;~1! staggered and~2! shifted
in one direction. Schematic views of the hole arrangement and
coordinate are presented in Fig. 2. For each arrangement, the ori-
gin of the coordinate is the center of effusion hole of the test plate.
For staggered arrangement, the impinging jets from the first plate
are centered among four effusion holes on the second plate. For

the shifted hole arrangement, the first plate is offset a half pitch
(3d) in one direction, and impinging jets are positioned between
two effusion holes.

2 Data Acquisition. In order to obtain local mass transfer
coefficients, the profile of the naphthalene surface coated on the
test plate is scanned by an automated surface measuring system
before and after exposure to air flow. Sublimation depth during
the run is calculated from the difference of the surface profiles.
The measuring system consists of a depth gage, a linear signal
conditioner ~LUCAS ATA-101!, a digital multimeter~Keithley
model 2001!, two stepping-motor driven positioners, a motor con-
troller, and a personal computer with GPIB~IEEE-488! board.
The depth gage is a Linear Variable Differential Transformer
~LVDT ! made by Schaevitz Engineering~LBB-375TA-020!,
which has a resolution of 0.025mm. Error of the LVDT measure-
ments on a flat plate is within 1 percent of averaged sublimation
depth of 40mm during the run. The automated system typically
obtains more than 2000 data points in an hour.

3 HeatÕMass Transfer Coefficient. The local mass transfer
coefficient is defined as:

hm5
ṁ

rv,w2rv,`
5

rs~dy/dt!

rv,w
(1)

Since the impinging jet flow contains no naphthalene,rv,`50 in

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of experimental apparatus and effusion plate

Fig. 2 Schematic views of hole arrangements and coordinate „hole size not to scale …
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the present study. Therefore, the mass transfer coefficient is cal-
culated from the local sublimation depth of naphthalene (dy), run
time (dt), density of solid naphthalene (rs), and naphthalene
vapor density (rv,w). The naphthalene vapor pressure is obtained
from a correlation of Ambrose et al.@10#. Then the naphthalene
vapor density,rv,w , is calculated from the perfect gas law.

The Sherwood number can be expressed as:

Sh5
hmd

Dsaph
(2)

Dnaph is based on the discussion of naphthalene properties given
by Goldstein and Cho@11#.

The mass transfer coefficients can be converted to the heat
transfer coefficients using the heat and mass transfer analogy@12#:

Nu

Sh
5S Pr

ScD
0.4

(3)

Uncertainty of the Sherwood numbers using Kline and McClin-
tock’s @13# method for single-sample experiments, considering the
measured temperature, depth, position, and correlation equations,
is within 7.1 percent in the entire operating range of the measure-
ment, based on a 95 percent confidence interval. This uncertainty
is attributed mainly to the uncertainty of properties of naphtha-
lene, such as the naphthalene saturated vapor pressure~3.8 per-
cent!, and diffusion coefficient of naphthalene vapor in the air~5.1
percent!. However, uncertainty due to the sublimation depth mea-
surement is only 0.7 percent. The other uncertainties are 0.2, 1.1,
and 4.9 percent forTw , rs , andhm , respectively.

4 Flow Visualization. Smoke-wire flow visualization is
conducted to study the flow patterns of injected jet. Two fine
Nichrome wires~0.1 mm in diameter! are installed at the center-
line of injection holes near the surface of injection and effusion
plates. Before each test the wire is painted with gear oil resulting
in small droplets of oil distributed evenly on the wire. White
smoke filament lines~streaklines! are produced by evaporation of
droplets with a proper electric power supply~about 60 V!. The
visualized flow patterns are obtained by using a video camera
connected to image processing board~MIL-Lite Matrox II board!
in the PC. The injected jet has a very low Reynolds number of 300
for the smoke visualization to obtain clear flow patterns between
two plates.

Numerical Analysis
The numerical simulations using a commercial program~FLU-

ENT! are accomplished to understand the flow patterns in
impingement/effusion cooling. Figure 3 shows the computation

domain, which is modeled by the geometry used in the experi-
mental study. The symmetry boundary conditions for one cell of
impingement/effusion cooling are imposed to reduce grid size and
calculation time. The computation domain grids are created using
the GAMBIT solid modeling, and the number of grids is about
40360370. Different grids are used to verify the grid indepen-
dence of the solution at Reynolds number of 10,000. The steady
solutions for turbulent flow field in an impingement/effusion cool-
ing system are calculated using a Reynolds Stress Model with a
standard wall function for a near-wall region. The flow character-
istics with the variations of gap height and hole arrangement are
investigated in the present numerical simulation.

Results and Discussion
In this study, flow patterns and heat/mass transfer characteris-

tics are investigated with the variations of gap distance, Reynolds
number, and hole arrangement. Test parameters are described in
Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the contour and local plots of the Sherwood
number for a single layer, which means that only the effusion
plate is installed. The small half circle in the contour plot is the
effusion hole with the aluminum rim between two circles. As flow
approaches the effusion hole, flow is accelerated, and a high trans-
fer region is formed symmetrically near the effusion hole. This
high transfer region has a diamond shape due to the effect of
adjacent effusion holes.

1 Effect of Gap Distance Variation

Numerical Simulation. The velocity fields at selected planes
(z/d523.0, 21.5 and 0.0! for H/d50.33 and 1.0 are shown in
Fig. 5. The coordinates used in numerical computation are the
same as those used in the experiment.

The incoming flow separates at the sharp edge of the injection
hole, and reattaches at about 0.6d from the hole inlet. These re-
sults are consistent with the experimental results by Cho and
Goldstein@4#. Reattachment length is independent of gap distance,
and the size of a separation bubble is small because of the low
incoming flow velocity. Therefore, the uniform flow is injected on
the target surface for each case.

Fig. 3 Geometry and boundary conditions in numerical
calculation Fig. 4 Sherwood number for single layer at Re dÄ10,000

Table 1 Test parameters
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For H/d50.33, a small recirculation region is observed near
the exit of injection hole at the inlet plane (z/d523.0) due to the
entrainment of ambient fluid. As flow goes, most of the space
between two plates is filled up with wall jets and the flow pattern
is similar to a duct flow because of the extremely small gap dis-
tance. Therefore, uniform velocity distributions are obtained at the
midplane (z/d521.5) and the exit plane (z/d50.0), and the
interaction between the adjacent wall jets is expected to be very
weak due to the confined space.

For H/d51.0, a large scale vortex~primary vortex! is formed
at the inlet plane due to the interaction between adjacent wall jets
and entrainment, and consequently a strong upward flow pattern is
shown atx/d50.0. It can be inferred from these results that the
secondary counter vortices are generated between the upward
flow; however, it is difficult to observe the existence of the sec-
ondary vortices in Fig. 5~b! due to the limitation of grid size. The
existence of secondary vortex is shown apparently in experimental
results, which is presented later.

Although the results are not shown in this paper, the flow pat-
terns for H/d56.0 are nearly the same as those forH/d51.0.
However, the center of primary vortex moves upward from the
surface forH/d56.0 due to large gap distance.

Local Heat/Mass Transfer Measurement.Figure 6 shows the
contour plots of Sh for different gap distances (H/d50.33
;10.0) with staggered array. The white dotted circles represent
the injection holes projected on the target plate. The pattern of
local Sh is similar for all cases and shows good symmetry at
z/d50.0, and the distributions of Sh around the impinging jets
have the same trend as those of single impinging jet due to the
large hole-to-hole pitch (P/d56). The Sh values are high around
the stagnation points~z/d523.0 andx/d563.0! and decrease as
the wall jet boundary layer is developed after impingement.

With small H/d ~0.33 and 1.0!, there are two peaks in the
Sherwood number near the stagnation region. The inner peak,
which is 0.5d apart from stagnation point, is caused by the effect
of stagnation flow acceleration, which makes the boundary layer
thin. The mass transfer decreases after this peak due to developing
of the boundary layer from decelerating flow. Beyond this region,
the boundary layer is transition to turbulence and the local heat/
mass transfer coefficient reaches a secondary maximum value at
the region that is 1.5d apart from the stagnation point. This phe-
nomenon is also referred as the rolling vortex and the secondary
vortex induced by unsteady flow separation, which is initiated by
the unsteady adverse pressure gradient produced by the main roll-
ing vortex @14#. The vortices on the wall disturb the boundary
layer flow and entrain the ambient fluid into the boundary layer.
These two peak values increase with small gap distance.

However, with largeH/d ~>2!, turbulence intensity of the jet
core increases. Therefore, the heat/mass transfer in the stagnation
region is higher than the previous case, but the secondary peak
value decreases. It is thought that the strength of the secondary
vortex is weakened due to the large nozzle-to-plate distance and
the decelerating velocity effect is much stronger than the flow
transition. AtH/d56.0, the heat/mass transfer coefficient of the
stagnation region reaches a maximum value because the jet poten-
tial core remains until this distance with a maximum turbulence
intensity. However, the secondary peak disappears and the heat/
mass transfer decreases monotonically. This might be because the
wall jet is already transitioning to a turbulent flow from the stag-
nation region.

For moderate gap distances (H/d51.0;6.0), additional peak
values of Sh are observed along the midline~z/d50.0 andx/d
50.0! because the secondary vortices impinge on the midline, and
then accelerate to the effusion hole@6#. ForH/d50.33, the overall
heat/mass transfer rate is higher than that for other cases; how-
ever, as expected in the numerical results, the peak Sh values at
the middle region by the secondary vortices is not clearly ob-
served.

Local Sh distributions atz/d523.0 ~along the stagnation line!
and atz/d50.0 are shown in Fig. 7. The solid black circle repre-
sents Sh values for the single layer. In Fig. 7~a!, as mentioned
before, there are two peak values atx/d563.0 andx/d>61.5
with small gap distance, and these peak values show the maxi-
mum for H/d50.33. Sh values show uniform distributions along
the midway~Fig. 7~b!!, and these values are almost the same for
moderate gap distances due to the interaction and flow accelera-

Fig. 5 Velocity vectors at selected planes for staggered array
at RedÄ10,000
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tion. However, mass transfer rates forH/d50.33 are about 25
percent lower than those for other cases due to the weak interac-
tion between wall jets.

Figure 8 shows the local Nu distributions obtained by a heat/
mass transfer analogy of the present study and other single jet
result @15# for H/d52.0 and Red510,000. In spite of some dif-
ferences in experimental conditions, there is a favorable agree-
ment on the results. However, the result in the present study, in
contrast with the single jet results, shows the lower values at
x/d>20.5 and the additional peak atx/d50.0 due to the inter-
action of the adjacent wall jets. The expected flow pattern is
drawn schematically in Fig. 9. This interaction is shown clearly in
smoke-wire flow visualization~Fig. 15!.

Table 2 shows the average Sherwood numbers for different gap
distances. The averaged values are obtained by numerical integra-
tion in the region of23.0<x/d<3.0 and23.0<z/d<0.0. As
expected in Figs. 4 and 6, the averaged values are 6;10 times
higher than that for the single layer.Sh shows the maximum value
at H/d50.33 and decreases with increasing gap distance. Al-
thoughSh shows the highest value forH/d50.33, the slope of
local Sh distribution is very steep. Therefore, impingement/
effusion cooling with extremely small gap distance is not recom-
mended from a view point of thermal stresses.

Fig. 6 Contour plots of Sh for various gap distances with staggered array

Fig. 7 Local Sh for various gap distances with staggered array

Fig. 8 Comparison of local Nu for impinging jet with other re-
sults for HÕdÄ2.0 and RedÄ10,000 along zÕdÄ0.0

Fig. 9 Expected flow pattern of array impinging jets
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2 Effect of Reynolds Number. Figure 10 shows the local
distributions of Sherwood number for various Reynolds numbers
at H/d51.0. The patterns of Sh distribution are similar for all
Reynolds numbers, but the levels of Sh and the secondary peak
values increase continuously with Reynolds numbers.

For Red55000 to 12,000, an overall averaged Sh at the effusion
plate is fitted in a line forH/d51.0:

Sh50.562 Red
0.558 (4)

3 Effect of Hole Arrangement

Numerical Simulation. Flow patterns for the shifted array at
H/d51.0 and Red510,000 are shown in Fig. 11. Atz/d523.0,
the flow pattern is similar to that for the staggered array. How-
ever, asz/d increases, the center of primary vortex moves toward
the effusion hole, and a low-momentum region is formed near
x/d53.0 atz/d50.0 plane. The reason is that most of the injected
fluid flows into the effusion hole due to the short distance between
the injection and effusion holes, and the heat/mass transfer is ex-
pected to be very low on this low momentum region.

Figure 12 shows the contour plots of turbulence intensity near
the surface of the effusion plate forH/d51.0 and Red510,000.
Dotted arcs in Fig. 12 represent the projected position of a quarter
of injection holes. High turbulence intensity is observed at the
stagnation region and near effusion hole in each case. However, in
the shifted array, the region with low turbulence intensity is ob-
served with low flow velocity.

Fig. 10 Local plots of Sh for different Re d at HÕdÄ1.0 with
staggered array

Fig. 11 Velocity vectors for shifted array at HÕdÄ1.0 and Red
Ä10,000

Fig. 12 Contour plots of turbulence intensity „percent … at the
plane of 0.067 d apart from the surface of the effusion plate for
HÕdÄ1.0 and RedÄ10,000

Table 2 Average Sherwood number for different gap dis-
tances at Re dÄ10,000 and staggered array
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Local Heat/Mass Transfer Measurement.Figure 13 shows the
contour plot of Sherwood number for the shifted hole arrangement
at Red510,000 andH/d51.0. In the shifted array, the centers of
injection holes~white dotted circle! and effusion hole are on the
same line as shown in Fig. 2. High heat/mass transfer around the
impingement region is observed and Sh pattern along the line of
x/d563.0 is similar to that of the staggered array~Fig. 6~b!!.
However, the high heat/mass transfer region is limited, and the
low heat/mass transfer region exists along the line atz/d50.0,
except for the region near the effusion hole (20.6,x/d,0.6) as
expected in the numerical results.

Figure 14 shows the local distributions of Sh for different hole
arrangements at selected positions;z/d523.0 andz/d50.0. The
heat/mass transfer distributions for each hole arrangement show
the similar patterns near the stagnation region, as shown in Fig.
14~a!. At z/d50.0 ~Fig. 14~b!!. Sh values near the effusion hole
for the shifted array are higher than those for the staggered array

due to the interaction of wall jets and flow acceleration. However,
in the region ofz/d,22.5 andz/d.2.5, Sh for the shifted array
are 25;50 percent lower than that for the staggered array, as pre-
sented in the contour plot~Fig. 13!. Therefore, this low transfer
region will produce a hot spot including large thermal stress due
to nonuniformity of the heat transfer rates. In overall transfer rate,
the average value of Sh for the shifted array isSh586.8, and this
is about 10 percent lower than that for the staggered array. Thus,
the hole arrangement is very important to obtain a high and uni-
form transfer on the effusion plate.

4 Flow Visualization. Figure 15 shows the smoke-wire
flow visualization results for the different hole arrangements at
H/d54. For the staggered array, the strong upward flow patterns
are clearly shown due to the interaction of adjacent wall jets.
Hence, the secondary vortices may be formed between the strong
upward primary vortices. However, for the shifted array, the
strength of primary vortices is weaker than that for the staggered
array because of the suction of approaching wall jets by the effu-
sion hole.

Figure 16 shows the oil-lampblack surface flow visualizations
for the two hole arrangements atH/d52.0 and Red510,000. A
thin mixture of oil and carbon powder is used to observe the shear
flow pattern on the wall. In the case of staggered array, square
cells are formed as expected in the contour plots. Two black lines
~accumulation of carbon powder! exist between the adjacent effu-
sion holes, and these lines represent the low transfer region as
mentioned in Fig. 9. A bright region~high transfer region! exists
along the centerline of effusion holes~between the black lines!.
This reveals that the formation and flow of secondary vortices
affect the heat/mass transfer enhancement. For the shifted array, a
dead zone indicated by black region is observed between the ef-

Fig. 13 Contour plots of Sh for HÕdÄ1.0 and RedÄ10,000 with
shifted array

Fig. 14 Local plots of Sh for different hole arrangements at
HÕdÄ1.0 and RedÄ10,000

Fig. 15 Smoke-wire flow visualization for different hole ar-
rangements at HÕdÄ4.0

Fig. 16 Oil-lampblack surface flow visualization for HÕdÄ2.0
and RedÄ10,000
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fusion holes presenting low heat/mass transfer. These results are
in good agreement with the numerical and mass transfer experi-
mental results.

Conclusions
The effects of gap distance, Reynolds number, and hole ar-

rangement in an impingement/effusion cooling system are stud-
ied; the flow patterns are investigated by numerical calculation
and flow visualization, and heat/mass transfer characteristics by
naphthalene sublimation method. The results are summarized as
follows:

Variation of Gap Distance

• For the small gap distance, interaction between adjacent im-
pinging jets is very weak, and the flow pattern in gap spacing is
similar to a duct flow.

• The averaged Sh for the staggered hole arrangements are ap-
proximately 6;10 times higher than that for the single layer flow
~effusion only!. The heat/mass transfer at the stagnation point is
the highest atH/d56.0 without secondary peaks, and the overall
heat/mass transfer rate increases asH/d decreases.

Variation of Reynolds Number

• Levels of Sh increase monotonically with Reynolds numbers
showing that the patterns of heat/mass transfer are similar for
all tested Reynolds numbers.

Variation of Hole Arrangement

• With the shifted array, the low momentum flow region is
observed between the effusion holes due to the sink flow of in-
jected jet into the effusion hole.

• The secondary vortices are strengthened strongly and accel-
erated to the effusion holes for the staggered hole arrangement,
resulting in heat/mass transfer enhancement. Therefore, the cool-
ing of effusion plate with the staggered hole arrangement shows
better performance than the cooling with the shifted hole arrange-
ment. Thus, the hole arrangement is very important to obtain a
high and uniform transfer on the effusion plate.
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Nomenclature

d 5 injection and effusion hole diameter
dy 5 local sublimation depth of naphthalene
dt 5 test duration

Dnaph 5 mass diffusion coefficient of naphthalene vapor in air
H 5 gap distance between injection and effusion plates

hm 5 local mass transfer coefficient
ṁ 5 local naphthalene mass transfer per unit area and time

Nu 5 Nusselt number based on the hole diameter5hd/k
Pr 5 Prandtl number
P 5 pitch of array holes

Red 5 Reynolds number based on hole diameter and the aver-
age velocity in the hole

Sc 5 Schmidt number
Sh 5 Sherwood number based on the hole diameter

5hmd/Dnaph
Sh 5 average Sherwood number
t1 5 thickness of injection plate
t2 5 thickness of effusion plate

x, z 5 distance from the center of a hole~Fig. 2!
rs 5 density of solid naphthalene

rv,w 5 naphthalene vapor density on the surface
rv,` 5 naphthalene vapor density of the injected jet.
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Effect of Surface Curvature on
Heat Transfer and Hydrodynamics
Within a Single Hemispherical
Dimple
Turbulent heat transfer and hydrodynamics have been studied in concavely and convexly
curved dimples with Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.33105 to 3.13105. The large-
scale single hemispherical dimple 50 mm in diameter and 25 mm in depth was arranged
on the smooth concave or convex wall of a curved rectangular-shaped passage. The fluid
flow and heat transfer measurements, and surface streamline observations were per-
formed within the flow curvature parameterd** /R ranged from 0.002 to 0.007. The
‘‘tornado-like’’ oscillating vortex bursting periodically out of the dimple was registered
in the experiments with a ‘‘curved’’ dimple. This vortex structure is similar to that earlier
observed in a ‘‘flat’’ dimple. The surface curvature considerably influences the dimple
heat transfer rate in both cases. It enhances heat transfer in a ‘‘concave’’ dimple and
reduces it in a ‘‘convex’’ one; however, the more remarkable effect occurred in a con-
cavely curved dimple. The correction factors describing the effect of curvature on average
heat transfer in a ‘‘curved’’ dimple have been obtained as a result of experimental study.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1348020#

Introduction
It is well known that increases in the thermal efficiency of gas

turbine can effectively be achieved through a higher turbine inlet
gas temperature. In prototype aeroengine gas turbines, the entry
temperature has already reached 1750–1800 K, while the air pres-
sure ratio has gradually approached factor of 35.0, with projec-
tions to 40.0 being made. Since modern gas turbines operate at
inlet temperature levels above the blade melting point, both inter-
nal and external cooling systems are employed to meet blade ser-
vice life requirements. Some 30 heat transfer enhancement tech-
niques are in use now; however, due to design and technological
restrictions, designers of blade internal cooling systems still apply
very few of these techniques. Among the basic technologies are:
impingement cooling, pin fins~pedestals!, plain and broken ribs
and their combinations.

Despite remarkable progress in design of cooling systems,
some specific blade zones, such as leading and trailing edge areas,
still remain very difficult to cool adequately with conventional
cooling techniques. Since the potential of currently used internal
cooling techniques is nearly exhausted, further cooling efficiency
improvements can only be achieved through increases in the air
flow rate extracted from the compressor; that, however, leads to
reductions in the thermal efficiency of working cycle. Recent ef-
fort in the former USSR, USA, UK, Germany, and other countries
has focused on studies of novel cooling techniques with improved
thermal-hydraulic performance. A few research programs have
been launched to explore some novel concepts. The leading tech-
nologies are often based on the vortex and swirl flow concepts,
including the ‘‘Hemispherical Surface Dimple Technique,’’ based
on generation of small, but powerful oscillating vortices.

The unstable ‘‘self-organized’’ vortex structure has been ob-
served in the early experiments of Wighart and Tillman@1# over
two-dimensional surface extensions. Afterward, the detailed data
of Bearnlan and Harvey@2# and Mehta@3#, based on golf-ball
experiments, have confirmed thenontrivial nature of the vortex,
existing over three-dimensional surface concavity~dimple!. Based
on the experiments of Wighart and Tillman, Lavrent’ev and Sha-
bat @4# have predicted a generation of unstable ‘‘self-organized’’
ring vortices over a dimple with round shape contour. The unique
heat transfer properties in three-dimensional surface dimples were
reported over ten years ago in the comprehensive Russian publi-
cations@5,6#. It was demonstrated that implementation of regular
dimples on a flat plate enhances heat transfer and mitigates ac-
companying pressure losses~water and air flow!. Over the limited
range of Reynolds number, the increase in heat transfer and pres-
sure losses is nearly equivalent; they change virtually ‘‘in synch.’’
This remarkable feature makes this concept especially attractive
for industrial applications.

Kuethe@7# was the first one to suggest to using surface dimples
for heat transfer enhancement. Since that time fairly limited con-
tributions were made to the heat transfer subject. Kesarev and
Kozlov @8# have studied local heat transfer within a single dimple
and found that heat flux up to a factor of 1.5 compared with plane
circle of an identical diameter can be achieved. Shchukin et al.@9#
have considered heat transfer downstream of a single dimple un-
der pressure gradient and free-stream turbulence influences.
Terekhov et al.@10# have performed detailed heat transfer mea-
surements within a single dimple and reported the dimple depth
magnitude, giving the maximum heat transfer effect. Afanasyev
et al. @11# have studied heat transfer and pressure drop in passage
with one side dimpled wall; the authors revealed the limited Rey-
nolds number range where a heat transfer enhancement rate up to
a factor of 1.4 can be achieved without additional pressure losses.

Detailed experimental heat transfer studies have been per-
formed by Gachechiladze et al.@12# and Nagoga@13#. Nagoga has
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reported a heat transfer enhancement rate up to a factor of 2.7,
achieved within a narrow passage with one side dimpled wall
(H/d50.17; D/d50.13). The experimental study of Moon et al.
@14# was limited by the passage height ratioH/d50.37; for this
reason the authors could not achieve a heat transfer ratio over a
factor of 2.1. Actually, identical heat transfer levels have been
obtained by Nagoga at identical fluid flow conditions. Chyu et al.
@15# have studied local heat transfer in one side dimpled passage
~two dimple shapes!. The heat transfer rate factor of 2.1 reported
in this paper is comparable with the data of Nagoga and Glezer
et al. Both Chyu and Glezer have confirmed the excellent thermal-
hydraulic performance of the dimple technology earlier reported
by Gachechiladze et al.@12#. Recent investigations of Gortyshev
et al.@16# have shown that the additional heat transfer effect~1.2–
1.8! is achieved if a row of dimples exist on both passage sides, or
due to a mutual displacement of two dimpled walls~1.2–1.3!.
Reviews of recent achievements in the field have been reported by
Khalatov and Izgoreva@17# and Shchukin et al.@18#. Some spe-
cific aspects of the surface dimple technology~dimpled tube
bundle; water boiling! have been studied by Belen’ky et al.@19#
and Khalatov et al.@20#. The asymmetric surface dimple design
was proposed by Khalatov et al.@21#.

The effect of surface curvature on heat transfer and fluid flow
over a smooth surface is quite remarkable@22#, and should be
taken into account if the hemispherical surface dimple technique
is used to cool ‘‘curved’’ surfaces~Fig. 1!. However, despite the
obvious importance, this factor still has not been reported in the
existing ‘‘dimple’’ publications. The broad experimental program
was jointly undertaken by the UK and Russian teams to study the
curvature effect. This paper presents heat transfer and fluid flow
measurements within a single hemispherical dimple located on a
convex or concave wall.

Experimental Facility and Procedure
The experimental program was performed in a wind tunnel of

an open type; Fig. 2 presents a schematic view of the test section.
A single large-scale dimple was arranged on a concave or convex
wall of a rectangular-sectioned curved passage (1403100 mm2)
with the curvature radius 400 mm and 500 mm (H5100 mm).
The dimple diameterd is 50 nm, its depthD is 25 mm (D/D
50.5), and the circular rim of both dimples has a sharp edge. Air
flows from an in-house compressor into a large volume~plenum!
and then through the contracting unit and the intermediate straight
rectangular passage and enters the test section. Flow tubulator 3
was installed 10 mm downstream of the contracting unit to ‘‘ac-
tivate’’ a turbulent flow structure and to identify the boundary
layer starting point. The inlet air velocitŷu0& ranged from 17.7 to
42.3 m/s. The velocity fluctuations^u08

2&1/2 ranged from 3.5 to 4.5
percent. Reynolds number Re, based on the inlet velocity^u0& and
the equivalent passage diameter, ranged from 1.33105 to 3.1
3105. The inlet air temperatureT05T` was about 23°C. When
the heat transfer experiments were carried out, the dimple made of
the stainless steel was heated by means of an electrical heater
installed just under the dimple itself. The wall surface temperature
Tw was within 83–93°C, so the range of the temperature differ-
enceTw2T` was 60–70°C. Altogether 62 K-type thermocouples

were flush-mounted on the internal and external surfaces of each
dimple to register the local wall temperatureTw . Each thermo-
couple solder was embedded into a specially cut groove; the
groove depth has the same size~0.1 mm! as the diameter of ther-
mocouple wires; its length is 1 mm. The finite quantity of the
thermocouple wires and heat losses in the thermocouple lead was
taken into account when uncertainty analysis was made. The wall
temperature measurements were used as the temperature boundary
conditions to solve numerically the two-dimensional inverse con-
ductivity problem to determine both the stationary temperature
field inside of a dimple wall and the local surface heat flow. Cal-
culations have shown that in this particular case the two-
dimensional approach is quite justified. According to this ap-
proach, the local heat fluxes were found from the basic equation
qw52k(]T/]n)n50 , The local heat transfer coefficient and local
Stanton number were calculated ash5qw /(Tw2T`) and St
5h/(cru0), respectively. Both the average heat transfer coeffi-
cient ^h& and average Stanton number^St& were calculated from
the local heat flux and local wall temperature measurements.

The local wall static pressures were measured by means of
0.4-mm-dia tap-holes using the liquid manometer with a multiply-
ing factor of 1 mm. Altogether 25 holes were drilled in a dimple
body normal to the surface tangent. The pressure coefficientcp

was calculated ascp5(p2p0)/(r^u0&
2/2), wherep0 is the static

pressure on a smooth curved surface just in front of the dimple. A
hot-wire anemometer DISA 55M and a miniature velocity probe
with a tungsten wire were used to measure local flow velocity and
its fluctuations. The probe wire diameter is 5mm, its length is 1.2
mm. Surface flow visualizations were also performed in the ex-
perimental program. For this purpose the dimple was made of
transparent acrylic, silk treads were pasted onto the dimple surface
to detect the surface streamlines~traces!.

The flow curvature parameterd** /R defines the curved flows
similarity, it was used to identify the curvature effect on heat
transfer @22#. The magnitude of momentum thicknessd** was
changed by means of a partial flow suction in front of a dimple.
For this purpose three transverse slots were made on both passage
walls, and a combination of partially or fully open slots was used
providing variations in the boundary layer momentum thickness.
The flow curvature parameterd** /R ranged from 531024 to 7
31023 on the convex wall and from 2.131024 to 2.231023 on
the concave one.

The maximum experimental uncertainty for the local heat trans-
fer coefficient was within616 percent, and the uncertainties in
measurements of velocity and turbulent fluctuations were esti-
mated to be within65 and612 percent, respectively, at the con-
fidence probability of 0.95.

Fig. 1 Turbine blade cooling passage with hemispherical sur-
face dimples in a leading edge area „concave wall; possible
design …

Fig. 2 Test section: „1… straight rectangular passage; „2…
curved passage; „3… flow turbulator; „4… dimple
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Results and Discussion
The flow visualization observations and velocity measurements

have confirmed that, as in a ‘‘flat’’ dimple@8# the flow pattern in
a ‘‘curved’’ dimple contains the ‘‘tornado-like’’ oscillating vortex
bursting periodically out of the dimple. Thus, the surface curva-
ture does not radically change the dimple flow pattern, which has
a ‘‘self-organized’’ nature. The frequency of the vortex angular
oscillations is approximately the same as in a ‘‘flat’’ dimple
(d** /R50). There is no Reynolds number effect on the average
flow parameters (cp , ^u&, etc.!. In the nondimensional representa-
tion, the maximum nondimensional reverse flow (ud /^u0&) does
not depend on the surface curvature type~concave or convex!; as
in a ‘‘flat’’ dimple, this ratio is 0.4. The surface curvature pro-
motes changes in the wall static pressure distributions, which are
more remarkable in a ‘‘concave’’ dimple~Fig. 3!. The velocity
fluctuations in a ‘‘concave’’ dimple exceed those in a ‘‘convex’’
dimple. This result agrees well with the general character of radial
pressure gradient influence over smooth curved surfaces@22#.

The character of the local Stanton number distributions is iden-
tical to that in a ‘‘flat’’ dimple ~Fig. 4!. The concavely curved
dimple enhances heat transfer comparatively in a ‘‘flat’’ dimple,
while the ‘‘convex’’ dimple promotes reductions in the heat trans-

fer rate. Again, this effect is in agreement with heat transfer over
a smooth concave or convex wall. The heat transfer measurements
over a ‘‘flat’’ dimple ~reference data! were performed in the same
test section~Fig. 2!, in this case the straight passage containing a
single dimple was installed instead of the curved passage. Ap-
proximately the same character of heat transfer distribution was
found for the average Stanton number over the whole range of
Reynolds number~Fig. 5!. Again, the experimental data for the
‘‘concave’’ dimple are located over the solid line, describing the
‘‘flat’’ dimple data, while results of the ‘‘convex’’ dimple lie
below that curve. The curvature effect is considerable and should
be taken into account in heat transfer predictions.

In order to separate the surface curvature effect the experimen-
tal correlations were used to describe the ‘‘pure’’ surface curva-
ture effect on heat transfer over a smooth concave or convex wall
@23,22#. These correlations summarize the vast experimental data
obtained throughout the world in a wide range of the curvature
factor:
Concave surface curvature@23#:

Cconc5Stconc/St05@111.831033ud** /Ru#0.16 (1)

Convex surface curvature@22#:

Cconv5Stconv/St05@111000~d** /R!#20.12 (2)

where St0 is Stanton number over a smooth flat plate at the same
Reynolds number.

Correlations~1! and ~2! are shown in Fig. 6 along with the
experimental data for ‘‘concave’’ and ‘‘convex’’ dimples. As
shown, the additional curvature effect occurs for both ‘‘curved’’
dimples, and additional correction factors should be introduced to
describe the experimental data properly. Therefore, there is a dif-
ference between the curvature effect over a smooth curved surface
and over a ‘‘curved’’ dimple.

The processing of findings, based on the curvature effect ‘‘iso-
lation’’ allowed us to identify the correction factor (Cd)curv in
both cases. This factor is 1.2 and 0.9 for dimples, located on a
concave or convex wall, respectively. Both factors are approxi-
mately constant over the whole range of Reynolds number and the
curvature parameter occurring in the experiments. Taking into ac-
count these correction factors, the following experimental corre-
lations have been derived, describing an average heat transfer in a
‘‘curved’’ dimple:
Dimple on a concave wall:

^St&51.23Cconc3^St0& (3)

Dimple on a convex wall:

Fig. 3 Average static pressure coefficient in a dimple ‘‘pole’’
versus curvature parameter: open symbols-dimple on a con-
cave wall; close symbols-dimple on a convex wall

Fig. 4 Local Stanton number distributions: lengthwise merid-
ian cross section of a dimple. Re Ä2.2Ã105: open symbols
Ädimple on a concave wall; closed symbols Ädimple on a con-
vex wall. „1… dimple on a flat plate; „2… d9ÕRÄ0.2Ã10À3; „3…
0.44Ã10À3; „4… 1.1Ã10À3; „5…Ä1.7Ã10À3; „6… 2.2Ã10À3;
„7…Ä3.5Ã10À3; „8… 5.2Ã10À3; „9… 6.9Ã10À3; l xÄdistance in
streamwise direction.

Fig. 5 Average Stanton number in a ‘‘curved’’ dimple; Re d
Äu0d Õn; designations: Fig. 4
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^St&50.93Cconv3^St0& (4)

Here^St0& is the average Stanton number correlation for a ‘‘flat’’
dimple ~solid line; Fig. 7!.

Thus, in order to predict an average heat transfer within a single
‘‘curved’’ dimple, the correlations~1!–~4! can be used along with
the correlation for a ‘‘flat’’ dimple. Figure 7 confirms that the
‘‘multiplication’’ of two factors is quite justifiable in this particu-
lar case. After elimination of the surface curvature effect and the
curvature correction factor, results for both cases agree pretty well
with the basic correlation for a ‘‘flat’’ dimple.

Figure 8 gives the pictorial representation of an average heat
transfer for different configurations. Among these are the smooth
flat plate, smooth concave and convex surface, dimple arranged
on a flat plate, row of dimples arranged on one side of narrow
passage, dimple arranged on concave or convex surfaces. For all
situations, the Stanton number^St0& reflects the smooth flat plate
data. Both a ‘‘flat’’ dimple and a smooth concave wall provide
identical heat transfer enhancement rate with a factor of 1.5. A
row of dimples in narrow passage gives approximately the same
heat transfer rate~2.5! as a single ‘‘concave’’ dimple. Therefore,
the higher heat transfer enhancement rate would be expected in a
narrow curved passage with a row of dimples arranged on a con-

cave wall. Such a respectable heat transfer level is very attractive
in various industrial applications, in particular, in turbine blade
cooling.

Summary
An experimental program has been undertaken to examine the

surface curvature effect on heat transfer and fluid flow within a
single hemispherical dimple located on a concave or convex wall.
The dimple geometry and passage height were constant, while the
range of Reynolds number and the curvature parameter were vari-
able. The surface curvature influences heat transfer and fluid flow
parameters, promoting increased rarefaction rate throughout a
dimple surface, but the more remarkable effect was found in a
‘‘concave’’ dimple. Turbulent fluctuations in a concavely curved
dimple exceed those occurring in a ‘‘convex’’ dimple. Heat trans-
fer behavior in a ‘‘curved’’ dimple is identical to that in a ‘‘flat’’
dimple. The concave surface curvature increases the heat transfer
rate compared with the ‘‘flat’’ dimple data, but the convex curva-
ture reduces it. The fairly respectable heat transfer enhancement
rate~about 2.5! has been obtained in a ‘‘concave’’ dimple. Such a
respectable augmentation is particularly attractive for applications
to aircooled gas turbine components~internal blade cooling; com-
bustor line!, where various ‘‘curved’’ surfaces exist. The effect of
surface curvature on an average heat transfer within a ‘‘curved
dimple’’ is different from that over a smooth concave or convex
wall. The correction factors describing the additional curvature
effect in both cases have been obtained as a result of the experi-
mental data processing.
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Nomenclature

c 5 heat capacity, J/kg K
cp 5 pressure coefficient5(p2p0)/(r^u0&

2/2)
D 5 equivalent passage diameter5117 mm
d 5 dimple diameter550 mm
h 5 local heat transfer coefficient, Wt/m2 K
H 5 passage height, m
k 5 heat conductivity, Wt/m K
n 5 coordinate normal to dimple surface, m
p 5 wall static pressure, N/m2

qw 5 specific heat flux, Wt/m2

u 5 flow velocity, m/s

Fig. 6 Relative Stanton number: „1… concave wall; „2… convex
wall; curves: smooth curved surface †correlations „1… & „2…‡;
dots: dimpled curved surface „present experiments …

Fig. 7 Summarizing of experimental data: dimple on a con-
cave or convex surface; solid line: single dimple on a flat plate

Fig. 8 Average relative heat transfer rate: various configura-
tions; d** ÕRÄ2Ã10À3, RedÄ8Ã104
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R 5 wall curvature~concave or convex! radius, m
Re 5 Reynolds number5^u0&D/n
St 5 Stanton number5h/(cr^u0&)
T 5 temperature, K
x 5 curvilinear distance along dimple wall, m

d** 5 boundary layer momentum thickness, m
d** /R 5 curvature parameter

n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
r 5 density, kg/m3

C 5 relative Stanton number
D 5 dimple depth525 mm

Subscripts

conc 5 concave
conv 5 convex
curv 5 curved

d 5 dimple
0 5 inlet: curved passage section
w 5 wall
d 5 boundary layer edge
` 5 free-stream parameter over dimple
^ & 5 average value
8 5 fluctuations
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On Prediction of Thermal-
Hydraulic Characteristics of
Square-Sectioned Ribbed
Cooling Ducts
This paper presents the results of an investigation on prediction of local and mean
thermal-hydraulic characteristics in rib-roughened ducts of square cross section. the
Navier–Stokes and energy equations together with two low-Re k–« turbulence models are
solved numerically. The Reynolds turbulent stress tensor is calculated by two methods,
namely, an eddy viscosity model (EVM) and an explicit algebraic stress model (EASM).
The pressure–velocity coupling is handled by the SIMPLEC algorithm and calculations
were carried out on a collocated grid. The convection–diffusion terms were calculated
using the hybrid scheme (the changes in the results obtained by the other schemes, e.g.,
QUICK and Van Leer, were not significant). The considered ribbed duct configuration is
identical to that in an experimental study and comparisons between the predictions and
experimental results are provided. A discussion of the capabilities of the two methods
(EVM and EASM) is presented.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1371779#

1 Introduction
It has been shown that one way to increase the performance of

gas turbine cycles is to raise the temperature of the gas entering
the turbine, but this increase is limited by the mechanical and
thermal properties of the materials used in gas turbine blades. To
remedy this problem, several cooling methods have been sug-
gested; one method includes internal ducts in the blades. There are
various types of such ducts, but the focus in this study is on square
ducts with rib-roughened walls for heat transfer enhancement.

Experimental investigations gave some information concerning
the influence of rib pitch and height on the overall Nusselt number
and friction factor, effects of rib shape, and the importance of
model orientation@1–4#. Investigations concerned with local mea-
surements have become available recently, e.g., the studies
of @5,6#. Such investigations are useful as various models are
evaluated.

There are also previous numerical studies done on this subject.
Acharya et al.@7# examined the ability of a nonlineark–« turbu-
lence model to predict the flow and heat transfer between two
successive two-dimensional ribs in the periodic fully developed
region of a rectangular duct with ribs periodically mounted along
the uniformly heated bottom wall. They used nonlinear and stan-
dardk–« models and both models performed poorly in the sepa-
rated region just behind the ribs where the Reynolds stresses were
underpredicted and local Nusselt were underpredicted by both
models as well. Another study was carried out by Liou et al.@8#.
They employed thek–« –ASM turbulence model. This nonlinear
model predicted more realistic Reynolds stresses in the core flow
region immediately after the ribs. Prakash and Zerkle@9# analyzed
a square duct with ribbed walls. In their investigation they used a
turbulence model, together with wall functions, and they achieved
together with wall functions, and they achieved good agreement
with experimental correlation for the stationary cases, but they
had to keep the Reynolds numbers high due to the limitations of
wall functions approach. More recently, Iacovides@10# carried out
computations of periodic flow and heat transfer through stationary
and rotating ducts for square cross section with rib-roughened

walls. He considered a zonal model and a low-Re model. The
low-Re model produced a more realistic heat transfer variation in
the separation zone and reasonable Nusselt number levels. A nu-
merical study was performed by Rigby@11# for flow in a rotating
internal square duct with ribbed walls and thek–v turbulence
model was employed. Some modifications were proposed and ap-
plied to the original wall boundary condition ofv to achieve
reasonable flow topology, and Reynolds numbers were low. Saidi
and Sunde´n @12–14# used a combination of an Explicit Algebraic
Stress Model and a low-Re version of thek–« model to study the
flow and heat transfer in a rib-roughened square duct. The results
showed that using the EASM improved the prediction of some
fluid flow phenomena, although there was no significant differ-
ence in its performance compared to the linear eddy viscosity
method regarding the mean flow~friction factor! and heat transfer
values.

The ribbed duct geometry in this investigation is set identical to
that of @6# because local thermal and hydraulic measurements are
available. Such measurements appear very rarely in the literature.
Two methods to model the turbulent stresses~EVM and EASM!
are employed and their results are compared. Thus it is possible to
evaluate the methods and their performances as prediction tools of
internal blade cooling.

The geometric configuration of the considered problem is de-
picted in Fig. 1. The figure shows the computational domain of
the problem. The duct has a square cross section, with square ribs
on two opposite walls. This geometry has a pitch to rib height
ratio of 9 (p/e59) and rib height to hydraulic diameter ratio of
0.1 (e/Dh50.1).

2 Mathematical Model
The method is steady-state one and incompressible flow is as-

sumed. The density is thus constant, and further the thermophysi-
cal properties are assumed constant. First, the velocities encoun-
tered are so low that compressibility are not important. Second,
the natural convection effects are omitted. For ribbed ducts, due to
existence of many repeated ribs, the fully developed situation is
dominating in the major part of the ducts. Rau et al.@6# studied
the periodicity in their experiment and found that the flow be-
comes periodic after a certain entry distance. These evidences

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute for publication in the
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show that periodicity is a reasonable assumption. The fluid is
assumed to be Newtonian, and the viscous dissipation is neglected
in the energy equation.

The governing equations are the steady-state continuity, the
time-averaged Navier–Stokes, and the energy equation for turbu-
lent flow, i.e.,
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]xj
~rU j !50 (1)
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~rU jUi !52
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~2ruiuj !
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]T

]xj
2ruj tG (3)

An incompressible flow is considered. The assumption of fully
developed periodic conditions is applicable for ribbed ducts in
many cases. It has been shown experimentally that after a number
of ribs, periodic fully developed flow prevails in which the mean
velocity and thermal fields are periodically repeated with a con-
stant shift. Moreover, the periodicity is pointed out and proved by
experimental evidence in the considered case@6#. The procedure
chosen here to handle periodicity is the same as suggested by
Patankar et al.@15# and has then been applied extensively. One
introduces,

P52bx1p* (4)

whereb resembles the nonperiodic pressure gradient andP* is
the periodic part of pressure in the main flow direction. In the
energy equation, a constant heat flux boundary condition is ap-
plied because this prevailed in the experimental setup.

The periodic thermally developed regime for repeated wall heat
transfer can be handled by considering the temperature profiles at
positions of (x,x1p) and (x1p,x12p) to have identical shapes,
but they will be shifted up~in the heating case! by a constant
value, so that:

T~x1p,y,z!2T~x,y,z!5T~x12p,y,z!2T~x1p,y,z!...5g•p

(5)
It may easily be proved that:

g5Q̇/ṁcpp (6)

whereQ is the rate of heat input~over one pitch length! to the
fluid. The temperature field can be written as

T~x,y,z!5T* ~x,y,z!1gx (7)

andT* is the periodic part of the temperature field. Furthermore,
inserting this decomposition in the energy equation will add a
source term like2rUg to the right-hand side of Eq.~3!.

2.1 Turbulence Models. Several models have been sug-
gested for prediction of turbulent flow and heat transfer problems
@16#. Due to their capability and stability, two-equation models
accompanied by the eddy viscosity concept have become popular
because in engineering computations they provide reasonable
overall results at least for simple cases. In this investigation two
low-Re versions of thek–« model by Abe et al.@17# ~AKN here-
after! and Chang et al.@18# ~CHC hereafter! have been employed.
It has been theoretically proved that these models remove the
singular point problem accompanied with the friction velocity
scale in separated flows. Instead of the friction velocity, these
models use the Kolmogorov velocity scale@17#, u« in Eq. ~14!,
and theAk ~k turbulent kinetic energy! in @18#, respectively. In
addition, these models do not have the problem of the initially
guessed values ofk and «, which has been reported with other
models, @14#. These two models can be summarized by the
equations:

Turbulent kinetic energy
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Turbulent dissipation
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Turbulent viscosity

m t5Cm f mr
k2

«
(10)

Turbulence Re number

Ret5
rk2

m«
(11)

Nondimensional wall distance

y* 5
ru«y

m
(12)

Reynolds number based onAk:

Rek5
Aky

n
(13)

The Kolmogorov velocity scale:

u«5~n«!1/4 (14)

The damping functions of these models are given in Table 1
and the constants are provided in Table 2.

Fig. 1 One module of the two-sided ribbed square duct, as-
pect ratio is unity „dashed lines show the plane in Fig. 2 …

Table 1 Model damping functions

Table 2 Model constants
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Two methods have been employed for calculations of the Rey-
nolds stresses. The first one is the eddy viscosity model~EVM!
and the second one is the explicit algebraic stress model~EASM!
of Speziale and Xu@19#. In the EVM the ‘‘Reynolds stresses’’ are
calculated as:
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Si j andv i j are the mean rate of strain tensor and mean vorticity
tensor, respectively, i.e.:
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anda1,2,3* are EASM model constants, which are calculated as:
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a1 (19)
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Pk in Eq. ~22! is equal to

2ruiuj

]Ui

]xj

and the model constants are:

C156.80 C254.20 C350.36 C451.25 C550.40

b57.0 b256.3 b354.0

In Eqs.~19! and ~20!, h andj are given by:
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The turbulent heat flux term2uj t has been modeled using the
commonly applied Simple Eddy diffusivity model:

2uj t5
m t

Prt

]T

]xj
(25)

The molecular Pr number is set as Pr50.7 while the turbulent
Prt number is set as Prt50.89.

2.2 Boundary Conditions. Periodic boundary conditions
are applied at the inlet and outlet of every periodic module~which
is equal to one pitch in the ribbed wall duct!. This condition is

defined as~U,V,Ware velocity components,P, k, and« are pres-
sure, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent energy dissipation,
respectively!:

F~x,y,z!5F~x1L,y,z! (26)

F5U,V,W,P* ,k,« (27)

The boundary conditions at walls are imposed as:

U5V5W5k50 (28)

and

qw5const (29)

«w52
m

r S ]Ak

]n D 2

(30)

wheren represents the normal wall distance. Due to symmetry, a
quarter of the duct cross section has been taken as the computa-
tional domain, and the symmetry boundary condition~zero gradi-
ents! has been applied there.

2.3 Auxiliary Equations. To calculate the friction factor
and Nusselt numbers, some additional equations are needed.
These are:

The Reynolds number is defined as

Re5
rUbD

m
(31)

The friction factor~mean value! is defined as

f 5
bD/4

rUb
2/2

(32)

The local Nusselt number is defined as

Nu5
2]T

]n

D

Tw2Tb
(33)

The mean Nusselt numbers for the walls are calculated by av-
eraging the Nusselt numbers over the wall area, according to,

Nu5
1

AE Nu dA (34)

The rms values of vertical and streamwise fluctuations have
been calculated via the respective values of the components of the
Reynolds stress tensor computed in the EASM method. The rms
of the streamwise fluctuations is calculated as:

urms5Auu (35)

The rms of the vertical fluctuations is calculated as~becauseV
is the transverse velocity component!:

v rms5Avv (36)

3 Numerical Solution Procedure
The employed finite-volume computer code uses a collocated

grid arrangement and employs the Rhie and Chow@20# method to
interpolate values of velocity at the control volume faces. The
SIMPLEC @21# algorithm is employed to handle the coupling be-
tween pressure and velocity. The hybrid scheme is used for deter-
mination of convective fluxes in all equations. It was found, dur-
ing the course of this study, that using higher order schemes like
QUICK @22# and Van Leer@23# for determination of convective
fluxes did not have any significant effects on the final results, the
differences were observed to be in order of 1 percent. This small
difference between higher order convective flux methods and the
hybrid scheme can be explained by the fact that in this investiga-
tion the turbulence source terms were more significant than any
numerical diffusion caused by the hybrid scheme. A certain
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method is developed@14# to deal with the de-coupling of the
velocity and Reynolds stress fields in the EASM calculations. A
nonuniform grid with grid refinement has been applied. The ap-
plication of a low-Re model made it necessary that they1 value
of the first grid point adjacent to a wall is close to unity. In this
work y1 is in the range of 0.5–0.8. The calculations were termi-
nated when the absolute residuals of all the variables became less
than 1026. The underrelaxation factors for all calculations were
set to values in the range of 0.5–0.6. The nonperiodic pressure
gradientb is specified to create a flow field. Through the rate of
mass flow, the Reynolds number is coupled tob. Thus various
values ofb correspond to various Reynolds numbers. Grid influ-
ence issues were considered, and grid refinement was applied, in
both the normal and the axial directions. The presented results
were obtained by 70328339 grid points and the results~mean
Nu and f values! changed less than on percent as further refine-
ment to 110328338 grid points was applied~grid refinement
was already applied in the normal to wall directions, namelyY and
Z directions!. Because they1 value is kept so low, the mesh near
wall becomes skewed, and the effects of this have been studied by
testing a 70345345 grid. No changes have been observed using
this grid. These conclusions hold for both the AKN and CHC
models. The CPU times for calculations with EASM were about
70 percent higher than those of EVM.

4 Results
The case considered in the present investigation has been stud-

ied experimentally in@6#. The duct has a square cross section with
ribs on two opposite walls. The pitch to rib height ratio is 9
(p/e59), and rib height to hydraulic diameter is equal to 0.1
(e/Dh50.1).

The overall average results are shown in Table 3. This table
presents a comparison between predicted Nu numbers and friction
factors at Re530,000. The results for the friction factor show that
both methods~EVM and EASM! predict the experimental values
of the friction factor within an error band of 3–6 percent, and
Nusselt numbers within25 to 8 percent error. The Nusselt num-
ber values are normalized with Nu0 ~see Table 3! which is the
same formula used for normalization of the experimental results.
However, the comparison shows that the EASM predicts a larger
friction factor than the EVM and with greater deviations from the
experiment. The difference in results between the AKN and CHC
turbulence models is small.

Figure 2 compared the secondary flow pattern predicted by the
two methods~EVM and EASM with AKN! in a Y–Z plane, where
X/e55.5. As can be seen, the EASM predicts a stronger second-
ary flow pattern, and the maximum velocities shown in this figure
are about 2–3 percent of mean velocity in the main flow direction.
This figure shows only a quarter of the duct cross section. Unfor-
tunately, there is no experimental evidence supporting the strength
or direction of this secondary flow pattern.

Figure 3 shows the experimental@6# and calculated values for
the U ~streamwise! velocity component between the ribs atY/e
50.1, i.e., theU values very close to the surface. As shown in the
figure, the calculations captured the general trend fairly well, al-
though brief differences occur at positions betweenX/e51.5 and

4. This region corresponds to the separation bubble in both the
experiments and the calculations. All models predict the zero ve-
locity point somewhere aroundX/e52.4, but the experiments in-
dicates a position closer toX/e53.4. This means that the calcu-
lations predict a separation zone in the symmetry plane almost 30
percent smaller than in the experimental measurements.

The vertical velocity component~V! is measured at the symme-
try line ~see Fig. 4!. This velocity component~V!, which is nega-
tive just downstream of the rib, can be related to the flow entrain-
ment from the mainstream to the recirculation zone. This flow
brings the cold air from the center in contact with the wall and an
increase in heat transfer is expected. As can be seen in the figure,
all models give very similar results. However, no model predicts
the value and location of the minimum.

The rms values of the vertical velocity component at a distance
Y/e50.3 from the wall in the symmetry plane are presented in
Fig. 5. The experimental results are compared with the square root
of thevv component of the Reynolds stress tensor calculated with
the EASM. The predictions are qualitatively correct, and the sec-

Fig. 2 Secondary flow vectors in a YZ cross-sectional plane,
at XÕeÄ5.5; „a… EASM and „b… EVM predictions „AKN predic-
tions …

Fig. 3 U component between two adjacent ribs at YÕeÄ0.1 in
the symmetry plane „y ÕDÄ0.05…

Table 3 Comparisons of mean thermal-hydraulic predictions,
ReÄ30,000. Deviations from experimental data are given in per-
cent. f 0Ä0.046 ReÀ0.2, Nu0Ä0.023 Re0.8Pr0.4 are the values of a
corresponding square duct.
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ond rise in the vertical fluctuation component just upstream the
second rib is well captured. However, the predicted value at the
maximum point is higher than in the experiments and it occurs at
a smallerX/e value.

Figures 6 and 7 show the measured and calculated rms values
on the centerline for the streamwise~Fig. 6! and the vertical~Fig.
7! components. The calculated and experimental results show
only modest changes of these components in theX direction so the
trend is well captured by the simulations. In Fig. 6 showing the

streamwise component, it can be seen that both models overpre-
dict the values, but the CHC model presents rms fluctuations
closer to the experimental ones. A similar pattern is shown in Fig.
7 for the vertical fluctuating component. Overprediction appears
here too, but again the CHC model provides values closest to the
experimental values.

The mean Nu for the floor between adjacent ribs and the
smooth side walls are also compared in Table 3. As shown, all
methods predict the Nusselt numbers in reasonable agreement
with experiment. Figure 8 shows a comparison between predicted
and experimental local values~normalized with Nu0
50.023Re0.8Pr0.4 for a smooth duct!. The prediction methods pro-
vide almost the same trend, but the EASM predicts lower values
being closest to the experimental results@6# for the AKN case.
The trend of the variations in Nu number between adjacent ribs
along this symmetry line is not the same for these two low-Re
models. As is evident in Fig. 8, the calculations with AKN result
in a sharp rise in Nu just downstream of a rib and then Nu in-
creases all the way until the point of maximum Nu is reached.
This occurs at aroundX/e57. On the other hand, the CHC model
gives a sharper rise downstream of a rib, but then Nu falls and
reaches a local minimum at aroundX/e52.5, and afterward there
is a smooth increase again.

Finally, the Nu enhancement pattern on the smooth side wall
for both methods~EASM and EVM! is shown in Fig. 9. A similar
diagram has been provided experimentally and reproduced from
@6#. The experimental pattern shows somewhat higher values near

Fig. 4 Flow entrainment between the ribs at YÕeÄ1 in symme-
try plane

Fig. 5 The rms of vertical fluctuation velocity component be-
tween the ribs at YÕeÄ0.3 in symmetry plane

Fig. 6 Streamwise fluctuation component in the duct center,
YÕDÄ0.5, ZÕDÄ0.5

Fig. 7 Vertical fluctuation component in the duct center, YÕD
Ä0.5, ZÕDÄ0.5

Fig. 8 Nusselt number enhancement predictions compared to
experimental results of †6‡ along the symmetry line of the duct
between adjacent ribs
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the edges of the upper upstream side of the rib, but lower values
near the symmetry line atY/D50.5 compared to the calculations.

The EASM predictions downstream of the rib demonstrate a
smoother change in Nu than the EVM for the AKN cases, but this
difference is not as pronounced in the CHC calculations. This fact
may be attributed to the existence of a stronger secondary flow,
which in turn enhances the mixing process downstream the rib.

5 Conclusions
A numerical investigation was carried out for prediction of the

thermal-hydraulic characteristics in a ribbed duct. Two different
methods for determination of the Reynolds stresses were consid-
ered. The test case was chosen identical to an experimental run
@6#. To investigate the effects of the method for low-Re modeling,
two different models, AKN@17# and CHC@18# were used.

The ability to predict the average Nusselt number was similar
for EVM and EASM, and also for the low-Re models AKN and

CHC. The friction factor predictions showed that the EVM gave
friction factors in close agreement with the experimental result,
but the EASM gave large errors. The error in the friction factor
prediction using EASM was higher as the CHC model was ap-
plied. However, the average Nu was predicted with satisfactory
accuracy for all models. The EASM predicted stronger secondary
flow compared to EVM, but there are no experimental data avail-
able to confirm or oppose this fact.

The EASM method requires larger computing times. The con-
vergence behavior of the two low-Re models, AKN and CHC,
was found to be similar and they did not have the singular point
problem in the recirculation zone.

This study has shown that experimental studies with emphasis
on local values of the heat transfer and the flow fields are needed
as turbulence models are evaluated. The local values will enable
careful examination and judgement of different turbulence mod-
els. It is also necessary that the experimental investigations pro-

Fig. 9 Nusselt number enhancement pattern over the smooth side wall: „a… EVM with AKN
model, „b… EASM with AKN model, „c… EVM with CHC model, and „d… EASM with CHC model
predictions, „e… experimental results from Rau et al. †6‡
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vide the local Reynolds stress fields and preferably turbulent heat
fluxes, because the new advanced turbulence models are capable
of predicting these fields as well as the mean flow field properties.

As the detailed discussion in the previous section made clear,
the models used in the present study could not provide a perfect
picture of the velocity and thermal fields. Although all models
tested have been able to provide the overall thermal and flow field
features reasonably well, further research in turbulence modeling
is needed and new or improved models have to be examined in
demanding test cases of engineering relevance.

Nomenclature

cp 5 specific heat
D 5 hydraulic diameter
e 5 rib height
f 5 friction factor

f « , f m 5 damping functions, Table 1
g 5 auxiliary variable
n 5 wall normal distance

Nu 5 Nusselt number
p 5 rib pitch, distance between ribs
P 5 pressure

P* 5 periodic pressure
Pk 5 production term ink equation
Prk 5 turbulence Prandtl number fork
Pr« 5 turbulence Prandtl number for«

Q 5 total heat added in a modular pitch

Rek 5 Reynolds number based on velocity scaleAk,5
Aky
y

Ret 5 turbulence Reynolds number
Si j 5 mean rate of strain tensor

T 5 mean temperature
T* 5 periodic part of temperature

t 5 fluctuating temperature
U,V,W 5 components of mean velocity

u« 5 Kolmogorov velocity scale
u,v,w 5 fluctuating velocity components

y1 5 wall distance
a1,2,3 5 EASM model variables

b 5 nonperiodic pressure gradient
g 5 periodic temperature gradient
m 5 dynamic viscosity~molecular!

m t 5 turbulence viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity

v i j 5 mean vorticity tensor

Subscripts

b 5 bulk
w 5 wall
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A Study of Convective Heat
Transfer in a Model Rotor–Stator
Disk Cavity
In this study, the fluid (air) temperature field and the convective heat flux distribution on
the rotor disk surface were measured and computed in a model rotor–stator disk cavity.
Both mainstream flow and secondary air flow were provided. The radial distribution of
convective heat transfer coefficient on the rotor disk surface, which was calculated as the
ratio of the local heat flux and the local temperature difference across the thermal bound-
ary layer on the disk, is also reported. In the experiments, the disk rotational Reynolds
number, Ref, ranged from 4.653105 to 8.63105, and the nondimensional secondary air
flow rate, cw , ranged from 1504 to 7520. The secondary air was supplied at the cavity
hub. All experiments were carried out at the same mainstream air flow rate, Rem

55.03105. The cavity fluid temperature distribution was measured by traversing minia-
ture thermocouples, and the rotor disk surface temperature and heat flux were measured
by a quasi-steady thermochromic liquid crystal technique in conjunction with resistance
temperature detectors embedded in the disk. The measurements are compared with pre-
dictions from the commercial CFD code Fluent. The Fluent simulations were performed
in the rotationally symmetric mode using a two-zone description of the flow field and the
RNG k–« model of turbulence. The convective heat transfer coefficient distribution on the
rotor disk surface exhibited the influence of the source region and the core region of air
flow in the cavity. In the source region, which is radially inboard, the convective heat
transfer was dominated by the secondary air flow rate. In the core region, which is
radially outboard, the heat transfer was dominated by the rotational motion of the fluid
relative to the rotor disk. An empirical correlation for the local Nusselt number on the
rotor disk surface is suggested for the core region.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1371776#

1 Introduction
In the first few stages of high-temperature gas turbines, second-

ary air must be supplied to the rotor–stator cavities to prevent
ingestion of hot mainstream gas. Cooler air bled from the com-
pressor is usually used for this purpose. However, this exacts a
penalty on turbine cycle performance. Secondary air usage must
therefore be reduced to the extent possible while maintaining its
sealing and cooling functions. Efficient use of secondary air re-
quires a good understanding of the flow and thermal fields in the
cavities and the mainstream gas path.

Heat transfer in rotor–stator cavities has been studied exten-
sively. Kapinos@1# invoked the Reynolds analogy to obtain a
relation for the local convective heat transfer coefficient at the
rotor disk surface for the case of superposed radial outflow in the
cavity. He assumed that the fluid radial velocity remained invari-
ant across the cavity axial gap, the core fluid tangential velocity
was zero, and the core fluid temperature was the same as the
secondary fluid temperature at cavity inlet. These assumptions
may not be appropriate in many situations. Metzger@2# and Owen
et al.@3# measured the average convective heat transfer coefficient
at the rotor disk surface, based on an average disk surface heat
flux and the temperature difference between the surface and the
incoming secondary air. The results from these studies show that
the average convective heat transfer coefficient on the rotor disk
surface increases with the disk rotational speed and secondary air
flow rate. Also, the average heat transfer coefficient is smaller
than the corresponding free-disk value whencw is lower than the
free disk pumping flow rate. Qureshi et al.@4# measured the local
fluid temperature at five radial positions in a disk cavity to obtain
radial-segment-averaged convective heat transfer coefficients for

3000,cw,18,600 and 43105,Ref,1.863106. However, nei-
ther the axial location of the temperature sensor in the cavity gap
nor the fluid temperature variation across the gap were reported.
Dibelius and Heinen@5# obtained the convective heat transfer co-
efficient distribution on the rotor disk surface by measuring the
heat flux on the disk and the air temperature at the cavity mid-
plane~gap ratioG50.0125, 0.0625, and 0.1375;b5800 mm! at
six radial positions forcw50, 6.73104, 13.43104, and 6.0
3105,Ref,1.933106.

Metzger et al.@6# employed the transient thermochromic liquid
crystal technique to measure the local convective heat transfer rate
on a rotor disk in a rotor–stator configuration (G50.1, b
5102 mm). The secondary air was introduced at the cavity hub
and at other radial locations. The experiments were performed at
Ref52.713105, 4.643105 and 850,cw,1200. The local con-
vective heat transfer coefficient, which was based on the second-
ary air temperature at cavity inlet as the reference temperature,
was observed to decrease radially up to the disk rim. The heat
transfer coefficient atr /b50.8 was only 15 percent of the value
given by the free disk correlations of Kreith et al.@7# and Dorf-
man@8#. Bunker et al.@9,10# used the transient liquid crystal tech-
nique to measure the radial distribution of convective heat transfer
coefficient on a rotor disk in a rotor–stator cavity (G50.05, 0.1,
0.15; b5100 mm). The ranges of the experiments were: 2.0
3105,Ref,5.03105, 835,cw,1670. In this study, the fluid
mixed-mean temperature radial profile was estimated from a heat
balance and then used to determine the convective heat transfer
coefficient. However, as the authors pointed out, the calculations
did not account for either recirculating flows or rotation of the
core fluid in the cavity.

Kim and Kleinman@11# extended the work of Metzger et al.@6#
in a study of the convective heat transfer coefficient and cooling
effectiveness distributions on the rotor disk of a rotor–stator cav-
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ity (G50.1,b5125 mm) with rim seals. The experimental ranges
were: Ref56.563105, 6.843105; 2070,cw,16,540. The re-
sults that were obtained may be questioned since the local fluid
temperature in the cavity could not be due simply to the mixing of
the main and secondary flows at their respective inlet tempera-
tures as was assumed, but would also be affected by the heat
transfer between the fluid and the rotor and stator disks.

Influences of the secondary air flow rate, rotor disk speed, and
axial gap ratio on the rotor disk heat transfer in a disk cavity with
throughflow of secondary air were studied by Long@12#. The
secondary air inlet temperature was used to calculate the local
convective heat transfer coefficient on the rotor disk. More re-
cently, Chen et al.@13# and Wilson et al.@14# employed the adia-
batic rotor disk temperature corresponding to the secondary air
inlet temperature to obtain the heat transfer coefficient
distribution.

At engine conditions, windage influences the disk cavity air
temperature. Depending on the experimental condition in a labo-
ratory rig, this influence may or may not be significant.

As the preceding literature survey demonstrates, most of the
studies to date have used either the secondary air inlet temperature
or the corresponding adiabatic rotor disk temperature as the refer-
ence temperature to obtain the local convective heat transfer co-
efficient on the rotor disk. The local core fluid temperature would
have been more appropriate as the reference temperature@15#. It
should also be noted that neither stator vanes nor rotor blades
were involved in the experimental apparatus, although they are
known to play key roles in mainstream gas ingestion into the
cavity and consequently can influence the fluid temperature field
in the cavity.

In the present study, the fluid temperature distribution and the
local convective heat transfer coefficient distribution on the rotor
disk surface were measured in a rotor–stator cavity. The heat
transfer coefficient was obtained as the ratio of the local surface
heat flux and the local temperature difference across the thermal
boundary layer. Key features such as stator vanes, rotor blades,
and rim discouragers~seals! were provided in the apparatus. Com-
putations giving the same quantities were carried out using the
commercial CFD code Fluent@16#.

2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The rotor–stator disk cavity is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Mainstream air is supplied by a centrifugal blower~Hauck!
equipped with a variable-frequency motor drive and capable of
providing up to 1.42 m3/s ~>3000 cfm! air flow rate. This flow
rate is measured by a pitot tube rake~with five pitot tubes! located
in the suction duct of the blower. The rotor–stator section is lo-
cated on the suction side of the blower, allowing the section to
remain optically accessible from the radial as well as axial~air
inlet! directions. The secondary air is supplied through a 38.1 mm
I.D. pipe by another centrifugal blower~Hauck! also equipped
with a variable-frequency motor drive and capable of providing
up to 0.12 m3/s ~>250 cfm! air flow rate. The secondary air flow
rate is measured by a turbine flowmeter~EG&G Flow
Technology!.

The 0.403 m~15.875 in.! diameter aluminum rotor disk is
equipped with 52 partial height blades~' one-third of actual
height in engine!. This partial blade height allows the axial veloc-
ity of the mainstream air to approach or exceed the rotor disk rim
speed at specific combinations of the air flow rate and disk speed.
A variable-frequency motor drive can rotate the disk up to a speed
of 5000 rpm. The plexiglass stator disk, of the same diameter as
the rotor disk, is equipped with 59 partial height vanes. The vanes
turn the mainstream air by 55 deg, imparting a realistic swirl to
the flow. A 2 kWradiant heater unit of annular cross section was
constructed and installed adjacent to the aluminum rotor disk on
the side away from the cavity. In this unit, the heater is embedded
in a ceramic plate and heats the rotor disk to desired temperature
levels.

The axial gap,s, between the rotor and stator disks was main-
tained at 16.5 mm. This corresponds to an axial gap ratio,G, of
0.084.

The method employed to measure the convective heat flux dis-
tribution on the rotor disk utilizes a thermochromic liquid crystal
~TLC! coating along with video data acquisition and computer-
assisted image analysis. A thin layer (de51 mm) of low-thermal-
conductivity epoxy, Hysol RE2039 (ke50.21 W/m/K), covers the
disk surface facing the cavity over the regionr
544.5– 180.2 mm. Black paint is then sprayed on the epoxy layer
to serve as background for enhancing the brightness and color
contrast of the TLC. Next, TLC is airbrushed onto on the black
paint ~'10 mm coating thickness!. The TLC used in the present
work is R45C1W~Hallcrest, Inc.! for which the nominal tempera-
tures for initiation of red, green, and blue colors are, respectively,
45°C, 45.5°C, and 46°C. The temperature for green color display
at 70 percent threshold was found by calibration to be 45.8
60.2°C. During experiments, the TLC color information is ob-
tained by analysis of standard chrominance video signals.

Four resistance temperature detectors~RTDs! were embedded
in the rotor disk at an axial distance of 7 mm from the disk surface
facing the cavity at four radial locations (r 581, 110, 144, and 173
mm! to measure the substrate~aluminum! temperature. The RTD
signals are transmitted through a slip-ring to a data acquisition
system~Analogic 6500!. For each experiment, a best-fit quadratic
relation was constructed from the four temperatures. The instan-
taneous substrate temperature, Ts, at any radial position was then
obtainable from this relation~see Fig. 8!.

To measure the fluid temperature distribution in the cavity,
T-type thermocouples~each a mini-hypodermic probe with needle
diameter of 0.2 mm, time constant'10 ms, Omega! were in-
stalled at the five radial locations shown in Fig. 1~a! and traversed
axially in the cavity gap. The temperature data were acquired by a
FLUKE data acquisition system. The stator disk surface tempera-
tures at the same five radial locations were assumed to be equal to
the air temperature measured by the corresponding thermocouples
at an axial position very close to the stator disk. Additionally, the
mainstream air and secondary air inlet temperatures were moni-
tored continuously by two J-type thermocouples.

During the experiments, two separate cooling systems were
required—one for the slip-ring assembly, and the other for the
rotor shaft and bearing adjacent to the rotor disk, which was prone
to overheating due to friction.

Each heat transfer experiment was performed in a quasi-steady
state manner with the rotor disk cooling down slowly~,0.3°C/
min! from its initial temperature of approximately 60°C~the
heat-up being by the radiant heater!. Assuming the temperature
difference across the aluminum substrate between the RTD loca-
tion and the aluminum–epoxy interface~56 mm! to be very
small, the heat flux at any position on the rotor disk surface can be
calculated as:

qw,ro9 5ke

~Ts2Tw!ro

de
(1)

whereke is equal to 0.21 W/m/K,de is equal to 1 mm, andTw is
the disk surface temperature corresponding to green color display
at 70 percent threshold (Tw545.860.2°C). This heat flux,qw,ro9 ,
is comprised of the convective heat flux,qw,ro,conv9 , from the rotor
disk surface to the cavity fluid, and the radiative heat flux,
qw,ro,rad9 , from the rotor disk surface to the stator disk surface. The
radiative heat flux can be estimated as

qw,ro,rad9 5
s@~Tw,ro1273.15!42~Tw,st1273.15!4#

1/«111/«221
(2)

where s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.67
31028 W/m2/K4), «1 is the emissivity of the rotor surface
~'0.97!, and «2 is the emissivity of the stator disk surface
~'0.80!. Tw,st was equated to the average of the stator disk sur-
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face temperatures at the five thermocouple locations. The local
convective heat transfer coefficient may now be calculated as

h~r !5
qw,ro,conv9 ~r !

Tw,ro2Tref~r !
5

qw,ro9 ~r !2qw,ro,rad9

Tw,ro2Tref~r !
(3)

The fluid temperature at the outer edge of the thermal boundary
layer on the rotor disk at any radial location was adopted as the
value of Tref at that position. To determine the location of the

thermal boundary layer outer edge at each thermocouple position,
a separate experiment was performed at each experimental condi-
tion. In this experiment, the axial distribution of cavity fluid tem-
perature was measured at each of the five radial positions within 2
minutes of when the rotor disk surface temperature at that position
reached 45.8°C~the TLC transition temperature at 70 percent
green color intensity!. For each experiment, a best-fit curve was
constructed on the basis of the five measuredTref values~see Fig.

Fig. 1 The rotor–stator system
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8!. The Tref value at any radial position could then be obtained
from this curve.

The adiabatic disk temperature based on the local air tempera-
ture and the local velocity difference (Vr 2Vf) may also be used
as the reference temperature in Eq.~3! @17#:

Tref~r !5Tair~r !1R
~Vr 2Vf!2

2Cp
(4)

whereR5Pr1/3. If b50.4, then atr 5b'0.197 m,

R
~Vr 2Vf!2

2Cp
'0.6°C.

This was not done in the present work. The use of adiabatic disk
temperature in determiningh will increase the rotor disk Nusselt
number by between about 3 percent~near the hub! and about 10
percent~near the rim!.

In calculating Nur and Grr , air properties at the local film tem-
perature were used, this temperature being the average of the rotor
disk surface temperature~45.8°C! and the local thermal boundary
layer outer edge temperature.

The effect of natural convection was not considered since
Grr /Ref,r

2 was less than 0.08 for all experiments.
The experimental conditions are given in Table 1. The nondi-

mensional free disk pumping mass flow rate at each rotational
speed is also shown. Uncertainty estimates of the measurements
were carried out using standard techniques for single-sample mea-
surements@18#. Table 2 lists the results.

The rise in temperature of the cavity air due to windage was
estimated for the conditions of Table 1 and found to be less than
1°C.

3 Free-Disk Experiments and Validation of Disk Sur-
face Heat Flux Measurement

Heat transfer experiments were carried out first with the rotor
disk operating as a free disk to validate the experimental method
because heat transfer from free disks is well understood@3,7,8#.
For these experiments, the stator disk, secondary air inlet pipe,
and the outer shroud were removed from the apparatus. The am-
bient air temperature was equated to the average of the outputs of

two J-type thermocouples located at a distance of 600 mm from
the rotor disk slightly above and slightly below the disk shaft
centerline. This temperature was adopted asTref in Eq. ~3! to
determine the local convective heat transfer coefficient on the disk
surface.

The local Nusselt number versus the local rotational Reynolds
number plots for Ref54.753105(2000 rpm) and 7.14
3105(3000 rpm) are shown in Fig. 2. Three distinct regions can
be identified in this plot: a laminar boundary layer region, a region
of transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer, and a tur-
bulent boundary layer region. Transition appears to commence at
Ref,r'23105 and the boundary layer is fully turbulent when
Ref,r.33105. This is consistent with the results obtained from
flow visualization using the china-clay technique by Gregory
et al. @19#.

In the laminar boundary layer region, Ref,r<23105, the mea-
sured values fall consistently below the predictions by a correla-
tion from Kreith et al.@7#, the discrepancy decreasing as the local
rotational Reynolds number increases~i.e., radially outward!. This
discrepancy is caused by the alteration of the boundary layer on
the rotor disk by the disk hub cap, of 42 mm radius and 12 mm
height at its center, Fig. 1~a!. The influence of the hub cap de-
creases radially outward. It is noteworthy that while the local
Nusselt numbers obtained from experiments at the two rotational
speeds essentially overlap for Ref,r.13105, the local Nusselt
numbers for 3000 rpm are smaller than those for 2000 rpm at
Ref,r,13105. This is because the radial position corresponding
to any given value of Ref,r is closer to the hubcap at the higher
disk speed.

In the turbulent boundary layer region, Ref,r.33105, the mea-
surements are compared with the predictions by a correlation due
to Dorfman @8#. The agreement is reasonably good, the average
difference being about 5 percent.

4 Computational Method
The commercial CFD code Fluent, version 5.0, was used to

calculate the fluid flow and heat transfer in the rotor–stator disk
cavity and the main gas path. The simulations were carried out in
the steady rotationally symmetric mode~all variables are assumed
to bef-independent!. The two-layer model of Wolfstein@20# was
used. In this model, the flow domain is divided into two layers~or
zones! on the basis of the Reynolds number:

Rey5
rAky

m
(5)

Fig. 2 Radial distribution of Nusselt number for free rotor disk

Table 1 Experimental conditions

Table 2 Estimated uncertainties
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wherey is the normal distance from the wall. When Rey.200, the
high Reynolds number renormalization group~RNG! modelk and
« equations were solved. When Rey,200, only thek equation was
solved and« and the turbulent viscosity were calculated from
algebraic equations suggested by Chen and Patel@21#. This choice
for the present calculations had its basis in a study@22# in which
the Daily and Nece@23# experiments were simulated using several
models. The best agreement with the experimental data was
achieved with the aforementioned model.

A large number of grid points were packed near the walls while
the grid away from the wall was relatively coarse. Also, the grid
point adjacent to the wall was always aty1,1.

Steady three-dimensional simulations in which the near-wall
description was replaced by a wall function were also performed.

Figure 3 ~to be discussed in detail later! shows the computa-
tional domain for the rotationally symmetric simulations. The
vane was not included explicitly; instead, the swirl velocity im-
parted by it was added to the axial velocity of the incoming main-
stream air, and this provided the velocity boundary condition at
the vane trailing edge plane. The other boundary conditions were:
the pressure at the main gas path exit~the rotor blade was not
included!, the secondary air velocity at the supply pipe entrance,
and isothermal rotor and stator disk surfaces. On the rotor disk
surface, the temperature was set to 45.8°C~the TLC transition
temperature!, while the average of the measured temperatures at
five radial positions was prescribed at the stator disk surface.

5 Results and Discussion
Experimental and computational results for the fluid tempera-

ture distribution in the disk cavity and the convective heat transfer
coefficient distribution on the rotor disk surface are presented and
compared here. The effects of the significant parameters—for ex-
ample, secondary air flow rate and rotor disk speed—are de-
scribed. Additionally, the convective heat transfer coefficients are
compared with selected measurements from the literature.

The flow field in the disk cavity was briefly described by Roy
et al. @24# on the basis of experiments and simulations. Figure 3
shows the computed flow field for one experimental condition.
None of the simulations performed in either the steady rotation-

ally symmetric mode or the steady three-dimensional mode pre-
dicted main air ingestion, although tracer gas experiments indicate
that ingestion occurred at six of the nine conditions given in Table
1 ~all exceptcw57520) @25#. The cavity axial gap was sufficiently
large for separate boundary layers to form on the rotor and stator
disks at all of the experimental conditions listed in Table 1. A
recirculation region developed radially inboard in the cavity,
where a strong radial outflow was found close to the rotor disk
and a weak inflow near the stator disk. In this, the source region,
rotation of the core fluid was minimal. The radial extent of this
region increased with the secondary air flow rate, and decreased
slightly as the rotor disk speed increased. Radially outboard, in the
core region, the flow was dominated by its tangential velocity
except when the secondary air flow rate was high~for example,
close to the free disk pumping flow rate!.

5.1 Fluid Temperature Distribution in the Disk Cavity.
As mentioned earlier, when the rotor disk surface temperature at
any of the five thermocouple radial locations reached the TLC
transition temperature, the cavity fluid temperature axial distribu-
tion was measured quickly~within a 2-minute interval! at that
radial location. Figure 4 shows, in a nondimensional form, the
axial temperature distribution at the five radial locations for the
experiment: Ref57.03105, cw53008, Rem55.03105. Based on
these distributions, the axial positions of 2.5 mm (x/s50.15),
3 mm (x/s50.18), 3 mm, 3 mm, and 3 mm from the rotor disk
surface were chosen to be the outer edges of the thermal boundary
layer on the rotor disk atr 545.5, 81, 110, 144, and 173 mm,
respectively, for this experimental condition.

The fluid axial temperature profiles computed by Fluent, also
shown in Fig. 4, indicate that, in the source region, the axial
temperature gradient at the rotor disk surface becomes steeper
radially outward~this is not visible in Fig. 4!. This is indicative of
an increase in the disk surface heat flux radially outward in the
source region, this being aided slightly by the higher thermal con-
ductivity of air as its temperature rises. In the core region, the
temperature gradient at the rotor disk decreases radially outward,
this contributing to a decrease in the disk surface heat flux in spite
of the continued increase in the thermal conductivity of air. These

Fig. 3 Computed streamlines for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105
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trends will be used in section 5.2 to explain some features of the
convective heat transfer coefficient distribution on the rotor disk.
Also, radially inboard in the cavity, for example atr 545.5 mm,
both the measurement and the Fluent calculation indicate a sub-
stantial drop in the cavity air temperature axially from the rotor
disk. This is mainly due to the strong flow of the incoming sec-
ondary air in the region.

In the vicinity of the stator disk, the fluid temperature as mea-
sured changed little axially at the two innermost radial locations
and decreased as the disk surface was approached at the three
radially outboard locations. The measured air temperature near the
stator disk was lower atr 5173 mm compared to that atr
5144 mm. This is quite possibly due to the combined effects of
the ingested cooler mainstream air and heat loss to the stator disk.
In the event of ingestion, the cooler mainstream air would mix
with the higher temperature cavity air from the vicinity of the
rotor disk surface rim and then flow radially inward along the
stator disk.

The measured and computed fluid temperatures near the rotor
disk surface agree well, Fig. 4, and the measured and computed
axial temperature distributions atr 545.5 and 81 mm are similar.
There are, however, significant differences between the measured
and computed distributions away from the rotor disk at the two
outermost radial locations. It should be noted that an isothermal
boundary condition was prescribed at the stator disk surface in the
computations whereas the actual condition at the stator is neither
isothermal nor adiabatic. Furthermore, the simulations, which
were performed in the rotationally symmetric mode, were unable
to predict main gas ingestion in cases where ingestion definitely
occurred according to the recent tracer gas experiments performed
in this rig. The implication is that the computed flow and thermal
fields radially outboard in the disk cavity have some inaccuracies.

5.1.1 Effect of Rotor Disk Speed on the Cavity Fluid Tempera-
ture Distribution. Figures 5~a, b! show, at three disk rotational
Reynolds numbers andcw53008, Rem55.03105, the axial distri-
bution of fluid temperature in the disk cavity atr 581 and 173
mm, respectively. Both measured and computed distributions are
shown. At r 581 mm, which is in the source region, the fluid
temperature distribution near the rotor disk remained essentially
the same at each Ref , indicating that the heat flux at the disk
surface changed little. The fluid temperature near the stator disk
increased slightly with Ref as did the disk surface heat flux. Also,
the thermal boundary layer on the rotor disk became thinner as
Ref increased.

5.1.2 Effect of Secondary Air Flow Rate on the Cavity Fluid
Temperature Distribution. Figures 6~a, b! show the measured
and computed axial distributions of fluid temperature in the disk
cavity at r 581 and 173 mm, respectively, at three secondary air
flow rates (cw) and Ref57.03105, Rem55.03105. At both radial
locations, the fluid temperature was lower when the secondary air
flow rate was higher. The heat flux at the rotor disk surface in-
creased withcw . At r 5173 mm, which is in the core region, heat
loss to the stator disk increased ascw decreased. Also, the fluid
temperature drop in the axial direction commenced farther from
the stator disk ascw decreased. These trends may be due to in-
gestion of the cooler main air into the cavity.

5.2 Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient Distribution on
the Rotor Disk Surface. During each quasi-steady state experi-
ment, the rotor disk substrate~aluminum! cooled at a rate slightly
lower than 0.3°C per minute. The corresponding cooling rate of
the air at the rotor disk thermal boundary layer outer edge at the
five thermocouple radial locations was substantially lower than
0.3°C per minute. These are shown in Fig. 7 for the experimental
condition Ref57.03105, cw53008, Rem55.03105. In Fig. 8,
the radial profiles of the rotor disk substrate temperature and ther-
mal boundary layer outer edge temperature at one time instant
(t51000 s) are shown. Each profile could be fitted with a qua-
dratic expression for all time instants. The rotor disk substrate

Fig. 4 Fluid temperature distribution in the disk cavity for
RefÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105

„sÄ16.5 mm, Tw
Ä45.8°C…

Fig. 5 Effect of rotor disk speed on the cavity fluid tempera-
ture distribution for c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105
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temperature and thermal boundary layer outer edge temperature at
the time of TLC color transition at any particular radial position
were then obtained from the respective quadratic fits. Figure 9
shows the plot, versus radius, of the measured thermal boundary
layer outer edge temperature at the time of TLC color transition
on the rotor disk surface. The measured values are slightly higher
than those predicted by Fluent.

In Fig. 10, the measured and computed radial distributions of
the heat flux at the rotor disk surface are shown for the same
experiment. The heat flux is the response to the thermal driving
force, (Tw2Tref), and the convective heat transfer coefficient. The
measured and computed distributions are similar, although the
latter is somewhat higher. An examination of the disk cavity flow
field is helpful in understanding the heat flux distribution. The
incoming secondary air impinges on the rotor disk at the hub and
then flows radially outward. No measurements were made on the
hub cap, but the Fluent computation is available. Here, the radial
heat flux distribution resembles that due to jet impingement. At
the periphery of the hub cap, the calculation shows a sharp de-
crease in heat flux. A saddle separation point due to a small recir-
culation bubble is predicted here. This is followed by a sharp
increase in heat flux due to reattachment. The TLC measurement
began immediately outboard of the hub cap periphery. The heat

Fig. 6 Effect of secondary air flow rate on the cavity fluid tem-
perature distribution for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, RemÄ5.0Ã105

Fig. 7 Measured variation of rotor disk substrate temperature
and fluid core temperature with time „tÄ0 s is the beginning of
the rotor disk cool-down … for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, Rem
Ä5.0Ã105

Fig. 8 Measured radial profiles of rotor disk substrate tem-
perature and fluid core temperature at one time instant „t
Ä1000 s… for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105

Fig. 9 Thermal boundary layer outer edge temperature at the
time of TLC color transition on the rotor disk surface versus
radius for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105
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flux decreases radially outboard from the high value caused by the
reattachment. This is followed by an increase radially outward
until the end of the source region is reached. In the core region the
heat flux decreases in the radial direction.

Figure 11 shows the radial distribution, based on measurement,
of the convective heat transfer coefficient on the rotor disk for the
experiment Ref57.03105, cw53008, Rem55.03105 ~the same
experiment as Figs. 7–10!. In the source region of the cavity
where the influence of secondary air flow is strong and the tan-
gential velocity in the fluid core modest, the trend in h is similar to
that in the surface heat flux. In the core region,h increases with
radius. Referring to Figs. 9 and 10, even though the surface heat
flux decreases radially in the core region, the core fluid tempera-
ture increases such that the overall effect is an increase inh.

Also shown in Fig. 11 is the radial distribution ofh calculated
using Fluent. Agreement with the measured distribution is reason-
ably good, the calculated values being typically 8 percent higher.
One factor contributing to this difference may be the isothermal
boundary condition at the stator disk surface that was used in the
calculations.

The convective heat transfer coefficient distribution at the rotor
disk surface predicted by a correlation due to Kapinos@1# is also
plotted in Fig. 11. Agreement with the experimental values is

good in the core region of the disk cavity. It is less so in the
source region where the effect of secondary air impingement is
felt.

5.2.1 Effect of Rotor Disk Speed on the Convective Heat
Transfer Coefficient Distribution. Figures 12~a–c! depict the ef-
fect of rotor disk speed on the convective heat transfer coefficient
distribution on the disk surface at three secondary air flow rates.
The influence of rotor disk speed is somewhat different in the
source and core regions, and at the different secondary air flow
rates.

In the source region, the fluid radial velocity in the rotor disk
boundary layer strongly influences the heat transfer at the rotor
disk surface. The radial velocity decreases radially outward. The
effect of the relative tangential velocity between the rotor disk and
the core fluid is substantial especially in the core region where it
has a much stronger influence than the flow radial
velocity.

At each secondary air flow rate, the relative tangential velocity
between the rotor disk and the core fluid increases radially out-
ward in the cavity~see Roy@24# for these results!. Also, the rela-
tive tangential velocity increases with Ref. Compounding the
complexity of the convective heat transfer at the rotor disk is the
ingested cooler mainstream air which probably commences its
influence immediately outboard of the source region. The magni-
tude of ingestion increases as the secondary air flow rate
decreases.

The Fluent results forh are also plotted in these figures. Agree-
ment with the measured distribution is good in some regions for
certain combinations of Ref andcw . In other cases they differ by
up to 25 percent.

Some features of the measured h-distributions should be noted.
At small radii, 45 mm,r ,55 mm, the heat transfer coefficients
do not differ by much at the three rotor disk speeds. This is espe-
cially the case at the two lower secondary air flow rates (cw). At
r .80 mm, the heat transfer coefficients are significantly affected
by the disk speed. The impingement-like peaks atcw51504 for
the two higher disk rotational Reynolds numbers (Ref) may be
due to the ingested mainstream air encountering the rotor disk
here.

5.2.2 Effect of Secondary Air Flow Rate on the Convective
Heat Transfer Coefficient Distribution.Figures 13~a–c! show
the influence of secondary air flow rate on the rotor disk convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient distribution at three disk rotational
speeds. In the source region of the cavity, the heat transfer coef-
ficient increases markedly with the secondary air flow rate. It
should be borne in mind that, at a given Ref , the source region
extends radially outward with higher secondary air flow rate. In
the core region, the secondary air flow rate influences the heat
transfer coefficient at higher Ref .

5.3 Comparison With Earlier Works. In Fig. 14, the rotor
disk convective heat transfer coefficient data from one experiment
(Ref58.63105, cw57520, Rem55.03105) have been compared
in the nondimensional format Nur versus Ref,r with selected data
from two earlier works, Dibelius and Heinen@5# and Chen et al.
@13#, obtained at broadly similar conditions. The latter data were
read off the respective figures; as such, some inaccuracy may have
been introduced in these.

The present data agree with those of Dibelius and Heinen@5# to
within 5 percent. The discrepancy between the present data and
those of Chen et al.@13# increases when Ref,r.33105. Chen
et al. used the secondary air temperature at cavity inlet asTref to
calculate the local convective heat transfer coefficient rather than
the corresponding thermal boundary layer outer edge temperature.
Since the latter temperature is higher, its use asTref will provide a
higher localh.

The measuredh distribution is also compared with the Kapinos
correlation@1#. Good agreement is seen for Ref.33105 ~the core

Fig. 10 Radial distribution of heat flux on the rotor disk sur-
face for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105

Fig. 11 Convective heat transfer coefficient distribution on the
rotor disk surface for Re fÄ7.0Ã105, c wÄ3008, RemÄ5.0Ã105
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region! while they are higher than the correlation in the source
region. The correlation, which is based on a momentum integral
approach, considers the radial and tangential velocity components
of the cavity air flow but not the axial velocity component, which
can be expected to give rise to impingement-like heat transfer in

the inner part of the source region. As such, the Kapinos correla-
tion will be unsatisfactory there.

The present data agree reasonably well with Fluent predictions.

5.4 Correlations. The heat transfer data from this study
were used to develop an empirical correlation for the local con-

Fig. 12 Effect of rotor disk speed on the convective heat
transfer coefficient distribution

Fig. 13 Effect of secondary air flow rate on the convective
heat transfer coefficient distribution
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vective heat transfer coefficient on the rotor disk. The data radi-
ally inboard in the source region were not considered. The local
convective heat transfer coefficient on free or enclosed rotor disks
may be correlated by a relation of the form:

Nur5C Ref,r
m (6)

Values ofC50.0195 andm50.80 provided the best fit for the
present data, Fig. 15. The average deviation of the data from the
correlation is about 7.3 percent forcw57520, 7.3 percent forcw
53008, and 16.9 percent forcw51504.

Equation~6! does not consider the effect of secondary air flow
rate on the tangential velocity of the cavity fluid. This effect may
be included indirectly in the heat transfer correlation by using the
local relative rotational Reynolds number, Rer , which is based on
the relative tangential velocity between the rotor disk and the core
fluid. The core fluid tangential velocity varies with the rotor disk
speed, secondary air flow rate, and radial location in the cavity.
This velocity was measured in the same disk cavity by Particle
Image Velocimetry@24#, and was found to agree well with the
correlation proposed by Daily et al.@26#:

b

b*
5

1

1112.74
l turb

~r /b!13/5

(7)

whereb* 50.43. Equation~7! can therefore be used to obtain the
local relative rotational Reynolds number:

Rer5r~Vr 2Vf,c!r /m5~12b!Ref,r (8)

The local Nusselt number versus the local relative rotational
Reynolds number plot of the present heat transfer data is shown in
Fig. 16. The correlation obtained is:

Nur50.0074 Rer
0.89 (9)

The average deviation of the data from the correlation is ap-
proximately 4.1 percent forcw57520, 6.4 percent forcw53008
and 12.2 percent forcw51504.

The derived Nusselt number correlation, Eq.~9!, should be ap-
plicable in the core region and the radially outermost part of the
source region of disk cavities~see Fig. 3!. The extents of these
regions depend upon where the secondary flow enters the disk
cavity. In real gas turbine disk cavities, the secondary flow en-
trance is usually radially outboard of the hub, and the correlation
should hold in the resulting core region and outer part of the
source region.

6 Concluding Remarks
An experimental study of the fluid temperature distribution and

the convective heat transfer coefficient distribution on the rotor
disk surface was carried out in a model rotor–stator disk cavity
with both mainstream and secondary air flow present. The ranges
of the experiments were 4.63105,Ref,r,8.63105, 1500,cw

,7520, and Rem55.03105. Numerical simulations were also
performed using the commercial CFD code Fluent. The simula-
tion results were compared with the experimental data.

A fluid core was found to exist in the cavity between the bound-
ary layers on the rotor and stator disks. The core fluid tempera-
ture, as measured at the outer edge of the thermal boundary layer
on the rotor disk, was adopted as the reference fluid temperature
in determining the local convective heat transfer coefficient on the
rotor disk. The thermal boundary layer on the rotor disk was in-
fluenced by both the rotor disk speed and the secondary air flow
rate. Ingestion of the cooler mainstream air into the disk cavity
and heat loss to the stator disk also played significant roles.

Fig. 14 Comparison of selected results of the present work
with some earlier works

Fig. 15 Local Nusselt number versus local rotational Rey-
nolds number „experimental data and correlation are for the
core region and radially outermost part of the source region …

Fig. 16 Local Nusselt number versus local relative rotational
Reynolds number „experimental data and correlation are for
the core region and radially outermost part of the source re-
gion …
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The local convective heat transfer coefficient on the rotor disk
varied with the rotor disk speed and secondary air flow rate. In the
source region, which is radially inboard in the cavity, the effect of
rotor disk speed was weak and that of the secondary air flow rate
strong, the heat transfer coefficient increasing with the air flow
rate. In the core region, which is radially outboard in the cavity,
the convective heat transfer coefficient was dominated by the ro-
tor disk speed, especially at high secondary air flow rates. The
influence of secondary air flow rate was important especially at
the higher rotor disk speeds. Ingested mainstream air, which can
be substantial at low secondary air flow rate and high rotor disk
speed, affects the rotor disk convective heat transfer coefficient
radially outboard of the source region.

The measured convective heat transfer coefficient distributions
were in reasonable agreement with those computed by Fluent in
the steady-state rotationally symmetric mode although, clearly,
some important trends were not predicted by the computations. A
key reason may be that ingestion and therefore the corresponding
effects were not predicted. This was also the case when the simu-
lations were steady three dimensional. Recent measurements of
the unsteady pressure field in the mainstream gas path and the
disk cavity in the same rig at some of the relevant experimental
conditions@27# suggest that the computations will need to be un-
steady as well as three dimensional to be able to predict ingestion
correctly.

Finally, an empirical correlation for the local Nusselt number
on the rotor disk in terms of the local relative rotational Reynolds
number is proposed. This correlation should be applicable in the
core region and radially outer part of the source region in a rotor–
stator disk cavity.
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Nomenclature

b 5 outer radius of disk cavity~Fig. 1!; also radius
of free disk

Cp 5 specific heat of air at constant pressure
cw 5 nondimensional mass flow rate of secondary

air5ṁs /mb
cw, f d 5 nondimensional free disk pumping mass flow

rate50.219 Ref
0.8

G 5 axial gap ratio5s/b
Grr 5 local Grashof number5Ref,r

2 DT/Tref
h 5 local convective heat transfer coefficient

5qw,conv9 /(Tw2Tref)
k 5 thermal conductivity; also turbulent kinetic

energy
ṁm 5 mass flow rate of mainstream air
ṁs 5 mass flow rate of secondary air

Nur 5 local Nusselt number5hr/kair

qw9 5 total heat flux at rotor disk surface
qw,conv9 5 convective heat flux at rotor disk surface
qw,rad9 5 radiative heat flux at rotor disk surface

r 5 radial coordinate
Rem 5 mainstream flow Reynolds number5rVmb/m
Ref 5 disk rotational Reynolds number5rVb2/m

Ref,r 5 local rotational Reynolds number5rVr 2/m
Rer 5 local relative rotational Reynolds number5(1

2b)Ref,r

s 5 axial gap between rotor and stator disks
T 5 temperature

Tref 5 reference temperature of cavity fluid
Tw 5 rotor disk surface temperature
T` 5 ambient air temperature
DT 5 Tw2Tref
Ut 5 friction velocity at surface
Vm 5 mainstream flow bulk axial velocity
Vr 5 local radial velocity of cavity fluid
Vf 5 local tangential velocity of cavity fluid

Vf,c 5 tangential velocity of the core fluid
x 5 axial coordinate

y1 5 normal distance from surface in wall unit
5yUt /v

za 5 rim discourager~seal! axial overlap~Fig. 1~a!!
zr 5 rim discourager radial clearance~Fig. 1~a!!
b 5 core fluid rotation ratio5Vf,c /Vr

de 5 thickness of epoxy layer on the rotor disk
« 5 dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy

l turb 5 turbulent flow parameter5cw Ref
20.8

m 5 dynamic viscosity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
f 5 azimuthal coordinate
V 5 disk rotational speed

Subscripts

air 5 air in the disk cavity
c 5 fluid core
e 5 epoxy
f 5 fluid

in 5 inlet value
ref 5 reference value
ro 5 rotor disk
s 5 substrate
st 5 stator disk
w 5 wall ~surface!
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